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xv

By the time the fifth edition of Project Planning, Scheduling, and 
Control is published, it will be 20 years since the first edition was 
released. I have been gratified to receive correspondence from all 
over the world complimenting me on the previous editions, and I 
hope this will continue. I have always written for the practitioner, 
so this book is not really designed for classroom use, but for the 
person who needs a book that is easy to read and practical.

For many years I have been telling people that management—
including project management—is a performing art. Most business 
schools teach people to think—that is, they teach cognitive skills. 
That is fine for doing business analysis, making decisions, and car-
rying out certain types of planning. However, the daily interactions 
that you have with the members of your project team and various 
stakeholders to the project require that you know how to deal effec-
tively with people, and that set of skills is not learned through cog-
nitive training. In fact, John Grinder, cocreator of Neuro- Linguistic 
Programming™, once recommended that we take an acting class 
before taking another management class. I consider that advice to 
be right on target.

Project management is still poorly understood by many man-
agers who have managed projects using only a seat- of- the- pants 
approach. Many of them also do not value a formal approach. How-
ever, I have been in this business for nearly 45 years (that’s right, I’m 
older than dirt), and I can say with absolute confidence that proper 
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project management gets results that the unstructured approach 
won’t achieve! And I can also say that my Lewis Method® of man-
aging projects is among the most robust available. The reason is that 
it not only includes the tools of project management—work break-
down structures, schedules, and earned value—but also incorpo-
rates behavioral skills so that you can get people to actually apply 
the tools properly.

What too many managers don’t understand is that project 
management is all about dealing with people. Project managers 
often have no authority but a great deal of responsibility, and with-
out good skills in dealing with people, the tools will do nothing but 
help them document their failures with precision. I feel so strongly 
about this that I have registered the trademark Projects are People®

to stress the importance of this idea. Of course, I can also say that 
many of the managers who don’t understand the need for people 
skills don’t themselves have a high degree of those skills. I continue 
to be disappointed by the ineptness of many managers in dealing 
with people.

In the final analysis, your capital equipment—building, equip-
ment, and other facilities—won’t make any money for you. It is only 
people who do that. Yet, to quote Dr. Phil McGraw, we know less 
about getting performance from people than we do about getting it 
from our equipment. It’s no wonder that we have such sensational 
project and business failures.

I can’t promise that this book has all the answers or that it will 
teach you how to be an immediate success in managing projects, 
but I do know that the people who have practiced the principles 
taught have been more successful than many of those who have just 
“winged it.”

I am always happy to hear from readers, so please feel free to 
send me an e- mail and let me know about your own results from 
applying what you learn. I must say that I have had to change my 
e- mail address because of the enormous amount of spam I was 
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receiving after publishing it in my other books, and I will probably 
have to do so again in the future. So to find out how to contact me, 
go to my Web site and check the contact information. The Web site 
is www.lewisinstitute.com. Best wishes to all of you.

James P. Lewis, Ph.D.
Asheville, North Carolina

www.lewisinstitute.com
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The news traveled from the palace to the Valley of the Kings with 
incredible speed—Nefertari, the beloved wife of Ramses the Great, 
Nineteenth Dynasty pharaoh of Upper and Lower Egypt, had 
just borne him another son. The messenger was out of breath as 
he entered the murky darkness of the burial chamber and greeted 
Ashahebsed, builder of the tombs for the family of the great king.

“The new child has just arrived,” he announced breathlessly, 
“a son.” Ashahebsed was well aware of who he meant by “the 
new child.” The pregnancy of Nefertari, one of two royal wives of 
Ramses, was well known throughout the kingdom.

Ashahebsed shook his head. Another tomb would have to be 
added. How many was this now? At last count, the king had sired 
30 sons and as many daughters. With two royal wives, two Hittite 
princesses acquired through diplomatic marriage, and four of his 
own daughters whom he had married, following Egyptian tradi-

An Introduction to 
Project Management
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4 SECTION ONE Introduction to Project Management

tion, Ramses was more than prolific. At 60 years of age, he was still 
fathering children at an alarming rate.

“By the great god Amun,” Ashahebsed exclaimed, “at this rate, 
I’ll never finish this project!”

“You’re right,” said the messenger. “I have been instructed to 
inform you that Isetnofret is pregnant again.”

“The second royal wife of Ramses,” thought Ashahebsed. 
“And so are the two Hittite princesses,” he groaned.

“Don’t forget Bant- Anat,” the messenger offered.
This was Isetnofret’s child, one of the four daughters that the 

pharaoh had married.
“It is clear that I will be on this project until the pharaoh dies,” 

said Ashahebsed.
“It looks that way,” agreed the messenger, as he turned to go 

out into the blinding Egyptian sun.
Ashahebsed may very well have endured the most scope 

changes, over the most extended period, of any project manager in 
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history. Ramses the Great had more than 100 sons and daughters 
over his 90 years. He was pharaoh for nearly 65 years, and no doubt 
the building of tombs for his progeny extended over much of that 
time. The best that can be said is that Ashahebsed had job secu-
rity. The worst is that the project just kept on going and going and 
going . . .

WHAT IS A PROJECT?

The Project Management Institute (PMI®) is the professional associa-
tion for project managers (more about them later). In the latest edi-
tion of the Project Management Body of Knowledge, or PMBOK® GUIDE
(2008), the PMI defines a 
project as “a temporary 
endeavor undertaken to 
produce a unique prod-
uct, service, or result.” 
Temporary means that 
every project has a defi-
nite beginning and end. 
Unique means that this product, service, or result is different from 
others that may have preceded it.

Unfortunately, textbook definitions often don’t reflect the real 
world. Ashahebsed’s project definitely was not temporary; as the 
scope kept changing, the ultimate completion date slid out ever fur-
ther until it disappeared over the horizon. And of course the budget 
had to change accordingly.

So this was certainly no textbook project. (In fact, if any of you 
know of a project that conforms to the textbook definition, please 
e-mail me about it so that I can write a case study!)

In reality, the only part of the definition that fits all projects is 
that all of them are jobs that produce something unique. Perhaps 
it would be better to say that they are intended to be temporary in 

A project is a temporary endeavor 
undertaken to produce a unique 
product, service, or result 
[PMBOK ® GUIDE (2008).].
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nature, meaning a one- time job. A repetitive job is not a project. Nei-
ther is performing a single task. Nevertheless, a substantial number 
of jobs do qualify as projects, and there are many people managing 
them (or at least trying to).

Tom Peters (1999) has argued that as much as 50 percent of the 
work done in organizations can be thought of as projects. I believe 
that in many organizations, this number is far greater. This means 
that, even though not everyone who is running these operations is 
called a project manager, these people are de facto managing proj-
ects anyway. And, while they may not need the formality of critical 
path schedules and earned value analysis, they do need some skills 
in project planning and control.

Dr. J. M. Juran has also said that a project is a problem that is 
scheduled for solution. I like this definition because it makes us real-
ize that a project is conducted to solve a problem for the organiza-
tion. However, the word problem almost always conveys something 
negative. When someone says, “We have a problem,” that is usually 
bad news. Environmental cleanup projects might be thought of as 
solving the “bad” kind of problem. But developing a new product 
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or software program is also a problem—a positive problem. So prob-
lem is being used here in a very broad sense, and projects deal with 
both kinds of problems, positive and negative.

WHAT IS PROJECT MANAGEMENT?

The 2008 edition of the PMBOK® GUIDE defines project manage-
ment as “application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to 
project activities to meet project requirements. Project management 
is accomplished through the application and integration of the 
project management processes of initiating, planning, executing, 
monitoring and controlling, and closing” (p. 6). These processes are 
further defined in the PMBOK® GUIDE, and the objective of this 
book is to explain how all of these are accomplished in practice.

I think it is important to mention that these processes do not 
fully capture the essence of project management. Much of project 
management consists of dealing with political issues, trying to get 
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team members to perform at the required level, and negotiating 
for scarce resources. These activities are not really captured by the 
PMBOK® GUIDE processes, and no single document can do justice 
to the true complexity of project management.

“Instant- Pudding” Project Management

In December 1999, I met with a project manager in Germany, and we 
discussed whether project management in Germany was the same 
as it is in the United States. I showed him my model of project man-
agement, which I call The Lewis Method®, and compared it to his 
process. We found that his method and mine were nearly identical.

“I have been trying to explain project management to senior 
management here, but I’m afraid with very little success,” he said 
sadly. “In one meeting, one of our vice presidents got very frus-
trated and said, ‘I don’t understand why we don’t just buy Microsoft 
Project® and do it!’ ” He added, “Meaning, of course, why don’t we 
do project management.”

I almost laughed. “It’s the same in the United States,” I assured 
him. “Senior managers there also assume that project management 
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is just scheduling and that if they buy a scheduling tool for every-
one, they will have instant project managers.”

He looked a bit relieved.
“I think we should put the scheduling software in a box and 

rename it ‘Instant Project Manager,’ ” I said. “On the side of the 
box, the instructions would say, ‘Just add water, stir, shake, bake, 
and you will have instant project managers’—sort of an ‘instant- 
pudding’ approach to project management.”

He thought for a moment. “That’s actually what we are doing 
now, isn’t it? Practicing instant- pudding project management!”

“Yes,” I agreed. “And I can tell you that this approach is fol-
lowed throughout much of the world.”

Tools, People, and Systems

Project management is not just scheduling.
It is not just tools.
It is not a job position or a job title.
It is not even the sum total of these. But my experience shows 

that few people understand this. They believe that project manage-
ment is scheduling and that if a person can do some technical job 
(using the word technical in a very broad sense), then that individual 
can manage a project.

This is a pervasive problem. We forget that there are two 
aspects to all work, including projects—the what and the how. The 
what is the task to be performed. The how is the process by which 
it is performed. But process also applies to how the team functions 
overall—how its members communicate, interact, solve problems, 
deal with conflict, make decisions, assign work, run meetings, and 
every other aspect of team performance. The tools they use—such 
as scheduling software, computers, project notebooks, and daily 
planners—help with both the what and the how. But the tools do 
not make an instant project manager of a person who has not been 
trained in the how. (See Figure 1.1.)
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Organizations and project teams are people. I think we forget 
this. An organization has capital equipment, buildings, inventory, 
and other paraphernalia for the sole purpose of enabling human 
beings to do work that will result in desired organizational out-
comes.

Yet managers often focus on everything but people. I have 
been told of many managers who are brilliant with computers but 
absolutely horrible at dealing with people. They are rude, conde-

F I G U R E  1.1

Project Management Is Tools, People, and Systems
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scending, and dictatorial. You wonder how such individuals sur-
vive in their jobs, but they do.

In any case, the message should be understood—organiza-
tions are people, and people engage in processes to get results. If 
the people do not function well, neither will the processes; and if 
the processes don’t work, task outcomes will suffer. The sad thing 
is that we know more about how to get performance from capital 
equipment than about how to get it from people.

As I have already said, project management deals with tools, 
people, and systems. The tools are work breakdown structures, 
PERT scheduling, earned value analysis, risk analysis, and sched-
uling software (to name a few). And tools are the primary focus of 
most organizations that want to implement project management.

Tools are a necessary but not a sufficient condition for success 
in managing projects. The processes or techniques are far more 
important, because if you do not employ the correct processes for 
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managing, the tools will only help you document your failures with 
great precision.

A simple example is that you give a person an automobile so 
that he can get around, but you give him no training in how to drive 
the car. He must learn by trial and error. By the time he has become 
a competent driver (if he ever does), he will have battered up the car 
pretty badly, and in the process done quite a bit of damage to others. 
This is what happens when you give people scheduling software 
with no training in how to use it properly.

On the other hand, training someone who has no car how to 
drive is a waste. Absent the car, the training is irrelevant.

In short, the PMI definition of project management is not bad, 
as long as you understand that you must include dealing with poli-
tics, exercising leadership, and, for good measure, having a small 
dose of public relations expertise.

The Four Project Constraints

It has been common to talk about the triple constraints in project 
management—performance, time, and cost. Colloquially, they are 
often referred to as good, fast, and cheap, and as the saying goes, 
“Good, fast, or cheap—pick two.” The point is that you can dictate 
only two of them, and the third will have to vary.

When I wrote the first edition of this book, I realized that there 
was a fourth constraint—scope. The magnitude or size of the job is 
also related to the other 
three constraints, and I 
started pointing out that 
you could assign values 
to any three of them, 
but the fourth must be 
allowed to vary. In fact, scope changes probably cause more missed 
project deadlines and cost overruns than any other factor short of 
defining the project requirements incorrectly to begin with.

Scope: the magnitude or size of the 
project.
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I have learned during the past couple of years that many peo-
ple are confused by the term performance, so I want to clarify it here. 
A project is intended to produce a result of some kind. Construc-
tion projects produce buildings for people to occupy, roads for them 
to travel on, or dams that provide water to communities. Product 
development projects provide products for people to use; software 
projects do the same.

There are two kinds of performance requirements, which 
together are called specifications. One is functional requirements. These 
describe what the deliverable is supposed to do. The other is techni-
cal requirements, which describe the features of the deliverable. They 
may specify dimensions, weight, color, speed, horsepower, thrust, 
or any of a million other specifications that can apply to a deliver-
able. As a former engineer, I used to ask if a change would affect the 
form, fit, or function of a product. You can see how this relates to 
what has just been said.

Defining project requirements is a major aspect of project defi-
nition, and doing so incorrectly or inadequately is, I believe, the sin-
gle most common cause of project failures. I was once told a story 
by a fellow that illustrates this beautifully. He had a friend over at 
his house one day, and they were doing some yard work. He said 
to his friend, “You see this small tree in front of my house? How 
about trimming the limbs off this tree to a height about like this?” 
He indicated what he meant by holding his hand a certain distance 
above the ground.

He then left his friend to trim the tree and went to the back of 
the house to do some work. When he returned to the front of the 
house, his friend had just finished the job. It was nicely done, except 
for one significant detail. His friend had cut all of the limbs off the 
top of the tree, down to the proper height, when what the fellow 
wanted was to have the limbs trimmed off the trunk of the tree 
from the ground up to the height he had indicated!

What happened here is all too common. “Trim the tree” meant 
something different to each of them. We call this is a communi-
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cation problem. And because communication problems happen so 
frequently, we had better take care to achieve a shared understand-
ing of what is supposed 
to be done in the project. 
We will talk about how 
this is done in Chapter 5.

Elsewhere, I have 
said that project manage-
ment is the application of 
knowledge, skills, tools, 
and techniques to project 
activities to meet project 
requirements. These re-
quirements are defined 
by the PCTS targets and 
are the constraints on 
every project, no matter how large or how small. Because you can 
never escape them, you must understand how they interact.

The relationship between them is given by the following 
expression:

C = f(P, T, S)

In other words, cost is a function of performance, time, and scope. 
Ideally, this could be written as an exact mathematical expression. 
For example,

C = 2P + 3T + 4S

However, we are always estimating the values of these variables, so 
their exact relationship is never known.

One way to think of the relationship that exists between the 
PCTS constraints is to consider a triangle, as shown in Figure 1.2. P, 
C, and T are the lengths of the sides, while S is the area. If I know the 
lengths of the sides, I can compute the area. Or, if I know the area and 
the lengths of two sides, I can compute the length of the third side.

P = performance requirements, 
technical and functional

C = labor cost to do the job. (Note 
that capital equipment and 
material costs are accounted 
for separately from labor.)

T = time required for the project
S = scope or magnitude of the 

work
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What is important about this illustration is that I cannot arbi-
trarily assign values to all three sides and the area. If three are spec-
ified, the fourth can be determined, but if you try to assign values 
to all four, they will “fit” only by accident.

In projects, how-
ever, it is common for the 
project sponsor or some 
other manager to want to 
dictate values for all four. 
This is, in fact, a common 
cause of project failures. 
As a project manager, it 

is my job to tell the sponsor what I need if I am to do a project. So 
consider the most common case, in which values for P, T, and S are 
given. It is my job to tell the sponsor the cost to achieve those targets.

F I G U R E  1.2

Triangles Showing the PCTS Relationship

Principle: You can assign values 
to only three of the constraints. 
The fourth will be whatever the 
relationship dictates it will be.
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It is also true that when I do so, the sponsor may have heart 
failure. The response is often, “My goodness, how can it cost so 
much!!?” followed by protests that, “We can’t afford it!”

Then my response is, “Tell me what you can afford, and I’ll tell 
you what I can do.” This means that either the scope will be reduced 
or perhaps the time will be extended. In general, it is not acceptable 
to reduce performance.

Notice that this is a common trade- off that we make at home. 
We have a list of things that need to be done. The roof is leaking and 
needs to be repaired before it ruins the house. The car is making a 
strange noise. My 13- year- old daughter needs braces on her teeth, 
which will cost a bundle. And on and on.

Trouble is, I can’t afford it all.
So what am I going to do? I’m going to establish priorities for 

the items on the list. If the car quits, I won’t be able to get to work to 
make the money to pay for everything, so perhaps it is number one 
on the list. The roof comes next. And goodness knows when I’ll be 
able to afford braces for my daughter’s teeth. Maybe she will grow 
up and pay for them herself, but for now, they have to wait.

Interestingly, we are forced to prioritize at home, but in organi-
zations, we often try to do it all, thereby spreading our resources too 
thin, with the result being that nothing gets done well or on time. 
(We will return to this issue in the section on control.) For now, the 
point is that you can’t have it all, so choices have to be made, and my 
job is to help my boss or sponsor make those choices by providing 
the best information I can on what is needed to do the project.

The Time- Cost Trade- Off

In today’s “hurry- up” world, the heat is on to finish projects in 
record time. This is due in part to the pressures of competition, 
especially in developing products, software, or new services. If you 
take too long to get it done, the competition will get there first, and 
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the first to market with a new product often captures 60 to 70 per-
cent of the market, leaving the rest of the pack to pick up the scraps.

Furthermore, there is pressure to reduce the cost to do the job. 
Again, this is partly because costs continue to rise over time and 
also because if you can develop something faster and cheaper while 
leaving the scope and performance constant, you can recover your 
investment sooner and protect yourself from the dynamics of the 
marketplace. (We will examine this in more detail in Chapter 14.)

Look now at the time- cost trade- off curve shown in Figure 1.3. 
Notice that there is some duration for a project in which costs are 
at a minimum. That is, there is an optimum duration. The problem 
is, we seldom know just what that duration is, but we aren’t too 
concerned about it.

What is important is to note that going past that point (extend-
ing the duration) causes project costs to rise, because you are being 
inefficient. You are taking too long to do the work.
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To the left of the minimum cost point, we are trying to reduce 
the time needed for the job. The common term for this is that we are 
trying to “crash” the project. That doesn’t mean that we are trying 
to destroy it, but rather that we are trying to do it faster than the 
optimum time.

You can see that costs start to rise as you reduce time, and they 
rise very steeply. This is because we usually speed up a project by 
assigning more resources to it. In common language, we “throw 
bodies at it.”

The difficulty is that, as we throw more bodies at a project, they 
begin to get in each other’s way. The work can be subdivided only 
so far, and we hit what is called the point of diminishing returns. 
One way to think of this is that if one person can do something in 

F I G U R E  1.3

Time- Cost Trade- Off Curve
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10 hours, two people won’t be able to do the same job in 5 hours. It 
may take 6. And four people may take 4 hours. So we don’t get a 
linear gain in time.

In addition, there is a lower limit below which you cannot go, 
no matter how many people you put on the job. I call this the “for-
bidden zone.” Naturally, there is always someone who thinks that 
if you just put enough people on a project, you can get it done in 
almost zero time, but that is simply not true.

Further, there is a principle called Brooks’s law, originally spec-
ified for software projects, that says, “Adding people to an already 

late project will just 
make it later.” I believe 
that this principle applies 
to all kinds of projects—
not just software.

Worse than that, 
you can actually destroy 
a project by adding peo-

BROOKS’S LAW
Adding people to an already late 
project may only make it later.

—Fred Brooks, 1975
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ple at the wrong time. This is shown in Figure 1.4. If you add some-
one new to the project, that person must be “brought up to speed.”

That means that orientation and training are needed. Who is 
going to do the training?

You, most likely, but perhaps some other member of the team. 
No matter who does it, that person’s productivity will drop. In order 
to keep from delaying the job, that person will have to work over-
time. In doing so, she will get tired, thus losing more ground. She 
will probably also make more errors, which means that she will 
have to correct them. This is called rework. As rework increases, she 
will have to work more overtime to keep up, thus getting more tired, 
which causes more errors, which increases rework, ad nauseum.

In other words, the project is likely to spiral downward, out of 
control. The message is, be very careful about adding people to help 
get the job done on time.

F I G U R E  1.4

The Rework Spiral
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If You Always Do What You’ve Always Done

Now let’s come back to the pressures that we feel to get the job 
done faster and cheaper at the same time. The time- cost trade- 
off curve shows that, if you are below the minimum point on the 

curve, crashing the proj-
ect costs more money. 
Yet we are being told to 
reduce costs and time 
simultaneously! Are we 
being set up?

Maybe.
There is a saying in psychology, “If you always do what you’ve 

always done, you’ll always get what you’ve always got.”
And there is a cor-

ollary. “Insanity is con-
tinuing to do what you’ve 
always done and hoping 
for a different result.”

The message is that, 
if what you’re doing isn’t 

working, you have to change the way you’re doing it. That is, you 
must change the process. In fact, that is what formal project manage-
ment is all about.

Many of you have 
been managing projects 
for a long time in an 
informal way. I call that 
“seat- of- the- pants” proj-
ect management, and I 
know about it because I 

did project management that way for about 10 years. Why? Because 
I didn’t know any other way.

And I got the job done—usually to everyone’s satisfaction.

If you always do what you’ve 
always done, you’ll always get 
what you’ve always got.

Insanity is continuing to do what 
you’ve always done and hoping for 
a different result.

Principle: If what you’re doing isn’t 
working, you need to change the 
process by which it is done.
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The trouble is, we didn’t know that the work could be done 
better.

Can formal project management (a change in process) really 
help you get the job done faster and cheaper at the same time?

I believe so.
It is estimated that about one- third of the cost of doing many 

projects is rework. As someone has said, that is equivalent to having 
one of every three people on the job working full time just to redo 
what the other two people did wrong in the first place. That means, 
of course, that the cost is extremely high.

Why all the rework?
I think it is safe to say that it is the result of taking a ready- 

fire- aim approach to the project. The job is ill conceived, poorly 
defined, and inadequately planned. Everyone just wants to “get the 
job done.”

It is said that haste makes waste. It is very true. But in our 
hurry- up- and- get- it- done world, there is little patience with “wast-
ing time” on all that planning. So the result is rework, which is 100 
percent waste.

I would suggest that, if you find a way to measure it, you will 
find that the rework in your projects ranges from 5 to 40 percent. As 
I have heard Tom Peters say on a tape (I forget which one), this is a 
good- news, bad- news story. The bad news is that it can be so high. 
The good news is that there is lots of room for improvement!

The nice thing about measuring rework is that you can show 
progress fairly soon. If you try to do baseline comparisons, you 
often find that baseline data for previous projects does not exist. 
With rework, you simply plot trend graphs. Such a graph is shown 
in Figure 1.5.

Quality

I have always considered this to be the forgotten aspect of project 
management. It has to do with the performance constraint. If the 
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functional and technical requirements of the job are not met, you 
have done a poor- quality job. So, to some extent, performance is 
synonymous with quality.

If you put people under pressure to get the job done really fast, 
and you won’t allow them to reduce the scope then you can almost 
bet that they will sacrifice quality in the process. Furthermore, as a 
former quality manager at ITT, I learned that if you improve qual-
ity, you get jobs done faster and cheaper, so in addition to improv-
ing processes, we must improve quality. In fact, the two go hand 
in hand.

In the past, quality has been defined in two primary ways. 
One was that quality was conformance to specifications. Another 
was that quality was meeting customer requirements. Of course, 
specifications should be written so that if you meet them, you meet 

F I G U R E  1.5

Trend Graph Showing Rework Declining
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customer requirements. Thus, the second definition could be said to 
be the better of the two.

In the development of the Six Sigma approach to quality at 
Motorola, a new definition of quality was also developed. This defi-
nition says that quality is a state in which value entitlement is realized 
for the customer and provider in every aspect of the business relationship
(Harry & Schroeder, 2000, p. 6). This new definition recognizes the 
profit motive of every for- profit organization, whereas the old defi-
nitions focused only on the customer.

Harry and Schroeder say that most organizations are produc-
ing product and service quality levels of about three sigma. This 
refers to the number of errors that occur in a given number of 
opportunities. For 1,000,000 opportunities, a three sigma level will 
yield 66,807 errors. At six sigma, there will only be 3.4 errors in 
1,000,000 opportunities!

They also say that a three sigma quality level means that of 
every sales dollar earned by the organization, approximately 25 to 30 
percent (or 25 cents) is lost because of poor quality. This is called the 
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cost of poor quality (COPQ). Most executives think that the COPQ is 
only a few percent and are horrified to learn that it is this high.

That cost comes from three factors: prevention, appraisal, and 
failure (PAF). Prevention is anything that we do to keep errors from 
happening in the first place. As an example of this, Alan Mulally, 
director of engineering at Boeing when the 777 airplane was being 
designed (he is now CEO at Ford Motor Company), explains how 
toy company Fisher- Price makes the assembly of their model air-
planes foolproof so that you can put them together with no hassle. 
“Fisher- Price makes a little notch in their wheels so that you can 
only put the right wheel on the right hub and you can only put the 
left wheel on the left hub” (Sabbagh, 1996). This approach has been 
used by the Japanese in manufacturing processes for years.

Appraisal cost results from the inspection of a finished part to 
be sure that no errors have been made. A basic given in quality is 
that you cannot inspect quality into a product—it must be designed 
in and built in to begin with. In fact, the work with Six Sigma pro-
grams has shown that, “80 percent of quality problems are actually 
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designed into the product without any conscious attempt to do so” 
(Harry & Schroeder, 2000, p. 36). When the problem is designed into 
the product, you can’t inspect it out.

Failure cost is incurred once the product leaves the plant and 
reaches the customer. It includes warranty costs, repair costs, and so 
on. And something that is almost impossible to track, but is a part 
of failure cost nonetheless, is lost customers.

The important thing to note is that an increase in the amount 
of money spent on prevention leads to significant reductions in 
inspection and failure costs. This is shown in Figure 1.6. Most of our 
quality costs should go into prevention, so that we reap significant 
savings in the other two areas. If you want to see how significant 
these savings can be, I suggest that you read Harry and Schroeder.

As for projects, if you improve your processes so that quality 
is improved, then you will also reduce the time and cost of project 
work simultaneously. Again, this is because you eliminate rework, 
which adds no value to the project. Large gains can be made if more 
attention is paid to quality improvement in projects.
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F I G U R E  1.6

Reduction in Total Cost of Quality When Prevention Is Increased
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Have Your Cake and Eat It Too

In Figure 1.2, I showed the relationship between P, C, T, and S as a 
triangle and said that these are the quadruple constraints of a proj-
ect. There is a problem with using a triangle as an analogy. Suppose 
I want to hold P, C, and T constant and increase the scope of the job. 
Based on the triangle analogy, this is impossible. If I increase scope, 
at least one of the three sides of the triangle must get longer.

However, if I think of the triangle as being drawn on the sur-
face of a sphere, then this is no longer true. If I change the radius of 
the sphere, it will change the area bounded by P, C, and T.

Figure 1.7 shows a sphere with a spherical triangle drawn on it, 
and inside the spherical triangle, I have also drawn a plane triangle. 
If I assume that the sides of both the spherical and the plane triangle 
are the same lengths, then the spherical triangle has a greater area, 
which represents project scope, so the scope has been increased 

F I G U R E  1.7

The PCTS Relationship Shown on a Spherical Surface
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while holding the sides of the triangle to constant lengths.1 What 
does the radius of the sphere represent? I suspect it is a measure of 
how well the process works.

There is still another way to think of the relationship between 
the variables. Suppose P, C, and T are the sides of the base of a pyra-
mid. This is shown in Figure 1.8. Now the scope is the entire area of 
the pyramid. What would be the physical meaning of the vertical 
sides of the pyramid? Perhaps they are factors of P, C, and T. Fur-
thermore, it may be that the height of the pyramid represents how 
well the process performs. If it is a poor process, the height of the 
pyramid diminishes until you simply have a conventional triangle 
(the base of the pyramid).

1 For the mathematically inclined, the drawing is, of course, not correct, but I am trying 
to explain the concept in simple terms for the benefit of those readers who have no 
background in spherical geometry.

F I G U R E  1.8

The PCTS Relationship Shown as a Pyramid
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These figures help us understand that by changing the process 
by which we do project work, we can get more for our money. We 
can reduce rework, increase productivity, decrease time, and so on.

Earlier I mentioned that Alan Mulally wanted the 777 airplane 
to be designed like a Fisher- Price toy, so that it would go together 
easily. In addition, Boeing changed the process by which the air-
plane was designed. There were two aspects to this change, one 
technical and the other human.

The technical change was to utilize three- dimensional com-
puter design exclusively. When you design parts in two dimen-
sions, it is impossible to know ahead of time that, for instance, 
components inside the wing are not going to run into each other. 
You have to build a model to find these problems. Correcting them 
is extremely expensive. By modeling the plane in three dimensions, 
these interferences can be detected on the computer screen and cor-
rected before a prototype is built. This approach isn’t perfect, and 
there may still be problems in the design, but it is a vast improve-
ment over two- dimensional methods.

The human change was expressed by the slogan, “Working 
Together.” In most organizations, you find various teams building 
silos around themselves. When conflicts arise, these teams fall into 
an us- them mode and snipe at each other. The Boeing approach was 
to tear down those silos and create a climate in which people under-
stood that the success of the project meant that they were totally 
interdependent (Dimancescu, 1992).

Teams were encouraged to discuss their problems freely. 
Mechanics and assembly workers were involved with the design 
teams to produce a product that would be easy to build and easy to 
use. The chief test pilot for Boeing worked closely with the design-
ers to produce a plane that would be accepted by other pilots, 
because this design departed from the conventional approach of 
using cables to move the flaps and rudder of the plane, instead 
using a fly- by- wire method of controlling these components elec-
tronically. Because this would cause the plane to lack the “feel” that 
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pilots were accustomed to, it was important to make the difference 
as unobjectionable as possible.

Most significantly, representatives from the first customer, 
United Airlines, were part of the team, to make sure that the plane 
would meet their needs when it was finished. There was ongoing 
dialogue among all of these parties to ensure that all interests were 
represented in the design of this twenty- first- century jet (Sabbagh, 
1996).

The ultimate result was that United Airlines accepted the 777 
airplane on the first test by their own pilots! This had never hap-
pened before. It is a world- class example of what good project man-
agement can achieve.

Facilitation

Previously, I said that project management is the facilitation of plan-
ning, scheduling, and control. That word is very important. A proj-
ect manager does not develop a project plan for a group. The general 
rule is that the people who must do the work should participate in 
developing the plan.

There are two reasons for this. One is that they know best 
how they will do their own work and how long it will take. The 
second is that they are likely to think of everything that must be 
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done, whereas if you plan the project by yourself, you may forget 
something. And, because they know that your plan is likely to be 
flawed, if you develop it by yourself and try to “lay it on them,” they 
will most likely reject it. So, if you want to have a valid plan that is 
accepted by the members of your team, get them involved in the 
planning process.

How about one- person projects? Well, I suggest that it is very 
helpful to have someone else review your plan so that they can spot 
those things that you may have overlooked. Forgetting something is 
one of the top 12 causes of project failure. If you can’t get someone to 
review your plan for you, then the best alternative (if this is feasible) 
is to “sleep on it” for a few days. When you do go back to it, you will 
probably see things that you missed before.

Nature of Projects

Projects often draw on many different disciplines. Consider a 
simple home- building project. Carpenters, plumbers, electricians, 
landscapers, roofers, and painters are all involved. These different 
disciplines often don’t talk the same language, see the work of the 
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other disciplines as interfering with their own work, and, in the 
final analysis, don’t cooperate very well. Furthermore, the project 
manager often does not understand all the disciplines. This is espe-
cially true in high- tech projects. That presents problems of evaluat-
ing progress and the quality of work.

Projects also have various phases. All too often, the sequence 
is as shown in Figure 1.9. The project is kicked off with great enthu-
siasm, but soon things begin to turn sour. The next thing you know, 
the team is in chaos. After the boiling point is reached, they sit down 
to define the project requirements. Naturally, this should have been 
done first!

That is why I advocate the life- cycle model shown in Figure 
1.10. My model is meant to be generic. It consists of five phases. 
Some models consist of only four phases: definition, initiation, exe-
cution, and closeout. Note that a project always begins as a concept, 
and a concept is usually a bit fuzzy. Our job as a team is to clarify 
the concept, to turn it into a shared understanding that the entire team 
will accept. Failure to do this causes many project failures.

In fact, I believe that projects almost always fail in the defini-
tion stage. They may hang around for a long time, going through 
the other phases, but if the initial definition is wrong, they cannot 
succeed. We will return to this theme in Chapter 5.

HOW DO YOU DEFINE SUCCESS?

It seems reasonable to believe that, if you meet the P, C, T, and S tar-
gets for a project, it would be considered a success. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t always work that way. There are projects that meet all of the 
targets and are considered failures, and there are those that don’t 
meet any of the targets and are considered successful.

To a person who likes to use numbers to judge outcomes, this 
is heresy. If you can’t use the numbers to gauge success, what are
you going to use?

Good question.
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The Typical Project Life Cycle
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F I G U R E  1.10

Life- Cycle Model for Projects
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The answer is that part of the definition process is to clarify 
the requirements by having stakeholders state their expectations, 
understand what the re-
sults must be, and then 
determine what the de-
liverables must be to get 
those results and satisfy 
those expectations.

Consider a project 
in which a vendor has 
been chosen to provide 
certain equipment for a facility. One member of the staff preferred 
a different vendor. His expectation was that the team members 
would follow his recommendation, but they chose someone else. 
Even if that vendor meets all of the P, C, T, S targets, this team mem-
ber will judge the project negatively. So the project manager needs 
to win this person over. This is the politics of project management, 
and it will be discussed later in the book.

Consider Figure 1.11. The only truly successful project is one 
for which you can answer “yes” at each point on the tree. A truly 
failed project is one for which you have to answer “no” at each point. 
(Other combinations are logically possible, but they don’t make any 
sense and are highly unlikely.)

THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

There are seven components that make up a proper management 
system. These are shown in Figure 1.12. Note that I have arranged 
them to show how they interrelate.

Human Component

The human component is on the bottom, because dealing with peo-
ple underpins the entire structure.

The only truly successful project 
is the one that delivers what it 
is supposed to, gets results, and 
meets stakeholder expectations.
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Projects are People®!2 They are not critical path schedules or 
Gantt charts. Those are the tools we use to manage projects.

If a project manager cannot deal effectively with people, the 
project is likely to suffer. In fact, I have never seen a project fail 
because the manager or her team didn’t know how to draw a criti-

F I G U R E  1.12

The Project Management System

2 Projects are People is a registered trademark of the Lewis Institute, Inc.
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cal path schedule, but I have certainly seen many of them encounter 
serious difficulty because of “people problems.”

A project manager has to be able to do all of the things listed in 
the box: deal with communication, conflict, motivation, leadership, 
decision making, politics, and so on. And the list is by no means 
complete.

I have had technical people look at the list and say, “Oh, man, 
I really hate that part! Projects would be okay if you could just get 
people to be logical!”

I say to them, “If you really mean that, I suggest that you 
rethink your career. Don’t be a project manager—or any other kind 
of manager.” I say this because dealing with people is what manag-
ing is all about. If you hate people problems, you probably won’t 
handle them very well, and they will drive you crazy to boot. In my 
value system, life is too short to spend doing something you hate. 
Choose to be a technical person instead.

On the other hand, some people say, “I’m not very good at 
some of the interpersonal skills, but if I could learn them, I would 
be willing to do so.” In that case, I suggest that they set for them-
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selves a learning objective. All of the skills identified in the model 
can be learned, even leadership skills. Everyone may not be equally 
good at all of them, but everyone can definitely improve.

Culture

On the next level up, we have a component that is related to the 
human system, but is so special that it must be considered sepa-
rately. This is culture. The word culture designates the sum total of 
the values, attitudes, traditions, and behaviors that exist in an orga-
nization. In fact, one way you know when people are talking about 
their culture is when they say, “We don’t do it that way here.”

Cultural differences result from geographic differences within 
a given country, ethnic background, race, religion, and so on. 
Broadly speaking, there is nothing good or bad about these differ-
ences (not everyone would agree with this). However, the differ-
ences lead to conflicts, misunderstandings, and disagreements.

Because projects are becoming more global in nature and teams 
are often more culturally diverse than they were in past years, it is 
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important that project managers learn about and value cultural dif-
ferences and how to deal with them. A few examples will illustrate.

In Japanese society, it is considered impolite to say “no” 
directly. Furthermore, the word hai, which we interpret to mean 
“yes,” actually means, “I am listening.” So when a foreigner asks a 
Japanese person, “Do you agree?” and he says, “Yes,” it sounds as 
if an agreement has been reached. Later, when the Japanese indi-
vidual seems to be violating the agreement, and this is mentioned, 
he may say, “Well, we agreed to this,” and it will have a shade of 
meaning different from what the foreigner thought it had.

Americans like to be very informal and are quick to call each 
other by first names. When I was a boy, we never called anyone over 
25 by his first name, but our culture has changed. So, when we go to 
countries like Germany on business, we are quick to call managers 
by their first names. Many Germans find this offensive. I recently 
met a German engineer who has been working for his manager for 
eight years and still does not call him by his first name.

On one of my first trips to Malaysia, I learned about Malay-
sian cultural taboos so that I wouldn’t offend anyone. A book called 
Understanding the Asian Manager (Bedi, 1992) offered some good tips.

I taught for a company in Kuala Lumpur, and following the 
program, I had to fly to Singapore. The firm arranged for a com-
pany driver to take me to the airport. He was driving a van. As is 
customary in the United States, I started to get into the back seat. 
He looked back at me and said, “Sir, you’re kind of fat. You would 
probably be more comfortable up here in the front seat.”

It was all I could do to keep from laughing. I could picture 
this poor fellow coming to the United States and working as a limo 
driver. He makes this remark to a passenger, who complains, and 
he is fired. “What’s wrong?” he protests. “I was only trying to be 
helpful.”

And he was.
What Bedi’s book taught me is that in Asian countries, being 

fat does not bear the stigma that it does in our twiggy society. It is 
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actually a sign of affluence, because over the years, unless a person 
was wealthy, he didn’t eat a diet that was very fattening. Not know-
ing this, of course, it would seem insulting to an American to be 
referred to as fat.

One last example. A German man came to the United States to 
work with a company in Seattle for a couple of weeks. One day he 
went to the men’s room as it was being cleaned and used the facility. 
The woman cleaning it was incensed. She filed a sexual harassment 
grievance, alleging that he had deliberately come in and exposed 
his private anatomy to her.

Such a furor ensued that the president of the German company 
had to write a formal letter of apology, explaining that it is common 
in Europe for women to clean the men’s restrooms without closing 
them. I have experienced this myself in Zurich and Frankfurt, as 
well as in Malaysia and Singapore.

All of these examples show the importance of being sensitive 
to cultural differences. The difficulty is that you don’t know that 
you are violating someone else’s culture until you do it, and people 
often don’t tell you. And unfortunately, there aren’t a lot of sources 
for training or education in such differences. You simply have to be 
sensitive to the cultures of other people, and if things don’t seem to 
be going well, discuss openly what is wrong so that the problem 
can be corrected. (For an in- depth treatment of cultural differences, 
see Hampden- Turner & Trompenaars, 2000.)

Methods

The methods component of the model indicates the tools that are 
used to manage projects. This includes scheduling methods, earned 
value analysis, work breakdown structures, and so on. I don’t find 
this component to be a significant problem for most people. Tools 
are easily learned. The biggest struggle seems to be with schedul-
ing software, and the reason this is such a problem is that organi-
zations provide the software to managers without training them 
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in how to use it. Even the most basic scheduling program today 
has considerable power, and the more power it has, the harder it is 
to use superficially, much less master. Giving a person a saw and 
a hammer does not make her a carpenter. She needs training and 
experience in the art of carpentry. The same goes for the use of 
scheduling software.

Organization

This component deals with both how a project is organized and 
how the company is organized. Every organization must delineate 
the limits of an individual’s authority, responsibility, and account-
ability. A common complaint from project managers is that they 
have a lot of responsibility but very little authority. I always tell 
people who say this that they may as well get used to it. As far as I 
can tell, it isn’t likely to change.

However, there are two kinds of authority, and we need to note 
the differences. One is the right (called legitimate authority) to tell 
people to do something and expect them to do it. This is authority 
over people, which project managers usually won’t have. So you 
have to get things done through influence—and this is true even for 
managers who do have authority over people. So concern about hav-
ing no authority over people is an exaggerated issue, in my opinion.

The second kind of authority is the right to act unilaterally, 
without having to get one’s actions approved by 12 people in 
advance. This is most evident where spending is concerned. It is 
still one of my pet peeves that organizations require project manag-
ers to get approvals for purchases of over $25 when they are manag-
ing projects that have million- dollar budgets. This is ludicrous.

In my system of managing projects, as you will find as you 
read on, once a plan (which includes a budget) is developed and 
signed off on, there should no need for further approvals as long 
as the project manager is spending in accordance with the preap-
proved plan. Requiring such approvals simply makes more work, 
slows down the project, and sends a clear message to the manager 
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that she is not trusted with company money. Then why give her 
such a large project?

Control

I want to take this one out of order. I will return to planning and 
information later. The entire reason for managing a project is to 
make sure that you get the results desired by the organization. 
This is commonly called 
“being in control,” and it 
is what is expected of a 
project manager.

Like many English 
words, the word control
has a couple of mean-
ings. One is almost the 
same as the word power.
Authoritarian managers attempt to control people through the use 
of power.

In management, the word control should have another mean-
ing—that of guidance, or an information systems definition. As you 
can see in the box, control is exercised by comparing where you are 
to where you are supposed to be and then taking steps to correct for 
deviations from targeted performance. This can be done only if the 
two components of the model labeled planning and information are 
functioning correctly.

Planning and Information

If you have no plan, by definition, you have no control, because it 
is your plan that tells you where you are supposed to be in the first 
place. Furthermore, if you don’t know where you are, you can’t have 
control. This knowledge comes from your information system.

Most organizations have difficulties with both of these. They 
don’t do a very good job of planning. In many cases, this is cultural. 

Con • trol: the act of comparing 
where you are to where you are 
supposed to be, so that corrective 
action can be taken when there is a 
deviation from the target.
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The company has grown from a one- person, garage- located busi-
ness into a prosperous concern with hundreds of employees. As 
the business grows, managers begin to realize that the old, “loosey- 
goosey” way of managing is not working anymore, and they try to 
impose some structure. This is often resisted. “We’ve never had to 
do this before, and we’ve been successful,” people complain.

“Yes, but we can no longer continue to be successful this way,” 
management tries to explain. In fact, there is considerable danger for 
an organization that is successful, because people tend to become 
complacent.

Most organizations do a good job of providing information 
systems to track inventory, payroll, orders, and other measures, but 
they don’t have systems for tracking projects. Why? They didn’t 
realize that they needed such a system. This means that most proj-
ect managers have to track projects manually, which actually isn’t 
too hard in most cases. Also, most scheduling software provides 
the capability to do earned value reporting, so generating your own 
progress reports is fairly simple.
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Note that the information component also includes histori-
cal data. This is needed to estimate project time, cost, and resource 
requirements. If I ask you how long it takes you to clean your house 
or mow your lawn, you can tell me the approximate time because 
you have done it so often. The same approach is used for project 
estimates when history is available. This means that a database 
must be set up to record task durations.

This works okay on well- defined tasks, but when you try to 
apply it to engineering, software, or scientific research, it turns out 
not to work as well. The reason is simple: you seldom do the same 
task twice, so it is harder to develop good history for knowledge 
work. Such records do have some value, though, and we will dis-
cuss estimating in a later chapter. Additionally, alternative methods 
of estimating knowledge work will be presented.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND ISO 9000

I am sometimes asked about the relationship between project man-
agement and ISO 9000. As I understand ISO, organizations are 
required to document their processes and procedures so that every-
one does them the same way. You need to develop a project man-
agement methodology if you want to be ISO certified. Many of my 
clients have developed a methodology that requires their members 
to follow The Lewis Method® of project management (as presented 
in this book).

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND SIX SIGMA

People also ask about the Six Sigma model, which deals with accept-
able errors in processes or products. The idea is to reduce such 
errors or defects to extremely low levels.

If you draw a normal distribution curve that represents the 
conformance of a process or product to its requirements, you find 
that going plus or minus three standard deviations on either side of 
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the mean will contain 99.74 percent of the population. That is, 0.26 
percent of the measures you take will fall outside these limits. If you 
consider only one side of the mean, then 0.13 percent of measures 
will be unacceptable (assuming that a product that performs better 
than expected is acceptable). This is shown in Figure 1.13.

If you draw the normal distribution curve to cover ± 6 standard 
deviations, then the number of nonconforming measures drops to 
3.4 in a million. The Six Sigma system requires that performance 
targets be set at this level.

Project management and Six Sigma, then, are different. Project 
management offers tools to help organizations achieve Six Sigma 
performance targets.

Earlier I said that estimates place rework figures in projects at 
between 5 and 40 percent. That means that many projects are not 
even achieving three sigma levels.

F I G U R E  1.13

Conformance to Requirements
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If you go one standard deviation below the mean, you have 84 
percent of the population conforming to requirements. That means, 
of course, that 16 percent of the population does not conform. Thus, 
we are not achieving even one sigma levels if we have rework that 
exceeds 0.13 percent.

THE LEWIS METHOD OF MANAGING PROJECTS

I attended my first seminar on project management around 1978. 
Since then, I have looked at project management systems of all 
kinds and have developed my own model for managing projects. I 
call it The Lewis Method and have a trademark for the term. Other 
models exist. Probably the best known, the Kerzner Approach®, was 
developed by my colleague Harold Kerzner. If they are valid, all 
methods are similar. So you may find that you want to combine 
characteristics from several models to arrive at the one that best fits 
your project requirements.

Does One Size Fit All?

The question you might ask is, “Does one approach work for all 
projects?” The answer is “yes—and no.” The “yes” part comes from 
the fact that project man-
agement is a disciplined 
way of thinking about 
how a job will be done. 
That disciplined way of 
thinking is shown by my 
flowchart, and it can be 
applied to any kind of project. It can be brain surgery, preparing 
a meal, developing hardware or software, or constructing a power 
dam. The overall approach is the same.

What differs is the tools that are used. I believe there are some 
projects that are so small that to do a critical path schedule would 

Principle: The thought process 
can be applied to any project, 
regardless of its type or size.
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be a waste of time. On the other hand, there are projects that could 
not possibly succeed without a good schedule. What you need to do 
is pick and choose what tools you use.

My Projects Are Too Small to Use This Stuff!

For some reason, there are people who think that formal project 
management techniques are valid only for large projects. What I 
believe troubles them in many instances is that they are confus-
ing documentation with the thought process. If I were preparing a 
meal, I would still go through the thought process outlined in my 
model, but I wouldn’t create a lot of paperwork to do the job.

I am a strong advocate of the KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid) 
principle in managing projects—don’t do any more than you must 
do if you are to get the job done. (But don’t do any less either!) I also 
like to call this the laziness principle, and I am lazy by nature. I 
don’t want to spend more time or effort than needed to get the job 
done.
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So go through the thought process, and then decide how much 
of it should be documented, and do that. Keep it simple!

An Overview of The Lewis Method

My method conforms to the five processes defined by the PMBOK®

GUIDE: initiating, planning, execution, control, and closeout. This 
model has been applied by thousands of project managers and 
forms the basis of many organization methodologies. It is a prac-
tical, no- nonsense approach that, when followed, helps manag-
ers avoid many of the pitfalls that cause projects to fail. This even 
includes some of the more common behavioral issues that seem to 
plague projects.

The model is presented in Figure 1.14 as a flowchart. This chart 
can be carried around and used as a memory jogger, rather than 
carrying the book around. Notice that there is another component 
of the model, shown in Figure 1.15. This chart is necessary because 
Step 6 of the model consists of a number of substeps, so rather than 
make one very large chart, I have broken step six out into a separate 
diagram.

The model will be covered in depth in the various chapters. 
For now, I will provide just a summary of the main phases of the 
model.

Initiation

As the model shows, a project almost always begins as a concept. 
We need something. Or we have a problem. The project is designed 
to solve that problem or meet that need. Remember the definition of 
projects offered by Dr. Juran? A project is a problem that is sched-
uled for solution. So we are solving a problem with a large- scale 
effort when we do a project.

Where we get into trouble is in forgetting that the way you 
solve a problem depends on how it is defined. So the first stage in 
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F I G U R E  1.14

The Lewis Method of Project Management
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F I G U R E  1.15

Step 6 of The Lewis Method Expanded
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a project is to make sure that you have defined the problem being 
solved correctly, that you have developed a vision for what the end 
result will be, and that you have stated your mission. As I said ear-
lier, failing to properly do this results in headless- chicken projects.

This phase is covered in Chapter 5.

Planning: Strategy First

The word strategy means that you have an overall approach to run-
ning a project. This step is often brushed over lightly. There is always 
a strategy or “game plan” implied by how a project is run, but that 
strategy is not chosen by comparison with other approaches. It is 
simply a default approach. Choosing a proper project strategy can 
mean the difference between success and failure, and the procedure 
for doing so is covered in Chapter 7.

Planning for Implementation

This is what most people think of as planning. This is where you 
dot all of your i’s and cross all your t’s. You work out all the details 
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of how the project will be done—what must be done, who will do it, 
how it will be done, how long the steps will take, and so on.

Execution and Control

In all too many cases, people jump directly from concept to exe-
cution. When they do this, they really have no control, since they 
have no plan that tells them where they are supposed to be. This 
was discussed previously. Execution and control will be covered in 
Chapter 12.

Closeout

This stage is often aborted. At the Frontiers Conference on project 
management conducted by Boston University a few years ago, the 
keynote speaker asked an audience of some 400 people to raise 
their hands if they conducted regular end- of- project reviews for 
purposes of learning lessons. About 12 hands were raised. Then he 
asked a most compelling question.

“How many of you who put up your hands have a mandate 
that, before you do your next project, you must show your boss how 
you will avoid the mistakes that you made on your last project?”

Two hands went up.
And that is common. My own surveys in my seminars indicate 

that this response rate is pretty standard. This topic will be covered 
in Chapter 14.

IN SUMMARY

There you have it—a concise overview of project management. The 
rest of this book is aimed at expanding this overview into a com-
plete treatment of how to manage projects. However, I should say 
that the word complete is an exaggeration. The subject is too big to 
cover in one book. But what you will get in this book are the core 
methods, principles, and practices of project management.
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If you check the phone book, you will find that there is an asso-
ciation for almost every profession, and project management is no 
exception. The Project Management Institute (PMI) is the associa-
tion for those of us who consider managing projects to be more than 
just a temporary phase that we are going through on our way to 
maturity. PMI has experienced almost exponential growth over the 
past several years, as more people have become aware of the value 
of a structured approach to managing projects. In 2010, PMI had 
passed the 500,000-member mark, and it continues to grow at about 
20 percent a year. You can get more information on PMI by check-
ing their Web site: http://www.pmi.org.

PMI also attempts to promote project management as a pro-
fession, thereby raising the perceived status of project managers, 
and it has developed a certification process that confers on those 
who meet the requirements the designation of Project Management 

The Project Management 
Institute and the 
PMBOK ® GUIDE

2 C H A P T E R

http://www.pmi.org
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Professional, or PMP®. As a broad example of the requirements, a 
candidate must log a certain number of work hours to sit for the 
exam, which consists of 200 questions. At present, the time limit 
for the exam is four hours. Applicants are also required to affirm 
that they will abide by a code of ethics in conducting their work. To 
find out more about the PMP certification process, check the PMI 
Web site.

The exam is based on the contents of the PMBOK® GUIDE.
With the PMBOK® GUIDE, or Project Management Body of Knowledge,
PMI attempts to define what a project manager should know in 
order to be a professional. At present, this knowledge falls into nine 
categories, described very briefly here. The PMBOK® GUIDE does 
not attempt to fully document all of these (it would take a tome 
weighing about a ton to do so!); many volumes from other sources 
have been written on each topic. The document was revised in 2008, 
and a new exam was released.

PROCESSES VERSUS KNOWLEDGE AREAS

A process is some action, or a series of actions, that brings about a 
result. The PMBOK® GUIDE identifies two kinds of processes:

 ■ Project processes are those, such as planning and control-
ling, that ensure that the product produced by the project 
matches what was intended at the beginning.

 ■ Product processes are those actions taken to produce the 
product. These may include engineering design, construc-
tion, or other such actions.

There are five project processes defined by the PMBOK®

GUIDE:

 ■ Initiating: doing whatever must be done to authorize a 
project.
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 ■ Planning: identifying all the work that must be done; devel-
oping policies, procedures, and other documentation that 
define the project.

 ■ Executing: applying labor and materials to develop the 
product (in this case, product is a general term for whatever 
the project produces—whether an item, a service, or some 
other result).

 ■ Controlling: monitoring progress against the plan and taking 
whatever actions are necessary to keep the project on track.

 ■ Closing: formal acceptance of the product and documenta-
tion of activities throughout the life of the project.

KNOWLEDGE AREAS

As mentioned previously, there are currently nine knowledge areas. 
These will be described briefly in the following text.

Project Integration Management

Every facet of a project needs attention, and integration manage-
ment is the effort that is made to ensure that everything comes 
together. This means that scope, cost, control systems, and so on 
have been defined and set up to function properly. Furthermore, 
the product that is being produced is inseparable from the project 
management itself, as managing the job is done to ensure that the 
product at completion will be what was intended.

Scope Management

Scope essentially defines what is to be done, and not done, in man-
aging the project. In effect, it defines how large the job is. One cause 
of considerable difficulty for project managers is scope changes, as 
was shown in Chapter 1 with Ashahebsed trying to provide tombs 
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for the expanding family of Ramses the Great. When work is con-
tracted to someone else in a project, scope management takes on 
a particularly important role: ensuring that the contractor does 
everything that is called for by the contract.

Time Management

My personal feeling is that this is a most unfortunate choice of 
terms. To thousands of people, the term time management means 
managing one’s personal time, using a planner of some kind or a 
personal digital assistant (PDA). However, in this context, it refers 
to scheduling.

Because of the importance of project deadlines, scheduling 
receives a lot of attention, and scheduling software sells in large 
quantities.

Cost Management

As the term implies, controlling project costs is highly important. 
The difficulty with cost and schedule management is that durations 
for tasks are estimated, and these estimates may not be very good—
especially for poorly defined work. The net result is that there can be 
large variances from the estimates when actual work is performed. 
Organizations should recognize that all processes vary, that the 
variation can be reduced but never eliminated, and that there will 
be normal tolerances on all estimates that must be accepted.

Quality Management

As I pointed out in Chapter 1, it has long been customary to talk 
about the triple constraints in projects, but in doing so, the qual-
ity and scope components are combined. While these components 
may be related, they are not identical, so we should discuss the qua-
druple constraints. In any event, quality is often the forgotten con-
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straint. When you place people under pressure to finish a project 
in record time, quality sometimes suffers. Quality management is 
aimed at preventing this outcome.

Human Resources Management

Although it should be obvious to any thinking person, projects are 
people, and project managers should have a high level of people skills
before they are allowed to manage projects. In addition, every proj-
ect must have the right people assigned to do various tasks, and 
most of the time project managers don’t get to choose their team 
members. Nevertheless, this knowledge area deals with all aspects 
of managing human resources, including staffing, evaluating, moti-
vating, and so on.

Communications Management

The first thing to be clear about is that communications manage-
ment does not deal with the processes of communicating, but rather 
with determining the various stakeholders in the project who need 
information, at what intervals, and in what formats. Information is 
vital to the health of a project, and this process is often overlooked 
in the planning stage of a project.

Risk Management

Someone said to me once, “Project management is really all about 
managing risks.” I think that is a pretty good observation. Because 
of the need to estimate task durations, resource requirements, and 
costs, a project faces many risks. And this doesn’t even begin to take 
into account all of the things that can go wrong and shipwreck your 
project—weather, accidents, contract disputes, illnesses, and so on. 
It can well be said that either you must manage risks or they will 
manage you.
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Procurement Management

Most projects make use of materials and services that must be pro-
cured from outside sources. Note that the common term that peo-
ple use is purchasing, but not everything is purchased. Some things 
are licensed; others are leased. Clearly, regardless of how they are 
acquired, a project team can’t meet their deadlines if they don’t have 
things when they need them.

Professional Development Units (PDUs)

One requirement for being a PMP is that you must obtain continuing 
education credits, called PDUs, both to take the certification exam 
and to maintain your certification over time. These credits can be 
obtained through participation in PMI chapter meetings, teaching 
project management, writing books, and so on. There are various 
organizations that are designated as Registered Education Provid-
ers (REP) with PMI. These organizations are required to meet cer-
tain standards in order to be registered, and the courses they offer 
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are pretty much automatically considered valid by PMI for obtain-
ing PDUs. Check the PMI Web site for a list of these providers. My 
company, The Lewis Institute, Inc., is an REP.

IN SUMMARY

There you have it—a 36,000-foot view of PMI and the PMBOK®

GUIDE. We will now turn our attention to the practical manage-
ment of projects.
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As I wrote in Chapter 1, the PMI definition of project management 
does not completely capture the true nature of project management. 
I don’t know if it is really possible to convey this. One reason is that 
project management is a performing art, and it is difficult to con-
vey in words what an actor, athlete, or artist does. However, we can 
describe the various roles of a project manager, and that will be the 
focus of this chapter. What should be clear is that you can’t very 
well become something if you can’t describe and define it, so this is 
a necessary exercise.

I have been involved in project management for more than 40 
years. First, I was a project manager myself. Then, when I decided 
to start teaching seminars, I taught a program titled, “Leadership 
Skills for Project Managers.” Altogether, about 40,000 individuals 
have attended my seminars on project management, and my goal 
has always been to turn out the best project managers I can develop.

The Role of the 
Project Manager

3 C H A P T E R
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The focus of most management training is on analysis and 
planning. As I have already said, management is a performing art; 
it is more right- brained in nature and can be learned only through 
practice. Perhaps it is my age (69), or maybe I’ve become jaded, but 

quite frankly, I am dis-
appointed in the results 
I’ve achieved, and I am 
skeptical about the over-
all quality of manag-
ers in the United States. 
The focus of manage-
ment training, whether 
it is the traditional MBA 
program or management 

seminars in general, has always been left- brain- oriented (for more 
on brain dominance, see Chapter 5). The curriculum teaches tools—
especially analytical tools for measuring financial progress—but 
analyzing data is not the same thing as managing.

Ray and Myers (1986) wrote about this when they published 
their book Creativity in Business. They tried to inject some right- 
brain thinking into the MBA program at Stanford. Henry Mintz-
berg (1989) has also criticized the totally analytical focus. One of 
his suggestions is that people plan on the left side (of the brain) and 
manage on the right side.

IT’S ALL ABOUT PEOPLE!

The first thing you must recognize is that project management is 
about people. It isn’t about technology. Yes, technology may be cen-
ter stage, and yes, you may have to be a techie to manage a given 
project, but generally speaking you don’t need a high level of tech-
nical skill. In fact, I believe that being a technical expert can actually 
be detrimental to a project manager, because such individuals are 
inclined to get too involved in technology and neglect managing 

The focus of most management 
training is on analysis and planning. 
Management is a performing art; 
it is more right- brained in nature 
and can be learned only through 
practice.
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the project. Nevertheless, I have worked with a number of biotech 
companies, but I would never consider trying to manage a biotech 
project simply because 
I understand virtually 
nothing about the work 
that is being done.

However, given that 
you know enough about 
the technology to under-
stand individuals’ jobs 
and problems, the main thing you need to be able to do is deal effec-
tively with people—and not just those on your project team. You 
have to deal with all kinds of stakeholders—customers, suppliers, 
functional managers, finance people, public officials, and so on. One 
of the core activities of a project manager is dealing with politics. 
That’s right, politics.

A lot of project managers with technical backgrounds hate the 
very word. To them, dealing with politics is a fate worse than death. 

Projects are People, and project 
management is about dealing 
with people and getting the best 
possible performance from them.
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Nevertheless, every act you perform in an organization has political 
implications, and you may as well recognize this and accept it. You 
certainly aren’t going to change it. Like death and taxes, politics are 
with us for the long term.

As a project manager, you are constantly bombarded with 
crises. A vendor shipped the wrong part, and it is going to delay 
completion of xyz module. A team member from the mechanical 
engineering group is being a pain, and you have to deal with him. 
A senior manager from another division is demanding that you 
accommodate his concerns about a market that has almost noth-
ing to do with your product—but he thinks it does, and he out-
ranks you by about seven levels in the corporate hierarchy, so you 
have to deal with him. Then there is the squabble that has broken 
out between the industrial designers and the marketing depart-
ment, which is about to escalate to nuclear proportions if you don’t 
defuse it.

So, do you really want to be a project manager?
Not if you hate dealing with these kinds of issues. Life is too 

short. Go back to your technical job and use my book as a doorstop 
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so that you see it fairly often and remind yourself that you don’t 
want to go that route.

Here’s an anecdote to emphasize the importance of what I’m 
saying. I have a close friend who has a number of project managers 
in his department. One of them had to be removed from the position 
because he was constantly getting into conflicts with various stake-
holders to his projects. My friend spent a lot of time doing damage 
control because the project manager simply did not know how to 
deal with people. His technical skills were great, but he couldn’t get 
the job done without people skills.

What this really boils down to is that you need to be a project 
leader, not just a project manager. Leadership is about getting people 
to follow you. My favorite definition is that leadership is the art of 
getting others to want to do something you believe should be done. 
The operative word in this definition is want. You can get people to 
do what you want done through coercion or compensation. But get-
ting them to want to do something—now, that’s an art!

And, since project managers usually have a lot of responsibil-
ity and no authority, you need good leadership skills to get people 
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to do the work that must be done. Again, it’s all about people. [For 
an in- depth treatment of project leadership, see my book by that 
title (Lewis, 2002).]

So You Still Want to Be a Project Manager?

Okay, so you don’t mind dealing with people problems. Fine. But do 
you really want to be a project manager—or any kind of manager, 
for that matter? Or are you following a script that was laid on you 
by society? In Scripts People Live By, Claude Steiner shows that we 
often follow a life script that was imposed on us by our parents, our 
significant others, or society (Steiner, 1990).

In American society, success is defined as having status and 
money (and other countries seem to be rapidly catching up with us 
in this regard). The two generally go hand in hand. Managers have 
status, while engineers, clerks, accountants, and those in other posi-
tions do not. Thus, based on our definition of success, these people 
are less successful than managers. So, if you want to be seen as suc-
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cessful, you have to be a manager. At least, that’s how it seems to 
many people (I was once one of them myself).

Another factor that makes people want to be managers is the 
desire to be in control, rather than being controlled. The need for 
independence is very strong in some of us, and we think we will 
gain that freedom if we can just become managers. This turns out 
to be a myth at mid- management levels in most organizations, so 
the individual strives to reach the top—to be CEO, because then 
real independence will be achieved. That, too, is largely a myth, 
as any CEO will tell you. CEOs have more bosses than anyone—
the stockholders, the board of directors, and every employee in the 
company.

Please don’t misunderstand my message—there is nothing 
wrong with wanting to be a CEO or a project manager. I am simply 
pointing out that you should want to be one for the right reasons, 
not the wrong ones.

There are two kinds of project managers—dedicated and acci-
dental. If you are a dedicated project manager, you own the project 
from cradle to grave. (Not your grave, but the project’s grave.) It is 
your total responsibility from project initiation to project closeout. 
If that is not your situation, then you aren’t a dedicated project man-
ager, with all the rights and accolades that accrue to that position.

Also, if you are a real project manager, you are proactive, not 
reactive. I know, I know; you’re sick of hearing about people who are 
proactive. You want to leave as soon as someone uses the term. But 
it’s true, whether you like 
it or not. A project man-
ager absolutely must take 
the project and run with 
it. If you aren’t doing so, 
you need to get with it.

Being proactive means being assertive, as well as taking initia-
tive. The difference between being assertive and being aggressive 
is important. To be assertive means to stand up for your own rights 

Management is proactive, not 
reactive.
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while simultaneously respecting the rights of others. The aggres-
sive person simply runs over others to get what he wants.

I was recently asked by someone in a seminar, “What do you 
do when a project is stalled?”

“Tell me what you mean by that,” I said.
“Well, we refurbish buildings,” he said. “One day you come 

in and realize that the gas needs to be turned off before some work 
can be done, and you have no idea how to go about getting it done. 
What do you do?”

I must confess that I had a hard time keeping a straight face. If 
you were a true project manager, wouldn’t you be thinking ahead 
about this sort of thing? This person was not being proactive; he 
was totally reactive. I would say he was a project coordinator at best.

I don’t mean to be condescending when I say this. He was an 
accidental project manager. He may not have wanted to be a project 
manager in the first place, but the job was thrust upon him, and 
he didn’t fully understand the role. I believe this is true of many 
individuals who have become project managers in the same way as 
this person.
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A Lesson about Authority

One reason that project managers sometimes fail to be proactive is 
that they don’t have any authority granted to them by virtue of their 
position, and they think that they have to get permission before 
they can take any action. In fact, organizations tend to establish 
this as a procedure. You can’t purchase anything without having it 
approved, often by three levels of managers above you.

Naturally, we can’t do anything about the red tape. However, 
we can ask ourselves, “Where could I exercise discretion in my job?” 
As an example, I once worked for an absentee boss. He traveled 
all the time, so he was never around when I needed a decision on 
something. I was fortunate enough to read somewhere that the best 
approach was to assume the authority when it wasn’t given to me, 
so when I couldn’t reach 
my boss, I would decide 
what to do and later tell 
him what I had done. I 
am convinced that this 
behavior contributed to 
my rise in the organiza-
tion from an entry- level position to chief engineer in about seven 
years. The lesson was that you have as much authority as you are willing 
to assume. If you wait for someone to give you authority, it may never 
happen, because you haven’t demonstrated that you can handle it.

Another aspect of this was taught to me by a colleague. His 
favorite saying was, “It’s always easier to get forgiveness than per-
mission.” I think he’s right, and in those environments that are so 
rigidly controlled that this is not true, I would ask myself whether 
this is a place I really want to be.

DO YOU REALLY WANT TO MANAGE?

In the 40-plus years of my career, I have observed that there are 
a lot of people who want to be managers, but who don’t want to 

You have as much authority as you 
are willing to assume.
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actually manage! Part of the reason is that managers have status, 
have some authority, and generally make more money than do 
nonmanagers. Even in technical organizations that claim to have 

dual career paths, the 
managerial path usu-
ally goes higher than 
the technical path, in 
terms of both hierarchi-
cal level and salary. In 
fact, I met a fellow once 
who had done a study 

for his MBA degree on organizations with dual career paths, and 
he had found that the number of companies that actually had 
such paths was very small. In many cases, the technical path was 
a dumping ground for individuals who could not make it in man-
agement.

So, before you can really understand project management, you 
need to understand management in general. One common defini-
tion is that management is getting work done through other people. 
It is easy to see why this definition is inadequate. A guard over a 
prison work crew gets the prisoners to work, but he would hardly 
be called a manager. And there are countless people who are called 
managers who really don’t manage very well.

Peter Drucker, who is considered by many to be the father of 
modern management thinking, has written that management is 
making an unsolicited contribution to the organization (Drucker, 
1973). That is, a manager does not wait until a situation exists that 
requires a reaction; rather, a manager is proactive. Furthermore, a 
manager is looking for ways to improve the functioning of the orga-
nization. He or she is forward thinking.

Mintzberg (1989) has argued that very few managers whom 
he has shadowed fit the theoretical mold of careful, reflective plan-
ners. I agree with him. But I would argue that this is because many 
managers find themselves caught in the firefighting mode to such a 

A lot of people want to be 
managers, but many of them don’t 
want to actually manage.
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degree that they simply don’t have time to do the careful, reflective 
thinking and planning that they really should be doing. In addition, 
according to Mintzberg’s experience, they are being interrupted at 
the rate of once every eight minutes, so they can’t get their everyday 
jobs done.

I think of managers as being very similar to pilots. The pilot’s 
job is to get an airplane to a distant destination. She begins with a 
flight plan. She checks out the plane to ensure that it is function-
ing properly. Then she practices principles of navigation to guide 
the plane to that final goal. She compares where she is to where 
the flight plan says she should be, and she makes course correc-
tions as necessary to get the plane back on target when it has drifted 
because of crosswinds. The same could be said of managing.

A manager has a goal in mind. He makes a plan for how he 
will reach that goal. Then he sets in motion steps to reach the goal, 
compares his progress against the plan, and takes corrective action 
when there are deviations from the plan.
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This is called control, and it is a primary function of manage-
ment. Now note that, if you have no plan, you don’t know where 
you are supposed to be, so control is—by definition—impossible!

So a manager is like a pilot, guiding his or her organization to a 
predetermined destination. Of course, a pilot occasionally finds that 

the airport at the desired 
destination is fogged in, 
and he must divert to 
an alternative until the 
fog lifts. Managers must 
sometimes do the same 
thing, and occasionally 
they decide that the orig-
inal destination should 
be changed because the 

environment in which they operate has changed, so that pursuing 
the original goal would be inappropriate.

The Law of Requisite Variety

An organization is like an organic system. Such systems attempt to 
adapt to the changing conditions in the environment so that they 
can survive. A law in systems theory states that in any system of 
humans or machines, the element in the system that has the greatest 
variability in its behavior will control the system.

We have seen that managing is essentially a process of control-
ling the behavior of an organization so that it can reach a desired 
goal. Thus, the law of requisite variety suggests that a manager 
must have more variability in her behavior than any other element 
in the system, or she won’t be in control; some other element will be.

There are two possibilities for achieving such control. One is to 
increase your flexibility so that it is be greater than that of any other 
element in the system. The other is to decrease the variability of the 
other system elements so that you can match or exceed the variation 
in the system.

Control is exercised by comparing 
progress against planned 
performance and taking steps to 
correct for any deviations from the 
proper course.
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Any experienced manager knows how difficult it is to be flexible 
enough to respond to all the variations in the system. There are sim-
ply too many of them. We live in a turbulent environment, and chaos 
theory (Gleick, 2008) has shown that even minute variations in some 
system element can lead 
to extremely large excur-
sions in overall system 
performance. The best 
expression of this is the 
premise that a butterfly 
flapping its wings in San 
Francisco will, a few days 
later, affect the weather 
on the East Coast of the 
United States.

For this reason, some authors have argued that planning is 
futile, as the effects of chaos soon wipe out your efforts to control 
(Wheatley, 1992). I think this goes too far. A more balanced approach 
is recommended by Sta-
cey (1996), who suggests 
that long- range planning 
should be tentative and 
broad- brush in nature, 
but day- to- day planning 
can and should be more 
detailed.

The Negative Approach

Because increasing one’s own flexibility is so difficult, I believe that 
most managers resort to the second approach, which is to try to 
limit the variation in the system. Unfortunately, they do this in a 
negative way rather than a positive one.

By this I mean that they try to limit variation with rules, 
regulations, and procedures that often stifle the variation that the 

The Law of Requisite Variety
In any system of humans or 
machines, the element in the 
system that has the greatest 
variability in its behavior will 
control the system.

You must either increase your 
flexibility or reduce the variation in 
the behavior of the organization.
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organization actually needs if it is to survive in its environment. 
Another way to say this is that they create the ultimate bureau-
cracy, as bureaucracies are known for being highly rule- governed.

The rules and regulations are essentially thou shall nots. Thou 
shall not go over budget. Thou shall not go around thy manager to 

his boss. Thou shall not 
spend more than $25 of 
company money without 
approval from the three 
lords above you.

Tom Peters (Peters, 
1987) has argued that 
these policies (as they 
are usually called) don’t 

guarantee that people will behave in acceptable ways. All they do 
is give the organization grounds for exercising sanctions against 
anyone who violates the rule.

The Positive Approach

A better way of reducing the variation in system behavior is through 
proper planning. If every member of the organization knows what 

he or she is supposed to 
be doing and how to do 
it, then variation in be-
havior is constrained by 
the plan, and the man-
ager has control. And 

this is the only way to gain it. Unless every individual in the orga-
nization is in control of his or her own behavior, the manager won’t 
have control.

This cannot be accomplished through micromanaging, either. 
In the end analysis, micromanaging means that you can supervise 
only one person, and I submit that one of you is redundant.

The negative approach (reducing 
system variation) tends to stifle the 
system and does not lead to real 
control.

Control cannot be achieved through 
micromanaging.
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Rather, what is required is that conditions exist that allow 
every employee to be in control of his or her own behavior. How 
this is accomplished is covered in detail in Chapter 12.

A Word of Caution

It would be easy to conclude that because few managers spend much 
time planning, this behavior is appropriate for project managers. 
Every major study that I have seen on the correlations between the 
project manager’s actions and project success have shown planning 
to be vital. It is important to recognize that good project managers 
facilitate good project planning; they don’t do it themselves. As I 
have written in all of my books, the first rule of planning is that the 
people who must do the work should do the planning. There are 
two principal reasons why this is true:

1. People have no commitment to someone else’s plan—not 
because of ego, but because it is generally not correct in its 
estimates, sequencing, or inclusivity.
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2. Collectively, the team will think of things that no one indi-
vidual (namely, the project manager) would think of.

It is a fact that project managers are supposed to be in control, 
in the sense of getting results from the project team. And since con-
trol is defined as comparing where you are to where you are sup-

posed to be, so that you 
can take corrective action 
when a deviation occurs, 
it follows that if you have 
no plan, you have no 
control, since you have 
nothing to compare your 
progress against. For that 
reason, planning is not 

an option—it is a requirement! Perhaps if more general managers 
spent time planning, fewer organizations would be operating in cri-
sis mode.

Managing versus Doing

Many managers have risen to their jobs after having first been tech-
nical experts in some field. In their new role as manager, they feel 
a bit like a fish out of water. They aren’t very comfortable with it. I 
recently was told by a woman who had just been promoted, “I some-
times wonder if what I’m doing is what I should be doing.” Her boss 
is in another location, so she seldom gets to talk with him, much less 
receive any guidance from him. I assured her that most of us expe-
rience the same anxiety. The only way out of it is to be extremely 
clear about what you want to accomplish with your department or 
project team. This means that you have a clear mission and vision 
in mind.

Even then, however, it is easy to fall into the “doing trap.” This 
happens when someone on your team has a technical problem that 

Just because few managers do 
much planning does not mean that 
project managers should abandon 
planning. If you have no plan, you 
have no control!
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you could solve blindfolded. Or perhaps the problem is a bit of a 
challenge (that’s the most dangerous kind). Next thing you know, 
you’re spending a lot of time working on the technical issue and 
neglecting your management duties.

Or, you may have a tendency to micromanage. You don’t fully 
trust your direct reports or team members to do the job as well as 
you would do it, so you resort to supervising them very closely. 
Either way, the managing suffers.

The Working Project Manager

Another trap, one that is imposed on project managers by the orga-
nization, is that they are expected to do some of the work that is 
being done by other members of the project team. They are called 
working project managers. The problem with this setup is that when 
there is a conflict between getting work done and managing the 
team, the work always takes priority, and the managing suffers. I 
personally would rather see a person be given several small proj-
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ects to manage, with no work responsibility, than to have someone 
trying to manage the project and do work at the same time. It just 
never works.

Full Spectrum Project Management™

In the past decade, people working in information systems and soft-
ware development have developed methods for managing projects 
that are referred to as Agile or eXtreme (Whitaker, 1994; Wysocki, 
2010; DeCarlo, 2004). They argue that traditional methods of man-
aging projects simply don’t work well in situations that are poorly 
defined or that change frequently. Not being knowledgeable about 
these areas, I can’t argue for or against their position, but I know 
some of these individuals and respect them enough to accept that 
they are correct.

For that reason, I would suggest that project managers of the 
future will have to know both traditional and nontraditional meth-
ods of managing projects so that they can apply the appropriate 
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method to their work. Even some IT and software projects can make 
use of at least some of the tools used in traditional project manage-
ment. The fact that time- boxed scheduling is used in IT/software 
projects does not eliminate the use of conventional scheduling—it 
just means that you don’t schedule the entire project in one step, but 
create small increments to the schedule as you go along. This was 
once called phased planning, so there is nothing new there.

MAKING YOUR CAREER DECISION

Graham and Englund (1997) have written that there will eventually 
be no more accidental project managers. Rather, project manage-
ment will be recognized as a true profession, and we will have ded-
icated project managers with their own special career paths. They 
also observe that project management will be the proving ground 
and possibly the path taken to CEO status (as I mentioned earlier in 
this chapter).

The reasons are that project managers are exposed to almost 
every facet of the organization; they require exceptional political 
and interpersonal skills; and if they can manage projects success-
fully, they probably can manage the entire organization.

If, after reading this chapter, you are still undecided about 
whether you want to pursue project management as a career, you 
should read The World- Class Project Manager, by Bob Wysocki and 
me (Wysocki & Lewis, 2000). We offer a fuller treatment of project 
management as a career than is possible in this book, together with 
diagnostics and other aids to help you make your decision.
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This chapter does not deal directly with how you, as an individual, 
should manage projects. My intent is that it will serve as a guide 
that you can present to senior managers on how to make project 
management a core competence in your organization so that you 
can thrive in an environment that supports what you are learning 
from this book. In fact, we have a PowerPoint presentation that you 
can download from our Web site, www.lewisinstitute.com, on how 
your managers can achieve High- Performance Project Manage-
ment. Look for the free downloads in the company store.

THE HIGH- PERFORMANCE PROJECT MANAGEMENT MODEL

No doubt you have heard about a quality improvement program 
called Six Sigma. This approach has been adopted by a number of 
companies, one of the most notable being General Electric. Accord-

How to Achieve High- 
Performance Project 
Management™

4 C H A P T E R

www.lewisinstitute.com
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ing to the Six Sigma providers, most organizations operate at a three 
sigma quality level. This means that for every 1 million tasks, they 
will make about 66,807 errors. These errors will cost them about 

25 to 30 cents of every 
sales dollar. This is the 
cost of poor quality! [For 
those who are interested 
in reading more about 
Six Sigma, see Michael 
George, Lean Six Sigma
(New York: McGraw- 
Hill, 2002).]

When an organi-
zation can improve its 
performance to the Six 

Sigma level, it then makes only 3.4 errors for every million opera-
tions, and this reduces the cost of poor quality to about 3 cents on the 
dollar—a huge improvement that goes directly to the bottom line.

My High- Performance Project Management (HPPM) model 
defines project management maturity in five levels, with the first 
two being bare awareness and minimal performance. These two 
levels are equivalent to the three sigma level mentioned earlier. 
When an organization reaches the third level, which we call the 
bronze level, it is probably at around a four sigma quality level. The 
fourth level, or silver level, is five sigma, and the fifth level, or gold, 
is a Six Sigma quality level for projects.

In addition to reducing errors, you achieve HPPM only when 
you consistently meet the PCTS targets for your projects. Remember 
that three of these can be dictated, and the fourth must be allowed 
to float. And since these targets are estimated, what we are really 
saying is that your ability to estimate has improved considerably.

Given the difficulty of estimating some kinds of work—such 
as creative design, programming, developing life sciences products, 

Most organizations and projects 
function at a three sigma quality 
level, which means that for every 
million things they do, they make 
66,807 errors. That means they 
waste 25 to 30 cents of every dollar 
spent!
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and so on—it is possible that some organizations can never hit their 
targets consistently, but doing so should be the objective. As Phil 
Crosby said about zero defects, you may never achieve the target, 
but it should be the target nonetheless (Crosby, 1980).

The Benefits of HPPM

Although most managers know that they need some form of project 
management in their organizations, I am not yet convinced that all 
of them distinguish between “seat- of- the- pants” project manage-
ment and a structured approach that really gets high- performance 
results. One reason for this is that many senior managers were proj-
ect managers before being promoted to higher- level management 
jobs. However, they had no formal training in project management, 
so many of them used an unstructured approach to managing their 
projects. They did a good job—good enough, in fact, that they were 
promoted. And because of this success, they see no need for a struc-
tured approach.
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Consider, though, that even the most successful sports teams 
know that if they don’t find new and improved ways of playing, 
they will not maintain their success. Continuous improvement has 
to be the standard approach for all organizations in today’s highly 
competitive world. But just what can a formal, structured approach 
to project management do for an organization? Following is one 
such example.

The Four- Hour House

In 1983, the San Diego Building Association sponsored a competi-
tion to see just how fast a typical single- family home could be built. 
They chose as their design a single- story house built on a cement 
slab, with approximately 2,000 square feet of floor space. Such 
houses typically take from three to six months to build.

Highly detailed plans were developed—plans that defined 
activities down to 10-minute increments. A practice run was held, 
in which the two competing teams built identical houses for prac-
tice. The best time during the practice run was six hours. The plans 
were revised based on lessons learned from the practice session. 
The revised plan predicted that a house could be completed in 
about 3 hours and 39 minutes, so the competition was called the 
“four- hour house project.”

It is important to bear in mind that these houses were not pre-
fabricated. They were built from “raw” lumber, wallboard, and so 
on. The sites had been cleared and the placement for the cement 
slabs was marked, but the slabs were poured ahead of time—they 
were poured when the starting gun for the “race” was fired. The 
competition ended when the first house was completed; that is, it 
was ready to move into—fully wired, carpets installed, sod grass in 
the lawn, shrubs in front, and all appliances (refrigerator, stove, etc.) 
installed. Each team consisted of 350 workers, all highly motivated 
to win the contest.
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The winning team set a record that is recorded in the Guinness 
Book of World Records. They completed their house in an incredible 2 
hours and 45 minutes! If you don’t believe me, watch the documen-
tary video, which can be ordered by calling the San Diego Building 
Industry Association at (619) 450–1221.

A couple of very important points should be noted. First, as 
already mentioned, the practice houses required six hours to com-
plete. Through a lessons- learned review, the team was able to 
reduce this time by more than 50 percent in the competition. This 
illustrates the importance of lessons- learned reviews on projects! 
Second, good planning contributed significantly to the winning 
team’s success. Without a truly well- developed plan, there would 
be no way to build a house in such a short time. But what about the 
cost? After all, there were 350 workers on each house.

One of my seminar students calculated that the house built 
in 2 hours and 45 minutes actually cost less (with 350 workers) 
than a house built with fewer workers over a longer time. Fur-
thermore, if you consider that the house could be sold almost 
immediately, you have a cost- of- capital advantage. So, while less 
than 3 hours may not be the target we should have for all homes 
of this type, it does show that building times can be reduced sig-
nificantly.

You may also realize that the planning took far longer than the 
execution time, and ordinarily this would not be so. This demon-
strates the importance of a plan if you want to get a job done very 
quickly, and thus counters the claim that, “We can get it done faster 
if we don’t waste time working up a plan.”

One last thought. I know some of you are thinking, “I wouldn’t 
want to live in it.” You are thinking that they must have cut cor-
ners, thereby sacrificing quality, in order to build a house in such a 
short time. And you would be justified in thinking this. However, 
to prevent the workers from sacrificing quality for speed, build-
ing inspectors, wearing referee shirts, inspected the work as it was 
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done, and they insisted that each house meet code or they would 
not consider it a valid completion.

Another example of the benefits of good project management 
comes from a former client who is now a friend and an instruc-
tor with my company. George Hollins was director of design and 
construction services at the University of Iowa when I met him. He 
brought me in to teach his architects and engineers how to man-
age projects and then used my methods as the foundation for his 
own methodology. During the next five years, he estimates that the 
formal approach to managing projects saved the university almost 
$5 million in change orders alone! Not a bad payback on his train-
ing investment, I’m sure you will agree.

THE NEED FOR A NEW APPROACH

Since I began training people in 1980, I have conducted three- day 
project management seminars for more than 40,000 individuals. 

Many of these programs 
were conducted for com-
panies that were trying 
to improve project man-
agement in their organi-
zations. In one company 
alone, I taught more than 

800 people in sites scattered along the East Coast. In spite of this, I 
learned that very few people actually applied what I taught them. 
And I have found this to be true of many other clients as well.

This has been a big disappointment to me. I don’t want to just 
deliver training. I want to deliver training that gets results! And this 
simply isn’t happening.

As I pondered this over several years, I learned that it is a typi-
cal situation. I once read a study that reported that no more than 33 
percent of what is taught ever makes it back to the job (I no longer 
remember the source of this information). There are several pri-

No more than 33 percent of what 
is taught makes it back to the 
workplace.
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mary reasons for this finding. One is that people are not supported 
for doing what they learned. Nor are they required to demonstrate 
what was taught. So, soon after the program, they revert to their old 
ways, and the learning never “takes.”

One of the strongest examples of lack of support was related 
to me by a fellow who went home from one of my programs feel-
ing very excited about his newfound knowledge. He immediately 
convened a planning session with his group to develop a proj-
ect plan. His boss came by the conference room and called him 
 outside.

“What are you doing in there?” his boss wanted to know
“Putting together a plan for our project,” said the fellow with 

enthusiasm.
His boss glared at him. “We don’t have time for that nonsense,” 

he said. “Get them out of the conference room so that they can get 
the job done.”

This attitude toward planning is widespread. Managers are 
task- oriented. They want to see people doing work, not drawing 
work breakdown structures or critical path diagrams. Strangely, 
this fellow’s manager continued sending him to a project manage-
ment certificate series consisting of six three- day seminars. I have 
no idea why. He clearly does not understand the essence of project 
management.

Solving Problems

Since nearly 30 cents of every dollar spent on projects is wasted 
due to project mismanagement, this represents a problem to be 
solved by the organization. However, the way a problem is defined 
affects the solution possibilities, and the typical definition is that 
people running projects need to be trained. And this is true. How-
ever, it is only one component that contributes to poor project 
management, and if the other components are not addressed, the 
problem will be only partially solved. The components that must 
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be addressed were introduced in Chapter 1 and are repeated here 
in Figure 4.1.

People
As shown in Figure 4.1, issues with people must be addressed in 
order to develop project management competence in an organiza-
tion. If you want to understand how to develop the skills of people, 

you should observe ath-
letic coaches, surgeons, 
and actors. Coaches have 
been learning how to im-
prove the performance 
of athletes for centuries. 
Surgeons and actors, too, 
spend years mastering 

their craft. Can you imagine a surgeon sitting through a lecture and 
going directly into the operating room to perform surgery on some-
one? Of course not! Yet we do something similar when we send 
people to a seminar and expect them to perform immediately after 

Can you imagine a surgeon sitting 
through a lecture and going directly 
into the operating room to perform 
surgery on someone?
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they return to the job. Fortunately, poor project management skills 
seldom kill anyone.

Consider athletes. No coach would ever consider a single train-
ing session to be adequate to fully develop a player. Rather, players 
are coached over time. They practice, receive feedback, and practice 
some more—until they eventually get it right. But notice that this 
is a lifelong endeavor. No athlete who is any good ever thinks that 
she is finished with learning or improving. Interestingly, it has been 
estimated that nearly 85 percent of skills are lost in a few months 
unless the person is coached over time. This means that we must 
adopt the sports model for coaching athletes in order to develop the 
skills of project managers over time.

F I G U R E  4.1

Tools, People, Systems
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Managers in organizations overlook the fact that managing 
is a performing art. It has less to do with knowledge than with be-
havior—applying skills in dealing with people—because projects 
are people, not technology. And you only learn these skills through 

practice, feedback, and 
more practice—until you 
get it right. The problem 
is, thousands of manag-
ers have never had any 
coaching. And there are 
thousands who are not 
very good at dealing 

with people. These managers generally don’t understand that be-
havioral skills are important. After all, they get the job done. Their 
bosses are happy. The company makes money. And they continue 
to progress up the corporate ladder. So why all the fuss? All you 
really need to do (many of them believe) is just kick some behinds, 
and this will get people moving.

To use the term from the cartoon strip Dilbert, these managers 
are clueless! They don’t get it, and they probably never will.

To summarize, we need to provide project managers with 
training in the tools and techniques of project management, to-
gether with skills in dealing with people. And this must be sup-
ported by ongoing feedback on how they are performing, together 
with coaching to improve that performance. Finally, the application 
of these tools, techniques, and skills must be supported; in fact, 
senior managers should demand that they be practiced properly. 
These skills should be assessed as part of the project manager’s per-
formance appraisal.

Tools
The next of the three components is tools. Here we find that man-
agers think that the only important tool is a scheduling software 
program. As I wrote in Chapter 1, this is “instant- pudding” proj-

Managing is a performing art. It is 
learned not through lecture, but by 
rehearsing.
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ect management—just give a person a copy of Microsoft Project 
or some other such program, and he will be an instant project 
 manager.

There are two problems with this scenario. First, giving me a 
saw won’t make me a carpenter. I need some training in carpentry 
first. So people should be given a course in project management 
first and then taught the software. Second, scheduling software is 
so complex that it is unrealistic to expect a person to sit down and 
use it right out of the box. People need at least two days of training 
in order to be able to use such software effectively. I have found 
over the years that most people are simply using the software to 
develop nice presentation graphics. They have imposed so many 
“must- start” and “must- finish” dates on tasks that the software can 
only regurgitate what it has been told—it is unable to do what it is 
intended to do, which is to tell the user the dates on which tasks can 
be started and finished.

Systems
Peter Senge (1990) has shown that systems generate behavior, regard-
less of the people in the system, and that unless you change the 
system, you will continue to get the same behavior. A management 
simulation called the Beer Game shows one such example.

In this simulation, convenience stores sell a beer called Love 
beer. It’s not a big seller—most of them sell only about four cases 
a month. Suddenly sales 
of Love beer take off, and 
the store managers learn 
that it is because the beer 
has been mentioned in 
a popular song. So they 
increase their orders for 
the beer. But because this is going on throughout the region, the 
beer distributor is soon swamped with orders. The brewery can’t 
fill them fast enough.

Systems generate behavior! If the 
behavior is unacceptable, change 
the system, not the people.
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The brewery has no choice but to increase capacity, so they 
initially ask people to work overtime. They also increase orders for 
grain and hops to make beer, and this puts a strain on the supply 
chain. But everyone works hard to respond. Still, this is not enough 
to meet the demand, so the brewery begins hiring for a second shift.

Unfortunately, the market is fickle. The song loses popularity; 
the beer isn’t a great beer, despite the temporary demand, and so 
people quit buying. Panic sets in. The stores begin canceling orders 
for beer, forcing the brewery to cancel orders for supplies and to 
lay off the newly hired second- shift employees, plus canceling all 
overtime. It is a snowball effect.

Now for the compelling fact. Senge says that his associates 
have run this simulation with a large number of groups consisting 
of members with all kinds of backgrounds—educational, ethnic, 
and so on—and the result is always the same. The conclusion: the 
system generates the behavior, regardless of the people involved.

This is a profound finding, and one that no manager can 
ignore with impunity. If the system generates the behavior, then just 
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how accountable can people within the system be? Clearly there is 
a need for us to examine causality in situations where people don’t 
seem to be performing acceptably.

Another example of the effect of systems on behavior was pro-
vided by Dr. W. Edwards Deming (1986), who demonstrated the 
same thing using a bowl of beads, some of which were white and 
some of which were red. The objective of the person in the dem-
onstration was to insert into the bowl a paddle into which a large 
number of holes had been drilled, and to extract only white beads. 
Red beads were regarded as defects. Of course, it is clear that it is 
impossible to do this and pull out only white beads consistently. 
However, what baffled many participants was that Dr. Deming said 
that there were exactly 10 percent red beads in the bowl and asked 
the audience what they expected the average defect level to be as the 
paddle was inserted and withdrawn and the beads were dumped 
back into the bowl (thus keeping the population constant).

Everyone guessed 10 percent. Deming asked why this num-
ber. They asserted that he had told them that the population was 
10 percent red beads. Deming then asked what that had to do with 
anything.

After considerable head scratching, someone usually sug-
gested that maybe the process had something to do with the result. 
Deming then declared that it did, indeed, affect the outcome. He 
had three paddles. One would produce an average of 9.8 percent, 
another 10.0 percent, and the third about 10.2 percent—in spite of 
the fact that the bead population was 10 percent red.

As he then told the audience, if you have given workers a sys-
tem that is going to inherently produce a certain defect level—no 
matter how they do their jobs—you can admonish them to “do it 
right the first time,” and it will make no difference. They cannot 
produce results better than those that the system is capable of pro-
ducing!

Because most organizations have been functionally organized 
for so long, systems to support projects often do not exist. They 
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must be installed if good project management is to be achieved. 
This includes the reward system, tracking, evaluation, budgeting, 
and so on. As an example, companies usually budget on a fiscal 
basis, but projects often span multiple years. It makes no sense to 
insist that a project manager spend exactly what he was supposed 
to on an annual basis, but this is what companies do.

Finally, we must examine the reward system in the organi-
zation. Most reward systems encourage individuals to maximize 
their performance, even though it may be at the expense of other 
people in the group. And functional groups are rewarded for excel-
lent functional performance, rather than for supporting projects. 
Unless you change the reward systems to support good project per-
formance, you won’t get it.

Joint Optimization
One mistake that must be avoided in developing high project man-
agement performance is to optimize each of these three factors (tools, 
people, and systems) independently of the others. You will note 
that the intersection of the three circles in Figure 4.1 is where good 

project management oc-
curs. The reason for this 
is shown by considering 
how you might build the 
world’s best car. You find 
the best transmission in 
the world and combine 
it with the best auto en-

gine, brakes, body, and so on. The chances are pretty good that you 
won’t have a very good car because these various components have 
not been designed to work with one another. If the engine is too 
powerful for the transmission, for example, you will destroy the 
transmission as soon as you hit the accelerator. For this reason, you 
must develop your tools and systems to match the capabilities of 
your people.

Systems must be jointly optimized. 
Improving a single system can 
worsen, rather than improve, the 
overall organization performance.
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STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

No athlete becomes a star overnight, and no company develops 
project management competence immediately. Most project man-
agement maturity models have five levels of capability, and it 
takes most companies about one year per level to develop their 
capability. For the impatient, this is terrible news. Nevertheless, 
it is reality. Experience cannot be accelerated beyond certain lim-
its. So long as this is recognized and expected, there are very 
few problems. But when it is not, we find companies abandoning 
project management because they do not get immediate benefits 
from it.

Too Many Projects

One of the major reasons that organizations have problems with 
projects is that they are trying to do too many projects given their 
resources. The result is that people are constantly jumping from 
one project to another in 
an attempt to keep ev-
erything going. In doing 
so, they must get reori-
ented each time they 
shift tasks. This reorien-
tation is called setup time
in manufacturing, and it 
adds no value to the work process itself. We have known for a long 
time that setup time should be reduced as much as possible, as it 
depresses productivity.

The only way this can be done is to allow a person to work on 
one thing until it is completed and then move to something else. 
Heresy, you say? Maybe so, but one company found that their pro-
ductivity nearly doubled when they quit trying to multitask and 
prioritized their projects, so that each person had a priority- one 

Unless you have unlimited 
resources, you can’t do everything 
at the same time. Prioritize projects 
and do them in priority order!
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project and a backup. The person worked on the priority- one proj-
ect whenever it was possible to do so and used the backup to fill 
dead time on the first project. Is it clear that if you double your pro-
ductivity, you will get everything done in the same calendar time 
as when you were trying to do everything, but your productivity 
will be so much higher that your costs will go down dramatically? 
Multitasking creates the illusion that a lot is getting done. It is, but 
at low levels of productivity.

Consider one simple example. Many of you have probably 
found that you can’t get anything done during the day, so you come 
in early or stay late. Why? Because during the day you are con-
stantly being interrupted. Drop what you’re doing and go to a meet-
ing. Answer the random phone calls. Chat with your colleagues 
who need your help. And report on what you’re doing to your boss. 
Interview candidates for jobs. And on and on goes the list. It is all 
important “stuff” that must be done, but it takes time that you can’t 
spend doing your work. And it’s called  multitasking!
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The Negative Environment

You can’t have high performance in an environment that has a 
negative climate. This includes a climate of blame and punishment 
for things that go wrong. Don’t get me wrong. It is appropriate to 
punish people who break rules or act irresponsibly. But when the 
climate is such that failure to meet project targets is seen as a sign 
of weakness on the part of people and they are chastised for it, you 
have an environment that does not support high performance.

Remember, all project targets are estimates (which is a kinder 
word than guesses, but they are guesses just the same), and they can 
be expected to be missed fairly often until you have enough history 
to know how long things really take. And even when you have his-
tory, the time it takes to do any given activity will vary because of 
factors outside a person’s control. Variance is a fact of life and must 
be accepted.

Turf battles are also detrimental to high performance. Team 
spirit—one of cooperation—must exist, and this must be promoted 
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by senior management. I have known many senior managers who 
did exactly the opposite. They promoted competition among people 
in the workplace, believing that this would bring out the best in 
them. This is a carryover from sports. In sports, competition does 
tend to bring out the best in people. Unfortunately, it also brings out 
the worst in them, as we have witnessed in the violence toward fans 
and other players that sometimes erupts when winning becomes all 
that matters. And the same thing happens in organizations.

I knew of a textile mill in South Carolina that decided to use 
competition to improve production. They had a three- shift opera-
tion, so the managers told their people that the shift with the high-
est production for the week would receive an award. All members 
of that team would get a dinner at a very nice local restaurant. This 
did initially spark enthusiasm and increase production.

Soon, however, teams became discontented with simply work-
ing hard to win. They began to consider how they might actually 
create a disadvantage for the other teams—to slow them down. The 
most obvious thing was to adjust the settings on their machines so 
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that they would not run right. They did this at the end of the shift, 
so that the people who followed them would have to waste time 
resetting the adjustments on all the machines. This gave the preced-
ing team an advantage and enabled it to win.

Of course, it took only a short time for everyone to catch on to 
what was being done, so each team now left their machines mis-
adjusted at the end of their shift. When management learned what 
was going on, they established a new rule—a team was eligible for 
the award only if the team that followed reported that all machines 
ran properly when the new team came on board!

This is by no means an isolated incident. Alfie Kohn (1999), in 
a book titled Punished by Rewards, wrote that almost all reward sys-
tems tend to blow up over time. Employees always try to maximize 
their rewards, and they will do so at the expense of cooperation 
and even actual performance. The only legitimate reward system 
is one in which people are rewarded by true achievement and 
pride in the work that they do. All carrot- and- stick systems create 
 problems.

This is not a popular notion. Kohn was strongly criticized for 
his assertions. People want to believe that they can hold carrots in 
front of people and get them turned on. After more than 50 years 
of research that demonstrates that money is not an actual motiva-
tor, but rather a symbol for those things that really motivate people, 
there are a lot of people who refuse to accept the results. They cling 
stubbornly to the belief that you only have to pay people well to 
motivate them.

Daniel Pink (2009) has confirmed what Kohn said in his book. 
In fact, recent studies have shown that when external incentives are 
used (pay, and so on), people lose interest in an activity. This means 
that as soon as those external rewards are no longer available, in-
dividuals will no longer engage in the activity. This has profound 
implications for organizations, including projects. The only true 
motivation is intrinsic. Write that on your cubicle wall and your 
bathroom mirror, and drill it into your brain. Otherwise you will 
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go through your career 
wasting time with moti-
vation methods that sim-
ply don’t work!

To return to the 
central premise of this 
section, a negative envi-

ronment will not produce good project results. And, while proj-
ect managers are limited in how much influence they exert over 
the work environment, they should be aware of those factors that 
contribute to the environmental climate and do their best to make 
the project environment as positive as they can. In general, the 
most important thing they can do is try to match team members 
with work that they find enjoyable and challenging. And they 
should strenuously try to create a climate of mutual respect and 
cooperation.

As a general guideline, I would recommend practicing the 
principles developed by the former president and CEO of Boeing 
Commercial Airplanes, Alan Mulally (now CEO at Ford). These 

The only legitimate reward 
system is one in which people are 
rewarded by true achievement and 
pride in the work that they do.
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were documented in my book Working Together (Lewis, 2002), and 
I will not repeat them here (as that would require inserting a full 
book into this chapter!). When applied properly, they mitigate many 
of the concerns that I have expressed in this chapter. Mulally is 
applying these principles at Ford, with encouraging results at this 
time. Ford refused to accept government bailout money, and seems 
to be making better progress than either GM or Chrysler. It is my 
personal view that his principles are a significant factor in these 
results.

Finally, developing High- Performance Project Management 
does not happen overnight, any more than a championship team 
can be developed overnight. It takes time and hard work.

The benefits are worth the investment.
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No doubt most of you have heard about left- brain/right- brain ori-
entations in thinking. Left- brain thinkers are more analytical, logi-
cal, and sequential than right- brain thinkers, who are more parallel, 
intuitive, and global thinkers.

Does this matter to project managers? If so, how do you make 
use of it?

To answer this question, I’ll share an experience with you. I 
once hired an engineer who worked for a very prestigious company. 
He was supposed to design communications equipment. During 
the interview, I asked him a number of questions about communi-
cations technology, which he answered flawlessly. Unfortunately, 
he didn’t know how to translate the theory into design practice. In a 
word, his design work was inadequate.

Whole- Brain® Project 
Management

You can’t solve a problem with the same 
thinking that caused it.

—Albert Einstein

5 C H A P T E R
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At the time I had no training in psychology, so I had no idea 
what was wrong. However, I knew that his former position had 
been a manufacturing engineering job in which he had helped to 
solve problems with products that were already in manufacturing. 
I offered to transfer him to an equivalent job on the basis that if he 
had done satisfactory work in such a job previously, then he should 
work well for us.

He saw this transfer as a demotion and refused it. Then he 
worked for another project manager for a time before returning to 
my project. The other manager had similar problems with him.

His performance deficit finally came to a head. We gave him 
the option of finding another job, taking the transfer, or being ter-
minated. He chose to find another job.

What I didn’t know then, but do now, is that the design job 
requires a different type of thinking from the manufacturing sup-
port job. The design engineer must be able to think in terms of 
synthesis, whereas the manufacturing engineer must think more 
analytically. Synthesis is a right- brain mode, and analysis is a left- 
brain mode. So I had actually hired the wrong person for the job 
based on his thinking preferences (and ability). Now, exactly what 
does this mean?

THINKING STYLES

Ned Herrmann was a training manager at General Electric’s Cro-
tonville Management Training Center. Ned was originally educated 
as a physicist, but he was very interested in the social sciences, espe-
cially, in art. He was a gifted painter.

He heard about research that indicated that the two hemi-
spheres of the brain seem to control different kinds of thinking and 
wondered how those differences might affect learning, manage-
ment, creativity, and other aspects of human performance. Because 
the field was in its infancy, Ned had to do a lot of research himself. 
He found that the left/right dichotomy did not suffice to explain 
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thinking differences, and he postulated another axis based on cere-
bral/limbic thinking (Herrmann, 1995, 1996). When this dimension 
is added, you have four pure styles that combine to yield a wide 
range of different thinking styles. Ned developed an instrument 
that measures these preferences, called the Herrmann Brain Domi-
nance Instrument (HBDI®),1 and the respondent receives a profile 
like the one shown in Figure 5.1.

In this profile, there are four concentric circles or bands, 
divided into about 33 points per band, so raw scores range from 0 to 
133. However, to give a person a raw score implies a measurement 
precision that simply does not exist, so Ned chose to give a ranking 

F I G U R E  5.1

HBDI® Profile of Thinking Styles

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.

1 HBDI® is a registered trademark of the Ned Herrmann Group, Inc.
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instead. The outer two bands have a rank of 1, meaning that the per-
son has a very strong preference for thinking in the specific mode. 
The next band has a rank of 2, which is weaker but still significant. 
Finally, the inner band yields a rank of 3, which is a very low pref-

erence. In fact, a score 
in this band indicates 
that the individual may 
actually reject this mode 
of thinking most of the 
time. There is no such 
thing as a 0 rank, as 

everyone uses all four modes to some degree. Note also that the 
instrument measures preferences, not skills or abilities.

However, there is a correlation between preference and skill. 
If you have a strong preference for engaging in a certain mode of 
thinking, you will tend to do so frequently, and thus you will get 
pretty good at it. So, over time, preference probably does lead to skill.

Herrmann believed that the preference for the various thinking 
modes was based on brain physiology, which involves both chemistry 
and genetics, but whether this is true is still open to question. In the 
January 2005 issue of Scientific American’s special publication on the 
mind, research by a German team was reported in which they used 
the MRI, rather than just the standard EEG, to observe brain activ-
ity and found that specific areas of the brain do not correlate cleanly 
with specific kinds of thinking. Rather, various stimuli activated mul-
tiple parts of the brain at once. Thus, the idea of left- right hemispheres 
and limbic versus cerebral as determinants of certain types of think-
ing may not be accurate, but this is not important for our purposes. 
The fact is that four distinct modes of thinking have been identified 
and the HBDI® profile does a good job of measuring them.

At this time the Herrmann International database contains 
more than a half- million profiles of people who have taken the 
HBDI® assessment. Most find that the measures represent them 
fairly well. Seldom does anyone say, “That’s just not me!”

The HBDI® profile measures one’s 
preference for thinking in certain 
ways, not one’s ability to do so.
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Profiles

As you might expect, an individual can have a preference for think-
ing in only one of the four modes. The HBDI® profile for such a per-
son, called single- dominant, looks a bit like a kite, so we sometimes 
refer to a profile as a kite. Only about 5 percent of the population is 
single- dominant. A sample profile is shown in Figure 5.2.

When an individual likes to think in two modes, the profile 
is called double- dominant, and there are two forms that the kite can 
take. In one, the two preferred quadrants are side by side; in the 
other, they are diagonally opposite each other. The two possibilities 
are shown in Figure 5.3. Naturally, the adjacent preferences can be 
both left, both right, both top, or both bottom quadrants, and the 

F I G U R E  5.2

A Single- Dominant HBDI® Profile

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.
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diagonally opposite can be A to C or B to D. Double- dominant pref-
erences account for about 56 percent of the population.

The triple- dominant profile can be any three adjacent quad-
rants, and approximately 36 percent of the population falls into this 
category. A triple- dominant profile is shown in Figure 5.4.

Finally, a mere 3 percent of the population prefers to think in 
all four quadrants, and of course this profile is called quadruple- 
dominant. Such individuals are called multidominant translators, 
and Ned believed that they should make excellent CEOs, because 
they can interact effectively with people from each of the quadrants. 
This may be hard to demonstrate, since the number of people with 

F I G U R E  5.3

Double- Dominant HBDI® Profiles

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International.
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this profile is so small, and of those people who are quadruple- 
dominant, only a certain percentage will ever become CEOs, so we 
may never know if they are good candidates. Furthermore, one’s 
thinking preferences do not guarantee that she will be able to deal 
effectively with others, so thinking is only part of the picture. A 
quadruple- dominant profile is shown in Figure 5.5.

What are the differences between the four modes, and how do 
these differences affect various work functions in a project? Since 
the model is a grid containing four quadrants, each of which repre-
sents a different thought mode, we will begin in the upper left, or A 
quadrant, and explain each mode by progressing in a counterclock-

F I G U R E  5.4

The Triple- Dominant HBDI® Profile

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International.
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wise direction through the quadrants. Note that the progression is 
A- B- C- D and that in the profile received by respondents, each quad-
rant is colored, in the sequence blue- green- red- yellow.

THE A QUADRANT
The thinking associated with the A quadrant can be described as 
logical, analytical, technical, mathematical, and problem solving 
(see Figure 5.6). Such thinking can be thought of as dealing with 
facts and figures. It seems reasonable that people who like dealing 
with facts and figures would be attracted to jobs or professions that 
require such thinking, and this is true. Examples of such careers 
include technical, legal, and financial areas (including accounting 

F I G U R E  5.5

A Quadruple- Dominant HBDI® Profile

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.
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F I G U R E  5.6

The Herrmann Whole Brain® Model—Thinking in Each Quadrant

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.
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and tax law), engineering, information technology, science, math-
ematics, and the analytical aspects of management.

A project manager with a single- dominant profile in quadrant 
A could be expected to be very logical, interested in technical issues 
affecting the project, inclined to analyze status reports carefully, 
and keen on problem solving. Such a project manager may be seen 
as cold, uncaring, and interested only in the problems presented 
by the project. However, since only 5 percent of the population is 
single- dominant, such project managers should be correspond-
ingly rare.

THE B QUADRANT
The B quadrant is similar to the A quadrant, but with significant 
differences. Words that describe B- quadrant thinkers are organiza-
tional, administrative, conservative, controlled, and planning. This 
is the preferred thinking mode of many managers, administrators, 
planners, bookkeepers, foremen, and manufacturers. Individu-
als who have single- dominant profiles in the B quadrant could be 
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expected to be concerned with the detailed plans of a project and 
with keeping everything organized and controlled. Note that indi-
viduals with financial interests who are dominant in quadrant A 
will probably be financial managers, whereas those with dominant 
B- quadrant profiles may be drawn to cost accounting.

If you want someone to pay close attention to details, you want 
someone who displays a strong preference for this quadrant. If such 
a person has a single- dominant profile, however, he or she may see 
the trees and be unaware of the forest.

THE C QUADRANT
People with single- dominant profiles in the A or B quadrant prob-
ably see individuals with strong C- quadrant preferences as being 
very “touchy- feely.” Words that describe this quadrant are interper-
sonal, emotional, musical, spiritual, and talkative. Individuals with 
single- dominant C profiles are very “feeling” and people- oriented. 
They are often nurses, social workers, musicians, teachers, counsel-
ors, or ministers.
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A project manager with a single- dominant C profile would 
naturally be concerned with the interpersonal aspects of the project, 
perhaps to the detriment of getting the work done. Such an indi-
vidual would be drawn to the coordination of project activities with 
people both inside and outside the team, and would be a relation-
ship builder. This would be a good bias to have for highly political 
projects, as long as other members of the team are attending to the 
work itself.

In fact, you will remember that we have said several times that 
projects are people, and dealing with people is one aspect of project 
management that some individuals find distasteful. So you could 
expect that this aspect of the job will bother the person who has 
very low C- quadrant scores on the HBDI® profile. My counsel is 
that you can develop the skill if you have the desire, but very low 
scores in the C quadrant naturally mean that this is not your “cup 
of tea.” So you will have to work very hard at this aspect of the job 
if you want to manage projects.

There is an interesting finding about how we behave in 
terms of our least- preferred thinking styles. I have a very strong 
D- quadrant preference, with B- quadrant being my least preferred. 
This means that I love developing concepts and dislike doing detail 
work. However, if I must do detail work in order to get one of my 
ideas to see the light of day, then I am very motivated to do so. This 
means that you can be motivated to deal with the “touchy- feely” 
stuff if it means achieving success in terms of your other thinking 
preferences.

THE D QUADRANT
Words that describe this quadrant are artistic, holistic, imagina-
tive, synthesizers, and conceptualizers. Individuals who have 
single- dominant D- quadrant profiles are often drawn to careers 
that involve entrepreneurial effort, facilitation, advising, or consult-
ing, being sales leaders and artists. These are the “idea” people in 
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a team, and they enjoy synthesizing ideas from several sources to 
create something new from that combination.

This is the natural domain of people who are perceived to be 
creative. At the beginning of this chapter, we discussed the need 
for creative thinking in projects. So you may conclude that if you 
are primarily a left- brain thinker, with strong preferences for A- 
or B- quadrant thinking and a low preference for thinking in the 
D quadrant, then you are out of luck. Not so. It turns out that it is 
easier for left- brain thinkers to learn to do conceptual or “creative” 
thinking than it is for conceptual thinkers to learn analytical or 
detail thinking.

Project managers who have single- dominant D- quadrant pro-
files could be expected to be “big- picture” in their thinking—they 
run the risk of seeing the forest without realizing that it consists 
of distinct trees. They are generally good at thinking strategically, 
so in planning a project, the D- quadrant thinker will develop a 
game plan but will need help from B- quadrant thinkers to make it 
workable.
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Double- Dominant Profiles and Project Management Styles

Since only 5 percent of our population has single- dominant pro-
files, it would seem more reasonable to examine multidominant 
profiles. The simplest analysis would be for double- dominant pro-
files because they comprise 56 percent of the population, and this 
will give us insight into a host of project managers. A diagram 
showing the characteristics of each of the adjacent- quadrant double- 
dominant profiles appears in Figure 5.7.

F I G U R E  5.7

Management Styles of Single- and Double- Dominant Managers Using the 
Herrmann Model

© 2010 by Herrmann International. Used by permission.
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Is There a Project Manager Profile?

There are certain profiles that are known to be correlated with spe-
cific professions. For example, life scientists tend to have double- 
dominant profiles that are high in the A and D quadrants. In 
other words, they are analytical and conceptual thinkers. Social 
workers tend to have strong preferences for thinking in quadrants 
C and D, with a slightly stronger preference for C (the interper-
sonal quadrant) than for D. So it naturally is reasonable to ask if 
there is a profile that correlates with project management as a 
profession.

The answer is still unknown. The overall population profile 
for project managers who have attended my seminars is tilted to 
the left (A and B quadrants), but there are a lot of triple- dominant 
profiles that help pull it toward being square for the total popula-
tion. What we do know is that there is a tendency for people who 
have strong B- quadrant preferences to be managers, because this 
quadrant deals with organization, planning, and control. In fact, for 
those of you who know about Myers- Briggs personality profiles, 
the SJ temperament, which correlates strongly with the B quadrant, 
is strongly dominant among both general managers and project 
 managers.

This is a topic that certainly would be interesting to do more 
research on, and I would encourage anyone who is interested to 
work with the Herrmann International Company to propose doing 
such research.

WORK MOTIVATION AND THE HBDI® PROFILE

One aspect of thinking preferences that you should consider is that 
you probably have a least- preferred thinking style (or several). Mine 
is the B quadrant, which requires great attention to detail. I would 
find a project requiring such thinking to be drudgery. When I was 
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an engineer, I disliked the detailed work involved in reviewing 
drawings or making sure that a bill of materials was exactly right. It 
was vital work, but I hated it. So knowing your most- preferred and 
least- preferred thinking styles should help you determine when 
a particular kind of project is a good match for you, or what you 
should do when there is a mismatch.

It is important to note that each quadrant contains five or 
more clusters of thinking and that each of us may prefer some 
but not all of them. So for me, doing detail work is not desirable. 
However, I am very organized when it comes to teaching semi-
nars, and I most definitely want to be sure that all the details have 
been covered; I just don’t want to have to manage them personally. 
I am also attracted to the idea of being in control, so this part of 
the quadrant appeals to me, and I am compulsively on time for 
appointments, whereas the tendency of strong D- quadrant think-
ers (which I am) is to be poor time managers and frequently late 
for appointments.

It is very interesting to note that a person’s motivation to do work 
is derived from his preferred quadrants. If the preference is single- 
dominant, you will have a single motivation pattern. If your profile 

is double- dominant, you 
will have two patterns, 
and so on. These pat-
terns of activity motivate 
a person. As an example, 
a person with a strong 
preference for thinking 
in the D quadrant may 

be very innovative. A person whose preference is the A quadrant 
may be a good troubleshooter, which requires analytical thinking.

Thus, a person’s profile is a pretty good indication of the kind 
of activities that motivate her. If you understand the characteristics 
of the job, you will know whether it is likely to motivate the person 
or not.

People are motivated to engage 
in various patterns of activity, 
and these are derived from their 
preferred thinking modes.
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Is There a Best Profile?

Ned Herrmann was always careful to say that individuals with 
almost any profile can do most jobs. The HBDI® profile displays 
one’s preference for thinking, not one’s ability. As I pointed out ear-
lier, there is a relationship, but presumably a person with any pro-
file can develop the ability to think in all four modes and become 
skilled enough to be able to perform in any job.

Also, as I mentioned earlier, Ned did postulate that there may 
be an ideal profile for a CEO (chief executive officer), that being 
a square—a quadruple- dominant profile. The reason is easy to 
understand. A CEO must deal with people who think in all four 
quadrants, and if she prefers to think in all four, then she can trans-
late between them for all parties involved.

I met one such individual, and sure enough, he was a turn-
around CEO who specialized in saving hospitals from financial 
disaster. Unlike some individuals who specialize in turnarounds, 
this man tried to employ measures that saved as many jobs as pos-
sible. The turnaround CEO with very low C- quadrant thinking is 
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often concerned only with the bottom line, and the quickest way 
to improve financial performance is to eliminate jobs, regardless of 
the cost in human suffering. Naturally such a CEO will justify such 
action by saying that sacrificing a few jobs is better for everyone in 
the long run.

As I mentioned earlier, the Herrmann group pulled a composite 
profile for all of the project managers that they had in their database, 
and that overall profile was square. They had 1,250 profiles for proj-
ect managers, with the population being almost perfectly split 50–50 
between men and women. These profiles are shown in Figures 5.8 
and 5.9. For the overall population, there is a small “tilt” toward the A 
quadrant for men and a small tilt toward the C quadrant for women, 
and this was also true of the profiles for project managers.

F I G U R E  5.8

HBDI® Composite Profile for Female Project Managers

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.
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This suggests that project managers come in all shapes and 
sizes. There has to be a fairly even distribution of profiles to get a 
composite square, so the distribution for project managers is not 
very different from that for the population in general.

As has been stated earlier, an individual’s thinking preference 
will affect his style of managing projects. One concern would be with 
project managers who have very little preference for C- quadrant 
thinking, the reason being the age- old problem of project managers: 
they have a lot of responsibility and very little authority, so the only 
way they can get anything done is through influence, negotiation, 
begging, and selling. Project managers with very low preference for 
the C quadrant are inclined to say, “I hate dealing with people prob-
lems,” and to them I suggest that they rethink whether they truly 

F I G U R E  5.9

HBDI® Composite Profile for Male Project Managers

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.
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want to manage projects. This would be the one deficit that should 
enter into a person’s decision about whether to be a project man-

ager. If you hate dealing 
with people, then why 
subject yourself to the 
daily agony that you are 
sure to experience as a 
project manager?

Is there a best pro-
file? No, not in a univer-
sal sense.

In a recent seminar that I taught, titled “Whole Brain® Project 
Management,” I discussed the attributes of project managers having 

various profiles, and con-
cluded that of the double- 
dominant profiles, the 
one that is probably most 
effective is the C- D pro-
file—that is, the person 
who is primarily right- 

Your profile will affect your style of 
managing projects, and this could 
affect your success in certain 
environments, but any profile can 
be effective in project management.

I believe that the project manager 
with a primarily right- brain 
preference has an advantage over 
other profiles in most situations.
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brained. Because project managers must use influence to get things 
done, they need strong C- quadrant thinking. Furthermore, project 
managers have a major responsibility to help a team develop a shared 
understanding of the vision for the project outcome, and this requires 
a strong D- quadrant focus.

I also believe that a project manager is primarily a leader and 
facilitator. For that reason, she need not be highly analytical, or be 
a very strong planner or organizer, as long as she recognizes the 
need for such thinking and gets the team to do it. In fact, I believe 
that project managers who are strong in the A and B quadrants may 
be inclined to get too bogged down in technology or detail, and to 
possibly do too much of the planning rather than having the team 
do it, and this is not always good.

As a matter of fact, I have now met quite a few quadruple- 
dominant individuals, and although they may be good translators 
between the quadrants, they seem to me to have trouble making 
decisions. The simple reason is that they try too hard to cover all of 
the quadrants and to consider all of the issues in each one, and in 
doing so, they become paralyzed. I’m not certain that this is true, 
and would love to hear from any of my readers who can add insight 
into this question. Write me at lewisinstituteinc@yahoo.com.

Forming Teams Using the HBDI® Profile

One application of the HBDI® profile that is now well documented 
is its use in assembling teams. A team should collectively repre-
sent a “whole brain,” meaning that if you overlay the profiles of all 
members of the team, they will form a composite profile that shows 
preferences in all four quadrants. If instead they have a strong aver-
sion to one of the quadrants, you could expect that issues requiring 
thinking in that area may not be handled very well. However, a 
word of caution is in order. Ned found that whole- brain, gender- 
balanced teams produce better solutions and work than homoge-
neous or single- gender teams. However, you can also expect much 
more debate to take place because people approach each situation 
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from their own perspective, and team members with multiple per-
spectives have a hard time reaching agreement.

As I’ve noted, many teams do not collectively represent a 
whole brain. For example, technical groups often have a profile 
like that shown in Figure 5.10. They are strong in the A, B, and D 
quadrants and weak in C—the one having to do with interpersonal 
matters.

This means that they may attend very well to technical issues, 
are good at details, and generate good ideas, but they neglect the 
“touchy- feely” attributes, and this may undermine their team’s per-
formance. What should they do?

The important thing is that they be aware of the profile and know 
how to compensate for the low preference in quadrant C. Remember, 

F I G U R E  5.10

HBDI® Average Profile for a Technical Team

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.
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it is not that they can’t
think in this quadrant 
but that they simply don’t 
have a strong preference 
for doing so. If they can 
understand that failing 
to deal with quadrant- C 
issues is going to cause 
them problems in dealing 
with what they really care about (namely technical matters), then they 
are more likely to spend time working on such issues.

Figure 5.11 offers another example. This time we have a very 
creative group of people; they love ideas, are interpersonal, and like 

F I G U R E  5.11

HBDI® Average Profile for a Creative Team

© 2010 by Herrmann International. The profile grid is a trademark of Herrmann International. Used with permission.

When a team lacks a “whole 
brain,” members must learn to 
“walk into” the least- preferred 
quadrant and cover issues that are 
relevant to that quadrant.
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doing analytical work—but they dislike detail. We can expect that 
they will generate good ideas but have trouble executing them, at 
least as far as the details are concerned. It is said that, “The devil is 
in the details,” and the devil may just get this group!

Again, however, if team members are aware of the low quad-
rant- B score for the team, they can compensate by working hard to 
ensure that details are not overlooked.

TEAM DYNAMICS

A project team is meeting to discuss an important project issue—
a missed milestone. Everyone is a little apprehensive. They aren’t 
sure how senior management is going to react to their failure to 
complete project work on schedule.

Wanda says, “I don’t see how we could have done any better. 
We did everything humanly possible to complete the work on time. 
I feel really bummed out over the whole thing!”
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“In looking at the numbers,” Chuck says, “I believe we were 
set up to begin with. We were allocated to the project at a 95 percent 
rate, which is too high.”

“I didn’t like the concept we started with in the first place,” 
chimes in Karen. “It was too flaky.”

Don had been studying the schedule. “We should have moved 
these two tasks in parallel,” he offers. “Then we could have finished 
on time.”

This sets Wanda off. “You’re always changing the plan, Don,” 
she insists. “Can’t you see that we did everything we could to meet 
the deadline?”

“But the schedule is the most important part of the project 
plan,” Don says defensively. “If we don’t use the schedule properly, 
we can’t hope to complete the work on time. It’s a question of being 
better organized.”

“It doesn’t matter how well organized we are if the concept is 
no good to begin with,” Karen interjects.

At this point, the project manager, Beth, interrupts. “Okay, 
let’s calm down for a moment,” she says. “And let’s look at what’s 
going on.”

They all lean back in their chairs and wait for Beth to continue.
“Wanda, you’re concerned about the effort you’ve put into 

the job, and you’re feeling a little guilty that it didn’t pay off,” Beth 
says. “In terms of your HBDI® profile, you’re thinking in the C 
quadrant.”

Wanda nods in agreement.
“And Karen, you’re in the D quadrant, thinking conceptually, 

as usual,” Beth says.
Karen smiles and nods. Beth has her pegged.
Beth continues around the table. “Naturally, Don is concerned 

about the schedule. He’s a predominantly B- quadrant thinker, 
and Chuck is analyzing the numbers—his normal A- quadrant 
thinking.”

Everyone laughs.
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“The bad news is that each of us sees the situation from a dif-
ferent perspective,” Beth continues. “And the good news is that each 
of us sees the situation from a different perspective.”

She pauses to let the impact of her comment sink in.
“That’s true,” Karen says. “If we all saw it the same way, we 

would probably fall into ‘groupthink’ and really get into trouble.”
“Exactly!” Beth says. “We need every perspective in order to 

be an effective team, but our different styles make us think that 
other people don’t understand what we’re talking about, and we get 
into conflict.”

They all murmur their agreement.
“Now let’s see if we can use our varying points of view to get a 

handle on this project,” Beth suggests. “How about if we come back 
to Karen’s contention that the concept is flawed. She’s right. If it is, 
then the detailed plan can’t be any good.”

From this point on, the meeting proceeds to a solution.
By understanding the fact that each member of the team sees 

the project in different ways, based on their individual thinking 
styles, Beth is able to draw on those preferences to the benefit of 
the project. Were she unaware of these thinking preferences, she 
would probably see the team as dysfunctional and be tempted to 
disband it altogether, or perhaps ask a group facilitator to help her 
keep them in line.

Of course, this scenario has been framed somewhat unrealis-
tically. I have treated each individual team member as though he 
or she had a single- dominant thinking style. Most of us think in 
more than one quadrant, but it is true that there may be a quadrant 
that does dominate our thinking. When we communicate with 
others who are in different quadrants from our own, we have dif-
ficulties.

The opposite is also true. A couple of years ago, I met a fellow 
with whom I seemed to have almost instant rapport. We saw eye 
to eye on so many things that it was almost scary. At that time, I 
was aware of the HBDI® profile, but I had not yet been certified as a 
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practitioner, so it didn’t occur to me that this could be the source of 
our easy communication and understanding. I did know the Myers- 
Briggs, and I found that we had similar temperaments. In any case, 
we became good friends.

After I became certified, I sent a survey to my friend, and to 
our amazement, his profile and mine are congruent to within a 
few points in every quadrant! No wonder we think so much alike. 
Naturally, we don’t agree on everything, but the similarities are 
striking.

The danger for us, of course, is that we may agree on an issue 
too quickly, without exercising the critical thinking that might 
change our opinions. As Beth told her team, we need opposing 
points of view to achieve a balanced perspective on issues.

Managing Conflict

If a team is to have creative capacity, it must be able to generate 
many ideas so that one good one will emerge. These ideas must be 
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screened and the best one selected. During the screening process, 
various ideas are critiqued, and it is at this point that conflict some-
times turns nasty.

There is a sense that, if you criticize my idea, you are finding 
fault with me. So I respond by getting angry. Next thing you know, 
we are locked in an interpersonal conflict. These are often labeled 
as personality conflicts, and in a sense they are. But they have a fun-
damental cause—we see things differently, and we identify with 
our points of view and the ideas we have.

A project leader has to get people to generate ideas and manage 
the critiquing of these conflicting ideas so that they don’t develop 
into interpersonal conflicts. If such conflicts do develop, as they 
sometimes will, the project manager then has to resolve them, and 
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if people understand the concept of thinking preferences, this will 
be somewhat easier than it would be otherwise.

THE BALANCED SCORECARD

Kaplan and Norton (1996) developed the concept of using a bal-
anced scorecard to measure the effectiveness of an organization. 
This concept can also be used to measure project performance. The 
idea is that most measures focus exclusively on the financial aspects 
of the business and fail to consider other important factors, such 
as long- term strategies, developing human resources, knowledge 
management, and so on.

When you think about this, it is clear that the Herrmann model 
can be used to measure project performance. Each quadrant repre-
sents a domain of concern for project and/or organization perfor-
mance. The A quadrant deals with the familiar financial measures 
and other numerical data. The B quadrant focuses on policies, pro-
cedures, and controls. The C quadrant provides a focus on people—
training and development of employees and maintaining good 
relations with customers, clients, and key suppliers. The D quad-
rant concerns long- range planning—positioning the organization 
or project for the future 
and dealing with con-
cepts, strategies, and the 
“big picture.”

In planning a proj-
ect, it is important to 
decide what outcomes 
should be achieved in 
each quadrant, and what evidence will be used to show that these 
outcomes have been achieved. In other words, you should ask:

 ■ What is the desired outcome?
 ■ How will we know that it has been achieved?

Develop a whole- brain® balanced 
scorecard for a project so that you 
can measure success from the 
perspective of each quadrant.
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Once you know the desired outcomes and how you will know 
that they have been achieved, you can develop plans to get you there. 
This approach will help you avoid focusing only on financials.

As an example, a project may meet all PCTS targets and still be 
judged negatively by a major stakeholder. This may be because he 
was not treated as he expected to be treated (C quadrant). By paying 
attention to C- quadrant factors from the very beginning, such mis-
steps can be avoided.

Figure 5.12 shows a general example of the factors that might 
be considered in a balanced scorecard for a project.

F I G U R E  5.12

A Balanced Scorecard for a Project, Based on the Herrmann Model

© 2010 by Herrmann International. Used by permission.
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CREATIVITY AND PROFILES

It is tempting to think that creativity is primarily derived from the 
D quadrant, but this is not true. In teaching creative thinking dur-
ing my HBDI® seminars, I have found that people in every quadrant 
can be creative—in line with the preferred thinking of that quadrant!
Thus, people in the A quadrant will be creative in terms of analysis 
or financial matters, or some other aspect of the quadrant. Simi-
larly, the B quadrant is expressed in developing creative processes, 
controls, or plans. C can be creative in terms of human interac-
tions, music, or reading people. And of course D can generate lots 
of ideas for new products, services, businesses, and so on. So don’t 
believe for a moment that you aren’t creative because you are low in 
D- quadrant preference. Give yourself permission to be creative in 
whatever mode you prefer to think in.

IN SUMMARY

There are many applications of the whole- brain® model in manag-
ing projects, because projects involve all kinds of work. We have 
only scratched the surface in this chapter. I encourage you to read 
Ned’s book, The Whole Brain® Business Book (1996), for a more com-
plete exposition of the many applications. And check out the Herr-
mann International Web site, www.hbdi.com. It offers a number of 
resources that you may find useful.

www.hbdi.com
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When I was a boy, we lived in the country for a few years, and my 
parents kept some chickens around. In those days, if you wanted 
fried chicken for lunch on Sunday, you didn’t go to a grocery store 
and buy a processed chicken. Instead, you caught one in the back-
yard and whacked its head off—that was your lunch (after cooking 
it, of course).

When you cut off a chicken’s head, the body runs around 
spewing blood for a few seconds, then it falls over and quivers a bit, 
and the chicken is “officially” dead. It is actually dead when you cut 
off its head, but it takes some time for the message to reach the rest 
of the body.

Projects can be like that.
We whack off the project’s “head” during initiation, and it runs 

around for a while spewing blood. Then it finally falls over, quivers 
a bit, and becomes still.

Headless- Chicken Projects 
and How to Prevent Them

6 C H A P T E R
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Someone says, “I think that project is dead.”
It is. It was dead from the very beginning, but like the chicken, 

it takes a while for the message to reach the body.
I call these “headless- chicken” projects.
No doubt you have seen one yourself. They’re all around us: 

projects that are doomed before they get started because we whack 
off their heads at the beginning.

THE COLD, HARD FACTS

Every year, the Standish Group (www.standishgroup.com) surveys 
software development projects in the United States. How many suc-
ceeded, failed, or were changed dramatically? Results from a sur-
vey that was done in 1994 are shown in Figure 6.1. This data is on 
the Standish Group Web site, so you can review it for yourself.

As you can see, 83 percent of all projects suffer serious prob-
lems, with nearly a third of them being bad enough to be canceled. 
That means that of the $250 billion spent on software development 
in 1994, about $80 billion was wasted.

www.standishgroup.com
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Since this data was collected more than 10 years ago, I know 
you believe that the situation must be greatly improved now. After 
all, Microsoft has sold between one and two million copies of Micro-
soft Project, and thou-
sands of people have 
been trained in project 
management. I know of 
six companies with col-
lective revenues of well 
over $100 million a year in project management training. So with all 
that progress, the success rate must be higher.

Not so. Billions are still being thrown at software projects; 
what seems to have changed is that companies cancel losing proj-
ects sooner than they did in 1994.

This is a sad situation, to be sure, and it corresponds to what I 
reported in Chapter 4, namely, that training does not transfer back 
to the job. This means that hundreds of millions of dollars a year are 

F I G U R E  6.1

Standish Group Survey Results

Projects are perfectly planned to 
fail from the beginning.
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being wasted on training that does not result in better job perfor-
mance! It’s a scary thought—if I got paid for results, I would have 
starved long ago, or had to find a new profession.

I have already discussed the reasons why training doesn’t 
transfer (in Chapter 4). So let’s focus on the reasons for headless- 
chicken projects.

THE CAUSES

What causes headless- chicken projects?
First, consider how projects are launched. In many cases, the 

project sponsor conceives the need for the project. A project man-
ager is recruited to do the job. She is told about the sponsor’s con-
cept, which both find very exciting. Of course, the sponsor has only 
a half- baked idea, but he is certain that the project manager can 
turn it into a fully baked cake that everyone will admire. The proj-
ect manager is equally certain that she can do this.

She assembles a team and with breathless enthusiasm tells the 
team members all about the project. She also congratulates them on 
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being selected for membership on this team, for they are truly the 
chosen ones; because the project sponsor is a high- ranking manager 
in the company, they are sure to have high visibility. She is certain 
that success will be handsomely rewarded.

Members of the team sit in rapt attention, nodding their agree-
ment with the project manager’s words of anticipation. She is over-
joyed that they have so readily “bought in” to the general concept 
of the job, and she sends them forth to do the work, fully confident 
that they are bound for glory.

They leave the room, walking side by side down the hall, going 
back to their desks. Unknown to the project manager, one of the 
chosen team members, Matthew, asks Karen, “Did you understand 
what Heather was talking about?”

“I don’t have a clue,” Karen says, shaking her head.
“Boy, I was hoping you understood her,” Matthew says. 

“Because I didn’t get it at all. Maybe Susan got it,” he says, as he 
notices Susan walking ahead of them.

“Hey, Susan, can we ask you a question?” Matthew asks.
“Sure.” Susan pauses to wait for them.
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“We were wondering if you understood what Heather wants 
us to do,” Karen tells her. “Neither Matthew nor I have a clue.”

Susan shakes her head, an obvious expression of dismay on 
her face. “I don’t either,” she admits. “But I was sure I was the only 
one in the group who was confused, so that’s why I didn’t say any-
thing.”

“I thought the same thing,” Matthew confesses. “I guess none 
of us really understood, but we were all afraid to say so.”

The Abilene Paradox

This is an example of what Jerry Harvey calls the Abilene Paradox 
(Harvey, 1988). Harvey made up a story about a family that lives in 
Texas. One hot Sunday morning, the family members are sitting 
around, bored to death because they have nothing to do.

Someone asks, “What do you want to do today?”
Another member of the family suggests, “How about if we go 

to Abilene and have lunch at the cafeteria?”
Next thing you know, they all pile into an old car with no air 

conditioning. It’s 110 degrees in the shade, but driving 75 miles an 
hour with the windows down creates enough of a breeze to make 
the 90-mile drive bearable.

They have lunch. Not a very good lunch. A cafeteria lunch.
Following the mediocre meal, they go out onto the streets of 

Abilene, only to find that there is nothing to do.
Now they are bored in Abilene.
There’s nothing to do at this point but go home, so they make 

the 90-mile blast- furnace trek back home.
They park the car, and as they walk back to the house, some-

one says, “Boy, that was a waste of time!”
“I thought you wanted to go,” another person protests.
“No, I just went because the rest of you wanted to go,” replies 

the first person.
They look at each other sheepishly and take a poll.
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It turns out that nobody really wanted to go to Abilene—not 
even the person who first suggested it. She was only thinking out 
loud.

They have all made a 180-mile round trip to Abilene for a 
mediocre meal, when nobody really wanted to go at all! A paradox, 
to say the least.

Harvey makes a highly significant point about this. He says it 
appears to be a failure to manage agreement.

It is not. It is a failure to manage disagreement!
The reason? They never knew that there was any disagree-

ment, because no one said anything. They have fallen into the trap 
called, “Silence means consent.” This is the nature of the Abilene 
Paradox.

Notice that the same thing happened to our project team. 
Because no one said anything, the project manager assumed that 
they were all in agreement and all understood the mission.

They didn’t. But they were afraid to say so.
Why?
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Probably because they did not individually want to appear 
stupid to other members of the group. After all, they could tell from 
the smiling faces of their peers on the team that they all understood. 
“Surely,” each of them was thinking, “I must be the only team mem-
ber who doesn’t understand.”

Overcoming the Abilene Paradox

Notice that the way a project team falls into the Abilene Paradox 
trap is that the message is delivered in a way that allows the team 
members to remain passive. Furthermore, they are not yet a true 
team. They have been brought together to be told about the project, 
and in most cases the project manager does nothing to make them 
feel that they are a team. She is so excited about the project that she 
wants to dive right in and get them started. She is completely task
focused.

This is a pervasive problem. We forget that there are two 
aspects to all projects—the what and the how. The what is called the 
task to be performed. How it is to be performed is called process. 
But process also applies to how the team functions in total—how 
their members communicate, interact, solve problems, deal with 
conflict, make decisions, make work assignments, run meetings, 
and every other aspect of team performance.

And the lesson that many managers have not learned is that 
process will always affect task performance! We have understood this in 

manufacturing for many 
years. We have applied 
statistical process control 
(SPC) to manufacturing 
to detect process prob-
lems. We have worked 

to improve processes, to eliminate non- value- added steps, and to 
reduce scrap and rework, and we have even begun to recognize that 
nonmanufacturing processes should be improved. But we haven’t 

Process will always affect task 
performance.
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gone far enough. We need to pay as much attention to project pro-
cesses as we do to task outcomes. If the process is broken or defec-
tive, it can’t get a positive task outcome.

For that reason, we must employ a process that will avoid the 
Abilene Paradox. The best approach that I know of is to get the team 
members actively involved in defining the project, which includes 
examining the problem to be solved and then developing a mission 
statement that tells where the team is going and a vision for the end 
result that the members wish to achieve. I have found that the steps 
in Figure 6.2 meet this requirement.

In this procedure, the team members are told the mission, but 
are then asked to put it into their own words. Each member writes 
out what he or she believes the mission to be. They then try to con-
solidate their individual statements into one that they can all sup-
port. This statement is then polished and published. From that point 
on, every time a question about the team’s performance comes up, 
you ask how to answer the question, take the step, make a decision, 
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F I G U R E  6.2

The Steps in Developing a Mission Statement

Each person
prepares a

statement of the
team’s

mission.

These are com-
pared, and differ-

ences are resolved.

The group then
combines individual
views into a team

statement reached
by consensus.

The group reviews and
critiques the meeting,
in order to improve
future meetings.

The mission statement
is published and all members
receive copies.

(Like I really care, man!)
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or solve a problem in such a way that you support the attainment of 
the team’s mission.

Notice that this procedure makes team members active partici-
pants in drafting the statement. Furthermore, once the statement is 
written, it is used to keep the team on track and to guide them on 
how to address various issues as they arise. This makes the mission 
statement an operational, living document.

This is in sharp contrast to what is usually done. In many 
cases, the mission statement is drafted and then forgotten, leaving 
everyone wondering what all the fuss was about. In fact, more often 
than not, the mission is handed to the team and no one ever ques-
tions whether it is valid—until the project fails to solve the problem 
that it is supposed to solve.

Furthermore, I have found that almost every team will have at 
least one member who is initially going the wrong way, compared to 
where the team is going. This is shown in Figure 6.3. Ideally, when 
the team members write out their individual statements and com-
pare them, they will all be going in the same direction—the one rep-
resented by the big arrow. This means that they are aligned with the 
direction to be taken by the project. However, you usually find that 
someone has a different idea about what the team is supposed to 
be doing, and unless this 
discrepancy is resolved, 
the team will fail.

There are only three 
things that can be done 
to resolve the discon-
nect. The first response 
is to convince the person 
to go in the same direction as the others. This may be done through 
discussions in which any of the individual’s misunderstandings are 
corrected. Or he may need to be convinced of the proper direction.

The second response is to change the direction of the entire 
team. It may well be that the “errant” person has thought of the 

Suffer fools gladly. They may be 
right.

—Holbrook Jackson
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mission in a way that everyone else missed. In this case, the team 
agrees to go in the direction advocated by the individual. This can 
happen when a paradigm shift occurs. You may recall that the 
Swiss invented the digital watch. However, they weren’t impressed 
with it—in the eyes of “real” watchmakers, it was just a toy. So they 
didn’t even patent it. When Seiko and Texas Instruments learned 
about it, they began producing digital watches, and over the next 
several years the Swiss lost thousands of watchmakers.

Now imagine a team getting ready to design a new watch. One 
lone member thinks that the team should design a digital watch. 
The others think he is crazy—a nonteam player, who should be 
thrown off the project. But this is the one person who has it right, 

F I G U R E  6.3

Misalignment of One Team Member with the Others

Project Mission
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and unless they realize this and go in his direction, they will pro-
duce another product that is not wanted by the market.

In the event that neither of these responses is possible, the 
only remaining step is to remove the person from the team. You 
simply cannot have a successful project when a core team member 
disagrees with the mission as it is seen by the other members. This 
may be the most difficult step you will be called upon to take, since 
you often do not get to 
choose core team mem-
bers, but it really is nec-
essary. And you can’t 
kid yourself by thinking 
that it isn’t important. 
Ensuring that you have 
a shared understanding of the mission, vision, and problem is the 
most important action you can take as a project manager. Other-
wise you are certain to have a headless- chicken project.

But beyond the process offered to avoid the Abilene Paradox, 
just how do you integrate the problem, mission, and vision state-
ments for a project?

MISSION AND VISION

I have found that there is considerable confusion between the terms 
mission and vision. The reason seems to be that we use the terms 
almost interchangeably. So before we go much further, we should 
clarify the difference.

Let’s begin with something simple. Suppose you have decided 
to change jobs and are moving to another city, far enough away that 
you don’t plan to commute from where you presently live. So you 
will have to find a new home, apartment, or condominium. You 
turn in your resignation, and soon everyone knows that you are 
leaving. One of your friends passes you in the hallway and says, 
“Charlie, I hear you’re leaving.” You acknowledge that this is true.

The first objective for a project 
manager is to achieve a shared 
understanding of the team’s mission.
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“You look a bit distracted,” says your friend.
“Yes, I have to find a new place to live,” you say.
Your friend has apparently been to a project management sem-

inar, because she says, “What is your mission?”
“To find a place to live,” you say.
“And how about your vision?” she persists.
“To have a place to live,” you reply, somewhat confused.
“Well, those sound the same,” she says. She pulls you over to 

a nearby desk and begins to draw on a sheet of paper. “Suppose we 

F I G U R E  6.4

The Empty Chevron
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think of it this way. Your problem is that you don’t have a place to 
live in your new town, right?”

You agree. She then sketches the diagram shown in Figure 6.4.
“Let’s put your problem statement here,” she continues. “And 

let’s state it as a negative. I’ll explain why in a moment.” She fills in 
the problem statement as I have no place to live (Figure 6.5).

That done, she asks, “Now, do you have an idea in mind for 
what kind of place you’re looking for?”

“Yes, I plan to buy a house,” you say.

F I G U R E  6.5

Chevron with Problem Statement Entered
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“Okay. Let’s fill in the chevron. What are the characteristics 
of the house that are nonnegotiable? In other words, what are your 
must- have features?”

You name several features, and she fills in the must- have sec-
tion of the chevron (Figure 6.6).

“Now, how about some things that you want, but you would 
be willing to give up if you had to?” she continues.

F I G U R E  6.6

Chevron with Must- Have Features Entered
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You name a few such features, and she enters them into the 
wants section. Then she asks about things that would simply be nice 
to have, and enters these into that part of the diagram. The final 
result is shown in Figure 6.7

She says, “These features constitute your vision for the kind 
of home you want to buy. And your mission is to find such a place, 
thereby achieving your vision.” She pauses for you to think and 

F I G U R E  6.7

Chevron with Wants and Nice- to- Have Features Added
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then adds, “If you do these two things, then your problem is solved, 
agreed?”

You do agree. And the final result is as shown in Figure 6.8.
This is a simple way to understand the difference between the 

problem, mission, and vision for a project. It isn’t always so easy 

F I G U R E  6.8

Chevron with Everything Filled In
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to fill in all the parts, but if you can do this with your sponsor and 
your team, the battle is half won.

I do have one suggestion. Once you have filled in the nice- 
to- have features for your project, you should burn that list. Un-
fortunately, these things 
become tempting dis-
tractions for a project 
team, and the team mem-
bers will often spend too 
much time on them and 
neglect the musts and 
wants. Do be careful. 
What is a nice feature for one stakeholder may be a must feature for 
another. So you may have to spend some time getting consensus on 
your final list. Let’s summarize what we have learned.

You must have a statement that tells everyone where they are 
going, and if you don’t like the word mission, then call it a goal, 
objective, or target. I’m going to stay with the mission because it is 
the correct term. And the mission is always to achieve the vision for 
the project outcome.

And the vision, quite simply, is a definition of the characteris-
tics of that final outcome. It may be truly visual for tangible things 
like houses or hardware. 
But it may be simply a 
concept for something 
like software. In fact, the 
vision for software has 
more to do with how it 
functions than it does 
with actual visual effects. For example, a photo editing software 
program would allow you to crop a photo just by dragging a rectan-
gle around the part of the overall photo that you want to retain and 
clicking your mouse button; the unwanted part disappears. Can 
you “visualize” this functionality? If you have used PhotoShop® or 

Where there is no vision, the 
people perish.

—Proverbs 29:18

Mission: the goal or objective that 
the team must achieve. The mission 
is always to achieve the vision for 
the final project outcome.
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other editing programs with this feature, you know what I’m talk-
ing about. But if you have not, I would expect my description to still 
allow you to “see” it in your mind, and that is what we are talking 
about.

So a vision depicts the final result of the team’s efforts. It’s that 
simple. If you know what the final result is supposed to be, you will 
know when you’re finished with the job. Otherwise, you may not be 
certain that the job is done.

Writing problem, mission, and vision statements is not a 
popular exercise. People often see it as a waste of time. When you 
have one member of a team who thinks that you should be going 
in one direction and others who have their own ideas of the right 
direction, you can’t expect to have a cohesive result. People will 
take you where they think you are going, not where you want 
to go.

Now that we have seen the difference between problem, mis-
sion, and vision, let’s take a closer look at problems and how they 
are defined, because this is where many headless- chicken projects 
are created.
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PROBLEMS, PROBLEMS

Dr. Juran defined a project as a problem scheduled for solution. 
That is, we are solving a problem on a large scale when we do a 
project. Building a bridge solves the problem of not being able to 
get across a river or gorge easily. Developing an automobile solves 
the problem of not being able to transport people from one place to 
another easily.

Developing an in-
surance package pro-
vides protection against 
financial ruin for people. 
Financial ruin would 
be a major problem—a 
problem that is solved by 
the insurance package.

In the same way, every project solves a problem for the organi-
zation, but we often make the mistake of assuming that we under-
stand the problem when in fact we do not. As an example, let us 
suppose that you have a headache. You assume that the cause is 
stress, so you take some capsules for pain, and the headache goes 
away. The next day it returns, so you again take some pain pills. It 
retreats.

This is repeated for 
an extended period until 
you finally become con-
cerned and go to the 
doctor. After some ex-
haustive tests, the doctor 
reports that you have a brain tumor that can be removed only by 
surgery.

You have been treating the symptom—not the cause—of the 
problem. The symptom is the headache itself. The cause is the 
tumor.

The uncreative mind can spot 
wrong answers, but it takes a 
creative mind to spot wrong 
questions.

—Anthony Jay

The way a problem is defined 
determines how we attempt to 
solve it.
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This is typical of many attempts to solve problems. The way 
we define the problem always determines how we try to solve it. If 
the definition is incorrect, the solution won’t work.

This is the major cause of headless- chicken projects.
We don’t spend enough time working out the actual defini-

tion, and so we may very well develop the right solution to the wrong 
problem, leaving the organization with the original problem that the 
project was intended to solve.

If we are to ensure that our projects don’t solve the wrong 
problem, clearly we must spend more time on the definition stage. 
Furthermore, we need to have a clear understanding of what is 
meant by a problem, because the word is used so loosely that it 
means many things. We say that the headache is a problem, when 
it is actually a symptom of the underlying cause. We claim that the 
problem is slow sales, when this again is but a symptom of some 
larger cause. So there is a tendency to equate symptoms with prob-
lems, guess at the cause, and go off on a happy hunt for the witch 
that we think caused the symptom.
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Every project is conducted to solve a problem for someone. 
Usually the sponsor has an idea in mind of what things will be like 
when the problem is solved. This is his or her vision for the final 
project outcome. The mission of the project team is to achieve that 
vision, which will presumably solve the problem.

However, you seldom receive a statement of the problem 
when you are assigned a project to manage. Rather, you are given 
a description of the outcome you are supposed to achieve. Perhaps 
it is to develop software or a product. Maybe it is to build an office 
building. It may be a fund- raising campaign. Whatever the nature of 
the job, you will be told that you are expected to make it happen—
whatever “it” is.

In many cases, this is fine. If you do what you have been told to 
do, it will solve whatever problem your sponsor has. However, if the 
sponsor has misdefined the problem to be solved, then you may do 
what you are told to do, but the organization will still have the original 
problem. For that reason, when you are assigned a project, you should 
examine the problem to be solved and determine whether doing the 
project as assigned will actually achieve the desired result. If it won’t, 
then you need to discuss this with the project sponsor, being careful to 
express your concerns diplomatically, of course. If the sponsor insists 
that you do the job assigned, even though you are convinced that it 
won’t solve the intended problem, then you may have to acquiesce, 
but in that case I suggest that you have an up- to- date résumé handy.

A problem is defined as a gap between where you are and 
where you want to be, confronted with obstacles that make clos-
ing the gap difficult. It is actually the obstacles that make the gap a 
problem. As an example, if you are at one end of a long hallway and 
you want to go to the other end, that in itself is a simple goal. How-
ever, if someone puts a large alligator in the hall, and you know that 
the alligator will bite off your leg if you try to pass, then you truly 
have a problem. The essence of all problems is dealing with alliga-
tors! You must remove them, get around them, or momentarily neu-
tralize them if you want to reach the other end of the hall.
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There is another alternative. It may be that you want to reach 
a room just off the end of the hallway, so instead of going down the 
hallway that contains the alligator, you detour to another path to get 
to the desired destination. You have avoided the alligator altogether. 
This is the essence of creative thinking—finding another route to 
the solution that can be easily navigated.

Open- and Closed- Ended Problems

There are two categories of problems—those that have single solu-
tions and those that have multiple solutions. Those with single solu-
tions are called closed- ended problems. Those with multiple solutions 
are called open- ended problems.

Solving problems in each category requires a different ap-
proach. Closed- ended problems are best solved using a left- brain 
analytical approach, whereas open- ended problems are best solved 
by applying a right- brain synthesis approach. In terms of the Herr-
mann brain dominance model, we would expect quadrant- A 
thinking to be required for solving closed- ended problems and 
quadrant- D thinking to be required for solving open- ended ones. 

Remember, of course, 
that a preference for 
thinking in a certain 
quadrant does not indi-
cate ability. We all have a 
whole brain. However, if 
your preference is very 
strong for the A quad-

rant and very weak for the D quadrant, you will probably be drawn 
to analytical problems, and conversely.

Interestingly, American education is largely focused on solving 
closed- ended problems. Very little attention is given to solving open- 
ended ones, yet it is clear that there are far more open- ended prob-
lems in the world than there are closed- ended ones. The result is that 
we leave school with a mindset that all problems are closed- ended, 

Closed- ended problems have single 
solutions.
Open- ended problems have 
multiple solutions.
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and we have limited skills for solving open- ended problems. Of 
course, projects demand that we deal with both kinds of  problems.

As an example, an environmental cleanup project is closed- 
ended. So is a project to overhaul a piece of equipment, repair a 
car, or discover the cause 
of a disease. On the 
other hand, a project to 
develop new software or 
hardware is open- ended, 
as are projects to build 
a house, improve a pro-
cess, sell a product, or 
develop a project- based 
organization. One way to think of these is that closed- ended prob-
lems are oriented to the past, while open- ended ones are oriented 
to the future.

Repairing a car is an attempt to return it to a condition that 
existed previously. Math problems are closed- ended; the solution 
exists already. We are 
simply trying to dis-
cover it.

Building a house, 
however, is open- ended. 
The house does not yet 
exist. There are several 
ways to build it. You may say that one approach is better than another, 
but that does not negate the fact that there is more than one way to 
go about it. The same is true for developing a new product; it does 
not yet exist, and there are a number of approaches to designing it.

DEFINING CLOSED- ENDED PROBLEMS

For closed- ended problems, the best approach to defining the prob-
lem is to use what is commonly called the scientific method, which 
consists of the following steps:

Solving closed- ended problems 
requires an analytical, left- brain 
approach, while solving open- 
ended ones requires a right- brain 
approach.

Closed- ended problems are oriented 
to the past, while open- ended ones 
are oriented to the future.
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 ■ Ask questions.
 ■ Develop a plan of inquiry.
 ■ Formulate hypotheses.
 ■ Gather data to test those hypotheses.
 ■ Draw conclusions from hypothesis testing.
 ■ Test the conclusions.

Constructing a Good Problem Statement

Also, at this point, it is essential to develop a solid problem state-
ment. The steps for doing this are

1. The problem statement should reflect shared values and a 
clear purpose.

2. The problem statement should not mention either causes 
or remedies.

3. The problem statement should define problems and pro-
cesses of manageable size.

4. The problem statement should, if possible, mention mea-
surable characteristics.

5. The problem statement should be refined (if appropriate) 
as knowledge is gained.

Defining Closed- Ended Problems with Problem Analysis

As was previously stated, closed- ended problems have single solu-
tions. Something that used to work is now broken. The remedy is to 
determine what has broken and repair it—a single solution. To solve 
closed- ended problems, we use a general approach called problem 
analysis.

The diagram in Figure 6.9 shows the steps in the problem anal-
ysis process.
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F I G U R E  6.9

Problem Analysis Steps
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Identification

The first step in the problem analysis process is identification. “How 
do I know I have a problem?” In general, you know that you have a 
problem because a system that previously performed properly sud-
denly ceases to do so. Symptoms of this misperformance will tell you 
that something is amiss. In the case of mechanical systems, strange 
noises may be coming from within the machine. Or the level of per-
formance changes—an automobile quits running, for example, or a 
tire on your bicycle goes flat.

In biological systems (people, plants, and animals), illness oc-
curs. You have a severe headache. That is a symptom that something 
is wrong with your body. It is not performing as it usually does.

As previously stated, a problem is a gap between a desired 
state and a present state, confronted by obstacles that prevent easy 
closure of the gap. As just described, when a process is involved, 
that gap is a deviation from standard performance. In monitoring 
progress in a project, there is an index called a critical ratio, which 
should have a value between 0.8 and 1.1. When the critical ratio falls 
outside these limits, it’s a signal that a potential problem exists with 
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the task in question. This is where problem analysis begins in that 
situation. (The critical ratio, which is part of earned value analysis, 
is covered in depth in Chapter 12.)

What Is the Normal Performance?
When dealing with deviations, we have to know the performance 
norm. How is the system supposed to behave? The human body is 
supposed to perform pain- free. Your automobile is supposed to 
accelerate from 0 to 60 mph in a certain time. It should get so many 
miles per gallon on the highway. Of course, this will vary some-
what depending on road conditions and the driver’s style. All sys-
tems exhibit variation around normal performance. Some systems 
will have very small levels of variation, and some will have large 
levels of variation.

In the same way, some project work will have much more vari-
ability than other project work. For that reason, the critical ratio 
limits might be set tighter for some tasks than for others. Once the 
normal variability is known, we can determine if the deviation is 
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significant, and whether it is positive (performance better than the 
norm) or negative (performance worse than the norm).

To summarize: A problem is recognized because of the effects
produced being different from the normal outcomes expected from 
the system or process. Those effects might be a change in scrap 
level, higher or lower production, or a drop in customer purchases.

Determining the Cause

In order to correct for the deviation, we need to find its cause. For 
a desirable deviation, we must know the cause so that we can rep-
licate it. For an undesirable deviation, the cause must be remedied. 
To determine the cause of the deviation, we employ a process called 
description of the problem.

Description Using Is /Is- Not Analysis and Stratification
Stratification and is /is- not analysis are ways to localize a problem 
by exposing underlying patterns. This analysis is done before col-
lecting data (so that the team will know what kind of differences to 
look for), and also follows it (so that the team can determine which 
factors actually represent the root cause).

To stratify data, examine the process to see what characteris-
tics could lead to biases in the data. For example, could different 
shifts account for differences in results? Are mistakes made by new 
employees very different from those made by experienced individ-
uals? Does output from one machine have fewer defects than that 
from another?

Begin by making a list of the characteristics that could cause 
differences in results (use brainstorming here). Make data collec-
tion forms that incorporate those factors, and collect the data. Look 
for patterns related to time or sequence. Then check for systematic 
differences between days of the week, shifts, operators, and so on.

The is /is- not matrix in Figure 6.10 is a structured form of strat-
ification, based on the ideas of Charles Kepner and Benjamin Tre-
goe (Kepner & Tregoe, 1965).
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F I G U R E  6.10

The Is /Is- Not Matrix
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Analysis

Once stratified data has been collected, the differences can be ana-
lyzed so that hypotheses concerning causes of the problem can be 
formulated. The following questions are designed to help identify 
differences:

What is different, distinctive, or unique between what the 
problem is and what it is not?

What is different, distinctive, or unique between where the 
problem is and where it is not?

What is different, distinctive, or unique between when the 
problem is seen and when it is not?

The focus of these questions is to help us determine what has 
changed about the process. If nothing had changed, there would be 
no problem. Our search should be limited to focusing on the fol-
lowing question: what has changed about each of these differences?

Noting the date of each change may also help us relate the start 
of the problem to some specific change that was made to the pro-
cess. Perhaps a different person was doing the job when the change 
in performance occurred. Maybe there was an electrical storm. Per-
haps a new shipment of raw materials came in.

Hypotheses

A hypothesis is simply a conjecture or guess about the possible 
cause of a problem. We form hypotheses based on our data col-
lection and analysis. Then we test them to determine if we have 
guessed correctly. At this point, all reasonable hypotheses should be 
listed. Nothing should be excluded because it seems improbable or 
because it was suggested by someone who is not deemed credible 
as an expert on the subject.

One of my favorite stories about solving problems came from a 
Japanese semiconductor plant. The plant was experiencing low- yield 
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problems in making a new chip. The engineers were working fran-
tically to determine the cause of the problem, but they were mak-
ing no progress. One morning an 18- year- old woman who had only 
recently taken a job at the plant was on her way to work. She rode a 
bicycle, and as she approached the plant, a train passed by. She had 
to wait until the crossing was clear before she could  proceed.

As she stood watching the train, she noticed that the ground 
was shaking. She had heard about the yield problem and won-
dered if the vibration from the train might be a factor. She posed 
this question to her supervisor, who passed it on to the engineering 
group. A member of the group decided to test the hypothesis. He 
rented a ditching machine, dug a large trench between the build-
ing and the railroad track, and filled it with water to absorb some 
of the vibration, and the yield problem was solved! (Subsequently 
the firm shock- mounted their equipment—the ditch was a tempo-
rary fix.)

An important point about this story is that in many cul-
tures, this young woman’s idea would have been totally dismissed 
because she was not an expert in engineering. In Japan, however, 
contributions from anyone tend to be welcomed.

Cause- Effect Diagrams
One of the most commonly used tools for formulating hypotheses 
is the Ishikawa or cause- effect diagram, also called the fishbone 
diagram because it resembles the skeleton of a fish. An example 
is shown in Figure 6.11. It can be used separately or in conjunction 
with is /is- not analysis to help formulate hypotheses. As shown in 
the diagram, four general categories of causes are standard. Here 
we use manpower, machines, methods, and materials (there are other 
possibilities, but these four are fairly common). For each category, 
we ask whether some change has occurred that might explain the 
problem. Has a person who is not properly trained been assigned 
to the job? Was someone sick on the day the problem began? Are 
people not following standard operating procedures? Is a machine 
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out of adjustment? Is an improper method being used to do some-
thing? Are materials defective or incorrect?

Using brainstorming by a group to generate ideas, all possible 
causes are listed on the branches. Again, it must be emphasized that 
censoring ideas is not allowed.

Test Hypotheses

Once ideas have been generated, they must be tested. To test hy-
potheses, we first ask if the suspected cause can explain both sides 
of the description. That is, the cause must explain both the is and 
the is- not effects. If it cannot explain both, it is unlikely to be a real 
cause.

To save time, the group will usually try to determine which 
of many causes is the most likely one. This may be done simply 
through intuition. Headaches are most frequently caused by stress; 
thus, a doctor might ask a patient if she has been under a lot of stress 
recently. If this is not the case, then other possible causes would 
be examined, possibly by having the person undergo a number of 
tests, such as brain scans, blood tests, and so on.

F I G U R E  6.11

An Ishikawa Diagram
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The testing method is as follows:

 ■ Test each possible cause through the description, especially 
the sharp contrast areas.

 ■ Note all “only- if” assumptions.

The most likely cause will be the one that best explains the 
description or the one with the fewest assumptions. To be certain, 
you must now verify the hypothesis quickly and cheaply.

One test is whether you can make the effects come and go by 
manipulating the factor that is supposedly causing the deviation. 
If you can, you have probably found the true root cause. If a doc-
tor believed that you were having headaches because of an allergy, 
tests would be run to determine if the allergy existed. If it did, you 
would be advised to avoid that allergen. If the headaches ceased, 
then the allergen was the most likely cause. Note that we could test 
this by deliberately exposing you to the allergen, but most people 
are happy to have the headaches go away and are unwilling to sub-
mit to this second part of the test. In testing hypotheses in general, 
however, this is a valid method of confirming that a cause is “the” 
one we are looking for.

Action

While we are testing hypotheses, or trying to determine the root 
cause, there are three possible types of action that we might take:

Interim action  You buy time while the root cause of the 
problem is sought. This action is only a 
“patch” for correcting symptoms. You may, 
for example, take painkillers while doctors 
try to determine the cause of your headaches.

Adaptive action  You decide to live with the problem or adapt 
to it. There are people who learn that they are 
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allergic to certain foods and should give them 
up, but they love these foods so much that they 
decide to live with the symptoms instead.

Corrective action  This is the only action that will truly solve 
the problem. It is aimed at the actual cause of 
the problem, rather than simply alleviating 
symptoms.

Design of Experiments

There are times when single causes do not account for problems. As 
an example, a biotech product may have many ingredients, each of 
which must have a concentration that falls within a certain range or 
the final product won’t perform correctly. I know of one such case 
in which the cause of product misperformance was believed to be 
an enzyme, but it turned out to be the concentration of a buffer that 
was incorrect. This was determined by running an experiment in 
which various factors could be changed simultaneously and observ-
ing the outcome. This approach allows testing of both first- order 
and second- order (interaction) effects. Second- order effects are par-
ticularly difficult to identify unless such an approach is used. For 
example, it may be that both the temperature and the concentration 
of a buffer must be off for the defect in performance to occur.

It is outside the scope of this book to explain the design of 
experiments. The interested reader should consult a good book on 
the subject, such as Walpole (1974).

DEFINING OPEN- ENDED PROBLEMS

There are generally more open- ended problems than closed- ended 
ones. This is especially true of projects. The problem being solved 
by a project is likely to require different methods from those pre-
sented previously for solving closed- ended problems. Even the 
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approach used to define the problem is different. For closed- ended 
problems, the scientific approach to analyzing data can be used. A 
closed- ended problem has a cause. There is no cause of an open- 
ended problem, so we need different methods for defining it. The 
techniques that follow are intended to help you develop good defi-
nitions for open- ended problems.

Remember also that open- ended problems do not have sin-
gle solutions. When there is a cause of a problem, the solution is 
to remove the cause. For open- ended problems, no such action is 
possible. We often refer to these as creative problems, and they are 
characterized by the question, “How do I make something hap-
pen?” As examples:

 ■ How do we design a product to perform in a certain way?
 ■ How can I pay for my child’s college education?
 ■ How do we send someone to the moon and bring him back 

safely?
 ■ How do we penetrate a certain market?

I should mention here that Dr. Edward de Bono is considered 
by many people to be one of the leading experts on creative problem 
solving, and his book Serious Creativity (1992) covers the subject in 
more detail than this chapter can possibly do. I heartily recommend 
that the interested reader consult Dr. de Bono’s works.

The procedure outlined in Table 6.1 is designed to help you 
develop a good definition for an open- ended problem. However, it 
is only one approach, and others are presented following the table. 
Note that you are not trying to solve the problem with this approach, 
even though there are questions that begin, “If I could solve the 
problem . . .” You are simply trying to understand what the problem 
is. Actually, you are really trying to understand the nature of your 
desired outcome. That is, when the problem is solved, where will 
you be, or what condition will exist? (You can download a form con-
taining these questions from my Web site: www.lewisinstitute.com.)

www.lewisinstitute.com
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I have had people do this exercise many times, and through 
this process, they often find that the problem they thought they 
were solving was, in fact, not the correct problem. For example, a 
person might begin by stating the problem as needing to buy a new 
car and wondering how to afford it. On closer examination, she 
finds that what she really wants is reliable transportation to work 
every day; a car is only one way of accomplishing this goal.

The Goal- Orientation Technique

Unless you are clear about your goal, you are certainly not likely 
to achieve it. Most important, there is little value in achieving the 
wrong goal—as would be true if a person bought a car, only to real-
ize that the real goal was getting to work, and that this could have 
been achieved with less expense.

T A B L E  6.1

An Exercise to Develop a Good Problem Definition

1. Describe an open- ended problem that is important to you and for which you 
need answers that could lead to action. Take as long as you wish for this.

2. Again taking your time, complete the following statements about the problem 
you have chosen. If you cannot think of anything to write for a particular state-
ment, move on to the next one.

a. There is usually more than one way of looking at problems. You could also 
define this one as . . .

b. . . . but the main point of the problem is . . .

c. What I would really like to do is . . .

d. If I could break all laws of reality (physical, social, etc.), I would try to solve 
it by . . .

e. The problem, put another way, could be likened to . . .

f. Another, even stranger, way of looking at it might be . . .

3. Now return to your original definition (Step 1). Write down whether any of the 
redefinitions have helped you see the problem in a different way.
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Goal orientation is an attitude, first of all. Second, it is a tech-
nique to encourage that attitude. Open- ended problems are situa-
tions in which the boundaries are unclear, but in which there may 
be fairly well- defined needs and obstacles to progress.

The goal- oriented person tries to recognize the desired end 
state (“what I want”) and obstacles (“what’s stopping me from get-
ting the result I want”).

To illustrate the goal- orientation technique, consider the prob-
lem outlined in Table 6.2.

The Successive Abstractions Technique

Suppose a company that makes lawn mowers is looking for new 
business ideas. Their first definition of the problem is to “develop a 
new lawn mower.” A higher level of abstraction would be to define 
the problem as “develop new grass- cutting machines.” An even 
higher level of abstraction yields “get rid of unwanted grass” (see 
Table 6.3).
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Another definition of the problem, of course, might be to 
“develop grass that grows to a height of only ‘x’ inches above the 
ground.”

Analogy and Metaphor Procedures

One really interesting way of describing problems is through the use 
of analogy or metaphor. Such definitions help increase the chances 
of finding creative solutions to problems and are especially useful 

T A B L E  6.2

Use of the Goal- Orientation Technique

Original problem statement

Adult illiteracy has reached alarming proportions. In 2004 Ford Motor Company 
said that it was having to train almost 25 percent of their workforce in basic read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic, at considerable cost.

Redefinitions:

1. (How to) efficiently and effectively teach adults to read.

2. (How to) keep kids from getting through school without being able to read.

3. (How to) get parents to take an interest in their kids so that they will learn to 
read in school.

4. (How to) eliminate the influences that cause kids to take no interest in school.

T A B L E  6.3

Successive Abstractions

Highest level Get rid of unwanted grass

Intermediate level Develop new grass- cutting machines

Lower level Develop new lawn mower
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in group techniques, such as brainstorming. In fact, they are actu-
ally preferable to literal statements, since they tend to be extremely 
effective in stimulating creative thinking. For example:

“How to improve the efficiency of a factory” is a down- to- 
earth statement.

“How to make a factory run as smoothly as a well- oiled 
machine” is an analogical redefinition.

“How to reduce organizational friction or viscosity” is a 
 metaphoric definition.

Wishful Thinking

Many left- brained, rational people do not appreciate the value of 
wishful thinking. However, wishful thinking can provide a rich 
source of new ideas. Dr. Edward de Bono, in his work on creative 
thinking, talks about an “intermediate impossible”—a concept that 
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can be used as a stepping- stone between conventional thinking and 
realistic new insights. Wishful thinking is a great device for pro-
ducing such intermediate impossibles.

Rickards (1975) cites the example of a food technologist work-
ing on new methods of preparing artificial protein. As a fantasy, 
she considers the problem to be, “how to build an artificial cow.” 
Although the metaphor is wishful, it suggests that she might look 
closely at biological systems and perhaps look for a way of convert-
ing cellulose into protein, which is what takes place in nature.

Remember the statement from Table 6.1: “What I would really
like to do is . . .” Or try this approach: “If I could break all con-
straints, I would . . .”

Nonlogical Stimuli

One good way of generating ideas is through forced comparisons. 
This method can be used for developing ideas for solving a prob-
lem, or as an aid to redefinition. Table 6.4 is an example of the pro-
cedure, used in conjunction with a dictionary.

T A B L E  6.4

An Exercise in Nonlogical Stimuli

For this exercise, you will need paper, pencil, and a dictionary.

1. Write down as many uses as you can think of for a piece of chalk.

2. When you can think of no more ideas, let your eyes wander to some object in 
your range of vision that has no immediate connection to a piece of chalk.

3. Try to develop new ideas stimulated by the object.

4. Now repeat Stages 2 and 3 with a second randomly selected object.

5. Open the dictionary and jot down the first three nouns or verbs that you see.

6. Try to develop new ideas stimulated by these words in turn.

7. Examine your ideas produced with and without stimuli for differences in vari-
ety (flexibility) and total numbers (fluency).
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Design Tree

Another phrase for a design tree is “Mind Map®,” which is a trade-
mark of Tony Buzan. The design tree has been used by many peo-
ple to illustrate associations of ideas. For example, you can use the 
design tree to outline a book. You begin by writing a single word—
representing the issue you want to deal with—and then draw a cir-
cle around it. Next list all the ideas that come to you, connect them 
to the first word with lines, and continue by examining each new 
word in turn for the ideas it might trigger. I used the word transpor-
tation to illustrate the approach (see Figure 6.12).

Expectations, Deliverables, and Results

It would be nice if all we had to worry about was meeting PCTS 
targets in a project, but this is not the case. We also have to deal with 
the expectations of stakeholders, as I explained in Chapter 1. Clari-

F I G U R E  6.12

Design Tree for Transportation
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fying stakeholder expectations is as much a part of project defini-
tion as anything else, and meeting those expectations is necessary 
for the project to be judged a success.

In addition you must ask, what results is this project intended 
to get, and what must we deliver to achieve those results? The 
answers to these questions should help you in developing a crisp, 
shared mission and vision for your project.

Be aware that if a stakeholder changes midway through the 
project, you will have to go through the process of clarifying the 
new stakeholder’s expectations. You can’t just assume that if you 
meet the expectations of the former stakeholder, everything will be 
okay. The new person will see the job differently from his or her 
predecessor, and you will have to negotiate those things that can 
be accommodated and those that cannot. The new stakeholder may 
have totally unrealistic expectations about deliverables and results, 
and you must bring the new stakeholder in line with reality.

You may think of this as one of the political aspects of the proj-
ect management job, and it is. Ignore it at your own risk!

THE FALLACY OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT ASSUMPTIONS

Everything I have written about managing projects would be ideal—
if the process could be made to work the way I have suggested. 
However, there is a huge fallacy in the assumptions we make about 
managing projects, and that is that the world will stand still while 
we execute our carefully constructed project plan. This simply isn’t 
true, and we know it.

As I discussed earlier, stakeholders change, and with them 
come new expectations, requiring us to adapt our project to meet 
those expectations or be judged negatively when the project ends. 
Furthermore, as projects evolve, we learn things that we didn’t 
know at the beginning. If we are developing software or hardware, 
we have new ideas about how the final product should function. 
For that reason, many products are adaptive in nature and cannot be 
planned deterministically.
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I believe this is a major reason why software development 
projects have such high percentages of missed targets. Remember 
the Standish Group study that shows that only 17 percent of soft-
ware projects meet the original PCTS targets? It’s no wonder. The 
targets are constantly moving. (This is one reason why Agile and 
eXtreme management methods are being adopted by IT and soft-
ware project managers.)

I speak from experience. Several years ago, I developed an 
online training program for my Web site. I began by defining what 
I wanted it to do. As I neared completion of the project and started 
testing the program on a temporary dummy site, I began to realize 
that I could make the program far more effective by making some 
changes. I also thought of functions that had never occurred to me 
a year before. So the job took nearly twice as many programming 
hours as originally estimated, but I wound up with a significantly 
better product as a result.

Could I have used the product in the form originally defined? 
Yes, but it would not have had the utility of the present version.

You must exercise caution, of course. If you continually make 
changes to a product in response to new ideas, you will never 
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release it. This is the trap into which perfectionists fall. They can 
never finish a design because they can always make it better.

You must decide if a change is needed to make the final result 
as functional as it must be in the final application. If the change is 
not made, can the resulting product be sold? Will it be accepted by 
the customer? If the change is made, will it delay product intro-
duction to the marketplace so much that competitors will seize the 
market share and cost you all of your profits? These are not easy 
questions to answer, and they should never be answered unilater-
ally by technologists. Many technologists have very little grasp of 
market dynamics and will opt for technical improvements even if 
the product never sells.

The message here is that project planning must be done with 
the understanding that there must be flexibility enough to respond 
to legitimate environmental forces, without going so far as to become 
aimless. On construction projects and other fairly well- defined jobs, 
this is not such a big issue. Software, hardware, and scientific work 
(such as drug development), however, are more likely to require an 
adaptive, rather than a deterministic, management approach.
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In this chapter, we will discuss developing a strategy for a proj-
ect. This involves Steps 3 to 5 of my method, and these steps are 
repeated in Figure 7.1 for your convenience.

As I have written previously, there is a strong tendency for 
people to skip from Step 1 in my model down to Step 9. They want 
to just get on with it and get the job done. As a result, they fail to 
properly define the problem being solved and establish a proper 
mission and vision for the job. Consequently, the project fails.

Another mistake is to want to jump from Step 2 down to Step 
6. People who do this understand that they must deal with Step 2, 
but they fail to consider project strategy. They simply want to con-
struct a working plan—usually a schedule that is developed with 
some kind of software.

Developing Project Strategy

7 C H A P T E R
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WHAT IS STRATEGY?

Strategy is an overall approach to a project. It is sometimes called 
a game plan. The difference between strategy and tactics is that tac-
tics get you down to the “nitty- gritty” details of exactly how you 
are going to do the work. For example, if I have decided that the 
best way to build a house is to use prefabricated components, then 
I must work out how I am going to actually make the components. 
Do I assemble an entire wall and send it to the job site, or do I make 
it in small sections that can be joined together at the site?

Logistics involves how I am going to get the prefab parts out to 
the site, how I will supply the workers with tools and other equip-
ment, how I will feed them, and so on. Tactics and logistics will be 
worked out in Step 6 of the flowchart during detailed implementa-
tion planning.

The Importance of Strategy

A manager once told me that he could not keep engineers because the 
big manufacturers in his area could pay more, and no sooner would 

F I G U R E  7.1

Steps 3 to 5 of The Lewis Method
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he get a young engineer trained than a big company would steal that 
person. He decided to adopt a new strategy. Instead of recruiting 
engineers, he would hire technical- school graduates and teach them 
to be engineers. Since the 
big companies generally 
preferred engineers with 
four- year degrees, he 
very seldom lost a tech- 
school graduate to them. 
Certainly his tech- school 
engineers may not have 
been quite as qualified as 
those with full degrees, 
but they were capable enough for his needs, and the cost of con-
stantly replacing engineers dropped dramatically.

In a similar vein, about 15 years ago the United States had a 
shortage of programmers for several years, and many companies 
found that they could get programming done in India at consider-

I became a good pitcher when 
I stopped trying to make them 
miss the ball and started trying to 
make them hit it.

—Sandy Koufax
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ably less cost than if they had used local programmers do the work. 
The programmers in India speak good English, are well educated, 
and work for considerably less than American programmers since 
their cost of living is much lower than that in the United States. This 
strategy has been used for a number of years to get projects done on 
time and at less expense than would otherwise be possible.

When the Chunnel was built to connect France with En gland, 
the strategy was to start digging from both sides. Using laser- 
surveying methods, the crews met in the middle with only negligible 
error in position. This strategy allowed the project to be completed 
in about half the time it would have taken to dig from one side to 
the other because you can dig only so many feet per day. By going in 
both directions, the digging speed was essentially doubled.

My first engineering job was with a very small company that 
designed and built land mobile communications equipment. We 
had only 150 employees, and of course our engineering staff was 
very small. There was no way that we could compete directly with 
the big players in the game, because they had far more resources 
than we did.

So one of our engineers conceived the idea of doing modu-
lar design of radios. Instead of having to design every new radio 
“from scratch,” we would design some circuits that could be used in 
all models. Good examples are audio amplifiers and intermediate- 
frequency (IF) strips. By employing this method, we were able to 
develop a family of products in a relatively short time. We were 
leveraging our limited resources.

Air Industries has employed a similar strategy in its Airbus 
line of aircraft. In most cases, pilots are trained to fly a single kind 
of airplane. Thus, a crew that can fly one plane can’t fly one with 
the same design but a slightly different configuration. Airbus has 
several planes with different seating capacities that can all be flown 
by the same crews. The cockpit layouts are the same, and the planes 
handle so similarly that the crews don’t have to be retrained to 
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switch from one to the other. In addition, the airline does not have 
to stock as many different spare parts because the planes all use the 
same ones. This represents a significant savings in inventory costs, 
pilot training, and so on.

Boeing designed the 757 and 767 airplanes so that the same 
pilots can fly them as well. As is true for Airbus, this saves money 
for the airlines.

Project Strategy and Technical Strategy

It turns out that there are often two aspects to project strategy. As an 
example, suppose you have to feed a group, and you are considering 
how to do it. You could (1) cook the meal yourself, (2) take everyone 
to a restaurant, (3) have a potluck dinner, in which everyone brings 
something, or (4) have a caterer deliver the food. You examine the 
alternatives and decide that you will cook the meal yourself. This is 
your project strategy. But how will you cook the food?
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You could (1) cook it conventionally on your stove, (2) micro-
wave it, or (3) have a backyard barbecue. These three approaches 
would be called technical strategy. Your preference is to have a back-
yard barbecue, but you discover that your grill is kaput. You don’t 
want to cook on the stove or microwave, so you decide to have the 
meal catered. In other words, your choice of technical strategy may 
determine your project strategy (see Figure 7.2).

In a technological company, for example, you are considering 
developing a product by employing a new technology. However, 
no one in the company knows anything about that technology, so 
you will have to either contract out that part of the work (a project 
strategy) or develop the capability.

A general guideline in selecting a technical strategy is that you 
don’t want to have a very tight project deadline. Of course, this rule 

F I G U R E  7.2

The Difference between Project and Technical Strategy
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is violated frequently in high- tech industries, but deadlines are also 
missed occasionally, and sometimes products are released that later 
have field problems. This can do serious damage to a company’s 
reputation.

Related to this rule is that you should separate discovery from 
development in a project. That is, you don’t want to be trying to 
make some technology work when you are supposed to be devel-
oping a product. The best approach is to do a feasibility study, and 
then, based on the outcome, launch a development project. If you 
are trying to prove feasibility and develop a product at the same 
time and you can’t make the technology work, that project will be 
judged a failure. However, no matter what result you get with a 
feasibility study—yes, it works, or no, it doesn’t—that should be 
judged a successful project, as you have conclusively answered a 
question.

GENERATING AND CHOOSING THE CORRECT STRATEGY

As you can see from my model, in Step 3 you generate a list of alter-
native project and technical strategies that may apply to your proj-
ect. In Step 4 you select the combination that you judge to be best. 
Generating the list may be as simple as looking at existing strategies 
and listing them, or you may need to invent a new strategy. Note 
that this step requires strategic or conceptual thinking. Individuals 
with a strong preference for quadrant- D thinking will be invaluable 
at this step, but if they aren’t available, members with other think-
ing preferences will have to “step into” the D quadrant to brain-
storm strategies (see Figure 7.3).

Inventing a Strategy

As an example of this, Charles Kepner and Benjamin Tregoe devel-
oped an approach to problem solving that was very rigorous. They 
convinced managers at General Motors to adopt it. In fact, GM 
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F I G U R E  7.3

Quadrant- D Thinking Is Needed at This Step
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wanted most of their employees to be trained in the new method. 
Kepner and Tregoe knew that they could not possibly train all of 
those people themselves, so they were almost destroyed by their 
success. So they conceived a new approach. They would train indi-
viduals within GM to deliver the training. They conducted a series 
of train- the- trainer workshops and made GM self- sufficient in 
doing their own internal training. All Kepner and Tregoe had to do 
from that point on was sell the classroom materials to GM, and that 
was how they made their income. This was an invented strategy at 
the time. It has become common since then.

If you have to invent a strategy, you should use creative 
problem- solving methods. The most common one is brainstorm-
ing, in which members of a group generate as many ideas as they 
can and, without evaluation, then select one. There are many other 
approaches for developing good ideas. One good source of tech-
niques is the book by Michael Michalko, Thinkertoys (Michalko, 
1995). A number of idea- generating methods were presented in 
Chapter 6, so you may want to go back and review those.
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Selecting Strategy

Sometimes choosing a strategy is a simple matter. However, if a 
number of issues are involved, the choice may not be so easy to 
make. A step- by- step procedure that will guide you through the 
process is presented at the end of this chapter, but you should 
understand why the steps are followed, not just apply them in a 
rote way.

When you were generating ideas for project strategy, you were 
in quadrant D of the Herrmann model. To select the best combi-
nation of project and technical strategy, quadrant- A thinking is 
needed. Critical analysis is required to sort through the facts and 
details of the various choices, so if you have no one on your team 
who is really good at such thinking, you should temporarily bring 
in someone who is.

Ranking the Alternatives

To select the best combination of strategies, you should rank both 
lists (project and technical strategies). The easiest way to do this is to 
use a priority matrix, as shown in Figure 7.4. There are several ways 
to go about this. One is to make each choice binary. Suppose, for 
example, that I have four strategies. If I had some way to rank them 
quantitatively, it would be easy to make a choice, but there may be a 
number of factors involved that affect the “measure” that each one 
would yield, and it gets too complicated to work out. So I simply ask 
myself if one strategy is better than another. If the answer is “yes,” I 
put a one in the cell, and if it is “no,” I put a zero. If I proceed across 
Row 1 and ask this question for Strategy 1 compared to each of the 
others, I get the result shown in Figure 7.4. This technique is called 
paired comparisons.

Next, I ask if Strategy 2 is better than each of the others. 
However, you will note that when I ask if Strategy 2 is better than 
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Strategy 1, I have already asked that question in Row 1, but in 
reverse. So whatever I put in Row 1 under Strategy 2 must now be 
the inverse in Row 2, Column 1. This is shown in Figure 7.5.

In fact, it turns out that as you continue with the matrix, you 
will find that every entry in Column 1 is going to be the inverse of 
what is in Row 1, and that the same will be true of every column 
entry below the diagonal, so you can save time by simply filling in 
the rows of the matrix above the diagonal and then filling in the 
columns with the inverse of their rows. The final result is shown in 
Figure 7.6.

F I G U R E  7.4

Priority Matrix for Four Strategies with Row 1 Filled In

F I G U R E  7.5

Priority Matrix with Row 2 and Column 1 Filled In
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Next, you total each row, and the row with the highest total 
will be your first choice, that with the next- highest total will be your 
second choice, and so on. If you find that two rows add up to the 
same total, just look in the matrix to see which of the two choices 
outranks the other, since that decision has already been made. The 
final result for this matrix is shown in Figure 7.7.

This ranking should ideally be done by a team. When this is 
the case, you can still deal with the strategies in a binary fashion, 
but now you ask your team members how many of them think 

F I G U R E  7.6

Priority Matrix with All Entries Filled In

F I G U R E  7.7

Priority Matrix with Totals and Ranks Filled In
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Continue in this manner until you have completed all voting, 
and then total the votes in each row. This gives the result shown in 
Figure 7.9. This is a more finely tuned approach than using ones and 
zeros as you did previously.

F I G U R E  7.8

Matrix with Votes Tallied for Strategy 1 versus Strategy 2

F I G U R E  7.9

Matrix Completely Filled In and Totaled

that Strategy 1 is better than Strategy 2, and you count the votes. 
Suppose, for example, that you have 10 team members, counting 
yourself, and you ask for a comparison of Strategy 1 versus Strat-
egy 2. When you enter the votes, you put the votes for Strategy 1 
in Row 1 and the votes for Strategy 2 in Row 2. This is shown in 
Figure 7.8.
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The Analytical Hierarchy

The priority matrix can be enhanced by evaluating various attri-
butes of each choice. As you can see in Step 4 of The Lewis Method, 
the first question is whether a given strategy can meet our PCTS 
targets. It may be that one choice will meet the CTS targets, but is 
not as good as another choice in meeting the performance objective. 
But are P, C, T, S all of equal importance to the project?

It could be that performance is most important and time is 
second. Graham and Englund (1997 have written that mind share is 
what you want to achieve with a product in order to capture mar-
ket share. For example, when someone mentions laser jet printers, 
Hewlett- Packard wants everyone to think of their units as the best 
available. So performance may be the foremost requirement to be 
met. Then may come time, scope, and cost. If weights are assigned 
to these, you would then have a more complicated situation to 
 analyze.

Now you would have to ask the question, is Strategy 1 better 
than Strategy 2 in terms of performance? In terms of cost? Time? 
Scope? And you would tally the votes for all four criteria for each 
paired comparison. To arrive at a numerical weight for each choice 
involves matrix algebra, which I long ago forgot and which is best 
done with a software program called Expert Choice®. The program 
allows comparisons between quantitative and qualitative facets of a 
choice, making it an extremely powerful way of arriving at a correct 
decision. To find out more about the software, check out the Web 
site at www.expertchoice.com.

Conducting SWOT and Risk Analysis

In choosing the best project strategy, it is a good idea to do a SWOT 
and risk analysis. The acronym SWOT stands for strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats. It is a technique that was originally 

www.expertchoice.com
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used in marketing analysis. Before entering a new market, it is use-
ful to ask the following questions:

What are our strengths? How can we take advantage of them?

What weaknesses do we have? How do we minimize the 
effect of them?

What opportunities does this market offer us? How can we 
capitalize on them?

What threats exist that may impact our success? How can we 
deal effectively with them?

The best way to do a SWOT analysis is to simply fill in the form 
shown in Figure 7.10. I do suggest that you identify all the strengths 
you can think of and then answer the question of how to take advan-
tage of them, rather than identifying a given strength followed 
immediately by how to deal with it in particular. This procedure 
goes faster as a rule. The same goes for the other three concerns.

Threats versus Risks
Notice that Question 2 in Step 4 asks if SWOT and risks are okay. 
The difference between risks and threats is that a risk is something 
that can simply happen—an accident, an act of nature, or a missed 
deadline—whereas a threat is something that may be posed by 
another entity. It may be a competitor who beats you to market, for 
example.

For practical purposes, it is okay to combine threats and risks, 
because either way you look at it, they both jeopardize the project 
if they happen.

Furthermore, it is not enough to simply identify risks and 
threats. The question is, what are you going to do about them? The 
essential point is that threats and risks should be managed so that 
they do not cause the project to fail.
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There are two points in planning a project where risks should 
be analyzed and managed. The first is to address risks to the strategy 
itself. For example, employing cutting- edge technology in a product 
development project is more risky than using proven technology. 
Unless the benefits to be gained far exceed the cost of failure, the 
cutting- edge approach would be undesirable. Even if the cutting- 
edge strategy is chosen, it is a good idea to have a contingency plan 
in place in case the strategy proves to be unworkable.

You also need to manage risks during implementation plan-
ning. Many things can go wrong in the execution of a project plan, 
and if these are identified ahead of time, plans can be developed to 
deal with them. You can sometimes eliminate a risk altogether with 
a small change in your approach to the project. As my colleague, 
Harvey Levine, says, it is better to avoid risks than to have to deal 
with them.

Risk management is covered in detail in Chapter 11. For now, 
suffice it to say that there are four primary responses to risk:

1. Mitigation—you do something to correct for the damage 
done by the event.
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2. Avoidance—you attempt to avoid the risk in the first 
place.

3. Transfer—you transfer the risk to someone else. Insurance 
is an example of risk transfer. Contracting work to another 
party is also a form of risk transfer.

4. Accommodate—you accept the risk and take no particular 
steps to deal with it. We do this when we drive our cars 
(though wearing seat belts is an attempt to minimize the 
impact of an accident should you have one).

Unintended Consequences

An unintended consequence is something that happens because of 
the action you have taken to solve one problem. For example, you 
decide to contract work to an outside vendor, and the consequence 
is that you lose control of that part of the project. Or you push every-
one to complete a project by a certain date, and they unintentionally 
sacrifice quality (performance) in the process.

Unintended consequences are all around us. It has been said 
that most of today’s environmental problems are the consequence 
of solutions to yesterday’s problems. I also believe that many orga-
nizational problems are the consequences of actions and decisions 
made previously to solve problems. For that reason, it is important 
to ask yourself if your chosen project strategy is going to lead to 
serious consequences that may actually be worse than the problem 
you were trying to solve when you selected that strategy.

As an example, several years ago, I decided to change my way 
of printing seminar workbooks. Previously, I had typed the text on 
my computer and left space for illustrations. We then pasted the 
art into the placeholders. These masters were copied and used to 
reproduce the workbooks in quantity. The problem was that the 
final workbook, a second- generation copy, had lost some quality. 
It was also difficult to revise the copy. A significant change could 
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cause page numbers to change, requiring new paste- up. This was 
time- consuming.

To remedy this, I decided to utilize desktop publishing for the 
workbooks. In doing so, I found that some of the art wouldn’t scan 
without being degraded. Also, the computer would occasionally 
crash for some reason, costing time to redo the files. To make a 
long story short, although there were times when I questioned the 
wisdom of my decision, I’m convinced that this was the right strat-
egy for the long run. (When I first wrote this, desktop publishing 
was to some degree in its infancy. It is now the only method that 
anyone in her right mind would consider, and with the prevalence 
of digital cameras and high- bandwidth Internet connections, it 
is very easy to obtain and process digital images. I have left the 
example in here to illustrate how rapidly our technology is chang-
ing, and it is certainly having its effect on the management of 
 projects.)

Force- Field Analysis

Organizations and projects are, by nature, political. The basic nature 
of politics is that people try to gain and keep power. They choose 
sides on various issues and then try to have their side “win.” This 
can affect a project when a certain strategy is not acceptable to cer-
tain individuals or groups.

As an example, a facilities engineer once told me about an 
experience he had in refurbishing an office. He arranged to do the 
job over the plant shutdown that occurred for about a week around 
Christmas. He convinced some people from the plant to help move 
furniture, lay carpet, and paint walls, and paid them triple time 
because they were working during a holiday period. They com-
pletely overhauled the office, and it was ready for occupancy when 
the plant resumed its normal operation.

To his chagrin, when he walked into the office on the first day, 
the union steward was talking with the engineer’s boss. He was 
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outraged. “We would normally have taken several months to do 
that job,” he snarled. “Now management knows that it can be done 
in less time.”

I asked him the boss’ response.
“You should have known better,” his boss told him.
This is a good example of a strategy that would have been 

rejected if it had been suggested to the union steward before the fact.
Force- field analysis is a process by which you consider all 

of the forces in the environment that may cause your strategy to 
succeed or fail because of its acceptance or rejection by the par-
ties involved. Essentially, this entails paying attention to the poli-
tics of the project, and this is sometimes overlooked by project 
 managers.

The process is to identify parties that may accept or reject a 
strategy, assess the strength of their support or resistance, and deter-
mine then whether your strategy can succeed. The basic idea is that 
the total strength of the supporting forces must exceed the strength 
of the resisting forces, or you can’t make your strategy work. Such 
an analysis is shown in Figure 7.11.

The difficulty with this approach lies in trying to quantify the 
forces. I consider an attempt to do so a very iffy proposition. On top 
of that, when we sum the resisting forces to get a total, we assume 
that all resistance is the same, and this may not be valid. You may 
be adding apples and oranges. I suggest that you forget about trying 
to quantify the forces and concentrate instead on managing resis-
tance. After all, the positive forces are going to help you. You may, 
of course, try to bolster them or add to them.

There are four approaches to dealing with resistance:

1. Ignore it.

2. Overcome it.

3. Go around it.

4. Neutralize it.
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Ignore It
There are times when you should ignore resistance. If you pay at-
tention to it, you may simply make it grow. This is valid when the 
resistance is low level, or the resistant person is in no position to do 
you any harm. The danger is that you may underestimate the level 
of resistance. In any case, if you later find that you should not have 

F I G U R E  7.11

Force- Field Analysis
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ignored someone’s resistance, you can adopt one of the next three 
approaches.

Overcome It
This is one of the most common approaches to resistance. You try 
to counter the person’s resistance by arguing against it. Suppose, 
for example, that a person objects to a strategy for reasons of safety. 
You try to convince him that his concerns are unwarranted. He 
counters your argument with expressions of strong fear that some-
one will be injured and bring a lawsuit against the company. You go 
back and forth, offering argument and counterargument, until you 
are convinced that he is a stubborn opponent who will never “see 
the light.” Of course, he thinks the same thing about you. What has 
happened is that the strength of your opposing arguments has sim-
ply grown, and neither of you has been able to convince the other of 
the correctness of your position.

The nature of this conflict is a move- countermove exchange, 
which is called a game without end. This means that there is almost 
no way that the game can end because there are no rules within the 
system for changing its own behavior. (For more on this, see Watz-
lawick et al., 1974.)

When you see that you are getting into a game- without- end 
interaction, I suggest that you try another approach. Otherwise 
you may simply strengthen your opponent. In addition, even if you 
were able to convince him of your position, he has invested so much 
energy in his own point of view that to change now would make 
him lose face, which he may be very reluctant to do.

Much has been written about the effects of fighting resistance 
in the past decade. An example is that waging war on drugs has 
actually magnified the problem, creating a lucrative business for the 
drug dealers and generating a “drug- fighting” machine with thou-
sands of officers. It is a war that we probably can never end, and it 
seems to have a secondary outcome that is very undesirable—when 
something is prohibited, it becomes even more desirable. We should 
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have learned this in the days of prohibition of alcohol, but unfortu-
nately, such lessons seem to be hard to learn.

Go Around It
To go around someone means that you go to that person’s boss and 
ask that the boss have a “heart- to- heart” talk with your opponent. 
This might work, but you might very well regret your action in the 
long run. It is generally not considered a very wise choice. The only 
exception would be when some serious safety issue is involved 
and you have made no headway with other tactics. Otherwise, this 
should be a last resort.

Neutralize It
The word suggests that you are going to blast your opponent off the 
face of the earth—and you may well wish you could do so—but that 
is not the meaning of neutralize in this case. Here it means that you 
try to find a way to dispel the person’s resistance.

The simplest approach is to ask the individual, “What would I 
have to do to convince you that this is a good strategy?”

The person has two possible responses. One is to tell you to 
forget about trying to convince her. She is never going to accept this 
strategy.

When I get this very negative response, I ask, “Really? There’s 
absolutely nothing I can do to convince you?”

If the person is willing to meet you even partway, you will usu-
ally get the second response, which is, “Oh, I suppose if you could 
do (whatever it is), I would be convinced.” The nice thing about this 
is that you no longer have to try to find out how to convince the 
individual, because she has told you.

I suggest that, even if you are able to do what the person sug-
gests, you ask if there is anything else you need to do. The reason is 
that you may do what was originally requested, only to have the per-
son say, “Well, I still have this concern . . .” By taking care of all her 
concerns at one time, you avoid the sense of playing games later on.
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People, Problems, and Projects

I find that very few people take force- field analysis seriously. I’m 
not sure why. Perhaps they don’t feel that they have the skills to deal 
with resistance. Maybe they think that the resistance will go away 
once the person sees the logic of the strategy. Or it could be that they 
are simply underestimating its importance.

This is a serious error of judgment. Recently I met with a com-
pany that sells heavy equipment and has developed software that 
allows users to get maximum advantage from the equipment. The 
user, recognizing this almost immediately, is eager to purchase the 
software.

The difficulty is with the company’s own sales force. For years 
they have sold heavy equipment. They don’t know or care anything 
about software. They are resisting the new system.

This is a good example of a paradigm shift. The old paradigm 
is that the company sells equipment. The new one is that it sells a 
system in which the software makes the equipment more useful.
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The initial response to all paradigm shifts is rejection. For 
example, when Henry Ford invented the automobile, people thought 
it was very impractical. After all, they argued, where was anyone 
going to get gasoline for it? Indeed, the infrastructure needed to 
support the auto did not exist at that time.

How many people ignored the impact of the personal com-
puter, believing that it could never replace a mainframe unit?

Overcoming resistance to a paradigm shift is very difficult. 
Usually, evidence of the validity of the new paradigm grows to such 
a point that people can no longer reject it, and then there is a land-
slide of acceptance. This is shown in Figure 7.12.

F I G U R E  7.12

Acceptance of a Paradigm Shift
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Some organizations have to accept that there will be a few 
employees who will not accept the new paradigm. These people 
become casualties of the changing direction of the business. This 
is unfortunate, but given the potential strength of resistance to 
change, it may be unavoidable. However, it is always worth trying 
the strategy that I outlined earlier—ask the person what you must 
do to convince her of the soundness of the new paradigm. If you 
are unable to get a positive response, you can resort to some other 
action.

The important point is that projects often get into far more 
trouble because of these “people” issues than they do because the 
schedule was incorrect or because someone didn’t plan properly. 
As I said at the beginning of the book, successful projects can be 
achieved only when tools, people, and systems are jointly opti-
mized. Unfortunately, the people side of the equation is more often 
overlooked than the other two.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Following is a step- by- step procedure for developing and selecting 
project strategy.

Steps 3 to 5 of 
The Lewis Method

Project strategy describes, overall, how the job will be done. 
This is sometimes called a game plan. You should consider both 
project strategies and technical strategies when appropriate. 
Since these may interact, the choice of a technical strategy may 
affect your project strategy, and vice versa.
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1. Brainstorm a list of alternative project and technical strate-
gies. Remember, in brainstorming, there is no evaluation or 
criticism until after all ideas have been listed.

2. Once the project strategies have been listed, rank them 
using the priority matrix presented in this chapter. Do the 
same for technical strategies.

3. Is the number one technical strategy compatible with the 
number one project strategy? If not, decide which pair of 
the two will be compatible before continuing.

4. For the chosen strategies, can you meet your performance, 
cost, time, and scope targets? If “yes,” continue to Step 5. If 
“no,” then select another strategy to evaluate. Continue this 
process until the answer is “yes.”

5. Fill in a SWOT form, in which you combine threats and risks. 
Don’t bother to fill in the right panel of the threat portion of 
the form at this time. Note that you are doing this for strat-
egy only, not for implementation steps.

6. Next, fill in a risk analysis form in which you calculate RPNs 
(risk priority numbers) for all threats and risks. (You will 
have to read Chapter 11 to do this.)

7. For all risks that have a severity of 8 to 10 points, you must
find a contingency to deal with the risk. Remember, you can 
avoid, mitigate, or transfer risk.

8. For all risks that have high products (regardless of sever-
ity), you should identify ways in which these RPNs can be 
reduced, either by reducing probability or severity or by 
improving detection.

9. Are any risks serious enough that the strategy may not 
work? If so, you may have to select the next strategy in your 
priority matrix.
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10. Are any identified weaknesses serious enough that they may 
jeopardize the strategy? Can they be overcome? If not, then 
you may need to select the next strategy in your matrix.

11. Now consider consequences. Will the chosen strategy 
lead to unacceptable consequences? If so, you may have to 
reject the strategy.

12. Finally, conduct a force- field analysis in which you identify 
the positive forces in the environment that will help your 
strategy succeed and the negative forces that may do the 
opposite. These forces can be political, social, or paradigm 
issues. Then ask yourself:
a. Can I ignore any resisting forces? If yes, cross them off 

your list. If not, then ask:
b. Can the remaining forces be overcome? If not, then ask:
c. Can I go around them without creating enemies for life? 

If not, then ask:
d. Can I neutralize them by asking the following question: 

“What must I do to convince you that this strategy is 
okay?”
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We are now ready to discuss detailed implementation planning, 
Steps 6 to 8 of The Lewis Method. These steps are shown in Fig-
ure 8.1.

In the previous chapter, I wrote that people are inclined to 
jump from Step 1 of my model down to Step 9. When I am able 
to convince them not to skip the definition phase, they then want 
to jump from Step 2 to Step 6. They tend to think of planning as 
detailed planning, omitting strategy from their thinking altogether.

In fact, I still find many individuals thinking about detailed 
planning while they are trying to define the project. The inclina-
tion to do detailed planning seems to be virtually genetic! In terms 
of the HBDI®profile, this is the place for quadrant- B thinking. You 
want people to work out exactly how to execute the strategy chosen 
in Steps 4 and 5. In case you have forgotten where quadrant B is, the 
model is shown in Figure 8.2, with quadrant B highlighted.

Implementation Planning

8 C H A P T E R
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Please note that, even though a great deal of B- quadrant 
thinking is required in this step, this does not mean that you don’t 
need the other quadrants. It is just that planning is particularly a 
B- quadrant activity. Nevertheless, you may need creative thinking 
(the D quadrant), and you especially should consider the C quad-

F I G U R E  8.1

Steps 6 to 8 of The Lewis Method
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rant, which deals with interpersonal issues, in putting together a 
plan. Whole- brain thinking would be very helpful at this stage of 
the project.

You are now ready to work out the details of how a job will be 
done. For example, if you were building the Chunnel, knowing that 
you will go in both directions and meet in the middle, you must 
now determine all of the steps that will get you there. Since there 
are many contractors performing various parts of the project, you 
must decide who does what, when it will be done, how much each 
step will cost, what will be needed, and so on. In fact, this illustrates 
the definition of planning. It is answering all of the who, what, 
when, and how questions, much as a reporter asks when writing 
an article.

This is not to say that planning is easy. In fact, I believe it is 
some of the hardest work that we ever do. One reason is that esti-
mating is involved. How long will a step take? Who knows? As one 

F I G U R E  8.2

Quadrant B Highlighted
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of my engineers told me once when I asked how long some work 
would take, “You can’t schedule creativity.”

I agreed with him at the time, but as I told him, “We have to 
pretend that we can, because they won’t fund the project unless we 
tell them how long it will take.”

Since then, I have changed my mind. You can schedule cre-
ativity (within reason, of course). In fact, the most motivating fac-

tor in creative thinking 
is a deadline. Ad agen-
cies live with this all the 
time. So do the writers 
of daily “soaps.” And so 
do engineers and pro-
grammers.

Dr. Edward de Bono, one of the world’s leading gurus on cre-
ative thinking, has written that when he teaches creative thinking 
to children, if he gives them a deadline, they produce great results. 
Otherwise, if they have no time limit, they just mess around.

I know a creativity consultant who took an engineering group 
to the mountains for a weekend to develop a design for a new 

Prediction is very difficult, 
especially about the future.

—Neils Bohr
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device. They started on Friday afternoon, and by Sunday afternoon 
they had developed a device that was later patented. Using a struc-
tured approach to creativity enabled them to do this.

MISTAKES IN PLANNING

Before we go any further, it may be helpful to discuss the more com-
mon mistakes that people make in planning so that you can avoid 
them. There are five fairly common ones.

Unilateral Planning

This mistake is made when the project manager plans a project for 
the group and turns it over to the group members to execute. The 
major reason that this is a mistake is that no one individual can pos-
sibly think of everything 
in a project. Even a one- 
person project can ben-
efit from the thinking of 
other individuals.

Furthermore, when 
you plan the project by 
yourself, you must estimate task durations yourself, and your esti-
mates are likely to be wrong. Specifically, your estimate is very 
likely to be optimistic because you forget about all of the details that 
consume most of the time. For this reason, the person who eventu-
ally must do the work is not likely to be very committed to the time 
you have specified. If he misses the mark, he is likely to say, “It was 
your number, not mine. I knew it couldn’t be done that fast.”

No project can succeed when the team members have no com-
mitment to the plan, so the first rule of project planning is that the 
people who must do the work should help plan that part of the proj-
ect. Not only will you gain their commitment to the plan, but they 
will most likely cover all of the important issues that you personally 
may have forgotten.

Mistake 1: Not involving in the 
planning process the people who 
must do the work.
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I want to point out that one reason for this mistake (or trap) 
is that we confuse the thought process with documentation. I ex-
plained in Chapter 1 that my flowchart shows the thought process
that you must follow to manage a project. Even if the project is 
to prepare a meal (it is a small project, after all), you should think

through every step in my 
flowchart. If you don’t 
believe this, try it out. 
You will find that all of 
the steps apply.

For example, when 
you get to Step 6, where 

you would prepare a schedule in a large project, do you develop 
a critical path schedule? No. Do you consider the order in which 
various steps must be done? You bet. Otherwise the meal will not 
come together properly. Your steak will be ready, but you’ll be sit-
ting around for a half- hour waiting for the baked potatoes to get 
done.

The Ready- Fire- Aim Mistake

One reason that people don’t plan projects is that they are convinced 
that they could have finished the work by the time they could do 
the plan. The complaint is, “We don’t have time to plan; we need 
to get the job done.” However, this is a counterintuitive situation. 
Especially if you have a really critical deadline, you must have a 
good plan.

As a simple example, suppose I have flown to Chicago for a 
meeting, and because of bad weather, my plane lands very late. I 
have never been to Chicago before. I rush off the plane, dash to the 
rental car counter, and get my car. The agent asks, “Mr. Lewis, do 
you need a map?”

“I don’t have time for that,” I say. “I have to get to my meeting. 
I’m already late!”

The first rule of planning is that 
the people who must do the work 
should participate in the planning.
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We can easily see the fault in that logic. But we can’t seem to 
see the same fault in the logic that says that we don’t have time to 
plan projects!

Another example is the 1983 San Diego Building Industry 
Association’s contest that I touched upon earlier. The goal was to 
see how fast a team could construct a 2,000-square- foot (approxi-
mately 225 square me-
ters) single- story house 
sitting on a cement slab. 
This was not a prefabri-
cated house. The teams 
started with raw materi-
als and had to pour the 
cement slab. They had marked it out and had leveled the building 
site. Furthermore, they had limited building materials. If a piece of 
wallboard was damaged and they didn’t have enough to complete 
the job, the competition ended for that team.

The week before the competition, the two teams built two 
houses for practice. They did an after- action review, learned from 

The more important a project 
deadline, the more important the 
plan.
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the practice session, and tweaked their plan. According to their esti-
mates, teams should be able to build the house in roughly 3 hours 
and 40 minutes, using 350 workers on each site.

The winning team actually completed the house in 2 hours 
and 45 minutes! It was fully wired, with plumbing and appliances 
installed, landscaped with sod and bushes, and ready for occu-
pancy.

I know it sounds incredible. Even impossible. How did they 
get the cement to harden that fast?

They put exothermic chemicals into the mortar so that it would 
cure in 45 minutes. You could see steam coming off the concrete. 
The joke was that if the foundation hardened too fast, a workman 
would be permanently cemented into the house.

No doubt one of the first thoughts that comes to your mind 
is, “I wouldn’t want to live in it.” Of the four constraints (P, C, T, S), 
the one you are concerned with is quality (performance). The team 
surely must have done shoddy work to get it finished so fast.

Well, the organizers covered that concern by having profes-
sional San Diego building inspectors on site, inspecting the work 
as it progressed. If it didn’t meet the building code (which is fairly 
rigorous in the earthquake- prone area), they made the crew do 
it over.

You really have to see it to believe it. If you are interested, you 
can get a video of the competition by calling the San Diego Builders 
Association at (619) 450–1221.

This example illustrates a project in which the planning time 
far exceeded the execution time.

Planning in Too Little Detail

One major cause of project failures is that ballpark estimates become 
targets. For the benefit of my readers outside the United States who 
may not understand the idiom “ballpark estimate,” the expression 
comes from baseball. If the ball is hit over the wall, it is out of the 
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ballpark. If it does not go over the wall, then it is in the ballpark. So 
we use the term ballpark estimate to mean one that is approximately 
correct. (It is within acceptable boundaries or limits.)

The problem is that a ballpark estimate is done by compar-
ing one project to another similar one, adding a bit for this, taking 
off a bit for that, then in-
serting some money for 
unknowns (called con-
tingency). The tolerances 
on ballpark estimates 
can be extremely large. Imagine being asked what it would cost to 
develop a vaccine for AIDS, as an example. A person could offer 
only a guesstimate with a huge range. There are simply too many 
unknown factors to be able to give a precise number.

This is an example of planning a project in too little detail. If 
a better estimate is desired, you must identify the major tasks to be 
performed, and probably some of the subtasks as well.

I once worked with a defense contracting company. Their proj-
ects were bid at a fixed price. To estimate the cost to do the job, the 

Mistake 3: Broad- brush planning.
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person preparing the bid would ask various individuals how much 
his or her part would cost. Each person would do a ballpark esti-
mate. The company would then be awarded the bid (based on being 
the low bidder) and would lose money on the job.

I explained that the company was planning in too little detail. 
It needed more detailed project planning in order to get a realistic 
estimate.

Three years later, in a follow- up interview, I asked, “How are 
your projects going now.”

The response was very positive. “We don’t get as many jobs 
as we used to,” said my contact, “but when we get one, we make 
money on it.”

Isn’t that the name of the game?
As a way of indicating the level of detail that you should incor-

porate into a final project plan, consider a client I worked with that 
had never done very much project planning. Most of their planning 
was done on the backs of envelopes. Nevertheless, the company had 
been very successful.

A new manager inherited the company and explained to 
everyone that the company had to do a better job of planning. The 
reason was survival. A Japanese competitor had just entered the 
market and was selling their product at a lower price than my cli-
ent’s. The new manager explained that he didn’t know the cost to 
develop his product, so in order to ensure that the company would 
make a profit, he had to sell at a higher margin than the Japanese 
company, which had a fairly accurate measure of their development 
costs. That being the case, they could use a lower profit margin 
because they knew how many units they had to sell to reach break-
even, and therefore when it became profitable. His point was that 
good project management could give the firm a competitive advan-
tage in the marketplace.

His proposal was met with considerable resistance. The engi-
neers had never had to do this “administrative stuff” before and 
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saw no need for it now. In part, they were afraid of being held 
accountable for estimates that might not be correct. This seemed to 
be “policing” them.

The frustrated manager told them that he at least wanted them 
to give him a bar chart schedule. They responded by giving him 
a schedule that had bars 26 weeks long for individual tasks. His 
response was that they would never complete a 26-week task on 
time. They would back- end load it and ultimately fail.

His reasoning was that they would delay starting on time, fully 
convinced that they could always make up one day. After all, they 
had 26 Saturdays to make up the lost day. Next day, still busy, they 
would convince themselves that they could always make up two 
days, then three days, and so on, until they had slipped an entire 
week. It is incredibly hard to make up a week of lost work.

The term back- end loading means that they were going to push 
their work out toward the end of the task, and then, if they encoun-
tered technical problems, they would ultimately fail.
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He suggested that they should always follow the rule that no 
task ever have a duration greater than 4 to 6 weeks. Thus, a 26-week 
task should be subdivided or “chunked down” into increments of 
about 4 weeks. Furthermore, they needed a marker that told them that 

they were actually fin-
ished, and such markers 
can be difficult to apply 
to knowledge work. An-
other term, exit criteria,
also refers to some way 
of knowing that the work 
is  complete.

Had I known then 
what I know now, I 
would have told him that 
engineering and pro-
gramming work should 
be chunked down even 
further, so that durations 

fall in the range of one to three weeks. Otherwise you find that such 
work gets to 90 percent complete and stays there forever.

Planning in Too Much Detail

Unfortunately, the reverse of too little detail also causes problems. 
Some people get carried away and microplan. I know. I did it my-

self once, and lived to re-
gret it.

The basic principle 
is that you should never 
plan in more detail than 

you can actually control. In engineering software, that means no 
more than the nearest day. You simply can’t control much better 
than that.

Rules for Planning
 ■ No task should have a duration 
greater than four to six weeks.
 ■ Engineering and software tasks 
should have durations no greater 
than one to three weeks.
 ■ All tasks must have markers that 
enable everyone to tell that the 
work is actually complete.

Mistake 4: Microplanning.
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However, people who do maintenance work can sometimes 
control the work to the nearest hour. It is common practice to sched-
ule jobs to refuel a nuclear reactor or overhaul a power genera-
tor to the nearest hour. 
The schedules will be 
revised at the end of the 
shift, or once a day when 
they need to be. These 
jobs would not be sched-
uled to the nearest 15 minutes, however, because they can’t be con-
trolled that closely. If you make the mistake of scheduling in too 
much detail, you will spend all of your time keeping your schedule 
up to date, and that is a waste of time.

Apparently people sometimes fall into the microplanning trap 
because their scheduling software permits them to plan down to 
minutes. If you can do it, goes the thinking, then maybe you should
do it.

Failing to Plan for Risks

A “can- do” attitude is far preferable to a “can’t do” attitude—up to 
a point. That point is when the person ignores probable risks. I once 
had a manager tell me 
that he didn’t want me to 
suggest that his people 
pad their schedules. He 
wanted their schedules to be aggressive. I appreciate his concern, but 
there is a difference between aggressive and foolhardy.

If you are doing construction work and that work may be 
delayed by weather, it is common risk management practice to 
allow for weather delays by padding your schedule. If the weather 
delay doesn’t happen, you get ahead. If more delay occurs than you 
anticipated, you will have to work hard to recover. But to ignore the 
possibility of weather delays altogether is foolhardy.

Mistake 5: Failing to plan for risks.

Never plan in more detail than you 
can control.
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Murphy’s Law states that whatever can go wrong will go 
wrong. Stated in terms of probability, this means that there is a 

higher probability that 
things will accidentally 
go wrong than that they 
will accidentally go right. 
And of course, we know 
that even Murphy was an 
 optimist.

Risk management is 
an integral part of good project management and will be discussed 
in Chapter 11.

DEVELOPING THE WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

At the beginning of this chapter, I showed that we are now down to 
Step 6 of my overall flowchart. Step 6 actually consists of a number 
of substeps, as shown in Figure 8.3.

There is a higher probability that 
things will accidentally go wrong 
than that they will accidentally go 
right.
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F I G U R E  8.3

Step 6 of The Lewis Method Expanded
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As we saw earlier, implementation planning answers the ques-
tions shown in Step 6a of Figure 8.3 and repeated here:

1. What tasks must be done?

2. Who will do each one?

3. How long will each task take?

4. What materials, supplies, and equipment are required?

5. How much will each task cost?

Notice that we don’t worry about the order in which tasks will 
be done until we get to Step 6b. This is the scheduling problem, and 

it will be fully covered in 
Chapter 9.

For now, we will 
concentrate on the first 
question: what must be 
done? The tool of choice 
for doing this is the work 

breakdown structure (WBS), which is constructed in Step 6a. An 
example of a very simple WBS, a small project in your yard, is 
shown in Figure 8.4.

As you can see, there are five major tasks to be done: cut the 
grass, do trim work, and so on. Some of these tasks also have sub-
tasks underneath. The terminology will be explained shortly.

But what use is this? First, one of the major causes of project 
failure is that something is forgotten until the project is under-
way, and then it is discovered. The forgotten work has a serious 
impact on the project, in terms of either schedule or cost. The WBS 
is one device that helps us ensure that nothing significant has been 
 forgotten.

As a matter of fact, I consider the WBS to be the most valu-
able tool of project management, as it ties the entire project together. 
This position is contrary to the popular belief that project manage-
ment is just scheduling. There are some projects that are so small 

The first step in implementation 
planning is to answer the question, 
“What must be done?”
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that developing a schedule would be a waste of time, but a WBS is 
always useful. Here’s why:

1. It identifies all work to be done in the project graphically, 
so that it can be reviewed by all stakeholders to ensure 
that nothing has been forgotten.

2. It provides a graphical representation of the scope (or 
magnitude) of the job. This is important because people 
are sometimes surprised at the cost estimates you give 
them, and this helps them see why the job is going to cost 
as much as you have said it would.

3. The WBS provides the basis on which resource assign-
ments are made.

4. It allows you to estimate working times for each task.

5. Knowing the working times then allows you to calculate 
labor costs for all work, so that you develop a labor budget

F I G U R E  8.4

Work Breakdown Structure for Yard Project
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for the project. The times also provide the basis for devel-
oping a schedule.

6. You can also identify material, capital equipment, and 
other costs associated with each activity (such as insur-
ance costs).

Terminology

Now let’s discuss terminology. In Figure 8.5 you will see that each 
level of the WBS is given a name. The first level is called program,
and the next is called project. This explains the difference between 
program management and project management. A program is a 
very large job that consists of a number of projects. A good example 
is a program to develop a new airplane. A partial WBS for such a 
job is shown in Figure 8.6.

The engine design is a project in its own right, with a project 
manager and a project team. The wing design, avionics design, and 
so on, are also large projects. In fact, the wing design would prob-
ably be done by the aircraft company, and the engine and avionics 

would be contracted to 
other companies, such 
as General Electric, Rolls 
Royce, or Collins Radio.

The program man-
ager has responsibility 

for the entire job. The project managers do not report to him or her 
on a solid- line basis, but do report on a dotted- line basis. Note that 
an airplane such as Boeing’s 777 or an Airbus 319 has wing- mounted 
engines. Somewhere in the engine design project will be a task to 
design the mountings for connecting the engine to the wing. And 
in the wing design there will be a task to design the corresponding 
engine mounts.

Clearly, these tasks will be interactive in nature and will have 
to be coordinated between the two project teams. The program 
manager must see that this is done. However, when the WBS is 

Don’t worry about the sequence of 
tasks while constructing the WBS.
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F I G U R E  8.5

Names of Levels in a WBS

F I G U R E  8.6

WBS for an Airplane Development Program
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drawn, we do not worry about the sequence in which these tasks 
are done. This will be worked out when the schedule is developed.

I make this point because there is a strong tendency for people 
to think about sequence when they are constructing the WBS. “You 
can’t do that until you have done this,” they say. You have to keep 
telling them, “That’s true; you can’t do this until that is done, but 
we’re not trying to work that out yet.”

Work Package
What exactly does “work package” mean? It is simply a label that 
identifies a specific level in the structure. If I ask you about a work 
package in the engine project for the airplane, you would know that 
it is something at level 5 in the structure. Whether something goes 
at level 5 or 6 (or whatever) can be known only by breaking work 
down in progressive steps until you reach a point of diminishing 
returns. And wherever an activity falls, it falls. It is not a matter of 
something absolutely being a level 3 subtask. It is a function of how 
the work is actually structured. You will see this in the example that 
follows later in this chapter.

The Steps in the Process

How do you go about developing a WBS? I’m going to use a simple 
example. We’re planning a family camping trip. It is for a family 
of four—two adults, a boy who is 12 years old, and a girl who is 8. 
They have set aside a two- week period for the trip, and they have 
already arranged with their employers to be away during that time. 
Furthermore, they have a budget. They don’t want to spend more 
than a certain amount for this trip.

Notice what has been specified so far in terms of the PCTS con-
straints. We have specified time and cost. Scope and performance 
are undefined.

What would scope mean in a camping trip? Things like what 
the family members want to do while they are away; that is, a list of 
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activities in which they want to engage. It may also involve whether 
they are tent camping or taking a Winnebago. As for performance, 
remember that this is the quality of work done. In the camping 
example, it means the quality of the family members’ experience. 
If they try to cram too much into the trip, as people sometimes do 
when they go abroad and want to see 12 cities in three days, they 
will sacrifice quality in the process.

The family members make a list of everything they want to do. 
It doesn’t appear that quality will be sacrificed, but when they add 
up the costs, they realize that they will exceed their budget. What 
do they do?

Two possibilities exist. First, they can decide that this is a once- 
in- a- lifetime trip, and they will just put a little more on the credit 
card than they had intended. Or they may decide that the budget is 
very important and delete some activities from the list.

The importance of this example is that you can never escape 
the PCTS constraints in any project—not even a simple thing like a 
family camping trip. Trade- offs are always being made to balance 
project requirements.

The First Step
When I draw a WBS, I begin by identifying major tasks. My first 
pass would look like the one shown in Figure 8.7. As I continue, this 
may change. For that reason, it is convenient to do this on a white-
board or to use Post- it™ notes so that things can easily be moved 
around.

Once I have listed all the tasks, I begin breaking them down. 
For example, “Select Site” can be broken down as shown in Fig-
ure 8.8.

Now note that the task of listing activities during the trip can 
be a stand- alone task, or it may be part of the family meeting. That 
is, if the family is going to make the list during the family meet-
ing, we can remove it as a task and put it there as a subtask. This is 
shown in Figure 8.9.
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First Pass on a WBS for a Camping Trip
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WBS with “Select Site” Broken Down
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Furthermore, I can expand the subtask “Research,” as shown in 
Figure 8.10. This process would continue with all tasks and subtasks 
until I have reached a point where I think everything has been cov-
ered. When this process is done with a team, you are likely to think 
of everything. If you do it by yourself, you may miss something, so 
if it is a one- person project that you are planning, it is a good idea to 
have someone else review your WBS before going any further.

Your completed WBS might look something like the one shown 
in Figure 8.11. This is by no means the only possible solution. Most 
projects are open- ended problems, meaning that there is no single 
way to go about the work.

I suggest that you pause at this point and draw a WBS for 
something that you are currently doing. It can be a home project or 
a work activity. Just sketch it out to satisfy yourself that you have 
done it correctly. (If you have any questions about the procedure, 
send me an e- mail. Go to my Web site to find my current e- mail 
address. I have had to change it several times because of the large 
amount of spam I was receiving—as many as 400 a day! The Web 
site is www.lewisinstitute.com.)

Some Things Worth Noting

If you compare the camping trip WBS with the one for the air-
plane, you will notice a significant difference. The projects in the 
airplane program all produce tangible deliverables. In the camping 
trip, however, very few of the tasks produce deliverables. “Get Sup-
plies” is one that does. “Arrange Home Care” does not. You have 
cut off the newspaper, asked the post office to hold your mail, and 
arranged for someone to come over and water your plants. There 
are no deliverables here, so how do you know that the activities 
have been taken care of? The simplest way is to use a checklist for 
tasks that have no deliverables.

I consider the camping trip WBS to be primarily process- 
oriented. The airplane WBS is deliverables- oriented at the top level. 

www.lewisinstitute.com
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WBS with “Research” Expanded
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However, as you get further down into the structure, you will find a 
number of process- oriented activities. As an example, you will have 
to test the engine. There is no hardware deliverable, but you will 
produce a test report. That is your deliverable, and it is evidence 
that the test has been conducted.

In many cases, you don’t even produce reports, so how do you 
know that the work has been done? You use exit criteria. As a simple 
example, if you change the oil in your car and I ask if you are sure 
that you’ve done it correctly, you could show me that the dipstick 
registers “Full” and shows clean oil. One of these is quantitative, and 
the other is qualitative. I would also look under the car and inspect to 
see whether any oil is dripping out, which would mean that the plug 
had not been correctly reinstalled. Another qualitative exit criterion.

I know of a situation where a company produced a proto-
type product and called one of the vice presidents to examine it. 
He didn’t like a major feature of the product and insisted that it be 
redesigned. The prototype had been built with tooling, which had 
to be scrapped. The total cost to redesign the product was huge.

In this case, the exit criterion was that the vice president 
approved the product. Knowing that, it would have been best to 
get him to look at preliminary drawings, rather than wait so long. 
In fact, I wouldn’t be surprised if they had tried to do so and were 
unable to get him to review the design because he had a heavy 
schedule and felt that he couldn’t afford the time. The lesson is that 
corrections should always be made as early in a process as possible, 
because each succeeding step magnifies the cost to correct an error 
by about 10 times; the progression goes 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and so on.

Suggestions on How to Proceed

When you develop a project plan, you are determining the who, 
what, when, and how, as I have previously explained. It may be 
helpful to approach a WBS by answering questions in this order:

1. What must be done? Example: The house must be cleaned. 
This would be the project.
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2. What must be done to clean the house? Wash the win-
dows. Clean the floors. Put everything in its proper place. 
Dust the furniture. Carry out the garbage. These would be 
major tasks in the project.

3. Who will do each one? Mom will clean the floors. Tommy 
will put everything in its place. Sue will dust the furni-
ture. Dad will carry out the garbage. Donnie will wash the 
windows. This assigns roles and responsibilities.

4. How will each task be done? Mom will clean the floors by 
vacuuming the carpets and mopping the tile floors. Sue 
will dust the furniture using furniture polish. These will 
be subtasks.

5. What is needed to do each subtask? A vacuum cleaner. 
Furniture polish. Rags. Paper towels. Garbage bags. Identi-
fying these allows you to develop costs for equipment and 
materials. This is a major part of the budget.

6. How long will each subtask take? These estimates provide 
the basis for the labor budget (see Step 8) and for develop-
ing the schedule.

7. What is required for each subtask to be considered com-
plete? This will constitute exit criteria for each activity.

8. In a normal work project, how much will each subtask 
cost for labor? This gives you the labor budget, which, 
when combined with the equipment and materials budget, 
yields the total project budget.

Guidelines to Follow

The following are some guidelines that you should follow in devel-
oping a WBS:

 ■ Up to 20 levels can be used. More than 20 is considered 
overkill.
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 ■ All paths on a WBS do not have to go down to the same 
level. One path may go down five levels and another only 
three levels. When you have reached a point that allows 

you to manage the 
work, you stop. Don’t 
force the structure to 
be symmetrical.

 ■ The WBS does not 
show the sequenc-
ing of work except 
in the sense that all 
level 5 work pack-

ages hanging below a given subtask must be complete for 
the subtask to be complete, and so on. However, the work 
packages below that subtask might be performed in series 
or in parallel. Sequencing is determined when schedules 
are developed.

 ■ A WBS should be developed before scheduling and 
resource allocation. Identify the tasks first, then come back 
and decide who will do them, and estimate how long they 
will take.

 ■ The WBS should be developed by individuals who are 
knowledgeable about the work. Different parts of the WBS 
will be developed by various groups. Then the separate 
parts will be combined. Remember, the first rule of proj-
ect planning is that the people who will ultimately do the 
work should develop the plan.

 ■ Break down a project only to a level that is sufficient to 
produce an estimate of the required accuracy. This should 
be explained. One of the big advantages that a WBS offers 
is greater accuracy of cost and time estimates than you 
would get by simply comparing one project to another. A 

A work breakdown structure 
does not show the sequence in 
which work is performed! Such 
sequencing is determined when a 
schedule is developed.
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project- to- project estimate is called a ballpark estimate, as 
was mentioned previously, and we saw that its accuracy is 
lacking.

If you break a project down to the level that can be 
controlled, you can develop a working estimate. But what 
does this mean? Ask yourself what level of detail you can 
control in your work. Can you predict to the nearest hour 
when a task will be finished? The nearest day? The nearest 
week? If you break work down into such small units that 
they take only hours to perform and you can’t control work 
to that degree, you will spend all of your time updating 
your schedule and get no work done! I know. I’ve done it.

It isn’t any fun. So when you reach a level that you can 
control, stop there.

It may be that an estimate is needed to decide if a proj-
ect should be done. It may be possible to make that deci-
sion if the accuracy of the estimate is ±50 percent. You may 
have to break the project down only two levels to achieve 
that accuracy. Going further at this point would be a waste 
of time if the decision is to not do the work.

 ■ A WBS is a list of activities, not a grocery list. Imagine that 
I am doing a home project—some yard work, some repairs, 
and some grocery shopping. I draw a WBS like that in Fig-
ure 8.12.

As you can see, I 
have put my grocery list 
on the WBS. That is not 
what you should do. You 
should identify the activ-
ities that must be performed in order to buy groceries. It would look 
like the WBS in Figure 8.13.

This is a very easy trap to fall into. Here is a test to help you 
decide if you have made this mistake. In Figure 8.13, if I have done 

A WBS is a list of activities. It is not 
a grocery list.
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WBS with Proper Activities Shown for Buying Groceries
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all of the activities listed, the task of buying groceries will be com-
plete. In Figure 8.12, however, if I have bought eggs, milk, and bread, 
I am still standing in the grocery store. The activities in Figure 8.12 
are not predecessors to “Buy Groceries”; they are the components of 
that task listed in detail. When all the activities have been done, will 
the task above be complete? This is your test.

Using MindManager® Software to Develop a WBS

If you have ever developed a Mind Map, you know how useful this 
technique is for thinking about an issue, especially brainstorm-
ing. Mindjet software has a program called MindManager that 
allows you to create a Mind Map on the computer and then export 
it directly to Microsoft Project, Microsoft Word, Outlook, and Pow-
erPoint. Being able to export directly to Microsoft Project saves you 
from entering the data twice and also allows you to proceed with 
project planning in the correct sequence. That is, you develop your 
WBS first and then export it to the scheduling software. Trying to 
create your schedule and WBS simultaneously by just entering data 
into Microsoft Project is not a good way to go about it.

Figure 8.14 provides an example of a Mind Map developed 
with MindManager. This is a simple example of a yard project, 
shown previously in Figure 8.4. Note that, while I have left the for-
mat of this Mind Map in its standard configuration, you can format 
the display as an organization chart, so that it looks like the box 
structures that have been presented already.

Using a computer projector, you can develop a Mind Map with 
a group in brainstorming mode, and everyone can see what you’re 
doing. In addition, if you decide you don’t like where you placed 
something, you can drag it to another location without having to 
retype it. The program can be downloaded for a 30-day evaluation 
by going to www.mindjet.com. (I am not receiving a fee for this 
endorsement; I just think the program is a great tool for project 
planning.)

www.mindjet.com
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ESTIMATING TIME, COST, AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Once you have your WBS completed, you are ready to use it for 
estimating. This step scares the daylights out of a lot of people. They 
don’t know how long something will take, but they know that if 
they give their manager a number, they will be held to it. So they try 
to waffle or avoid committing to a number altogether. As I pointed 
out earlier in this chapter, people think you can’t schedule creative 
tasks, but you can.

You cannot, however, schedule pure discovery work, and you 
should always separate discovery from development in a product 
development environment. As an example, the CFO at Merck Phar-
maceuticals wrote an article in the Harvard Business Review report-
ing that the company examines approximately 10,000 compounds 
before one makes it as a drug. There’s no way you can schedule 
such work.

That does not mean that you can’t plan research projects, how-
ever. I’ve been told that by a number of scientists. What confuses 
them is that research projects have conditional branches. You do 
a series of studies or experiments, and, depending on the results 

F I G U R E  8.14

Mind Map Using MindManager Software
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you get, you go in one direction or another. This is shown in Fig-
ure 8.15.

You may not know at the beginning of the project which 
branch you will ultimately take, but you can plan everything up to 
that point. Furthermore, as you near that branch, you must begin 
considering what you will do once the outcome is known. If you 
don’t, you will waste valuable time deciding later on. (And you may 
have no idea what to do next; it isn’t a simple thing!)

What Is Estimating?

In simple words, estimating is guessing! Yes, there are kinder, gen-
tler ways to put it, such as forecasting or predicting. But the truth is 
that an estimate is a guess based on something. It is best when it is 
based on experience. But what if you have no experience—if it’s the 
first time something is to be done?
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In that situation, you have to use another approach. There are 
two primary ones that we will discuss later. However, it should 

be clear that, no matter 
how much experience 
you have, estimating is 
guessing. Why? Because 

all activities are probabilistic, not deterministic! There is a probabil-
ity that a task can be completed in a certain time, given a fixed 
level of effort. If you want to guarantee that the task is finished in 

a fixed time period, then 
you must vary effort, re-
duce scope, or sacrifice 
quality. You can’t have it 
all. Therefore, “exact es-
timate” is an oxymoron.

I said that estimating is best done when you have experience, 
or history, with an activity. Let’s see what that means. You have his-
tory on an activity that you perform regularly—namely, driving 
to work. If I ask you how long it takes, you can give me three (or 
possibly four) numbers. One is the typical driving time. It happens 
most frequently. Another is the best case. You have never been able 

to get to work any faster. 
And finally, there is the 
worst case, where traffic 
tie- ups delay you. This 
worst- case time happens 
often enough that you 
are well aware of it.

There may also be a 
“worst- worst” case. Just 
once, you got caught in 

a traffic tie- up that caused you to take three hours to get to work. 
However, it happened only once, and you don’t expect it to happen 
again. The “normal” worst- case time does happen fairly often, so it 
is the one you should use.

Estimating is guessing!

All activities are probabilistic, not 
deterministic!

“It’s a poor sort of memory, that 
only works backwards,” the 
Queen remarked.

—Lewis Carroll
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
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When I ask people for their driving times, I usually get num-
bers like those shown in Table 8.1.

Notice that the worst- case time is skewed upward. The driving 
time is not normally distributed. A normal distribution is shown in 
Figure 8.16, and a skewed distribution is shown in Figure 8.17.

T A B L E  8.1

Driving Times Reported by Many People

 Typical time 45 minutes

 Shortest time 30 minutes

 Longest time 60 minutes

F I G U R E  8.16

Normal Distribution
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The question is, what do we do with historical data when we 
have it? To illustrate, write down your own driving times, and then 
answer this question: if I ask you how long you estimate it will take 
you to get to work on a random day (you don’t know what day of the 
week it is or what the weather is doing), what will you tell me? Most 
people give me the typical time. Now, if you have a very skewed 
distribution, this is probably the modal time. If the distribution is a 
normal distribution, then the typical time would be an average. For 
an average, the probability that you could get to work in that time or 
less would be 50 percent. This is shown in Figure 8.18.

Most people don’t feel uncomfortable with a 50 percent proba-
bility for the time required to drive to work, but they do feel uneasy 
if the probability of completing project work is that low. So they 
tend to pad the number to increase the probability of success. As 
you can see in Figure 8.18, if you go only one standard deviation 
above the mean, you increase the probability to 84 percent.

I often ask people, “If the president of your company wanted to 
have a meeting with you first thing in the morning, and it was career 

F I G U R E  8.17

Skewed Distribution
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suicide to be late, how much time would you allow yourself to get 
to work?” Most of them go to the worst- case time—or higher—and 
raise their probability to 
99.9 percent.

Because there is a 
significant penalty for 
being late, they reduce 
their risk by padding the 
schedule. They will do 
the same thing with proj-
ects. And when they do, the cost of the project goes sky high, and it 
most likely will not be funded.

I can promise you, however, that if it gets funded, it will cost 
what we have budgeted, and possibly more. This is based on Par-

F I G U R E  8.18

Normal Distribution with Probabilities Shown

As the probability of project 
success goes toward 100 percent, 
the probability of funding goes 
to zero.
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kinson’s Law: work will 
always expand to take as 
long as has been allowed. 
The project will never 
finish early.

Why? Because if you finish early, everyone will think that you 
padded the schedule, and next time they will cut your time and 
budget accordingly.

Now this is organizational insanity. A sample of one has cre-
ated an expectation for all future work!

I am convinced that everyone should have to study statistics, 
because they would then understand that all processes vary. Your 
driving time varies. The amount of time you need to get dressed in 
the morning varies. The time it takes to write a 10-page document 
varies. Why? Random noise.

All kinds of things affect your driving time, for example. The 
exact time that you leave home. The weather. Road construction. 
School buses. You name it. These are factors outside your control, 
and they must be accepted.

Can we reduce variation? Yes, up to a point. That is what all 
process improvement is aimed at doing.

Can we eliminate variation altogether?
Absolutely not.
Yet we have two rules in organizations that show that we don’t 

understand this. One is, “Thou shalt not go over budget.”
The other is, “Thou shalt not come in under budget.”
This is plain stupid. It is insisting that people violate a law of 

nature—namely, to achieve zero variance in their spending to bud-
get. This is possible only if you finagle, so everyone plays games to 
achieve the impossible.

The problem is, this is easier to do with a department than 
with a project. You budget for a department based on head count. 
You can control spending to a much tighter tolerance than you can 

Parkinson’s Law: Work will expand 
to take the time allowed.
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on a project, because a project is budgeted based on a bunch of 
guesses.

We simply must reach a point where everyone understands 
that variation is a fact of life and must be accepted. We waste mil-
lions of dollars every year attempting to make variances approach 
zero, when it is counterproductive to do so.

Imagine now that you finished a task ahead of schedule and 
passed it on to the person who is next in line. What would happen? 
Would she start work on it immediately?

Of course not.
She doesn’t have to start until a few days later, according to the 

schedule, so she won’t.
Goldratt (1997) calls this the student effect.
Remember when you were in school, and the teacher 

announced on Monday that there would be a test on Friday? Every-
one moaned and groaned. “I already have three tests this week,” 
says one student. “This is going to kill me.”

So the teacher relents and says, “Okay, we will have the test 
Friday of next week, instead of this week.”

Everyone sighs with relief.
When will the students start studying for the test?
You guessed it. They will start studying on Thursday night the 

following week! They won’t have any more study time than they 
would have had if the 
test had been left on this 
Friday.

Goldratt concludes 
that, when you combine 
Parkinson’s Law with the 
student effect, a project 
will accumulate delays but will never accumulate gains. This means 
that projects almost always cost more than necessary and take longer 
than they should. There is a plenty of room for improvement.

Goldratt’s Principle: A project will 
accumulate delays but will never 
accumulate gains.
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How do we solve this problem? We must change our thinking. 
We must accept variation, and in doing so eliminate penalties for 
being either early or late on a task- by- task basis. As Goldratt argues, 
it doesn’t matter that there is some variation in task completion. 
What matters is that the project finishes on time.

If you allow task completion dates to vary, some will finish 
early, some will finish a bit late, and the variations will average out. 
Otherwise, you will always finish late.

In other words, this means that estimates should be based on 
that typical driving time, rather than the worst case.

Consensual Estimating

What do you when you have no history? You could hold a wet string 
up and see how long it takes to dry, multiply the result by 33, and 
divide by 6. That is called an estimating algorithm.

Of course, I’m joking.
A lot of people are now using consensual estimating. It works 

like this. For each of the tasks in your WBS, you ask several indi-
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viduals who know something about that task to estimate how long 
it will take, independently of each other. Then you have a meeting 
in which you compare estimates. Suppose that for a single task you 
had a result like that shown in Figure 8.19.

Notice that there are three individuals in fairly close agree-
ment, and one whose number is considerably lower. It would be 
tempting to throw out the low number and go with the majority. 
But that’s not a good idea. What you want to do is understand why 
the difference exists, so you discuss the issues affecting the task. As 
you do so, the person who estimated low may revise his estimate 
upward.

Conversely, the majority may realize that they missed some-
thing that the other individual thought of, and they may revise their 
estimates downward.

Whatever the case, they ultimately are asked to choose a num-
ber that they can all support. Notice they aren’t asked to totally 
agree with the number. You almost never get total agreement in a 
group. What you want is that they will all support a single estimate. 
This is the practical meaning of the word consensus.

F I G U R E  8.19

The Distribution of Several Estimates for a Single Task
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There are four major advantages of using this approach:

1. No one person is “on the hook” for the estimate. If it turns 
out to be significantly off, no individual will get chastised 
for it.

2. Inexperienced members of the team learn from the others, 
and their ability to estimate improves.

3. Collectively, the team members are more likely to think of 
all the factors that may affect the time required to do the 
task than would be true of any individual.

4. You will have higher commitment to the estimate than 
would be true if an individual produced it.

The seeming downside is that this will take much longer than 
if an individual did each estimate. But this isn’t true. The cost of tak-
ing more time to refine the estimates will be more than paid for by a 
successful project. When you consider the high cost of a late project, 
you find that good planning is a bargain.

Calendar- Time Estimates

I have suggested that you use working- time estimates to plan a 
project. However, if you ask a person, “How long will it take you 
to do a report for me?” the person will most likely tell you, “Oh, I 
should be able to do that within a week.”

She knows it is about two hours of actual work, but because 
she has a lot of work to do, it will take her a week to get to it. So she 
gives you a calendar- time estimate.

Do you really care about the actual working time? After all, 
isn’t it the calendar time that is really important?

Actually, you need both. You need the actual working time 
to work out labor costs, and you need the calendar time to predict 
project completion. In fact, if she tells you that the report will be 
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done in a week, and you need it sooner, you will ask her to give 
it a higher priority so that she can do it in a couple of days. You 
are always juggling trade- offs between working time and calendar 
time, so you have to ask both questions when you ask for estimates.

CLARIFYING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

I said earlier that you can’t estimate task durations unless you begin 
with the assumption of a resource, either by name or at least by skill 
level. Once you have assigned resources to all activities, fill out a 
responsibility chart like the one in Figure 8.20 so that everyone can 
tell at a glance who is responsible for each task.

GAINING COMMITMENT FROM RESOURCE PROVIDERS

In many projects, you don’t own your resources; they are provided 
by functional managers on a temporary basis. Once your imple-
mentation plan is complete, you should get it authorized (Step 8 
of The Lewis Method model). The necessary signatures should be 
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obtained in a project plan sign- off meeting, if possible. Circulating 
the plan through the interoffice mail to be signed almost always 
leads to problems—people tend to skim it instead of reading it, and 
their commitments don’t hold up later on. They should be clear that 
their signatures indicate their commitment to provide resources 
when they say, in the quantities they say.

I am generally against a lot of red tape in projects. However, 
there is a principle in psychology called commitment and consis-
tency, which says that when a person makes a commitment to 
something, she generally behaves in a way that is consistent with 
the commitment. So requiring signatures on a plan is one way to 
get contributors to commit to the plan. The other way, which was 
mentioned earlier, is to have them participate in developing the 
plan. Otherwise, they have no commitment to it and are likely not 
to support it.

DEVELOPING THE PROJECT BUDGET

Developing a budget is implied in everything that has been dis-
cussed up to now. Once you estimate how long tasks will take, you 
can multiply the amounts of time by labor rates and develop your 
labor budget. When you need materials, capital equipment, or out-
side services for some part of the WBS, you can estimate these and 
include them in your budget. If you start at the lowest level in the 
WBS and add the costs for each category (labor, capital equipment, 
and so on), and continue working up toward the top of the WBS, 
you will eventually have total costs for the project.

Repeating what I said previously, this shows why the WBS is 
the most important tool of project management. No other tool pro-
vides the means for developing a total project budget. Furthermore, 
if the budget exceeds what you want to spend on the project, you 
have a convenient way of analyzing the project to identify compo-
nents that can be eliminated, thus reducing the scope, so that the 
project can be completed for the desired amount.
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Labor Cost Estimates

Labor cost estimates are also known as budgeted cost of work 
scheduled (BCWS), or planned value (PV). When you start working 
on the project, you will compare the actual costs of work performed 
(ACWP, or simply AC) to the planned value to determine spend-
ing variances. You can also compare earned value (or budgeted cost 
of work performed, BCWP, also referred to as EV) to the planned 
value figures to determine schedule variance. This will be covered 
in detail in Chapter 12.

Note that the true cost of labor is not simply the salary that you 
pay an individual. The real cost is the loaded labor rate. This is the 
labor rate to which has been added the cost per hour of overhead. 
You have to pay for your facility, equipment used to do work, and 
so on. Loaded labor rates are often significantly higher than direct 
salaries.

Contingencies

In addition to labor, materials, capital equipment, and outside ser-
vice costs that go into a project budget, you may also include some 
buffer or padding to cover risks. These are called contingencies, and 
the two kinds of contingencies that are normally placed in project 
budgets will be discussed in detail in Chapter 11.

Fiscal Budgeting of Projects

Many organizations try to budget projects on a fiscal basis, even 
though the job spans several years. This creates a host of problems. 
The main reason is that these same organizations often practice a 
ridiculous budgeting system in which a department that does not 
spend all of its budgeted funds in a given fiscal year loses those 
funds the next year. This practice should have been outlawed years 
ago, but it persists. The result is that organizations try to find ways 
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to spend every penny they have budgeted so that they won’t lose it. 
This creates huge amounts of waste.

Furthermore, as I mentioned earlier in this chapter, project 
budgets are based on estimates, whereas department budgets are 
based on head counts, history, and projections. These estimates can 
usually be within a few percent. Project budgets typically have tol-
erances of ±10 to 20 percent, so to expect them not to vary is ludi-
crous.

Project schedules are dynamic, not static, so as they acceler-
ate or fall behind, spending likewise varies, making the total vari-
ance of project spending very large. Cutting the funding of a project 
because all monies were not spent in the fiscal year demonstrates a 
lack of understanding of the dynamic nature of projects!
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In the first three editions of this book, I demonstrated how to do 
network computations in the main body of the book. However, 
with the ready availability of cost- effective scheduling software, 
almost nobody does such calculations manually any more. I do 
believe that you should understand how they are done, or else you 
won’t understand what the software is telling you. For that reason, 
beginning with the fourth edition of the book, I moved scheduling 
computations to an Appendix, which is where it remains in this 
edition.

This chapter will concentrate on the practical creation of a 
schedule using software, and on managing resources, which is the 
major problem that you will encounter in developing your schedule.

Project Scheduling

9 C H A P T E R
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THE BASICS OF SCHEDULING

Before we go any further, let’s make sure you are familiar with all of 
the terms and concepts of scheduling. If you are absolutely sure that 

you know this material, 
feel free to skip to the 
next section. Otherwise, 
read on.

Until about 1960, 
projects were scheduled 
using bar charts. Henry 
Gantt worked out a sys-
tem of notation for cre-
ating such charts and 

using them to report progress, so they are commonly called Gantt 
charts. A simple example is shown in Figure 9.1.

This is the way Gantt charts were drawn before 1960. Notice 
that the chart gives no indication of whether Tasks B and C depend 

F I G U R E  9.1

A Simple Gantt Chart

How does a project get to be a 
year behind schedule? One day at 
a time.

—Fred Brooks
System 360 Chief Designer, IBM
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on the completion of Task A or whether they just coincidentally 
start when A is completed. This means that if Task A slips, we can’t 
tell what impact it will have on subsequent tasks.

For that reason, a method of showing such dependencies was 
developed in the late 1950s. The relationships among tasks were 
shown using arrow diagrams. Two different forms were devel-
oped. One was called critical path method (CPM), and the other 
was called program evaluation and review technique (PERT). The 
difference between the two systems is that PERT makes use of a 
calculated task duration and allows you to estimate probabilities of 
completing work, whereas CPM just makes use of estimated task 
durations with no regard for probabilities.

Both systems allow you to determine which series of activities 
(or path) in a project will take the longest time to complete. When 
the project is scheduled to end at the point where the critical path 
ends, it will have no latitude. Shorter paths, however, will have lati-
tude, which is called either slack or float. The slack or float provides 
some protection from unexpected events or from inaccurate esti-
mates. You never want to have a schedule that has no float, as the 
risk that you won’t meet 
your completion date is 
extremely high.

In addition to there 
being two systems, there 
are two forms of notation. 
One is called activity-
on- arrow (AOA), and the 
other is called activity- 
on- node (AON). In AOA 
notation, the arrow rep-
resents the work to be 
done, and the circle represents an event—either the beginning of an-
other activity or the completion of a previous one. This is shown in 
Figure 9.2.

Critical path: a path that has 
no float and is the longest path 
through the project
Float or slack: any path shorter 
than the critical path will have 
latitude, which is commonly called 
either float or slack.
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For AON notation, a box (or node) is used to show the task 
itself, and the arrows simply show the sequence in which work is 
done. This is shown in Figure 9.3.

Since both systems get the same schedule results, it makes no 
difference which one is used. However, most software produces 
only one of them, and it is usually AON. A few programs, such as 
Primavera, allow you to choose the system you prefer.

Arrow diagrams allow you to determine whether it is possible 
for a task to start at a certain time. When you create a large sched-

F I G U R E  9.2

Activity- on- Arrow Notation

F I G U R E  9.3

Activity- on- Node Notation
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ule using bar charting, you may inadvertently show tasks starting 
before a predecessor is finished, and if this isn’t possible, then your 
schedule won’t work. This was one of the main reasons why CPM 
and PERT were created in the first place. So, if you want to create 
a schedule that will work, you should always work out the interde-
pendencies among all of the activities in a project.

However, you don’t want to give people an arrow diagram to 
use as a working tool. These diagrams are too hard to read. The 
bar chart is a much better working tool because it is simple to read. 
Fortunately, all scheduling software will produce a bar chart for 
you. Be careful, though. 
One common error that 
people make is to tell the 
software that every task 
must start on a certain 
date and end on a certain 
date, and if these conflict 
with what is naturally 
going to happen based 
on task dependencies, the software will just regurgitate your input, 
and you will be left with a useless schedule. The software itself is 
designed to tell you when tasks will start and end, based on their 
durations, resource allocations, and interdependencies. If you tam-
per too much with dates, you will have a garbage- in–garbage- out 
situation.

Furthermore, if you 
don’t enter predecessor 
or successor information 
into your software, then 
it cannot work out your 
critical path and deter-
mine how much slack or 
float you have on noncritical paths. This approach relegates the soft-
ware to a presentation tool at best, and only allows you to document 
your failures.

Be careful not to enter too many 
“must- start- on” and “must- end- on” 
dates into your schedule, or you 
will create a schedule that simply 
won’t work.

You must enter dependencies in 
order for your software to work 
out where your critical path and 
float are.
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Although both CPM and PERT find the critical path and float in 
a project, the emphasis has always been on the critical path. However, 
in today’s world, the objective of project management is universally to 

complete a project in the 
minimum possible time, 
and this is a primary ad-
vantage of using arrow 
diagrams. The shortest 
possible schedule will be 
the one in which as many 
tasks as possible are done 
in parallel. This can only 

be calculated using a computer, as the resource allocation problem 
becomes formidable and the use of manual methods is nearly impos-
sible for all but the most trivial of networks.

Before You Use the Software

There is a great temptation to create a schedule by entering data 
into the templates provided by the software. There is a major flaw 
in this approach. You can see only a small segment of a large project 
schedule on the screen, and if activities have predecessors or suc-

cessors that are off the 
screen, it can be almost 
impossible to determine 
what they are.

A better approach 
is to either sketch the 
network on paper or use 

Post- it® notes on a whiteboard to work out the logic. A major ad-
vantage of this method is that a group can participate, and mem-
bers can see possibilities that you may miss if you do the schedule 
individually. Then, once the logic is worked out to everyone’s 
satisfaction, you can have someone transcribe the network into 

The real advantage of network 
diagramming is to help you find 
all the places where work can be 
done in parallel, thus creating the 
shortest possible schedule.

You should construct the schedule 
on paper before entering it into 
your computer.
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your scheduling software and let the computer generate dates for 
 activities.

In creating a schedule this way, follow this guideline: if two 
tasks can be done in parallel from a logical standpoint, draw them 
that way. It is tempting to consider resource limitations while con-
structing a schedule, but if you do, it will take you forever to work 
out the network, and you may have tied your hands unnecessarily.

For example, suppose I have assigned Mary to two tasks that 
can logically be done in parallel. When I start constructing my 
schedule, I decide that it won’t be possible to do the work in paral-
lel, since Mary can’t do two things at the same time. So I draw them 
in series instead.

But who says that Mary must do both of them? Perhaps Jane 
can do one of them and Mary can do the other. That will produce a 
shorter schedule than if the two tasks are done in series.

In addition, suppose one task has a 10-day duration and the 
second has a 5-day duration. They are parallel, but the 10-day task 
also has 5 days of float. Thus, these two tasks can be done in series 
without impacting project completion, and Mary can do both of 
them. This is shown in Figure 9.4.

A little thought reveals that following this rule means that 
you are adopting a hidden assumption that you have unlimited 
resources—which, naturally, you don’t. So you find that you have 
double- and triple- scheduled members of your team.

Not a good rule, you say.
True, but think about it this way. An unlimited- resource 

schedule will produce the shortest possible schedule. Since most 
projects are assigned an end date from the beginning, if you create 
an unlimited- resource schedule and it won’t meet the imposed end 
date, then you are in trouble before you do any work, and you may 
as well know it. You know it will only get worse when you factor in 
your limited fund of resources.

The important point is that the software enables everyone to see 
what possibilities exist for a project and to make informed decisions 
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about trade- offs. Remember, you are always constrained by PCTS, 
and if you can’t meet the required time with the available resources 
(this equates to cost), then you will have to find more help, reduce 
scope, or—heaven help you—reduce performance (quality of work). 
The latter is generally unacceptable, but it is what your team members 
may do if you don’t give them relief from time or scope constraints.

SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES

I have mentioned elsewhere that there are lots of people who think 
that project management is just scheduling. If they provide you 
with a software program, they have made you into an instant proj-
ect manager—or, at the very least, into a scheduler. Of course, this 
couldn’t be further from the truth.

The software can’t work out dependencies for you. That is 
something that you must do yourself. Nor can it tell you how long a 
task will take. All it can do is computations. It is a tool, and unless 
you know how to deal with the various issues in a project, all that 
tool can do is help you document your failures with great precision.

F I G U R E  9.4

Schedule with Mary on Both Tasks
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In fact, we have given thousands of individuals powerful 
scheduling software without training them how to manage. This is 
like giving someone a fantastic accounting program when the per-
son doesn’t know the difference between a debit and a credit and 
expecting the software 
to turn him or her into a 
skilled accountant.

One huge advan-
tage of using software 
is that it will drop out 
weekends, holidays, and 
vacation periods for em-
ployees, and tell you the 
actual dates on which ac-
tivities should start and 
finish. Doing calendar computations manually is an onerous task, 
and the software is worth its weight in gold just for this alone.

Giving a person a powerful 
scheduling software program when 
he knows nothing about project 
management just allows him to 
document his failures with great 
precision!
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Resource Leveling

As I have said earlier, a schedule is initially developed under the 
assumption of unlimited resources. Once this is done, the software 
can show you where you have overloaded your resources. If there 
is enough float in your schedule, it can make use of that float to 
schedule tasks so that resources are no longer overloaded and the 
end date can be met. This is called time- critical resource allocation. 
The software is instructed to level resources without slipping the 
already determined end date. It will then make use of task float to 
delay activities until resources become available, but it will delay a 
task only to the point at which it runs out of float. To delay it any 
further would cause the end date to be missed.

However, if there is insufficient float in the schedule to level 
resources completely, the software can be instructed to relieve the 
overloads, even if it means sliding out the end date. This is called 
resource- critical allocation. Under this condition, you may find 
that a schedule that was going to end in December 2011 under the 
unlimited- resource assumption is now going to end in the year 2021 
because it is starved for resources.
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Clearly, this is an unacceptable solution. Nobody is going to 
accept a schedule that is going to take so long to complete. So what 
good is the resource- critical method?

Simple: it creates a moment of truth.
It alerts everyone to what is going to happen to a project if 

something isn’t done. More help is needed, scope must be reduced, 
or performance requirements must be relaxed; otherwise the proj-
ect will take forever.

The advantage is partly psychological. In the days before soft-
ware, when we had this problem, we had no credibility with our 
managers when we told them about the problem.

“I need more help,” you would tell your boss.
“Quit whining and get the job done,” the boss would snarl.
And all too often, you pulled it off.
And shot yourself in the foot in the process.
Why?
Because your boss expected you to pull it off the next time. 

After all, you’d just proved that you didn’t need all the help that 
you claimed you needed. Your boss concluded that you were just 
whining.

Please don’t misunderstand me. I have no objection to pulling 
off a miracle once in a while. But I don’t want it to become the expec-
tation for all time to come. After all, how did I pull it off this time? 
Through blood, sweat, and tears. Every member of the team put in 
extraordinary effort to meet the end date. You don’t want them to 
have to do that on every project, because it may not work next time. 
So if I get shot in the foot, my company may be set up for a fall next 
time around.

Using software to do a what- if schedule gives you more cred-
ibility. We all know that computers simply output garbage when we 
input garbage, but it is calculated garbage, and thus more believable! 
That is a psychological advantage that you never had in the days 
before software.
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Guidelines for Minor and Major Increments in a Schedule

You may fall into the trap of scheduling work in more detail than 
you can manage. This is especially tempting when you are using 
scheduling software. After all, the software can compute virtually 
any kind of network you create.

Sure, but can you do the work as scheduled?
I know about this trap. I have made most of the mistakes you 

can make in managing projects. I got carried away and scheduled 
work in increments of days. The only problem was that we couldn’t 
control the work that accurately, so before I could get the schedule 
published, it was off, and my boss was on my back because I had 
already missed a scheduled date. The net result was that I spent all 
my time managing the schedule rather than letting the schedule 
help me manage the project.

The first guideline, then, is to never schedule work in more 
detail than you can control. For some tasks this means that you can 
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schedule to the nearest hour. Projects to overhaul power genera-
tors are sometimes scheduled to this level of detail, because they 
have enough history to know how long each task will take, and also 
because getting the generator back on line as quickly as possible is 
very important.

For others, scheduling to the nearest day is all that can be con-
trolled, and in some cases, the nearest week is adequate. In large 
projects that last several years, you may find work being scheduled 
to the nearest month.

As for major durations, the first rule is that no task should have 
a duration greater than four to six weeks. Furthermore, you must 
have a marker that indicates when the task is actually complete, and 
this can be very difficult with nontangible tasks—that is, those that 
have no tangible deliverables. When there is no specification or de-
liverable that indicates task completion, then you must use some 
kind of exit criteria. As an example, the work is examined and a 
“pass- fail” judgment is made. This is totally qualitative, but it is 
the only thing you have 
where aesthetics are in-
volved.

The rule about four- 
to six- week increments 
applies to long- duration 
tasks. It is especially use-
ful to apply to outside 
vendor projects, such as 
long- lead capital equip-
ment. It is a good idea to require your vendors to report progress 
on their projects in minimum increments of four to six weeks, and 
the progress report must go beyond an affirmation that the work is 
on schedule. You must require that they report progress using some 
method such as earned value tracking (see Chapter 12), or, if this is 
not possible, then they should use exit criteria to ensure that their 
progress is really what they say it is.

Guidelines
No task should have a duration 
greater than four to six weeks. For 
knowledge work, the maximum 
duration should be one to three 
weeks.
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The next rule applies to engineering, programming, and other 
knowledge work, in which there may be no tangible deliverables. 
For such work, the rule is that work should be scheduled in maxi-
mum increments of one to three weeks. This is very important to 
enforce, or you can bet that such work will reach 90 percent comple-
tion and stay there forever. The progress report for knowledge work 
invariably looks like the graph shown in Figure 9.5.

This is actually a universal graph. Here’s how it is generated. 
Suppose the work is supposed to take 10 weeks to complete. This is 
by agreement with the person doing the work. At the end of the first 
week, you check on progress.

F I G U R E  9.5

Progress Graph for Knowledge Work
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“How’s your project work going?” you ask.
“Fine,” says the person.
“I can’t plot ‘fine,’ ” you say. “I need to know what percent 

complete the job is.”
Now what do you think she will tell you?
You guessed it. It’s the end of the first week on a 10-week job, 

so she must be 10 percent complete.
And at the end of the second week?
Right again. She will be 20 percent complete.
This is called reverse- inferential progress reporting, and it is a 

method that people use when they can’t tell exactly how much they 
have actually done.

Now you notice that when the work reaches around 80 or 90 
percent complete, the graph turns horizontal. One of two things has 
happened. Either the person has had an existential crisis, which 
means that she discovers the part of the iceberg that’s underneath 
the water (that is, all the work she has to do that she has forgotten), 
or she is in the debugging phase of her design work. If it is an ice-
berg problem, she will have to show that she is really only perhaps 
50 percent complete—which means that she will have to report neg-
ative progress. This is shown in Figure 9.6.

However, we know that we can’t report negative progress 
because senior managers get very agitated if we do this. The best 
alternative is to report only that progress is stalled.

In the situation where debugging has started, it is common 
to pass the deadline and then find the solution to the problem, so 
that the work is completed in one simple step. This is shown in 
Figure 9.7.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

If you are going to manage resources in a project, you have to spec-
ify who is working on each task and at what allocation level. When 
you do this, be careful. Microsoft Project operates differently from 
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other scheduling software in how it treats allocation level and task 
duration.

If you specify that a task duration is 10 working days and that 
Ron is working on the task half- time (50 percent would be what 
you specify), most software programs will leave the task duration 
at 10 days. The calendar duration is treated as fixed, or as being the 
same as the working time minus any weekends or holidays that 
may intervene. With MS Project, however, you get a different result. 
Project will change the duration to 20 calendar days. The assump-
tion is that the duration of the task is variable, meaning that the cal-
endar duration depends on the rate at which the person works on 
the task. You can change the default so that Project works like other 

F I G U R E  9.6

Graph Showing Negative Progress
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programs, treating task durations as fixed. However, there is a cer-
tain logic to the Project default. Ideally, you should always estimate 
working time and convert to calendar time in exactly the way that 
Project does it.

In any case, be careful that you assign the correct resource 
availability or you will get an invalid result. For example, I had a 
fellow tell me that his company had always assigned people to tasks 
on the assumption that they were working on projects about 80 per-
cent of the time. When they continuously missed project deadlines, 
the company did a time study to determine what was really hap-
pening. To do this, they had people log their time once an hour for 
two weeks and then analyzed the logs. To the company’s surprise, 

F I G U R E  9.7

Graph Showing Progress Being Completed in One Step
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they found that people were working on projects only 25 percent of 
the time, not the 80 percent that had been assumed! This meant that 
schedules were off by a factor of 3 because of the incorrect alloca-
tion assumption.

This is a common cause of problems. The only time you ever 
get 80 percent availability from people is when they are tied to their 
workstations, and the only people for whom this is true are factory 
workers. You may get close to 80 percent availability from them, 
but for knowledge workers—who aren’t tied to their workstations—
you’ll never get such a high level. It is more likely to be around 50 
or 60 percent.

The thing is, you have to know what that number is if you are 
going to schedule work correctly. So it helps to do a time study, 
as was described above, to determine that level. Have people log 
their time once an hour—it need not be more often—to discover 
their true availability. If the number seems too low, then you have 
to remove the causes.
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Major Causes of Reduced Availability

There are two major causes of reduced resource availability. One is 
having people work on too many projects at the same time, and the 
other is overallocation of people to their work. When people have 
to work on more than one project at the same time, they constantly 
have to shift back and forth between them. This is called multitask-
ing. The trouble is, every time a person “shifts gears,” to use the 
normal expression, it takes time for that person to remember where 
he or she was, get the work in place, and so on. This added time 
is called setup time in manufacturing, and remember, we learned 
years ago that setup time is total waste. Setup time adds no value 
to the product. So, in manufacturing, an effort has been made to 
reduce setup time as much as possible or to eliminate it altogether 
by running a process continuously.

Think about it this way. Suppose you are sitting at your desk 
working and the phone rings. You answer it. The person says, 
“Sorry, I have the wrong number,” and you hang up.
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“Now where was I?” you think.
You have completely lost your train of thought. Time manage-

ment experts say that you will typically lose 10 to 15 minutes every 
time you get interrupted, so if you get four phone calls in an hour, 
you may easily lose the entire hour!

So let’s assume that each time you switch from one project to 
another, you add 15 minutes setup time to each task. As an example, 
suppose you had planned to work on a single project task all day. 
You could finish the task in that single eight- hour day if you could 
just work on it continuously.

However, if you are working on several projects, you will be 
expected to share your time between them, and if you get no more 
than one hour of uninterrupted work at a time, your eight- hour task 
will take at least nine hours and forty- five minutes. This is shown 
in Figure 9.8.

We assume that all tasks have some setup time built in, so 
we add 15 minutes for each time the task is stopped and restarted. 
That is seven increments above the single eight- hour block, so it 
adds one hour and forty- five minutes of setup time, rather than 
two hours.

I can almost guarantee you that this task will actually take 
10 to 12 hours to complete, rather than the original 8 hours. The 15 
minutes of setup time is a very conservative number.

F I G U R E  9.8

Eight- Hour Task Performed in One- Hour Increments
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Queuing and Resource Availability

The second major cause of reduced availability is overallocation of 
people to their work. To understand this, we need to understand 
the basics of queuing theory. You may never have studied queuing 
theory, but I can assure you that you have experienced it. Every 
time you try to get onto a busy highway at rush hour, you experi-
ence the effects of queuing.

As an example, Raleigh, North Carolina, has a beltway around 
the city. At rush hour, you can bet that the beltway is packed with 
cars, all doing 60 to 70 miles an hour. In fact, let’s assume that the 
cars are packed so tightly that you couldn’t put another car on the 
road if your life depended on it.

No problem. Everyone is happy.
How can this be?
No one wants onto the beltway, and no one wants off.
Of course, you realize that this is a fictitious condition that 

could exist only in a steady- state universe—one that may have been 
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approximated about 1800, when people weren’t in as much of a 
hurry as they are today.

Today, we live in a turbulent universe. Everyone wants to be 
where they are going 10 minutes ago.

So suppose someone wants onto this bumper- to- bumper belt-
way. If no one gets off, how long will it take this interloper to get 
onto the beltway?

You guessed it. It will take forever!
Queuing theory shows how long you must wait to get access to 

a system as a function of how fully it is already loaded. The curves 
look something like the one in Figure 9.9. Notice that, by definition, 
a system can’t be loaded beyond 100 percent. It doesn’t matter. At 
100 percent, you have to wait forever to get access to the system, just 
as our driver has to wait to get onto the beltway.

Okay, what does this have to do with projects?

F I G U R E  9.9

Waiting Time as a Function of System Loading
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First, let’s think about a practical application of queuing the-
ory. Manufacturing people have known for a long time that you 
shouldn’t load a factory more than about 85 percent on the average. 
You may exceed that level occasionally, but if you consistently stay 
higher than 85 percent, you are asking for big trouble, because if 
anything out of the ordinary happens—a machine breaks down, or 
someone calls in sick, or a supplier is late delivering materials—you 
are already so high on the curve that your waiting time goes to for-
ever in a heartbeat.

However, we don’t load people to 85 percent. We load them 
to 120 percent. We know that if we loaded them to only 85 percent, 
they would sit around and do nothing during that 15 percent of free 
time, and that would be costly, so we make certain that they have 
no free time. This is commonly called “being lean and mean”—a 
biological metaphor. The question is, do you want to get rid of all 
of your body fat? No way. You want some for reserve energy. The 
same is true of an organization. Carrying lean and mean too far is 
shortsighted.

When you have no reserve capacity, you can’t respond to sur-
prises, glitches, or even opportunities. And since Murphy’s Law guar-
antees that there will be 
some glitches in every 
project, you can also be 
sure that there will be de-
lays caused by queuing 
and that the result will be 
a late project.

Every organization should have some reserve capacity if it is 
to be able to respond to turbulence. But tell that to senior managers 
who believe that lean and mean is the correct way to fly!

Beginning around 1995, a few people had begun to realize that 
the lean- and- mean paradigm had gone too far. Downs (1996) was 
a downsizing consultant until he realized this. His book Corporate 
Executions goes into far greater detail about the pitfalls of going too 

No system should be loaded 
beyond 85 percent capacity for 
very long.
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far with cutting fat from an organization than is possible to cover 
in this chapter.

And what do you do about setup time?
You reduce it by prioritizing projects.
As a general rule, no one should be working on more than two 

or three projects. Ideally, a person would work on a single project 
until it is completed and then shift to the next job.

Can this really be justified?
You bet.
When I first realized this, I was working with a company that 

was having difficulty getting new products released. They would 
go along for most of the year, and nothing would be released. Then 
headquarters would call and ask why no new products had come 
out the back door.

“We’re working on them,” would be the response.
“Well, we want to see something get to market by the end of 

the year,” headquarters would say.
So there would be a 

big push to release all of 
the products that were in 
various states of comple-
tion, and the company 
would turn out 10 or 12 
new products near the 
end of the year.

Do you know what happens when you release that many prod-
ucts in December?

Absolutely nothing.
Manufacturing can’t get set up to make them, and even if it 

could be done, the salespeople couldn’t sell them.
But let’s pretend that they could both make them and sell them, 

and let’s assume that they were able to sell all of those new products 
during the entire month of December. If that happened, you would 
have a sales graph like the one in Figure 9.10.

You can do anything, but you 
can’t do everything!

—From the cover of Fast Company,
May 2000
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I said to the managers at this company, “You need to prioritize 
your projects. Work on them one at a time and get them out the back 
door so that they start selling sooner.”

It took nearly three years to make it happen, but by that time, 
the company was releasing a new product every month or so. That 
is, they had a steady stream of new products entering the market.

The result can be shown in another graph, superimposed on 
the one from Figure 9.10. As you can see, if a new product comes out 
at the beginning of the year, and we assume flat sales, you get the 
rectangle labeled Product 1. The next month, Product 2 is released, 
again with flat sales throughout the year. Then Product 3 comes out, 
and so on. This is shown in Figure 9.11.

F I G U R E  9.10

Sales for All Products in December
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As the graph indicates, the sales for the year approximate a 
triangle. The area under the triangle shows the units of money mul-
tiplied by time. This is called the time value of money or interest or 
cost of capital. So which figure has the greatest area, the rectangle 
for the month of December or the triangle for the entire year? It’s a 
no- brainer. The triangle has considerably greater value to the com-
pany than the rectangle.

This demonstrates that the only economically viable approach 
that a company can take is to prioritize its projects. To have “all the 

F I G U R E  9.11

Sales for a Constant Stream of New Products
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balls in the air” at once is to confuse activity with progress. When 
you ask a manager what must be done first, and she tells you, “It all 
has to be done,” she is overlooking the time value of money and its 
impact on the organization.

Think of this in reverse: when you are late to market with a 
new product, you have lost both the revenue that would have been 
generated by sales during that period and the cost of capital as-
sociated with it. That is why it is so important to complete projects 
on time.

CONCLUSION

In closing, let me say that if you follow the guidelines in this chap-
ter, your schedules will be more workable. The only thing you have 
to worry about is whether your estimates of task durations are real-
istic, and these can usually be improved through consensual esti-
mating.

Whatever approach you take, the schedule should be used to 
help you manage the project, not make you a slave to software.
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According to the PMBOK® GUIDE, “project communications 
management is the Knowledge Area that employs the processes 
required to ensure timely and appropriate generation, collection, 
distribution, storage, retrieval, and ultimate disposition of project 
information” (PMBOK® GUIDE 2008, p. 23). Communications man-
agement has to do with determining who needs information, when 
they need it, and how it will be transmitted. It does not include the 
act of communicating itself, although this is certainly an important 
area with which every project manager should be familiar. The 
art of communication is not specific to project management, and it 
deals with such things as how to write effectively; whether to com-
municate orally or in writing; sender- receiver models, such as bar-
riers to communication; and so on.

Managing Project 
Communications

10C H A P T E R

This chapter is largely taken from Lewis and Dudley, 2005.
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Every project plan should include a communications plan that 
addresses these issues. The importance of such a plan cannot be 
overstated. Projects live or die by the flow of information, and many 
problems occur simply because various stakeholders are not kept 
informed. John Cashman, who flew the first 777 airplane, told me 
that the team developed a communications plan early in the pro-
gram. The result was people saying, “Oh, that’s why they’re doing 
that. I wondered about that.” Furthermore, they referred to the big 
jet as “our airplane.” Being kept constantly informed gave them a 
sense of belonging to the entire team and a sense of ownership.

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

There are four primary processes for communications management 
listed in the PMBOK® GUIDE:

1. Communications planning. As stated earlier, this is deter-
mining the information needs of all stakeholders: who 
needs what information, how frequently they need it, and 
how it will be given to them.
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2. Information distribution. This is the process of making 
needed information available to those who need it in a 
timely manner.

3. Performance reporting. This involves collecting and dis-
tributing information on progress. It includes measuring 
progress, reporting status, and forecasting future results.

4. Administrative closure. This includes gathering information 
and generating and disseminating information about the 
closeout of a phase or the final project.

Communications Planning

Not all stakeholders to a project have the same needs for informa-
tion. The first step in communications planning is to identify all 
stakeholders and then survey them to determine their information 
needs. This will be discussed later in this chapter. Communications 
planning is often tied to organizational planning, since the orga-
nizational structure of the project will affect how information is 
disseminated. In addition, while this is not specifically covered by 
the PMBOK® GUIDE, as the size of a project team grows, so does 
the overhead cost of communication. This overhead can, in fact, be 
very substantial and can tax the project manager to keep everyone 
informed of what is going on. This is because the number of chan-
nels of communications is given by the following equation:

C = N(N – 1)/2

Inputs to Communications Planning
Communications Requirements  There is often a temptation to com-
municate everything to everyone (or nothing to anyone), but this 
can quickly become a significant burden. As was shown earlier, as 
the number of participants in a project grows, so does the num-
ber of channels over which information flows, and if the amount of 
information also increases, it can overwhelm the communications 
network. People then begin to suffer from information overload. It 
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is therefore important that only information that is necessary for 
the correct functioning of the project be disseminated, and only to 
those stakeholders who actually need it. Another way to think of 
this is that the only information that should be communicated is 
information that contributes to success, or that could lead to failure 
if it is not communicated. To determine communications require-
ments, you should consider the following:

 ■ The project organization and stakeholder responsibilities

 ■ Disciplines, departments, and specialties involved in the 
project

 ■ The number of individuals involved in a project and at 
what locations

 ■ External parties that want information, such as the media

Communications Technology
The methods used to convey information among all project stake-
holders can vary considerably, from brief, face- to- face encounters 
in the hallways, to formal meetings, to e- mail, Internet- accessible 
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databases, and videoconferencing. Some factors that may affect the 
communications plan include

 ■ Immediacy needs of stakeholders. That is, do some individuals 
need almost real- time information about the project, or can 
they use simple, periodic reports?

 ■ Availability of technology. Are the systems already in place, 
or would they have to be developed?

 ■ Skills of project team members. Will team members already 
have the skills required to operate the required technology, 
or must some training be provided?

 ■ Project duration. Will technology change over the life of the 
project, and if so, must these changes be incorporated into 
the project?

Constraints
Constraints are factors that will limit a project team’s options for 
communicating. For example, projects in which work is contracted 
out will require different communications from those in which all 
work is done internally.
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Assumptions
We discussed assumptions in Chapter 8, so these will not be con-
sidered in this chapter other than to say that all projects involve 
assumptions, which must be clarified to avoid later problems.

Tools and Techniques for Communications Planning
Stakeholder Analysis  It is important to understand the information 
needs of all stakeholders and ensure that they receive that informa-
tion in a timely manner, using the appropriate technology. Discus-
sion of stakeholders is covered in Chapter 6.

Outputs from Communications Planning
Communications Management Plan  Obviously the purpose of com-
munications management planning is to produce documents that 
prescribe how communications in the project are to be handled. 
This document will, of course, be a communications management 
plan. It should specify the following:

 ■ How information will be collected and filed, and in what 
format. What procedure will be used to update documents 
and ensure that everyone has the latest revision? This is 
very important, as failure to control revisions can lead to 
some members of the project team working with obsolete 
schedules, and other such problems. Usually a revision 
number is attached to a document, together with a date so 
that you can quickly determine whether the document is 
the most recent version.

 ■ The information to be collected and the format in which 
will it be distributed. What level of detail will be provided? 
Are there specific terms to be used in specific ways? If so, 
these should be identified.

 ■ Who receives what information, and how it will be dis-
tributed. Not all stakeholders need all information. There 
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must be a distribution matrix that specifies this. Examples 
of how information is distributed include written reports, 
meetings, and face- to- face verbal communication. In the 
case of widely dispersed teams, these may be supple-
mented by e- mail, teleconferencing, and so on. Documents 
may also be distributed electronically, using either PDF 
files or native files (doc, xls, msp, and so on).

 ■ A production and distribution schedule. How often will 
each kind of information be collected and distributed? In 
some projects, project status data is collected and distrib-
uted weekly. Others may use a monthly schedule.

 ■ A method of accessing information in between scheduled 
distributions.

 ■ A procedure for actually revising the communications 
plan itself as the need arises. An example would be that 
when stakeholders change, the distribution list must 
change.
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The communications plan may be very formal or informal, 
highly structured or not, as the needs of the project dictate.

Information Distribution

Perhaps this is obvious, but information has no value unless it 
reaches the appropriate individuals involved in the project. Fur-
thermore, that information must be in the proper format and must 
be timely. Often, because of flaws in the communications system, 
information reaches a person too late for him to act on it in the 
required manner. Also, even though the PMBOK® GUIDE does not 
discuss this, people in today’s world tend to suffer from informa-
tion overload, which can result in project communications being 
overlooked or ignored by the intended recipients. Information dis-
tribution involves implementing the communications plan and also 
responding to nonplanned requests for information.

Again, the PMBOK® GUIDE does not discuss distributing 
anything but information about work results. Nevertheless, stake-
holders are concerned about events that may affect the work, orga-
nizational changes, and other events that could impact the project 
either positively or negatively.

Tools and Techniques for Information Distribution
Communications Skills  Communication is a two- way street. It in-
volves not only the dissemination of information, but the receiving 
of it as well. The PMBOK® GUIDE says that the sender is responsible 
for ensuring that information is clear, unambiguous, and complete, 
and that the receiver is responsible for making sure that informa-
tion is received in its entirety and is understood correctly. I disagree 
with this, but if it is asked on the exam, give the PMBOK® GUIDE
answer.

Here is the problem. The receiver cannot be held responsible 
for communication. Only the sender has that responsibility. The 
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sender must ensure that the intended message was received and 
understood. An example of this is seen in air traffic control. I was 
flying into Chicago’s O’Hare airport on a United flight, and at the 
time United had an audio channel on which you could listen to air 
traffic. The controller told a pilot to descend to a certain altitude 
and fly 300 knots exactly. The pilot responded, “Roger. Descend to 
6000 and fly 300 or better.” The controller replied, “Negative. 300 
exactly!”

This is a system in which the receiver of the communication 
is expected to repeat back what he has heard, so that the sender 
can ensure that it was received correctly, and in this example the 
message was misunderstood. Had the controller not detected the 
misunderstanding, the plane would have been flying too fast, over-
taking traffic ahead of it, and this could have led to a disaster.

To make the point a little more strongly, how can the recipient 
of a communication know that she has misunderstood it? Clearly, 
she cannot. So the basic premise that we must remember as project 
managers is that responsibility for communication rests with the 
communicator, not with the recipient!

There are several dimensions to communications, and all of 
them can affect the ultimate outcome. These include

 ■ Written and oral, listening and speaking

 ■ Internal (that is, within the project) and external—to the 
customer, the media, the public, and so on

 ■ Formal (written reports, briefings, review meetings) and 
informal (casual memos, conversations in the hallway, and 
so on)

 ■ Vertical (up and down the organization hierarchy) and 
horizontal (with peers)

 ■ Information retrieval systems
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Many of us share the problem of trying to find information 
that we have filed away somewhere. Information can be shared in 
projects through a number of methods, including manual and elec-
tronic filing systems, databases, project management software, and 
other information systems. Some of the information that project 
stakeholders may need includes technical drawings, design speci-
fications, test plans, and personnel data. An information retrieval 
system should be designed so that people can access such informa-
tion in a timely manner.

Marvin Patterson, in his book Accelerating Innovation (1993), has 
argued that a reference librarian can be a big help to a project team 
that relies on processing information to develop new products. Such 
an individual can provide that information in a just- in- time (JIT) 
manner, thus improving the performance of the project team.

Information Distribution Methods  The ways in which project infor-
mation can be distributed are almost unlimited. Though not used 
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(much) any more, smoke signals, carrier pigeons, and telegraphy 
are all possibilities. On a serious note, the conventional methods 
include formal meetings, the grapevine, document distribution in 
either electronic or hard- copy format, e- mail, the project intranet, 
and so on.

Outputs from Information Distribution  Outputs from information dis-
tribution include project records, project reports, and project pre-
sentations.

Project records include memos; progress and status reports; 
purchase requisitions; correspondence; various documents describ-
ing the project, including revisions to the plan; and so on. These 
must be maintained in some organized fashion. A project note-
book (which may actually comprise a number of binders for large 
projects) is one way to do this. The advantage of a notebook is that 
you have everything in one place, and it can serve as a convenient 
resource when doing lessons- learned reviews later on.

Project reports are, of course, formal documents that detail proj-
ect status and/or issues that need attention or have been dealt with.

Project managers are often asked to make project presentations 
to various stakeholders to keep them up to date on what is happen-
ing with the project. In fact, research has shown that projects are 
often judged negatively when stakeholders are not kept informed 
and when the project is not presented in a good light. It is therefore 
useful to “sell” your project—that is, present it to key stakehold-
ers in the best possible light. The downside is that stakeholders can 
make heavy demands on project managers to keep them informed. 
I remember a project manager on a very large government project 
telling me that he spent about 60 percent of his time doing such pre-
sentations to members of Congress and several other stakeholders, 
so that, if he had not had a project administrator who handled the 
day- to- day management of the job, it would have gotten into serious 
trouble.
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Performance Reporting

Performance reporting involves the development and dissemina-
tion of documents and exhibits that show the status of the project at 
a given point in time. Typically, these are used to measure schedule 
and cost, but any number of other indicators—such as training, test-
ing, or other project objectives—can be included.

The process of performance reporting generally includes

 ■ Status reporting. Where does the project currently stand?

 ■ Progress reporting. What has been accomplished since the 
last status report?

 ■ Forecasting. What is expected to be accomplished in the next 
period?

Tools for performance reporting include

 ■ Performance reviews. These are typically meetings that are 
set up so that you can present the current status of the 
project. They can be formal or informal, and the depth of 
the content will depend on the audience. Senior manage-
ment reviews can be more general that those for the engi-
neering manager, although my experience is that senior 
managers cannot resist getting into the details, so be 
prepared.

 ■ Variance analysis. This involves comparing the actual value 
of an item to what that value should be at this time. The list 
of items to be measured should have been developed dur-
ing project plan development (covered in Chapter 8).

 ■ Trend analysis. This is tracking performance over time to 
see if things are improving or deteriorating. An example 
might be the number of bricks laid in a shift. Trend analy-
sis could point out problems with the supply or quality of 
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materials. Note that trend analysis extends over time, while 
variance analysis focuses upon a given point. You can, of 
course, track the variance over time.

 ■ Earned value analysis. Earned value analysis (also called 
earned value management in the PMBOK® GUIDE) is a 
method of tracking schedule and cost variances together. 
(I cover earned value analysis in great detail in Chapter 12, 
so I will not go into it here.)

The result of performance reporting is the actual documen-
tation that will be distributed and archived for future use. Other 
outcomes might include

 ■ Change requests. It may be that a change in direction or 
emphasis might result from your review. Perhaps more 
staff will be needed. This will improve the schedule at the 
expense of the budget. On the other hand, maybe things 
are going too well, and companion parts of the project will 
not be ready when you are finished.

 ■ Budget adjustments.

 ■ Scope additions or deletions.

 ■ Firing the project manager.

Performance reporting should be done routinely and should 
continue through administrative closure.

Administrative Closure

This is the process of documenting the results of your work to 
ensure that you have met all requirements and specifications. It 
should be done whenever a phase of the project is complete, and at 
the end of the project as well. This is valuable, since near the end 
of a project, team members are often reassigned and thus are not 
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available to participate. Some items to be considered during admin-
istrative closure include

 ■ Collecting and archiving all project documents, including 
final cost and schedule information.

 ■ Updating records and specifications to reflect what actu-
ally happened on the project.

 ■ Revising employee databases to reflect current skills and 
anticipate future training needs.

 ■ Developing the final project report, which will assess just 
how the project went and review the results of the project 
as it relates to the resulting product. Remember, well- run 
projects can produce lousy products!

 ■ Performing a lessons- learned review that includes all 
stakeholders and team members.
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When I first started teaching seminars in 1981, there were many 
managers who objected to discussions of risks because they con-
sidered this to be “negative thinking.” They believed that people 
should always think positively. What they didn’t understand is 
that there is a difference between being realistic and being either 
overly positive or overly negative. I don’t believe there are so 
many managers today 
who avoid discussing 
risks, because risk man-
agement is much more 
prevalent than it was in 
1981.

One of the single 
most important things 
you can do to ensure a 

Managing Risks

11C H A P T E R

There is a greater probability that 
things will accidentally go wrong 
than that they will accidentally go 
right.

—Murphy’s Law
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successful project is manage risks. A risk is anything that could ad-
versely affect your schedule, costs, quality, or scope. That is, a risk 
may impact your PCTS targets. Simply put, either you manage risks 
or they will manage you.

A supermacho mentality that doesn’t understand this still ex-
ists. “Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead” is an approach that 

sounds glamorous, but it 
can wreck your project.

I previously men-
tioned the manager who 
told me that he didn’t 
want me to suggest to 
his people that they pad 

their schedules. “I want them to be aggressive,” he said. As I have 
remarked, there is a difference between an aggressive schedule and 
a foolish one. To reiterate a previous example, if you are doing con-
struction work and are certain that weather could delay your proj-
ect, you would be derelict in your duty as a project manager by not 

Damn the torpedoes—full speed 
ahead!

—Admiral David Farragut
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addressing potential delays. You’d do so by allowing a bit longer for 
work to be completed than it would take if there were no weather de-
lays. This is called pad-
ding the schedule, and is 
proper risk management 
in construction.

In Step 4 of The 
Lewis Method, you are 
asked if SWOT and risks 
are okay. This was dis-
cussed briefly in Chap-
ter 7. You will note that Step 6 also asks if risks are okay. So, there 
are two specific places in a project where risk management is im-
portant—in planning strategy and in implementation planning. 
Actually, it is important that you constantly ask, “What might go 
wrong?” so that you can anticipate and deal with risks, even in the 
execution phase of the project.

What we anticipate seldom 
occurs. What we least expect 
generally happens.

—Benjamin Disraeli
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Also in Chapter 7, I pointed out that there is a difference 
between threats and risks. A risk is something that you can do 
yourself, such as having an accident, or that can happen to you in an 
impersonal way, such as bad weather. A threat, on the other hand, is 
something that will usually be done to you by some entity, whether 
a person or an organization. As an example, a threat to project suc-
cess is that a competitor beats you to market with a new product. 
In practice, it is okay to lump the two together for the purpose of 
analysis and contingency planning.

THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

There are three steps in the risk management process:

1. Identify risks and threats by asking, “What could go 
wrong?” or, “What kind of threats exist?”

2. Quantify threats and risks by assigning them a risk prior-
ity number (RPN).

3. Develop contingency plans to deal with risks that cannot 
be ignored.

Risk Identification

As I said earlier, you need to identify risks that may impact your 
strategy and your implementation plan. To revisit another example, 
if you are developing a new product using cutting- edge technol-
ogy, the possibility exists that you won’t be able to get the technol-
ogy to work. The more unproven the technology, the higher the 
probability that you will have difficulty. One way to manage such 
risk is to do a feasibility study to see if you can make the new tech-
nology work before you launch a full- scale development effort. If 
you can’t get the results you want, you can fall back on more proven 
technology.
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If you launch a development program using unproven tech-
nology and can’t make it work, the consequences are far more seri-
ous than if you do a feasibility study and reject the new approach. 
For one thing, it is more obvious to everyone that a feasibility study 
is a success regardless of the outcome. If you say yes, we can make 
it work, that is a success; but so is the negative result, because it 
will save you a lot of grief trying to make something work that 
can’t be done.

When you get to the implementation planning stage of your 
project, you again want to identify potential implementation prob-
lems. In this case, the WBS can be used to guide your thinking.

I previously used a yard project as an example of developing a 
WBS. That WBS is repeated in Figure 11.1.

Now, suppose I want to do risk management. For each task in 
the WBS, I ask, “What could go wrong?” Here are some examples 
for each task:
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1. Cleanup. The dump may be closed when we get there, so 
we have wasted time driving over there. The contingency 
would be to call and see if the dump is open.

2. Cut grass. It might rain while we are cutting the grass. 
The contingency would be to check the weather forecast 
and schedule the activity on a day when good weather is 
forecast.

3. Trimwork. You run out of string for your string trimmer. The 
contingency would be to keep a supply of string on hand.

4. Prepare equipment. Your mower runs out of gas. The con-
tingency would be to make sure you have plenty of gas 
before you start.

5. Trim hedge. You might trim unevenly, and the yard would 
look bad. The contingency would be to have someone who 
is more skilled at it do the trimming.

I have listed only one risk for each task. Clearly, more than one 
thing could go wrong on complex tasks, so you list all of them, then 
quantify them and deal with the more serious ones.

At this stage in planning, be careful that people don’t go into 
“analysis paralysis.” You will probably identify the most likely risks 
fairly quickly. Trying to find every single thing that could go wrong 
is unproductive. However, you should be careful not to reject a risk 
simply because you consider it highly unlikely to occur. As you will 
see in a subsequent section of this chapter, there are low- probability 
events that will have a very severe impact on the project if they do 
occur. These should never be ignored.

RISK QUANTIFICATION

We know that risks are not all equal in their impact on a project. 
The question is, how do you decide which ones you can ignore and 
which ones you should manage? The desired approach would be to 
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find some way to prioritize the risks. This can be done by calculat-
ing risk priority numbers (RPNs) for them. Three factors contribute 
to the RPN. First is the probability that the risk may occur. Second 
is the severity of the effect on the project if the risk should occur. 
And third is the question of whether you can detect the risk before 
it hits you.

This risk management methodology was worked out in an 
engineering discipline called failure mode effects analysis (FMEA). 
When designing a product, an engineer is supposed to identify pos-
sible modes of failure for various components and then ask what the 
severity of each failure may be and whether it can be detected. As 
an example, the dome light in your car may burn out, and you could 
have your transmission seize up. The probability of both occurrences 
may be very low. However, the severity of a dome light burning out 
is far lower than that of the transmission seizing up. Furthermore, 
you will know immediately if your transmission seizes up, but you 
may not know until you open your door at night that your dome 
light has burned out, since you may not notice it during the daylight.

To calculate RPNs, we use three tables. The first assigns a rank 
of 1 to 10 to probability, based on a logarithmic probability scale. 
The second table assigns a similar rank to severity, and the third 
does the same for detection.

In the original FMEA approach, detection means that you may 
or may not be able to tell that a failure has occurred in a product. 
For example, if you have manufactured a car that has a crack inside 
the engine block, you may not be able to detect that crack before the 
car leaves the factory. On the other hand, if a tire goes flat, that is 
easy to spot and correct before the car is shipped. If a fault can be 
detected with certainty, the number assigned is 1. If it absolutely 
can’t be detected, it gets a rank of 10.

The problem with this approach to detection is that it usually 
yields a 1 when it is used in project risk analysis, and so it loses its 
utility. I think a more helpful way to consider detection is to ask 
whether a failure mode can be detected before it happens.
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Table 11.1 is used to quantify risk probability.
Table 11.2 is used to quantify the severity of the failure. Finally, 

Table 11.3 is used to quantify detection capability.

Examples of RPN Calculation

An example that I find helpful for illustrating risk management 
is to assume that you are riding a bicycle from the East Coast to 
the West Coast of the United States. You identify several risks that 
could affect your trip and estimate the numbers shown in Table 11.4.

You will see that having a flat tire and being hit by a car both 
have RPNs of 200 points, which would imply that they are equal in 
importance. However, they are qualitatively very different. The RPN 
for having a flat tire is 200 points because the probability is high 
and detection capability is poor. Getting hit by a car has a very low 
probability, but high severity and poor detection. These two risks 

T A B L E  11.1

Probability of Occurrence

 Probability of occurrence Possible occurrence rates Rank

Very high: occurrence is almost certain ≥ 1 in 2 10

 1 in 3 9

High: repeated occurrences possible 1 in 8 8

 1 in 20 7

Moderate: occasional occurrences 1 in 80 6

 1 in 400 5

 1 in 2,000 4

Low: relatively few occurrences 1 in 15,000 3

 1 in 150,000 2

Remote: occurrence is unlikely ≤ 1 in 1,500,000 1
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demand very different responses. This is why we talk about risk 
management, not just risk identification.

As a general rule, any time severity is in the range of 8 to 10 points,
you should require that some step be taken to deal with the risk. 
This is especially important to consider when probability is low. 
People tend to ignore risks when they think that there is a very low 
likelihood of their occurrence.

The Challenger space shuttle disaster is a good example of 
this. Many of the members of the team responsible for the launch 

T A B L E  11.2

Severity of the Effect

 Effect Criteria: severity of effect Rank

Hazardous— Project severely impacted, possible cancellation,  10
without warning with no warning.

Hazardous— Project severely impacted, possible cancellation,  9
with warning with warning.

Very high  Major impact on project schedule, budget, or 8
performance; may cause severe delays, overruns, 
or degradation of performance.

High  Project schedule, budget, or performance impacted 7
significantly; job can be completed, but customer 
will be very dissatisfied.

Moderate  Project schedule, budget, or performance impacted 6
somewhat; customer will be dissatisfied.

Low  Project schedule, budget, or performance impacted 5
slightly; customer will be mildly dissatisfied.

Very low Some impact to project; customer will be aware of 4
 impact.

Minor Small impact to project; average customer will be 3
 aware of impact.

Very minor  Impact so small that it would be noticed only by a 2
very discriminating customer.

None No effect. 1
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believed that the probability of failure of the O- ring seals was very 
low. Perhaps it was. Nevertheless, the severity of failure was a 
10, as demonstrated by the fact that the explosion killed all of the 
astronauts aboard. Had the team considered severity and followed 
the rule, they would have delayed the launch until the tempera-
ture rose.

T A B L E  11.3

Detection Capability

 Detection Rank

Absolute uncertainty 10

Very remote 9

Remote 8

Very low 7

Low 6

Moderate 5

Moderately high 4

High 3

Very high 2

Almost certain 1

T A B L E  11.4

RPNs for a Bike Trip

Identified risk P S D RPN

Flat tire 10 2 10 200

Get hit by a car 2 10 10 200

Bad weather 10 2 2 40
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Of course, we now also have the Columbia shuttle disaster. The 
online Wikipedia says: “The loss of Columbia was a result of dam-
age sustained during launch when a piece of foam insulation the 
size of a small briefcase broke off the Space Shuttle external tank 
(the main propellant tank) under the aerodynamic forces of launch. 
The debris struck the leading edge of the left wing, damaging the 
Shuttle’s thermal protection system (TPS), which protects it from 
heat generated with the atmosphere during reentry. While Colum-
bia was still in orbit, some engineers suspected damage, but NASA 
managers limited the investigation, on the grounds that little could 
be done even if problems were found.”

This is certainly no forum for discussing whether this con-
tention was true, but it highlights the issue of severity in manag-
ing risks. It would seem that under the circumstances, it would 
have been prudent to keep Columbia in orbit longer to determine if 
another solution could be found, such as sending another shuttle up 
to make repairs.

For a complete discussion of how risks were managed in this 
situation, go to the following link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Space_Shuttle_Columbia_disaster.

The Challenger disaster is also a good example of groupthink, 
and CRM Learning (see the resources listed on my Web site) of-
fers a video that discusses this. Groups are particularly prone to ig-

nore risks when they are 
under pressure to get a 
job done, as was the case 
with Challenger. If you 
don’t remember the his-
tory, Christa  McAuliffe 
was supposed to ad-
dress Congress from 
space. This was a big po-

litical event, so the team felt pressured to launch on schedule. For 
more on groupthink and how to avoid it, see Chapter 15.

Regardless of the value of the 
RPN, when severity is high, you 
must do something to manage the 
associated risk.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Shuttle_Columbia_disaster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Shuttle_Columbia_disaster
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Develop Contingency Plans

As I stated earlier, it is not enough to identify and quantify risks. The 
idea is to manage them. There are a number of responses to risk:

1. Risk avoidance

2. Mitigation (reduction, such as using air bags)

3. Transfer (as in loss prevention through insurance)

4. Accommodate: accept and live with the risk

5. Ignore the risk (very dangerous)

Risk Avoidance
As my colleague Harvey Levine has said, it is better to avoid a risk 
than to have to manage it. Delaying the Challenger launch would 
have been risk avoidance. This is a trap for the obsessive “can- do” 
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manager. He drives on in the face of a risk and pays the conse-
quences later on.

Risk prevention is a special case of risk avoidance. Japanese 
manufacturing has for many years employed “foolproofing” as a 
risk avoidance strategy. The idea is to set up the assembly process so 
that it cannot be done incorrectly. One example was the auto plant 
that, when installing a gas tank in a car, would on occasion find that 

one of the four mounting 
brackets had not been 
welded onto the tank. 
The solution was to set 
up a fixture to hold the 
tank while the brackets 
were being welded onto 

it. Feelers were attached to detect the presence of the brackets. If any 
of the four brackets was not in place, the welding machine would 
not weld any of them.

In construction projects, we pad the schedule with rain- delay 
days, based on the weather history for the area and the time of year. 
This way, we avoid the risk that we will be delayed by bad weather. 
In engineering design, I mentioned the use of parallel design strat-
egies to avoid the possibility that the deadline might be missed 
because one strategy proves difficult to implement. In any project, 
risk aversion or avoidance might be the most preferable strategy to 
follow.

Mitigation or Severity Reduction
If we can think of contingencies in the event that a risk takes place, 
we may be able to mitigate its effect. Placing air bags in cars is an 
attempt to reduce the severity of an accident, should one occur. 
Stafford Beer (1981) has argued that seat belts and air bags in cars 
actually give drivers a false sense of security. We have defined the 
problem as protecting the driver from being harmed if she is in an 
accident. Beer argues that it would perhaps be better to redefine the 

The mouse that hath but one hole 
is quickly taken.

—George Herbert
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problem as how to keep a driver from having an accident in the first 
place (risk avoidance). He suggests that if we lined the dashboard of 
the car with spikes, making it very clear that an accident has serious 
consequences, we might give drivers incentive to be more careful. 
His suggestion is not without merit.

In projects that involve procurement, sole- sourcing is a risk to 
consider. The alternative is to second- source all procured parts or 
equipment. That way, if a supplier can’t deliver on time or at the 
specified price, the second supplier might be able to step in. This 
can be thought of as either risk avoidance or risk mitigation.

Temporary workers are used as backups for critical personnel 
who become ill or are injured. Overtime is used as a contingency 
when tasks take longer than estimated. This is one reason why over-
time should not be planned into a project to meet the original tar-
gets, if possible. Rather, it should be kept in reserve as a contingency.

Another possible contingency is to reduce scope to permit the 
team to meet the original target date and then come back later and 
incorporate the deferred work to finish the job.

Having a fire evacuation plan in a building can be thought of 
as both a contingency and a loss- prevention plan.

Transfer or Loss Prevention
Insurance is one way of protecting against loss in the event that a 
risk manifests itself. Having alternative sites available into which 
a group can move in the event of a disaster is a loss- prevention 
strategy. Backup personnel can also be thought of as loss avoidance. 
When a key person falls ill, if someone else can do the work, there 
will be no loss to the project. Of course, this is difficult to do with 
highly skilled personnel.

Cost Contingency
Cost contingency is also called management reserve. Unfortunately, 
it is misunderstood. Too often it is believed that management reserve 
is there to cover poor performance. This is incorrect. Management 
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reserve is a fund that is part of a project budget to cover the cost of 
unidentified work. All projects should have a work budget that cov-
ers the cost of identified work, and a management reserve to cover 
work that has not yet been identified. In addition, on projects that 
are paid for by a customer, there will be a component of the total 
job cost called margin. This is the intended profit for the job. Poor 
performance eats into margin, not into management reserve.

The management reserve account is not touched unless we 
identify new work that needs to be done. This is a change in scope, 
of course. At that point, money is transferred from the management 
reserve account into the work budget, and performance is subse-
quently tracked against the revised budget. A log should be main-
tained of all scope changes and their effect on the work budget, 
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management reserve, and margin (if the change has such an effect). 
In customer- funded projects, the customer may be required to pay 
for scope changes, and in that case there is no impact on the man-
agement reserve account.

Accommodate
Sometimes we just accept the fact that risk is present, and we take 
our chances. All of us do this when we drive a car or fly in an air-
plane. We know that there is a chance of an accident, but if we 
refused to accept that possibility, we would never get into a vehicle 
or a plane. This is not the same as ignoring a risk, which is covered 
next.

Ignore
This is different from accommodating a known risk. It is like put-
ting your head in a hole in the ground and pretending that the risk 
does not exist. People do this when they practice unprotected sex 
with partners whose past sexual histories they do not know.

CONCLUSION

Risk management makes good business sense. Failing to account 
for factors that may sink a project is not aggressive management; 
it is being derelict in one’s duty as a project manager. Banks won’t 
finance homes or cars unless the buyer carries insurance to protect 
against loss from fires or accidents. Risk management is an impor-
tant aspect of effective project management.
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The primary reason for doing a project plan (including the sched-
ule) is to achieve control of the project. Remember the definition 
of control? If you have no plan, you can’t possibly have control, by 
definition! So now we are ready to deal with how control is actually 
achieved in a project.

MEASURING PROGRESS

If you are going to control a project, you need to know two things: 
where you are supposed to be, and where you are. The plan tells 
you where you are supposed to be. As for where you actually are, 
that comes from your project information system—which in many 
organizations is nonexistent.

Project Control

12C H A P T E R
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This system must provide information on all four project con-
straints. Remember, the relationship between them is given by the 
formula

C = f(P, T, S)

So, if you want to know the true status of the project, you must 
know what costs have been incurred to date, whether the work meets 

the functional and tech-
nical requirements (that 
is, performance), whether 
the work is on schedule, 
and whether the scope of 
work done is at the right 
level.

Again, remember that in this equation, the cost is for labor 
only. As I have said before, you care about the cost of materials, 
capital equipment, and other project requirements (such as travel or 
insurance), but they do not enter into this particular equation; they 
are tracked separately.

To measure progress, you 
must know the value of all four 
constraints.
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The easiest of the four variables to ascertain is cost. You may 
not have a system in place to provide that information, but if you 
wanted to get it, you would be able to do so by having everyone 
record the hours spent on the project, multiply those hours by the 
hourly labor rate that they are paid, and then add them up.

It is harder to obtain data on the right- hand side of the equa-
tion. To illustrate, let’s begin with a simple example. Say you are 
building a brick wall. It is supposed to be a foot thick, 10 feet high, 
and 100 feet long by today’s date. When it is finished, it will be a foot 
thick, 20 feet high, and 200 feet long.

The nice thing about brick walls is that you can measure them. 
So you take a scale out to the wall and determine that it is indeed 
1 foot thick and 100 feet long. You inspect the mortar between the 
bricks, and it looks nice and clean and uniform. In addition, you 
check to see if the wall is perfectly vertical, and it is. This tells you 
that the quality of work done (functional and technical performance 
requirements) is okay. Next you measure the height of the wall, and 
find that it is only 8 feet high. This tells you that the scope is not cor-
rect—the workers have accomplished only 80 percent of what they 
were scheduled to do up to now. (Note that we are not measuring 
the percentage of total work that will eventually be done. We are 
measuring whether the status of the work is correct as of today, so 
we compare actual performance to what the plan says should have 
been completed by today.)

That being the case, we also know that the workers are behind 
schedule. How far behind? Well, if you assume that work is lin-
ear over time (which it isn’t, but we will assume that it is for now), 
and they have been working on the job for 10 days, then they have 
accomplished what they should have done by day 8. Therefore, they 
are about two days behind schedule.

This isn’t totally correct, because work is almost never lin-
ear. But it is a fair approximation for a wall of this height. This is 
tangible work, which is much easier to measure than knowledge 
work.
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For example, if you were checking progress on a software task 
and the programmer had estimated that she would have written 
about 10,000 lines of code by today’s date but she has only written 
8,000 lines, is she 80 percent complete?

Who knows? She may find that the code she has written won’t 
work and she’ll have to start over. Or she may actually be finished 
because she found a way to write the code using fewer lines than 
she originally anticipated.

In addition, knowledge work usually proceeds along a prog-
ress curve like the one shown in Figure 12.1. Note that very lit-
tle progress is made for a long period, then the work accelerates 
quickly, and then near the end it slows down again.

This is sometimes a source of great anxiety for senior manag-
ers who do not understand the nature of this progress curve. They 
expect work to be more linear, so when a knowledge worker seems 

F I G U R E  12.1

Progress Curve for Knowledge Work
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to be “going nowhere” for a long time, they get very concerned and 
start putting pressure on the person to get the job done. The net 
result of this pressure may very well be to slow the person down. 
As one of my engineers told me once, when our manager was put-
ting pressure on him to speed up, “Putting two jockeys on one horse 
won’t make him run faster.”

So how do we measure the progress of knowledge work? With 
difficulty.

If you remember the chunk- down rules that I presented in 
the scheduling chapter (Chapter 9), they establish that knowledge 
tasks should have durations no greater than one to three weeks. 
Furthermore, I said that the chunks must have markers that tell 
you they have been completed. These markers are called exit cri-
teria. For software or engineering design, the exit criteria may 
be that the design has been reviewed by one’s peers, who have 
reached consensus that it should perform correctly once it is com-
pleted. Of course this is a judgment on their part, and they could 
collectively be wrong, but it is the best we can do with work of this 
nature.
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If the task is to conduct a test, the exit criteria may be raw data 
that verifies that the part meets the technical and functional speci-
fications. Or, in an environmental cleanup project, we may have a 
situation where oil has seeped into the ground, and at this stage 
of the project, the oil in a certain area has all been removed. That 
makes it binary. The oil has or has not been removed.

In some cases, the exit criteria take the form of a checklist (such 
as pilots use to ensure that all of their instruments and controls are 
functioning correctly before they take off). In others, it is a judg-
ment by someone in the organization, as when a marketing vice 
president approves the aesthetics of a design.

It is really hard to know if P and S are correct, and if these can-
not be determined, then you don’t know how you are doing sched-
ulewise. For that reason, I have been told that there is no point in 
trying to measure progress in knowledge work.

I can’t agree with that. If you don’t know where you are, you 
can’t have control. My suggestion is that we simply must recognize 
the limitations of our ability to measure exactly where we are. If we 
are building a brick wall, we may hold tolerances of ±5 percent.
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For knowledge work, the tolerances are more typically ±20 to 
25 percent, and if there is a lot of research involved, we could have a 
situation where the tolerance may be –100 to +20 percent on sched-
ule. In other words, we must accept very large tolerances on poorly 
defined or intangible work.

THE PITFALLS OF REPORTING SCHEDULE ONLY

Estimates are that several million individuals have purchased some 
form of scheduling software. So far as I know, all of the major pro-
grams allow you to report progress using a bar chart schedule. The 
reports typically look like the one in Figure 12.2. Small bars are run 
through the larger schedule bars to show how far along the work 
has progressed. For noncritical tasks, the smaller bars are black, and 
for the critical path, which is usually shown with a solid black bar, 
the progress bar will be white.

In Figure 12.2, weekends are shown by vertically shaded areas 
indicating that no work is done on these days. (The shading does not 
show in this figure because of reproduction issues.) If a project is 
scheduled to work seven days a week, the shading would be removed. 
The “time- now” date is shown as a vertical solid line shown on the 
19th. You will note that the 19th is a Monday. The usual convention is 
to report progress for the previous seven days on Monday morning.

According to this report, Activity A, which is a critical path 
task, is behind schedule by one day. (This is difficult to see on this 
figure; however, since the progress bar does not touch the solid line, 
it is showing that the activity is behind schedule.) This immediately 
tells us that the project is in jeopardy of slipping a day unless some-
thing can be done to get this activity back on track, since a delay 
on the critical path will delay the completion date correspondingly.

Activity B is scheduled to start at a later date, so no progress is 
shown for it. Activity C is complete, Activity D is one day ahead of 
schedule, and Activity E is right on target. So says the report.

What is missing from this report is information about cost, per-
formance, and scope. We must take for granted that performance 
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and scope are correct if the schedule is where it is reported to be. 
But there is nothing we can infer about cost.

To see why this is a problem, assume that Activity D is a soft-
ware development task. The work was supposed to take 40 hours 
(we will assume 100 percent productivity of the programmer). The 
person doing the work, indicated on the report as Mary, says that 
she is right on schedule. She has given you this information at 8:30 
on Monday morning. You feel very comfortable with her work. You 
are concerned only about that critical path activity. Something has 
to be done about it.

At 8:45 a.m., Tom comes by and has a brief conversation with 
you. “I really felt sorry for Mary last week,” he confides.

“How so?” you ask.
“Oh, didn’t you know? She had a terrible time with the code 

she was writing. Instead of the 40 hours she expected the work 
would take, she actually put in nearly 80 hours to get the job done.”

“Really?” you say, pondering the situation. “Well, I’m sorry to 
hear that she had so much trouble, but she’s salaried, so it doesn’t 
affect my budget. Everything is fine.”

Wait a minute! Is that really true?
No way!
If Mary missed her estimate by 100 percent last week, perhaps 

her estimates for subsequent weeks are off in a similar way. If so, 
how many 80-hour weeks can she work before she burns out and 
starts making errors and missing deadlines? This is a sure sign of 
potential trouble, and you have to do something about it right away. 
(In fact, how many errors did she make last week? If she worked 80 
hours instead of 40, there is a good likelihood that she made a lot 
of errors. That means that the progress she reported is not correct, 
as she will have to correct those errors in the future, so the scope of 
work actually done is less than reported.)

So you go talk to Mary.
“I understand that you had problems with your code last 

week,” you say.
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Mary seems a bit surprised that you know about this, but she 
agrees. “Yes. It turned out to be a lot harder than I expected.”

“Well, do you think this will continue to be true?” you ask.
There are two possibilities—yes or no.
If she says yes, then you must do something right away. There 

are only a few possibilities. You can get some help for her, if that is 
possible. You can reduce the scope of the remaining code that must 
be written. Or you can accept that the task is going to take a lot 
longer to complete than the original estimate, in which case it may 
use up all of its float and end up on the critical path. You may also 
decide between you that Mary is not the right person for this job 
and replace her.

If she says no, it was a one- time occurrence and she is confi-
dent that the remaining work will go according to plan, then you 
tell her to keep you posted. If the work does turn out to be as diffi-
cult this week as it was last week, you want to do something before 
Mary gets herself—and your project—into serious trouble.

Notice what has happened here. Without knowing how much 
effort (cost) Mary put into the work, you have no indication that 
there is a problem. This leads to an immutable law of tracking prog-
ress: unless you have an integrated cost- schedule tracking system, 
you don’t have a clue where your project is! It is simply not enough to 
let people report schedule progress alone.

Knowing cost allows you to figure out what is going on. If the 
work is on schedule and fewer hours were required than estimated, 
then people are working more efficiently than you expected. If work 
is on schedule and more hours have been expended than planned, 
this is a sign of trouble. If work is behind schedule and total hours 
worked are less than planned, then people are not doing what they 
are supposed to, and you need to find out why. And so on.

We still do not have any good way to measure scope or qual-
ity, so these will have to be estimated or evaluated using the best 
approach possible for the work in question. This means that the 
accuracy of our control system will not be very good, but we must 
have some way of tracking progress, and this is the best we can do.
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TRACKING PROGRESS USING EARNED VALUE ANALYSIS

The earned value system is actually derived from standard cost sys-
tems used to measure performance in manufacturing. An industrial 
engineer determines how long a manufacturing procedure should 
take and multiplies the time by the labor rate for that operation. This 
becomes the standard cost for that operation. Work is then tracked, 
and the time required to do the step is multiplied by the existing labor 
rate at the time the step is done. This is the actual cost of the operation. 
Note that the labor rate could change between the time the standard 
cost is established and when the operation is performed, so you could 
have a variance caused by a change in labor rate. You can also have 
a variance because the actual time required for the step is different 
from what was determined by the industrial engineer in the begin-
ning. Finally, we measure what proportion of the work is completed 
in the standard time. If it is exactly what should have been done, the 
operation is 100 percent efficient. If the time taken is less, then effi-
ciency is greater than 100 percent, and the converse is true as well.

The earned value system was adopted by project management 
practitioners as a way of measuring progress, and it is considered 
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to be the best system designed to date. However, the earned value 
system for tracking projects has a number of detractors. The most 
common complaint is that you can’t measure knowledge work, and 
I wholeheartedly agree. You can’t; but you must pretend you can or 
else you can’t possibly achieve control of knowledge projects, and 
this category probably is the largest in the world at present. As I 
have said previously, we simply must accept that the precision of 
our measures will be much less than is possible for well- defined or 
tangible work, but at least we have some indication of how we are 
doing before a disaster occurs.

As I just stated, the earned value system provides three mea-
sures that allow us to determine project status. These are measures 
of what is supposed to be done, or planned value (PV); what has 
actually been done, or earned value (EV); and the amount of effort 
or cost that has been expended to do the work, or actual cost (AC). (I 
should say at this point that the original system used four- letter acro-
nyms for these measures, but a few years ago there was an attempt 
to simplify this by changing them to two letters, as I’ve used here. 
Unfortunately, numerous books and articles use the four- letter ver-
sions, so you may find it hard to follow these other sources unless 
you know how to translate. So, as I continue this discussion, I will 
provide translations for you.)

To see how earned value works, we will start with a very sim-
ple example.

Assume for a moment that you have guests coming to stay 
with you for a few days, and you want to make a good impression 
by having a spotless house. You don’t have time to do all of the 
cleaning yourself, so you call a cleaning service and ask what they 
will charge to clean the house from top to bottom. An agent of the 
service comes out to your house and gives you a quote.

“We should be able to thoroughly clean your house with one 
worker in 40 hours,” the agent tells you. (The numbers in this exam-
ple are not meant to be realistic, only to illustrate the procedure. 
Thus, 40 hours are too many, and the labor rate quoted next may be 
too high.)
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“How much will that cost?” you ask.
“Our billing rate is $20 per hour,” says the agent, “so it will cost 

you approximately $800.”
“Is that a fixed price?”
“No, we charge by the hour. If it takes a little less, you will pay 

less, and conversely.”
“Okay, let’s do it,” you say.
The agent agrees to have someone at your house by eight o’clock 

Monday morning. You make a note that the job will cost about $800. 
This number is called the budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS) 
to be done—or, to use the new term, this is planned value (PV).

On Monday morning, around 7:00 a.m., the phone rings. It is 
the agent.

“I have a problem,” she tells you. “The guy we were going to 
send over to clean your house had an accident this weekend and 
can’t make it. However, I have another person available, but we bill 
him at $22 an hour. Is that okay?”

“You have me at a disadvantage,” you say. “I have to get the 
house cleaned, so go ahead and send him over.”

So the alternative worker comes out to your house and starts 
the job. You have to leave town on business, so you don’t talk with 
the worker until you return on Friday. He is just wrapping up for the 
week.

“How did it go?” you ask.
“I’m afraid I didn’t quite finish,” he says.
“Well, how much did you get done?” you ask.
He thinks for a moment. “As near as I can tell, I got about 80 

percent of it done,” he says.
Notice those words. As near as I can tell.
In other words, he is estimating where he is!
As former president George H. W. Bush used to like to say, 

estimating is one of those kind, gentle words that really substitutes 
for the fact that you are guessing. That’s right, an estimate is a guess.

Let’s get this straight. Control is exercised by comparing where 
you are (which you know only by guessing) to where you are sup-
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posed to be (which is another guess) and then taking action to cor-
rect for differences between the two. Does this sound like witchcraft 
and magic to you? It does to me.

Nevertheless, as I’ve said earlier, even though this is not pre-
cise, it’s better than doing absolutely nothing.

Most important, the example shows the difficulty of measur-
ing progress even on tangible work. How do you know how much 
of the house has been cleaned? Can you measure it on a square- foot 
basis? What about cleaning walls or dusting furniture? The truth 
is, you have no choice but to estimate progress, compare it to the 
scheduled work (also estimated), and do your best to correct for 
deviations.

Fine. How do we assign a value to what has been done?
Well, if we compare what has been done to the original target, 

how much should it have cost you to do 80 percent of the total job? 
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The BCWS (PV) was $800 worth of work. If the worker has done only 
80 percent of that, it should have cost me $640, calculated as follows:

BCWP = 0.80 × BCWS = 0.80 × 800 = $640

Or using two- letter codes, we have:

EV = 0.80 × PV = 0.80 × 800 = $640

The term earned value (BCWP or EV) means that the worker 
has contributed $640 of value to cleaning the house. Of course, he 
was supposed to have done $800 worth of work, so he did not per-
form according to plan.

The fact that the 
worker did less than was 
supposed to be done is 
bad enough, but then it 
occurs to you that he has 
actually worked 40 hours 
at a higher labor rate ($22 per hour) than you originally budgeted for, 
so the actual cost of the work performed (ACWP, or AC) is $880.

This is not good. Not only did you get less than you were sup-
posed to get, but you have paid more for it as well.

The status of this task is determined using the following equa-
tions:

Schedule variance (SV) = BCWP – BCWS (or EV – PV)
Cost variance (CV) = BCWP – ACWP (or EV – AC)

Budget variance (BV) = BCWS – ACWP (or PV – AC)

Using these formulas, we arrive at the following variances:

Schedule variance = 640 – 800 = –$160 worth of work
Cost variance = 640 – 880 = –$240

Budget variance = 800 – 880 = –$80

In conventional accounting practice, a negative variance is al-
ways unfavorable, so this means that the job is behind schedule by 
$160 worth of work. To convert that to time, you divide by the origi-

SV = BCWP – BCWS = EV – PV
CV = BCWP – ACWP = EV – AC
BV = BCWS – ACWP = PV – AC
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nal $20 per hour labor rate, and you see that the person is eight hours 
behind schedule. That makes sense. If he only did 80 percent of the 
work and it was supposed to take five days, he has done what should 
have been done in four days, so he is one day (or eight hours) behind.

But notice the cost variance. Why is it $240? Because you have 
spent $80 more for the work than originally budgeted, and you 
have gotten $160 less work done than you were supposed to get. So 
your cost variance in this case is the sum of the budget and sched-
ule variances, and since the number is negative, you are overspent 
by $240.

Here is an important point. We have already seen that if you 
look only at the schedule, without knowing the cost, you have no 
warning that a project may be heading for trouble. In the same 
manner, if you were tracking only your budget variance, you would 
know that you were spending too much, but that alone does not 
show the true picture. Not only are you spending too much, but 
you are getting much less than you should for what you are spend-
ing. This also confirms the need to know both cost and schedule in 
order to form a true picture of project status.

It is also instructive to notice how this job got into trouble. You 
failed to check on progress during the week. Rather, you waited 
until Friday afternoon to find out that the worker was not on tar-
get. Had you checked progress around midweek and found that 
the work was already falling behind, you might have been able to 
get the worker to spend some overtime to get it finished by Friday 
afternoon. Now all you can do is pay for work on Saturday or have 
the person come back next week to finish the job.

This suggests a guideline: the rate at which you monitor prog-
ress must be proportionate to the total time the work will take. A 
task that is supposed to take a week should probably be monitored 
daily. That doesn’t mean that the project manager should do this—
the individual(s) doing the work should monitor their own progress 
and should be told how much leeway they have to take steps to get 
back on track.
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RESPONDING TO DEVIATIONS

In tracking a project, you must always ask three questions:

1. What is the status?

2. When there is a deviation, what caused it?

3. What should be done about any deviations that exist?

If we apply these questions to the housecleaning example, the 
answer to the first question is that you are behind schedule and 
overspent. When it comes to the second question, however, is it clear 
that you don’t know the cause of the deviations? It could be that 
this person is not as efficient as he should be, or it could be that the 
estimate was wrong in the first place.

How would you figure it out?
Suppose you bring back this same worker week after week to 

clean the house, and he can never get it all done in 40 hours. Does 
this prove that it is the person?
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No. It could be impossible for anyone to do the work in 40 
hours.

Then suppose we alternate between two workers. If neither of 
them can clean the house in 40 hours, we are pretty certain that 
the estimate was optimistic. However, if one of them can clean the 
house in 40 hours and the other cannot, then it is clearly the person.

Or is it?
Well, clearly, one person can work faster than the other, but it 

is important to remember what we said about estimating back in 
Chapter 8. All estimates are person- specific. It makes no difference 
what someone else can do. If you want to know when a project will 

end, you have to esti-
mate for the individuals 
doing the tasks.

Simply put, there 
are a very few runners 
who can run a mile in less 
than four minutes. So it 
would be totally unrea-
sonable for you to expect 
an average person to run 
the mile in four minutes 
just because somewhere 
there is someone who can 
do it.

Given these facts, 
you can’t answer the 
second question at the 
moment. All you can do 
is move on to the third 
one, which asks what 
you want to do about 
deviations. To answer 
this question, you actu-

Monitoring Progress
When you monitor progress, you 
ask three questions, as follows:
1. What is the actual status of the 

work?
2. When there is a deviation, what 

caused it?
3. What should be done to correct 

for any deviation that exists?
To answer question 3, note that 
there are only four responses you 
can make to a deviation.
They are:
1. Ignore the deviation.
2. Take steps to get back on track.
3. Revise the plan to show that the 

deviation cannot be recovered.
4. Cancel the project.
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ally have to look at your options: ignore the deviation, take cor-
rective action to get back on track, or change the plan to accept the 
deviation.

In the housecleaning situation, it would seem that you have 
only a limited number of choices—have the person work overtime 
on Saturday at premium pay or return on Monday to finish the 
job at regular pay. If you can wait until Monday, that will be the 
cheaper option. Otherwise, you may have no choice but to pay pre-
mium wages. Of course, there is a third option, which is to leave 
the 20 percent as is, but that isn’t a very attractive choice. None of 
the preferred options fits with the second choice. Both are exam-
ples of changing the plan. And of course, it is too late to ignore the 
deviation.

When would it be okay to ignore a deviation? When it is 
smaller than the tolerances you can hold and does not show a trend 
that will eventually take it out of bounds. Consider the deviation 
chart in Figure 12.3. This chart is showing a project in which toler-
ances of ±20 percent are the best that can be maintained. During the 
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first few weeks of the project, the deviations vary randomly within 
those boundaries. Then there is a definite trend that suggests that 
the project will break the 20 percent boundary if nothing is done to 
get it back on track. Corrective action must be taken, or, if nothing 
can be done to get back on track, the plan may have to be revised.

In examining deviations, you must always go back to the equa-
tion that relates the constraints to each other, namely

C = f(P, T, S)

If you are trying to get back on schedule, you can increase costs 
(add labor), reduce scope, or reduce performance requirements. All 
of these can actually be considered a change to the original plan, 
except that you may not formally revise the published plan. In the 

F I G U R E  12.3

Deviation Graph for a Project
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case of reducing scope or performance, you probably have no choice 
but to revise the plan. In the event that you can increase resources 
without going over budget, you may be able to leave the plan alone.

Let me reiterate once more, just so no one misses it. There are 
only four responses you can make when a project is off track. You 
can ignore the deviation. 
You can take corrective 
action to get back on tar-
get. You can change the 
plan. And you can cancel 
the job altogether. This 
would be done when 
the project has slipped 
so much that it is no lon-
ger viable—it will be too 
late, too expensive, or 
nonfunctional.

Now, before we continue to the next section, here, to recap, are 
the two- letter and four- letter acronyms:

BCWS = PV
BCWP = EV
ACWP = AC

Because the two- letter versions are now used by PMI® on their 
PMP exam, we will use these throughout the remainder of this 
chapter.

USING GRAPHS TO TRACK PROGRESS AND FORECAST TRENDS

To get an overall assessment of project status, we can plot earned 
value data graphically. These graphs will also allow us to fore-
cast where the project will end up in terms of both schedule and 
spending.

When a project is off track, you can:
1. Ignore the deviation.
2. Take corrective action to get back 

on target.
3. Revise the plan to reflect the 

deviation.
4. Cancel the project altogether.
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Consider the bar chart in Figure 12.4. There are only three 
activities. As you can see, Task A spends $800 a week for labor, 
Task B spends $3,000 per week, and Task C spends $2,400 a week. 
On the first line below the bar chart, you see the weekly spending 
figures, which are obtained by summing the spending on each bar 
for the week. The final line shows the cumulative spending for this 
project to be $28,800 at the end of the job. Note that these figures 
represent the PV for the project. If these are plotted, we simply 
transform the bar graph into a line graph, which shows the dol-
lar value of the cumulative work to be done over time. Since the 
bar graph is a major component of the project plan, the line graph 
is also, and is, in fact, called a baseline plan. This plot is shown in 
Figure 12.5.

F I G U R E  12.4

Bar Graph for a Small Project
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Once this curve has been plotted, we can compare progress to 
it so that deviations from plan can be spotted. To show this, I am 
going to use a new curve, one for a larger project than the simple 
three- task example.

First Case: Behind Schedule and Overspent

For this project, I have total cumulative spending of about $90,000. 
To show progress, I need to find out how much has been accom-
plished and how much it has cost. To do this, I go around and find 
out from each contributor how much work he or she has done, 
expressed as EV, and I add up the total value of everyone’s work. As 
you can see from the graph in Figure 12.6, people were supposed 
to have done $50,000 worth of work by the date in question. This 
was supposed to be 1,000 hours of work at a loaded labor rate of $50 

F I G U R E  12.5

Cumulative Spending for the Three- Task Project
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per hour. When I total what they have actually accomplished, I find 
that they have only done $40,000 worth of work. In addition, when 
I collect their time reports, they have put in 1,200 hours of labor at a 
loaded labor rate of $50 per hour. Thus the AC for the project work 
is $60,000.

Returning to our progress questions, we first ask, what is the 
status of the project? We saw previously that the schedule variance 
is given by

SV = EV – PV

F I G U R E  12.6

Plot Showing Project Behind Schedule and Overspent
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I suggest that you begin with schedule variance, because cost 
variance doesn’t always make sense until you know what has hap-
pened to your schedule.

For this project, the schedule variance is –$10,000 worth of 
work. This is calculated as follows:

SV = 40,000 – 50,000 = –$10,000

If you divide $10,000 by $50 per hour, you find that the project 
is 200 hours worth of work behind schedule. What this means in 
calendar time depends on the number of hours per day that are 
scheduled to be worked. However, you can tell the schedule vari-
ance by looking at the horizontal axis. This is shown in Figure 12.7.

Notice that the schedule variance is shown both as a –$10,000 
deviation on the vertical axis and as a time deviation on the hori-
zontal axis. We have done $10,000 less work than was scheduled. 
We have also spent $60,000 to do the work, so the cost variance is 
$20,000. This is calculated as

CV = EV – AC

CV = 40,000 – 60,000 = –$20,000

Since a negative variance is unfavorable, we are $20,000 over-
spent. That is, we have spent $60,000 to accomplish only $40,000 
worth of work. As you can see from the graph, the cost variance is 
the sum of the budget variance of $10,000 and the schedule vari-
ance of $10,000. We have spent $10,000 more for labor than sched-
uled, and we have gotten $10,000 less work done than scheduled. 
This is the worst state in which a project can be, but unfortunately 
it happens.

The second question we must answer is, what is the cause of 
the deviation? As was true for our housecleaning example, we don’t 
know. It could be that people weren’t as efficient as they should 
have been, or it could be that the estimate was optimistic to begin 
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with. And, since we don’t have the ability to compare this project to 
another one, we can’t answer the question by comparing workers. 
All we can do in this case is do a review to determine if there were 
any factors that caused the work to take longer than expected, then 
try to project from there. We can also ask what to do based on those 
projections.

This is the third question—what should we do about the devi-
ation? To answer that question, we need to have some idea of what 
is going to happen to the project. That is, where will it end up? If we 
had some way to extrapolate the EV and AC curves in Figure 12.7, 
we might be able to determine the end state.

F I G U R E  12.7

Schedule Variance Shown on Horizontal Axis
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You might do a linear regression to extrapolate these curves, 
but if you are on the very steep part of the PV curve, fitting a lin-
ear projection to the EV and AC curves can be very misleading. It 
would be better if you reestimated where the curves are heading, 
but I am going to pretend that we can fit a nonlinear projection to 
each curve, which would give the result shown in Figure 12.8.

To extrapolate these curves, assume that if all the work is to be 
completed, the EV curve must eventually hit the BAC line (budget 
at completion). As you can see from the figure, it will do so at a later 
time than originally targeted, so the project will be late. Second, the 
AC curve must hit the finish point for the project, so extrapolating 

F I G U R E  12.8

Project with EV and AC Extrapolated
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it gives a new estimate at completion (EAC), as shown in the figure. 
Note that the difference between this new EAC and the original 
BAC indicates how much the project will go over budget.

Based on these projections, the project is going to be seriously
late and overspent unless something can be done to get it back on 
target. What to do?

First, consider the worst case—that the project can’t be sal-
vaged. It is going to be late and overspent. The question in this case 
is whether it is still viable. If it is product or software development 
and we estimate lost sales (because it is late) and increased develop-
ment costs, we may find that the return on investment (ROI) is no 
longer at an acceptable level. If that is the case, unless something 
can be done to get it back on target, it may be prudent to cancel 
the job and get on with another project that will bring an accept-
able return. If the ROI is unacceptable, the only reason we would 
continue the project would be if it is mandated by contract. If the 
product were a loss leader or one that was needed for position in the 
marketplace, then ROI wouldn’t be a factor and we might continue 
the job in spite of the projections.
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But is there anything that can be done to recover? Perhaps. 
Notice that if the scope were reduced, the project could be finished 
by the original completion date, although it would still be overspent. 
This is shown as SR in Figure 12.8. If that is an acceptable trade- off, 
we would agree on a scope reduction, meaning that the plan would 
be revised and we would continue.

Suppose, however, that you are told that it’s unacceptable to 
reduce scope, and it is not permissible to be late. You must bring 
this project in on time.

This means that you must somehow make the EV curve turn 
upward so that it intersects the PV curve at the deadline. This is 
shown in Figure 12.9. Also note that you will most likely incur even 

F I G U R E  12.9
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greater cost to make this happen, because you’ll probably have to 
throw resources at the project to complete it on time.

Of course, you can finish the project on time and on budget if 
you are dealing with salaried people who don’t get paid overtime. 
That is, you can appear to do so. But is that really true? Is nonpaid 
overtime really free?

You can be sure it is not. You will pay in terms of lost pro-
ductivity, increased rework, field failures, employee absenteeism, 
stress- related illness, or turnover. In a job market in which unem-
ployment is only a few percent, people can find new jobs fairly eas-
ily and may very well leave if unpaid overtime hours mount. And 
the cost to replace professionals in the United States today is in the 
range of $100,000 to $200,000. So your unpaid overtime can turn out 
to be very expensive!

As a final question, you may ask if there isn’t something that 
can be done to get the project completely back on track without 
going way over budget.

I can assure you that it would take a miracle.
I’ll cite the 15 percent rule: if you are 15 percent of the way into 

a project on the horizontal time line and you are in trouble, you are 
going to stay in trouble. 
This means that if a proj-
ect is supposed to take 
100 weeks to complete, 
and you are in trouble at 
the end of week 15, you 
are going to stay there. 
Period!

How can I be so confident of this? Aren’t there any exceptions?
To answer these questions, consider a study done several 

years ago that found that of 800 defense contract projects that were 
in trouble at the 15 percent mark, not a single one ever recovered 
(Fleming and Koppelman, 1996).

I know, I know. You’re thinking that this is typical of defense 
contracting.

If you are 15 percent into a project 
on the horizontal time line and you 
are in trouble, you are going to stay 
in trouble!
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But I can assure you that it applies to your projects as well, 
even if you aren’t in defense contracting.

How can I be sure?
Easy. Where did the PV curve come from?
The bar chart schedule.
Where did the schedule come from?
Forecasts—which are, in reality, estimates. And we all know 

that if the weather forecast for tomorrow can’t be trusted, there is no 
need to believe the forecast for six weeks out. In other words, if the 
near- term forecast (just 15 percent into the project) isn’t right, why 
would it be any better at the end of the job?

This is a good- news, bad- news story. The good news is that 
you can forecast a losing project very early so that you can perhaps 
cancel it and cut your losses early on. The bad news is that even if 
it is doing well at the 15 percent point, it won’t necessarily continue 
to do so.

Second Case: Ahead of Schedule and Spending Correctly

To illustrate another combination, consider the situation shown in 
Figure 12.10. This time the EV curve shows that $60,000 worth of 
work has been done and that the AC is also $60,000. The PV target 
on this date was $50,000. The status is ahead of schedule, and the 
cost variance is zero.

Be careful to distinguish between budget variance and cost vari-
ance. The project is above budget by $10,000, but that is because it’s 
ahead of schedule. In words, the workers have done $60,000 worth 
of work (EV) and spent $60,000 (AC) to do it. A simple way to keep 
this in mind is that when EV is larger than PV, you have done more 
than scheduled, so you are ahead of schedule. If you have done less, 
you are behind.

The second question we must answer is, what is the most 
likely cause of this variance? Unlike the first one, where the proj-
ect was behind schedule and overspent, this variance has a generic 
cause. Remember, this is labor cost. When you are ahead of sched-
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ule and spending correctly, it means that you have applied more 
resources to the project than you had intended, but they are work-
ing at expected efficiency.

In a shared- resource environment, that should raise a red flag. 
Where did you get extra resources? You don’t exactly have them sit-
ting around in the hall waiting for something to do.

There are two possibilities. Either you stole them, or somebody 
got into trouble and couldn’t use some people and so sent them to you.

In a construction project, there is another possibility. The 
schedule had some weather delays built into it for safety, but the 

F I G U R E  12.10
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weather has been beautiful, so the work has been progressing ahead 
of schedule.

Now, before I refer you to the third question, I must tell you 
that I can predict your response. You are going to think, “Is he 
crazy?” Let’s see if I’m right.

The third question is, what do you want to do about the devi-
ation?

See, I was right. You’re thinking, “Wait a minute. I’m ahead of 
schedule and spending correctly, and he wants to know what I’m 
going to do about it? Like nothing, man! Hide it maybe. I’m sure not 
going to slow down.”

Before you go too far with that thinking, you have to ask if 
being ahead of schedule can cause problems later on. And the 
answer is yes.

Suppose you deliver a product before the customer is ready for 
it. You may have to pay to warehouse it. You may also have to wait 
to get paid for it.

Speaking of pay, suppose the project is a construction job. 
Contractors usually want progress payments for their work, so 
they send you bills totaling $60,000. Your controller may kill you. 
Your plan said that you were going to do $50,000 worth of work, but 
the contractors have done $60,000. Although the difference may be 
small, the controller may have cash flow problems and tell you to 
slow down.

Darn. What a thankless job! Just when you thought you were 
doing something good, everyone starts trashing you.

It’s a matter of degree, you understand. If you are a little bit 
ahead, nobody will get excited. In fact, we all know that it is always 
better to be ahead than to be behind. But there are definitely situ-
ations where being ahead can be a problem. I know of a company 
that finished some equipment ahead of time and shipped it. It was 
delivered to a new facility—where the customer hadn’t finished 
building the loading dock. The manufacturer had to warehouse it 
temporarily and pay the rental charges.
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Third Case: Behind Schedule and Spending Correctly

The next scenario is shown in Figure 12.11. In this case, EV is at 
$40,000, and so is AC. The target PV is still $50,000. What is the 
status? The project is behind schedule, but it has no cost variance. 
What is the most likely cause? Lack of resources. You may be wait-
ing for supplies, or too little labor may be being applied to the 
project.

What do you want to do about it? Usually you want to catch 
up. However, you can almost be sure that in order to catch up, you 

F I G U R E  12.11
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will have to blow your budget. It is usually better to stay on sched-
ule than to try to recover once you get behind.

Final Scenario

Examine Figure 12.12. What is the status?
The project is ahead of schedule and underspent. How much? 

The work is $10,000 ahead (EV is at $60,000), and spending is $20,000 
less than expected. In other words, you have spent only $40,000 to 
accomplish $60,000 worth of work. Sounds great, doesn’t it?

F I G U R E  12.12

Project Ahead of Schedule and Underspent
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What is the most likely cause of this variance? There are two 
possibilities. One is that the estimate was very conservative—to 
the point of sandbagging. The other is that you had a very lucky 
break. You can bet that sandbagging is far more likely than a lucky 
break.

Question three asks you what to do about it. I know what 
you’re thinking: leave it alone. Hide it maybe. You sure aren’t going 
to slow down, and if you were to give the money back, they would 
expect you to do the same thing next time. Nobody in his right 
mind would do either—or would he?

I submit that you should give some of the money back and 
reschedule the project. If you don’t, the organization will lose the 
opportunity to make good use of the money until the project ends, 
and that opportunity cost can be significant.

Remember our first project scenario in which the job was 
behind schedule and overspent? We said that the project could be 
canceled if it is no longer viable, but it could be viable but still be 
canceled simply because there is no money to fund it. However, 
there would be money to fund that project if we freed it up from 
this one, which is under budget.
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Notice that I said you should give some of the money back. As 
I have explained elsewhere, all work varies. There is some toler-
ance that we must accept as normal variation. If it is plus or minus 
15 percent, then give all but 15 percent of the money back. Keep 
some in reserve to cover the variation. This is proper control of 
variance.

Again, I know what you’re thinking. If you give it back and 
then hit a rock later on, you won’t be able to get it back. This is 
true in many organizations. What I am advocating is that the 
organization must change the way it treats project budgets. They 
must all be examined once a quarter, with adjustments made in 
either direction. That way people will be willing to give back extra 
money, as they know that they will be able to get it back later if 
they need it.

In more companies than I care to count, the solution to this 
problem is simply to tell members of the overspent project to quit 
charging time to it. They are told to charge to the underspent proj-
ect instead. That way, both projects will come in on budget.

In defense contracting, if you get caught doing this, you could 
go to jail. It is illegal, because earned value is used to determine 
when progress payments should be made to a contractor, and if you 
charge for work you haven’t done, you are lying, and this is illegal.

Most seriously, this tactic destroys our ability to detect a trou-
bled project and do something to help it. Or, if the project is too far 
gone to be saved, we could cancel it. But we can’t tell that it is really 
bad off if no one charges time to it.

In addition, this practice, called cross- charging, contaminates 
both history databases. Next time you do similar projects, you will 
underestimate one and 
overestimate the other. 
And you will be in trou-
ble again.

Instead, an above-
board adjustment to both 
project budgets should 

Cross- charging contaminates 
databases. The proper approach 
is to be aboveboard about 
rebudgeting.
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be made. The funds should be transferred from one to the other. This 
does not contaminate your databases and is acceptable.

USING SPREADSHEETS TO TRACK PROGRESS

The graphical method of tracking progress is effective at showing 
trends and visually presenting an overview of a project, but it is 
not very effective at actually determining the true state of the job. 
The reason is that the graph presents composite data for the proj-
ect, and that data is not good for seeing problems that exist with 
individual tasks.

Consider the situation shown in Figure 12.13. There are three 
tasks going on in parallel. One is $100 overspent, the second is right 
on target, and the third is $100 underspent. What you see on the bot-
tom line will be a zero variance in spending, because one deviation 
cancels the other. This would tell you that the project is fine when it 

F I G U R E  12.13
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is not. To really track progress, you need to look at every task, and 
the best way to do that is with a spreadsheet.

Most scheduling programs today allow you to report progress 
using earned value analysis and present it in spreadsheet format. 
However, not all of them have one feature that I find very useful, 
and that is the critical ratio. This is a performance index that is actu-
ally the product of two individual ratios. One is the schedule per-
formance index (SPI), and the other is the cost performance index 
(CPI). These are shown as follows:

SPI = EV
PV

CPI = EV
AC

Before continuing, I think it is helpful to review the meaning 
of these equations. First of all, EV, or earned value, is a measure of 
what you got. The amount of work you were supposed to get is PV. SPI 
is simply work efficiency, or the fraction of work done. Finally, AC is 
the actual cost of work performed, so the CPI can be thought of as 
spending efficiency.

If the two ratios are multiplied together, you get a combined 
index called the critical ratio (CR):

CR = SPI × CPI

Like all ratios that indicate performance, the SPI and the CPI 
will have a value of 1.0 if the work is going exactly as planned. If the 
work is going better than planned, the ratios will be greater than 
1.0, and if it is going worse than planned, they will have values of 
less than 1.0. When you multiply the two together, one of them may 
be slightly above 1.0 and the other slightly below 1.0, and the CPI 
can still be 1.0. As an example

 CR = SPI × CPI
 = 0.9 × 1.11
 = 1.0
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A spreadsheet that uses the critical ratio to indicate progress 
and suggest actions to be taken is shown in Figure 12.14. Note that 
the critical ratio is calculated in the next- to- last column, and that the 
last column is headed “Action Required,” which has the following 
meaning (this spreadsheet can be downloaded from my Web site 
free of charge).

A manufacturing process can be monitored by measuring the 
process outputs and plotting those measures on a deviation graph.
As long as those measures fall randomly around the centerline, the 
process is in control. When the deviations cease to be random, there 
is a probability that the process is either out of control or about to go 
out of control. The tests for nonrandomness are beyond the scope of 
this book; a good reference is Walpole (1974).

Critical Ratio Greater than One

A similar idea has been developed for keeping track of the critical 
ratio over time. The control limits are shown in Figure 12.15. If the 
critical ratio is between 0.8 and 1.2, we consider the deviation to be 
acceptable. If it falls between 1.2 and 1.3, we are told to check the 
task (or project), and if the ratio goes above 1.3, we are told to “red 
flag” it. This means that the ratio is seriously out of line.

However, I said earlier that ratios greater than 1.0 mean that 
work is going better than planned. So why would a critical ratio 
above 1.3 be cause for concern?

Have you heard the saying, if something seems to be too good 
to be true, it probably is? The first concern is whether the data is 
actually valid or people are deceiving themselves. If the data is 
valid, then what is going on?

In all likelihood, the project is way ahead of schedule and un-
derspent when the critical ratio goes this high. Wonderful, you say!

Well, maybe.
But this is the last situation we just examined in the section on 

tracking progress graphically, and we said that the project should be 
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rescheduled and some of the money given back. So the critical ratio 
is flagging you that something should be done about the  project.

Critical Ratio Less than One

When the CR is between 0.8 and 0.9, it is in the check range. If it is 
below 0.8, it becomes a red flag, and if it drops below 0.6, we are told 
to inform management. The reason is that this project is really sick, 
nigh unto death. For a critical ratio to be around 0.6, the project is 
most likely far behind schedule and seriously overspent. It is a good 
candidate to be canceled (if that is an option), and cancellation deci-

F I G U R E  12.15
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sions are usually made by senior management—so we are being 
told to inform them, so that they can decide what to do.

Of course, this applies only to the overall project critical ratio. 
If a single task has a critical ratio of around 0.6, you wouldn’t tell 
senior management about it. It is you, the project manager, who 
should be alarmed and take action. Chances are that if this task had 
any float, it probably doesn’t have much left; if it becomes critical 
and slips any more, it will impact the finish date for the project. You 
need to take action immediately.

The spreadsheet shown in Figure 12.14 has an “if” formula in 
the Action Required cell to test the critical ratio against the specified 
limits, and it displays the words Okay, Check, or Red Flag in the cell 
so that you can scan the right- hand column and see your trouble 
spots immediately. In addition, you can set up conditional format-
ting of the cell to highlight it in red, yellow, or green to correspond 
to Red Flag, Check, or Okay, respectively. You can then distribute 
color printouts that make it very easy for people to spot problems.

Forecasting Final Cost and Schedule Results

There are a couple of ways to forecast final results for a project. One 
is to replan based on what has been learned to date. Another is to 
calculate forecast results using earned value data. Perhaps the best 
would be to do both.

The most common and most accepted of the statistical fore-
casting methods is to use the cumulative CPI estimate at completion 
(previously labeled EAC on the projection graphs). The formula for 
making this projection is

$EAC = BAC – EV
cumulative CPI

 + AC

If we go back to the first project status example we used, in 
which the project was behind schedule and overspent, and ask 
what the EAC will be, we would get the following. The original BAC 
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(budget at completion) is about $90,000. The current EV is $40,000 
and the AC is $60,000, so the CPI is therefore 0.533 (the numbers in 
the equation are expressed in thousands):

$EAC = 90 – 40
0.533

 + 60

This calculates to an EAC of $153,800. If nothing is done to 
bring spending in line, the project is going to be overspent severely! 
The only problem with this formula is that it is a more or less lin-
ear projection that depends on the slope of the curve at the present 
time for its forecast. It is better to reestimate each task and forecast 
from those estimates, but this is a quick way to find out how much 
trouble you are in.

ALTERNATIVES TO EARNED VALUE

As far as I am concerned, there is no completely adequate alter-
native to earned value tracking. I showed at the beginning of the 
chapter that unless you know both how much effort has gone into 
a project and where the schedule is, you can’t tell whether you have 
problems. However, there are some approaches that can be used in 
lieu of earned value if you simply can’t find a way to measure EV, 
for example.

Using Run Charts

One of these is the run chart. You can plot any four of the proj-
ect variables (P, C, T, S) using this approach. The chart in Figure 
12.16 shows a plot of a fraction of work completed each week for 
a hypothetical project called “Echo.” To plot the fraction of work 
completed, you divide the amount of work completed to date by the 
amount of work scheduled to be completed. This could be called 
percent of scheduled work actually completed, and is equivalent to 
the ratio EV/PV. From this chart, you can see that there is a down-
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ward trend starting in week 3. People are clearly having trouble. 
Then they somehow begin to recover, and there is an upward trend 
that peaks in week 15, then falls back a bit. Since the work follow-
ing week 12 is being performed at a faster rate than scheduled, it is 
likely that the project will finish early, possibly by week 21, rather 
than as scheduled in week 23. This chart is highly unlikely to occur 
in reality, because the team is in a lot of trouble early on, but it illus-
trates the approach.

There are two guidelines for interpreting run charts to detect 
meaningful systemic changes:

a. Since it is expected that there would be approximately the 
same number of points above the average line as there are 
below it, a good rule of thumb is that if there is a run of 

F I G U R E  12.16
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seven consecutive points on one side of the average, some-
thing significant may be happening, and it would prob-
ably be a good idea to call “time out.”

b. A second test is to see whether a run of seven or more 
intervals is steadily increasing or decreasing without 
reversals in direction. As in (a), such a pattern is not 
likely to occur by chance, thereby indicating [that] some-
thing needs to be investigated (Kiemele & Schmidt, 1993, 
pp. 2–25).

To track quality, you might want to record rework hours. It is 
likely that most projects will incur from 5 to 40 percent rework. If 
you are improving your project management process, you should 
see a decline in rework. A run chart that tracks hours spent on 
rework is shown in Figure 12.17.

If you compare Figure 12.16 with Figure 12.17, you will notice 
that the curve showing rework hours is almost a mirror image of 
the progress curve. This suggests that one reason that the team 
was not making good progress prior to week 10 is that they were 
making numerous errors, which had to be corrected. After week 10, 
the team had reduced the rework significantly, and their progress 
reflects this. These figures would be for a very small team.

Other indicators of project quality might be documentation 
changes, engineering changes, design revisions, customer com-
plaints, test failures, number of software bugs, and so on.

It is also useful to track the number of scope changes in a proj-
ect, but you need to capture the impact of a scope change for this 
to be meaningful. You might be able to absorb a dozen small scope 
changes with almost no impact on the project, while a single larger 
change in scope might nearly sink the project. Since scope changes 
result in additional work, you can track their impact by looking 
at the dollar value of the extra work required (or the number of 
working hours if you don’t have dollar figures). You can also show 
impact by any resulting slip in schedule.
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The other issue that should be addressed is the cause of the 
scope change. If the cause was, say, new environmental regula-
tions that no one could foresee, then the scope changes are prob-
ably legitimate. On longer- duration projects, the world is going to 
move around before you can finish the project. Competitors may 
bring out products that necessitate changes in your design if you 
are going to continue to compete. This is understandable, although 
sometimes you should go ahead and freeze a design without the 
competitive feature, release it, and then start a new project to add 
that feature. It all depends on how critical that feature is for prod-
uct sales.

On the other hand, if changes were required because not 
enough time was spent up front in defining the project, they are 
wasteful and should be avoided in the future.

F I G U R E  12.17
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Guidelines on Tracking Progress

Although it seems obvious, there is very little need to go to the trou-
ble of tracking progress unless you keep accurate records. If you 
don’t want to use the information for control, but rather want to 
make your project look good, then why bother to collect data? Just 
write down what you want people to see and save yourself a lot of 
effort.

There are two major sins committed in tracking progress. One 
is to let people record their time once a week. I know. I did this 30 
years ago when I didn’t know any better. We had to record time to 
the nearest quarter- hour, and we turned in the reports on Monday 
morning.

Even when I was younger, I could never remember what I had 
done the previous Monday. Now I can’t remember what I did yes-
terday. So when my time report was due, I guessed at it the best I 
could, but you can be sure that it was highly inaccurate. That means 
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that the database was a fiction—one that would subsequently be 
used to estimate future projects. It was useless!

The only reasonable way to record work is to do it daily. It 
doesn’t take that long. If it takes longer than five minutes, you are 
being obsessive. I don’t think it makes sense to record time in incre-
ments much less than a half- hour. If you work an eight- hour day, 
that is 16 entries into your time log. It should take less than 15 sec-
onds to write each one down, so that is about 4 minutes. (Okay, 
you’re slow; allow yourself 10 minutes, but that’s it.)

The second deadly sin is to not track unpaid overtime. In some 
organizations, salaried personnel are allowed to report only 40 
hours a week, because that’s all they are paid for. That is a payroll 
issue, not a project one. For project purposes, you need to know 
exactly how many total hours are spent on a task so that your 
database will reflect actual hours for use in future estimating. In 
addition, if you strip off the overtime, you can’t tell that you have 
problems, as was shown at the beginning of this chapter.

PROJECT CHANGE CONTROL

One major cause of project time and cost overruns is scope creep. 
Stakeholders ask for “small” changes. They aren’t very significant, 
so you absorb them. The problem is, five- cent changes add up to 
dollars, and the next thing you know, the project has grown consid-
erably larger than it started out to be. Feature creep is also a cause 
of scope creep. The interesting thing is that the very people who ask 
for all of the changes develop very convenient amnesia at the end 
of the project. To protect yourself and everyone else, you have to 
control changes to the project.

This is done through a formal project change approval pro-
cess. When someone asks for a change to the project, you should let 
that person know the impact if the change is made. What will it do 
to schedule, cost, or performance? Then ask if the individual really 
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F I G U R E  12.18
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wants to accept the impact. If she says yes, then you initiate a formal 
change procedure.

This procedure requires that a change be approved by more 
than just the person who asked for it. The change may impact the 
inventory of parts that have already been purchased for the project. 
It may affect market introduction of a new hardware or software 
product, which could have a severe impact on sales. It may affect 
tooling. So a formal change process requires that an approval board 
review all of these possible effects and sign off on them.

The form shown in Figure 12.18 can be used to control changes 
to a project. Note that tick boxes are placed in front of signatories, so 
that, unless the box is checked, that person does not have to approve 
the change. The rule is that only those individuals who have a need 
to review the change should sign the form. That way, you cut down 
on the endless rounds of approvals that can delay the process.
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There are three kinds of project reviews that can be conducted: 
status, design, and process. Each has a different purpose. A status 
review concentrates on whether the P, C, T, and S targets are being 
met. Are we on schedule and on budget? Is scope correct? Are per-
formance requirements okay?

A design review applies only to those projects in which some-
thing is being designed, such as a product, service, or software. 
Some of the questions asked during such a review are: Does it 
meet specifications? Is it user- friendly? Can we manufacture it? Is 
the market still looking for what we are developing? Are return on 
investment and other product justifications still in line?

Conducting Project Reviews

13C H A P T E R

Some of the material on project reviews has been adapted from my book The Project Man-
ager’s Desk Reference, Third Edition.
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A process review focuses on how we are doing our work. 
Two questions are asked: What are we doing well? What do we 
want to improve? This is also commonly called a lessons- learned 
review. We will discuss how this review is conducted later in this 
chapter.

During status and design reviews, a project may also be eval-
uated. An evaluation is usually focused on software or hardware 
development projects and tries to determine if the total end result 
that is supposed to be achieved will be accomplished. Will the 
return on investment target be met? Will the product be manufac-
turable? Can we sell it? The answer to these questions determines 
whether the project will be continued or canceled. Table 13.1 shows 
a summary of the three types of project reviews.

Following are some of the general reasons for conducting peri-
odic project reviews:

 ■ Improve project performance together with project 
management.
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 ■ Ensure that the quality of project work does not take a back 
seat to schedule and cost concerns.

 ■ Reveal developing problems early so that action can be 
taken to deal with them.

 ■ Identify areas where other projects (current or future) 
should be managed differently.

 ■ Keep client(s) informed of project status (this can also help 
ensure that the completed project will meet the client’s 
needs).

 ■ Reaffirm the organization’s commitment to the project for 
the benefit of project team members.

REVIEWS

Stories abound of projects that are supposed to be within days of 
completion and are suddenly “discovered” to be weeks behind 
schedule. This usually happens because people have been lying to 
themselves, and to everyone else. When technical problems exist 
in a project, the experts (e.g., engineers, programmers, or life scien-
tists) are inclined to be overly optimistic about how long it will take 
to resolve the problem. If you ask them how long it will be before 

T A B L E  13.1

The Three Kinds of Project Reviews

Project Reviews and Their Nature

Status Looks at the status of cost, performance, schedule, and scope

Design  Examines a product, service, or software design to see if it 
meets requirements

Process Reviews project processes and asks if they can be improved
(lessons-learned)
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they have solved the problem, they are likely to say, “We hope to 
have it solved momentarily.” I’m sorry, that answer is inadequate. 
There is a book entitled Hope Is Not a Strategy (Page, 2003), and this 
should be the response to those technical people who are hopeful.
What approach are they going to use to resolve the problem? What 
are all the issues surrounding the problem? Do they need outside 
expertise? And so on.

I’m not advocating beating up people who have problems. Our 
approach to problems should be helpful. But I am intolerant of peo-
ple who won’t admit the severity of their problems and keep plod-
ding along without asking for help. This is usually caused by egos 
that won’t admit that they can have problems like ordinary mortals.

AT&T found years ago that one of the things that differentiated 
the most successful engineers from the less successful ones was 
their willingness to ask for help after they had tried unsuccessfully 
to solve a problem (I no longer remember the source of this finding). 
The old saying, “If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again,” should 
be amended to, “If after a reasonable number of attempts you can’t 
make it work, ask for help!”
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DISPLAYING PROGRESS

We saw in Chapter 12 that the most common method of displaying 
progress, using a Gantt or bar chart, can lead to serious problems 
(see Figure 13.1). This is because the chart shows schedule prog-
ress only. It tells you nothing about the amount of effort that was 
expended to achieve those schedule results. We saw that if a person 
has worked twice as many hours as originally planned in order to 
stay on schedule, this is a sign of trouble to come. Our conclusion 
was that you must have an integrated cost/schedule tracking sys-
tem in order to know your true progress on a project. We also saw 
that you must actually know the value of all four PCTS targets in 
order to determine true progress, because even if schedule and cost 
are okay, you may not reach full scope, or the work may have been 
performed poorly, resulting in problems later on.

The preferred system for showing progress is earned value 
analysis, using spreadsheets, as shown in Chapter 12 (see Figure 
13.2). However, many managers don’t want to wade through all the 
numbers, so the spreadsheet also performs a critical ratio calcula-
tion, compares the index to prescribed control limits, and displays 
the result in stoplight format—that is, if everything is okay, you 
get a green box; if there are reasons for concern, you get yellow; 
and if you see red, there is a definite problem! (The phrase “stop-
light format” derives from the colors used on a standard traffic 
light—red to mean stop, green to mean go, and yellow to indicate 
caution.)

We also learned in Chapter 12 that you can’t just display sum-
mary data for the entire project because you may have two tasks 
that have almost equal and opposite variances that cancel each 
other out, so that the summary gives a misleading result. Stoplight 
reporting is okay if it occurs at the task level and is backed up by 
earned value data, so that a person can dig in and analyze that data.

A stoplight report for a project is shown in Figure 13.3. Note 
that this approach allows you to see what has happened between 
the previous reporting period and the current one. For example, 
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if the status has gone from yellow to red, we know that the task 
was getting into trouble previously and is now worse off. Con-
versely, a change from yellow to green shows that the situation has 
improved.

PROCESS REVIEWS

The objective or purpose of a process review is to improve the 
performance of the team. In reviewing performance, note that we 

do not ask, “What have 
we done wrong?” Ask-
ing that question simply 
raises defenses in team 
members, and they will 
try to hide anything that 
they think is wrong be-
cause they assume that 
they will be trashed for 

any mistakes that they have made. The purpose of a process review 
is to learn from experience, so that we can avoid those things that 
were not done so well and continue doing those things that have 

F I G U R E  13.3

A Simple Stoplight Report

The purpose of a process review 
is to learn how to improve 
performance. If you go on a witch 
hunt, you will create witches 
where none existed before.
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been done well. It is not a witch hunt. If you go about it in a retribu-
tive way, people will hide their faults.

The other reason for not asking what has been done wrong is 
that the answer may be “nothing,” and thus everyone may come 
to believe that reviews are unnecessary. This is not true. The best- 
performing team must always attempt to get even better, as their 
competitors are not sit-
ting idly by, maintain-
ing the status quo. They 
too are improving, and 
if you stand still for very 
long, they will pass you.

It is also a fact that 
the most dangerous thing 
a team can be is success-
ful. That may sound wrong, maybe even a bit depressing, but it is 
true. A successful team can easily get complacent. Coaches of sports 

The ability to learn faster than 
your competitors may be the 
only sustainable competitive 
advantage.

—Arie P. de Geus
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teams know this. When you have won every game of the season, your 
very next game is risky because you may get cocky and careless. For 
that reason, you can never be satisfied with the status quo.

One favorite expression of some managers is “no excuses.” 
When something goes wrong, they regard any explanation of 
what happened as an excuse. I find this attitude very dangerous 
and totally counter to being able to learn. There is a big differ-
ence between an excuse and an explanation. Comedian Flip Wil-
son used to have a wonderful excuse when he did something he 
shouldn’t have: “The devil made me do it,” he would quip. That is 
an excuse.

Saying that El Niño caused so much rain in California one 
summer that the construction of a new plant fell far behind sched-
ule is an explanation, not an excuse. To say that there has been a fire 
in an auto parts plant and that parts are not available for produc-
tion, is an explanation, not an excuse.

You cannot learn from problems or failures if you behave like 
an ostrich and stick your head in the sand, or if you hold your hands 
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over your ears and refuse to listen to the facts. And those who refuse 
to learn from history are doomed to repeat their mistakes.

Process Always Affects Task

It is very important to understand that process will always affect 
task outcomes! That is, the way you do something will always af-
fect the results you get. As the old saying goes, “If you always 
do what you’ve always 
done, you’ll always get 
what you always got.” 
And the corollary is, “In-
sanity is continuing to 
do what you’ve always 
done and hoping for a different result.” In terms of process, these 
statements mean, “If you aren’t getting the results you want, change 
your process!”

In any project team, the processes that we care about include 
those shown in the “Team Processes” box. One of the most im-
portant of these is meetings. Projects cannot succeed without pe-
riodic meetings. However, as we all know, the large majority of 
meetings are badly run, leaving participants drained, frustrated, 
and wishing that they 
would never have to at-
tend another one. In his 
video “Meetings, Bloody 
Meetings,” John Cleese 
makes a profound com-
ment about meetings: 
“The essence of man-
agement is in how we 
run meetings.” (This 
video can be purchased 
from Video Arts, www.
videoarts.com.)

Process will always affect task!
—Marvin Weisbord

Team Processes
 ■ Leadership
 ■ Decision making
 ■ Problem solving
 ■ Communications
 ■ Meetings
 ■ Planning
 ■ Giving feedback to team members
 ■ Conflict management

www.videoarts.com
www.videoarts.com
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Now if that doesn’t depress you, you haven’t thought about 
the implications. Meetings typically lose focus, have no clear di-
rection to begin with, go on ad nauseam, and don’t accomplish 
anything. If you can’t manage a meeting, how can you manage an 
organization?

If you want to improve the management of your meetings, 
read Chapter 15 and follow the model presented there.

CONDUCTING PROCESS OR LESSONS- LEARNED REVIEWS

As I have already said, lessons- learned reviews focus on pro-
cesses; that is, how is work being done, and can those processes 
be improved? There are some problems or pitfalls in conducting 

lessons- learned reviews, 
so here are suggestions 
on how to make them 
effective.

First, it tends to be 
hard to get people to 
open up when you ini-
tially do these reviews, 

especially when issues that might seem critical of people are in-
volved. You have to work on building trust by teaching people 
how to phrase their comments. For example, if I were a team 
member, I might say something like, “Communication in this 
team sucks.” Now, all that comment will do is make some people 
defensive. Furthermore, it is very vague. What kind of communi-
cation? All, or just some? As a group facilitator, I would first ex-
plain to everyone that such comments are not helpful. Rather, the 
comment would be much better if it were rephrased to be specific, 
such as, “I did not receive information about slippage in tasks that 
feed my work until several days after the slip was identified. Be-
cause of that, I was unable to react in time to keep my own work 
on track.”

Lessons- learned reviews focus on 
processes. If you want to get better 
results, you have to improve the 
way you do your work.
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The more specific 
the comments are, the 
bet ter. Also, the more im-
personal they are, the bet-
ter. One rule is to describe 
everything in terms that 
others can verify by direct observation—they can see, hear, or feel 
it. The second rule is to express your comments in nonjudgmental 
terms; avoid remarks that can be interpreted by others as attacking 
them in some way.

I use two flipcharts in such reviews. On one I list things that 
were done well. The other is used to list things that we want to 
do better. These are the words I write at the top of the two charts: 
“Done Well” and “Do Better.” Note: I do not like the system of plac-
ing a plus sign (+) at the top of one page and a minus sign (–) at the 
top of the other. This still designates good and bad, and as I men-
tioned earlier, saying that something was done badly makes people 
defensive, and they quit participating. Clearly you can’t capture in-
formation about problems if people won’t tell you about them, so 
you want to frame the entire process as a way of improving, not of 
ascribing guilt so that you can place blame and punishment.

I have two scribes available, who are (preferably) not members 
of the team, to record entries on the charts. When a person makes a 
comment (these can be in any order), it is recorded. If I am not clear 
about the meaning or if the person has framed the comment in vio-
lation of the rule, I ask for a reframing before it is written down. I 
also suggest that each person write notes to himself as the process 
goes along, so that he doesn’t forget a thought.

I also make a flipchart page that contains all the processes and 
issues to be examined and post it in the room to jog people to think 
about everything. (These were shown in the Team Processes side-
bar.) One issue that can be a problem is leadership. Team members 
can be very reluctant to say anything negative about their leader, 
so it may be necessary for the leader to leave the room so that the 

You can’t solve problems with 
processes unless you know exactly 
what the problem is.
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group can talk openly about any leadership concerns without fear of 
reprisal. In that case, a stand- in facilitator should be available who 
understands the process and can help the group members frame 
their comments properly. Rather than saying, “Doug is a sorry 
leader,” the person would be coached to say, “I sometimes feel that 
Doug isn’t listening to me when I tell him about a problem.” That 
would help the leader change his behavior, perhaps by practicing 
active listening.

Once all comments have been captured, I give each person 10 
votes to cast for what he or she believes are the top items. Team 
members can cast all 10 votes for one item, or distribute them. They 
do this by simply placing a checkmark on the page beside the item 
they are voting for. Two checkmarks means two votes, and so on. 
(This is called multivoting.)

Votes for each item are then counted. The items with the most 
votes are selected for resolution. I suggest that no more than three or 
four items be addressed at one time. Furthermore, someone on the 
team should accept an action assignment to deal with each issue. A 
target date for resolution should be established. I would ask for a 
progress report before the target date is reached, and a final report 
(verbal is fine) on the target date.

I strongly suggest that you publish the findings of the review 
and circulate them to all team members, and also to parties outside 
the team, so that everyone can benefit from what has been learned. 
If you have an intranet on which the review can be posted, that is 
good, too. You can now proceed down through the list that was 
initially generated to solve the next- ranked items, so that eventually 
you resolve them all.

There is one suggestion: if problems fall into the following cat-
egories, they should be resolved in the order shown, regardless of 
the number of votes they receive:

1. Goals

2. Roles and responsibilities
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3. Procedures

4. Relationships

The rationale for this is that if team goals are not clear, you are 
headed for disaster no matter how other procedures are going. Fur-
thermore, it is possible that other processes are being affected be-
cause people aren’t clear 
on goals. Next, people 
must be clear about and 
agree on their roles and 
responsibilities, or there 
will be significant prob-
lems within your team. 
Once these are clear, you 
should then agree on 
procedures—how things will be done. Some of the items generated 
in the lessons- learned review will point to ineffective procedures 
that can be taken up for resolution.

Conflict among team members 
is sometimes caused by lack of 
goal clarity, uncertain roles and 
responsibilities, or conflicting 
procedures.
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Finally, if there are relationship problems within the team, you 
can work on resolving these. However, working on these matters 
when there are problems with any of the first three categories can 
be a waste of time, because the first three categories can themselves 
cause relationship problems.

THE PROCESS REVIEW REPORT

When a project is reviewed, the lessons learned should be shared 
with other teams so that they can avoid the mistakes that the team 
being reviewed made and can take advantage of the things that the 
team did well. The lessons- learned report should contain, at a mini-
mum, the following:

1. Current project status. This is best shown using earned 
value analysis. However, when earned value analysis is 
not used, status should still be reported with as much 
accuracy as possible.

2. Future status. This is a forecast of what is expected to hap-
pen in the project. Are significant deviations in schedule, 
cost, performance, or scope expected? If so, the nature of 
such changes should be specified.

3. Status of critical tasks. The status of critical tasks, particu-
larly those on the critical path, should be reported. Tasks 
that have high levels of technical risk should be given spe-
cial attention, as should those being performed by outside 
vendors or subcontractors over which the project manager 
may have limited control.

4. Risk assessment. Have any risks been identified that high-
light the potential for monetary loss, project failure, or 
other liabilities?
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5. Information relevant to other projects. What has been learned 
from this review that can or should be applied to other 
projects, whether those projects are presently in progress 
or about to start?

6. Limitations of the review. What factors might limit the valid-
ity of the review? Are any assumptions suspect? Is any 
data missing, or suspected of being contaminated? Was 
anyone uncooperative in providing information for the 
review?

As a general comment, the simpler and more straightforward 
a project review report, the better. The information should be orga-
nized so that planned versus actual results can be compared eas-
ily. Significant deviations should be highlighted and explained. 
Figure 13.4 is a form intended to be used for a milestone process 
review. Note that this form will be inadequate to capture all the 
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F I G U R E  13.4

Process Review Form
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data generated for an end- of- project review, but it can be used as a 
guide for questions to be asked.

DESIGN REVIEWS

A design review is conducted to determine whether the product 
being developed is going to perform according to requirements and 
whether the company will be able to manufacture it at the intended 
price. If the answer to either of these questions is negative, then a 
decision could be made to terminate the project. The answers to 
these questions become more certain as the project progresses and 
approaches completion. Unfortunately, by the time the answer is 
certain, significant expenditures have already been made, making 
cancellation less helpful than it would have been earlier in the proj-
ect life cycle. However, canceling a project early based on limited 
information may be unwarranted.

Since decisions to cancel projects are usually made not by proj-
ect managers, but by business managers, I will not go into detail 
about the process. A good reference is Patterson (1993).
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I have previously cited the saying in psychology that really cap-
tures the need for performance improvement: if you always do what 
you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you always got. The corollary 
to this is: insanity is continuing to do what you’ve always done and 
expecting a different result! Clearly, if you have tried something 
repeatedly and have not achieved the desired result, try something 
different.

Dr. W. Edwards Deming used to say that there are two kinds 
of organizations—those that are getting better and those that are 
dying. If you’re standing still, you’re dying; you just don’t know 
it yet. Your competitors aren’t standing still; if you are, they will 
eventually pass you by. He used this point to argue for continuous 
improvement in organizations. The same can be applied to com-
panies as a whole or to groups within them. This includes project 
teams.

Improving Project Processes

14C H A P T E R
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As I have said, no sports team with any credibility would go 
an entire season without trying to improve—teams get better by 
practicing, watching game films to give players feedback on past 
performance, coaching players, trying new plays, and changing 
personnel if need be. They understand that success can breed a 
sense of complacency; people come to believe that nobody can 
drag them down. The same is true of organizations. Judith Bard-
wick wrote a book titled Danger in the Comfort Zone that echoes 
this idea.

Yet project teams seldom stop to ask if they can improve. In 
fact, this is one of the major causes of project failure. Team build-
ing is the forgotten side of project management. We get so focused 
on the task at hand that we totally forget about process issues. This 
reflects concern for what must be done to the exclusion of concern 
for how it is being done. Remember Marvin Weisbord’s observation: 
process issues will always affect task performance. In Chapter 13, 
we discussed how to conduct process or lessons- learned reviews. 
The importance of these reviews cannot be overstated.
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Many project managers today are feeling the pressure to get 
their jobs done faster and cheaper at the same time, while holding 
performance and scope constant. At first glance, this sounds con-
tradictory, since there is usually an inverse relationship between 
reducing the time required for a project and the cost to do the work. 
That is, as we try to work faster, costs tend to escalate. This is shown 
in Figure 14.1.

However, the curve in the figure assumes that the processes 
of doing work remain unchanged and all we are doing is adding 
resources to the team. If that is the case, you cannot simultaneously 
reduce both time and costs.

On the other hand, by changing the process by which work is 
done, you can reduce both at the same time. Note also that doing 

F I G U R E  14.1

Time- Cost Trade- Off Curve for a Typical Project
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work correctly the first time will help achieve this result. I have 
shown that the typical rework cost in a project ranges from 5 to 
40 percent. Rework is total waste. As one chief engineer said, 30 
percent rework in a project is equivalent to having one person out 
of every three on the staff working full time just redoing what the 
other two did wrong. If you reduce the rework, you get the job done 
faster and cheaper at the same time.

One of the contributors to rework is definitely a process issue: 
how well the project is defined and planned at the very beginning. 
The tendency here is to avoid the initial pain of planning. Unfortu-
nately, you pay now or you pay later, and it is almost always cheaper 
to pay now than later. As my colleague Bob Wysocki jokes, “You 
pain now or pain later.” This is shown in Figure 14.2. Good project 
planning causes a lot of pain at the beginning, but the pain dimin-
ishes as the project progresses. With no planning or only cursory 

F I G U R E  14.2

Pain Curves in Project Management
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planning, there is little pain at the beginning, but the pain grows 
significantly as the project advances.

You might remember from our discussion of systems issues 
that one reason for this is that as rework goes up, more overtime is 
required, which causes greater fatigue, which leads to more errors 
that have to be corrected (reworked), which means more overtime, 
and on and on. It is a vicious cycle that gets progressively worse. 
This is indicated graphically by the exponential increase in pain.

IDENTIFYING PROCESSES

A process is a way of doing something. In Egyptian times, a form 
of writing called hieroglyphics was invented. Each symbol initially 
stood for a word or an idea. This same kind of system was used by 
the Chinese. The problem is that you need to remember about 1,800 
characters to have a decent working vocabulary. Eventually, alpha-
bets were invented, which permitted words to be built up from 
letters, so that with a knowledge of 24 to 31 characters, you could 
represent any word in the language. This also meant that the way 
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one wrote those symbols changed. Hieroglyphics are often painted 
with a brush. Alphabetical characters can be easily written with sty-
lus, pen, or brush. They can also be typed. Thus, the invention of the 
typewriter sped up the process of putting words on paper. More 
recently, the invention of computers has taken us a step further. All 
of these steps were refinements of the process of conveying ideas to 
others through written means.

All process improvements tend to follow an S curve, as shown 
in Figure 14.3. Initially, gains in process improvement are hard to 
come by. Then considerable progress is made. Finally, the gains 
become harder and harder to achieve. We sometimes say that we 

F I G U R E  14.3

Process Improvement Curves
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are pushing the envelope at either the beginning or the end of the pro-
cess improvement curve.

When the end of 
a process improvement 
cycle is reached and the 
gains become difficult to 
achieve, it is time to re-
tire the old process and 
invent an entirely new one. Unfortunately, some managers get hung 
up on trying to improve a process that should be eliminated because 
it is at the end of its improvement cycle, but they don’t realize this.

Interestingly, organizations that are just getting started with 
formal project management are down on the low side of the pro-
cess improvement curve, and they experience significant start- up 
difficulty. This sometimes causes them to throw out the process 
entirely because they are experiencing too much initial pain. They 
don’t realize that they will soon cross the peak if they stick with it, 
and they will then be in for an easy ride down the right- hand slope 
of the pain curve (Figure 14.2).

PRINCIPLES OF PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

The first important idea to consider in process improvement is that, 
if we have learned how to improve processes in one domain, we 
should be able to apply some of what was learned to other processes. 
Part of the reason for this is that processes must conform to some of 
the rules of system behavior, which we discussed in Chapter 9. In 
that chapter, we found that systems that have similar structures can 
be expected to behave similarly, regardless of the content involved 
in the system process. Thus, since we have had so much experience 
with process improvement in manufacturing, we should be able to 
adopt some of the procedures used in that area and apply them to 
improving project management processes.

There is no point in trying to 
improve a process that should be 
replaced altogether.
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Earlier in this chapter, I mentioned the pressure to get proj-
ects completed more quickly. A number of books on speeding up 
the product development process have been written in recent years, 
including Accelerating Innovation (Patterson, 1993), Developing Prod-
ucts in Half the Time (Smith & Reinertsen, 1995), Revolutionizing Prod-
uct Development (Wheelwright & Clark, 1992), and The Helix Factor
(Wood, 1998), to name just a few. As I have noted elsewhere, how-
ever, product development should not be confused with project 
management. Similar pressures to speed up projects are being felt 
in all kinds of projects, not just in product development.

One of the first points that must be made about improving a 
process is that it should be running smoothly already, or it will be 
nearly impossible to tell if it has been improved. If you are familiar 
with statistical process control (SPC) methodology, you would say 
that the process should be in control before you begin changing it. 
The second point is that it requires good planning to improve a pro-
cess, and this, in turn, requires that the process be well understood. 
We will discuss understanding processes in the next section.
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Patterson lists a number of actions that can reduce manufac-
turing time, and it is instructive to examine these with respect to 
projects. I have adapted his list, as shown in the box (Patterson, 
1993, p. 101).

Improve process qual-
ity. Anything that you 
can do to reduce errors 
that lead to rework will 
improve overall process 
performance, especially 
speed. Improvements in 
planning generally re-
duce errors due to false 
starts. Time spent plan-
ning must be balanced, 
of course. It is not pro-
ductive if the team goes 
into analysis paralysis 
because they are afraid 
to make any planning 
errors.

In Chapter 6, meth-
ods of identifying and defining problems were presented. Those 
methods should be used to help identify and define process prob-
lems.

Implement concurrent processes. If we can do as many things as 
possible in parallel, rather than serially, we can speed up project 
work. Care must be taken to balance risk with gains in speed, how-
ever. When interdependent tasks are performed concurrently, you 
definitely increase the risk that costs will be incurred because the 
work done in one step negates the work done in the (normally sub-
sequent) next step.

Add value as rapidly as possible at each process step. In manufactur-
ing, raw materials themselves have almost no value to customers. 

Actions That Reduce 
Manufacturing Cycle Time

 ■ Improve process quality (in 
particular, minimize rework).

 ■ Implement concurrent processes.
 ■ Add value as rapidly as possible 

at each step.
 ■ Improve the quality and 

timeliness of incoming materials.
 ■ Eliminate work that adds no 

value.
 ■ Minimize changeover time 

(reduce setup time).
 ■ Eliminate bottlenecks.
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It is only after they have been formed, shaped, machined, stamped, 
or molded that they gain value. In projects, the same idea would 
apply. Every step in the project should increase the value of the final 
product that will be delivered to the customer. Related to this idea, 
perhaps as a corollary, is the point about eliminating any step that 
adds no value. Setup time, for example, is an operation that provides 
no value but may have to be done if a single machine is used for 
multiple tasks. The longer the run of parts on that machine before 
a changeover is made, the smaller the setup time as a percentage of 
the total. The same is true of people. The more we can reduce the 
interruptions and transitions that they experience, the more pro-
ductive they become.

One example of steps that add no value is the iteration of 
design to make a product function properly. Elsewhere, I have dis-
cussed using the design of experiments to eliminate the design- test- 
redesign iteration that creates an endless loop in projects. Wherever 
feasible, this approach is preferable to multiple iterations.
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Improve the quality and timeliness of incoming materials. A man-
ufacturer that receives shoddy raw materials can hardly produce 
high- quality products. Considerable time and money were once 
spent on inspection of incoming materials. Selecting vendors care-
fully and forming partnerships can greatly improve the quality of 
incoming goods and reduce the later incurred cost of a poorly man-
ufactured product. In the same way, projects of any kind need good 
raw materials with which to work. When projects are done primar-
ily by knowledge workers, this means the right information at the right 
time. If the information arrives too late, it will be of no benefit to the 
current job. If it arrives too early, it may not be recognized as being 
relevant, although if an error is to be made, it should be made in 
the direction of too early as opposed to too late. A good reference 
librarian can be an immense help in dealing with this issue. Basi-
cally, what is needed is a just- in- time (JIT) information system.

Streamline the flow of materials. In manufacturing, modern as-
sembly lines are characterized by the well- planned flow of materials 
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from beginning to end. Good project planning should result in the 
same smooth flow of information or work from one stage to another. 
For local project teams, this means that all members of the team have 
access to information on a timely basis through a local area network 
(LAN). For dispersed teams, a wide area network (WAN) is needed.

Eliminate bottlenecks. A bottleneck is a point in a process that 
restricts the flow of materials. In construction projects, bottlenecks 
are often caused by agencies that must approve building plans that 
require environmental impact studies or archaeological surveys. 
You often can’t eliminate these or speed them up, since you have no 
control over them. About all you can do is work around them.

Sometimes a single support group becomes a bottleneck 
because they are servicing so many teams that they lack the capac-
ity to do this well. Bottlenecks are resolved by identifying the root 
cause of the limited capacity and then investing in the resources 
needed to bring capacity up to the required level. Needless to say, 
the economy achieved by keeping a support group “lean and mean” 
can be greatly offset by the time lost by dependent teams. However, 
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since project managers are not always able to influence the powers 
that be to deal with bottlenecks properly, the best defense is to have 
work that can be productively done while waiting for other work to 
clear the bottleneck.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF PROBLEMS

I cannot stress strongly enough how important it is that problems 
be defined correctly so that the right problem gets solved. It should 
be clear that such a definition must be one that everyone under-
stands and with which 
all agree. Unless every-
one has the same under-
standing of a problem, 
there is no way to solve 
it. An operational defini-
tion is needed. An op-
erational definition establishes a language that communicates the 
same meaning to everyone involved in solving the problem. Since 
our focus here is on improving processes, this language will spe-
cifically apply to the processes we are trying to improve. Words 
such as defective, unsafe, or inadequate have no meaning unless they 
are operationally defined.

To illustrate how confusion can be caused by the absence of 
operational definitions, consider a label on a shirt that reads “75% 
cotton.” What does this mean? Is it three- quarters cotton, on aver-
age, throughout the shirt? Or is it three- quarters cotton applied to 
shirts over a month’s production? Is it three- quarters by linear mea-
sure or by weight? If by weight, at what humidity? Does humidity 
affect the noncotton component to the same degree as the cotton?

Another example: the team says that communication is poor. 
What does this mean? Communication consists of transmitting 
and receiving. Is transmission the problem, or is it receiving? Is the 
person who is talking not using precise language? Or are listeners 

Unless everyone has the same 
understanding of a problem, it is 
almost impossible to solve it.
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not paying attention? Is the transmission being affected by noise, 
so that it is not received properly? What are the tangible effects of 
the communication—misunderstandings, missed dates, work done 
incorrectly, or conflicts? Until we arrive at a shared understanding 
of what is meant by “poor communication,” we can’t possibly solve 
the problem.

A given operational definition is not necessarily right or wrong. 
Its importance lies in its acceptance by all parties involved in deal-
ing with the process. As conditions change, the operational definition 
may change to meet new needs.

An operational definition consists of

1. A criterion to be applied to an object or to a group

2. A test of the object or of the group

3. A decision as to whether the object or the group did or did 
not meet the criterion

The project team is told that they are expected to do their work 
on time and within budget, while maintaining performance as 
expected and doing the predefined amount (scope) of work. This 
statement is loaded with problems. What does on time and within 
budget mean? Can there be a tolerance? If so, how much? If not, we 
are expecting the impossible, because all processes vary. To expect 
people to get work done exactly on time is unrealistic. In the first 
place, where did the time frame come from? It was an estimate, so 
by definition it is not exact.

Now, if we know that we can typically achieve schedule and 
budget tolerances of 10 percent, then we can operationally define on 
time and within budget as being within this tolerance. By the same 
token, we must operationally define performance requirements. If 
the person is writing software, how do you define the performance 
requirement? The entire program has less than a given number of 
bugs? It executes at a certain speed? It has no more than x lines of 
code? All of the above?
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Here is an example of actually applying the conditions to arrive 
at an operational definition. A salesperson is told that her perfor-
mance will be judged with respect to the percentage change in this 
year’s sales over last year’s sales. What does this mean? Average 
percentage sales each month? Each week? For each product? Per-
centage between December 31, 2010, and December 31, 2011? How 
are we measuring sales? Is it gross, net, gross profit, or net profit? 
You get the picture.

Step 1: Develop a criterion for percentage change in sales.

A percentage change in sales is the difference between 
2010 (January 1, 2011, to December 31, 2011) sales and 
2010 (January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2010) sales:

Percentage change:

(104-11) = (S11 – S10)/S10

where

S11 =  dollar sales volume for January 1–
December 31, 2011

S10 =  dollar sales volume for January 1–
December 31, 2010

S10 is measured in constant dollars.

Steps 2 and 3. Test the decision on percentage change in sales. 
This will be done by looking at 2010 and 2011 sales figures 
and performing the computations.

Example of Identifying a Process Problem

The team has missed the last two project milestones. The project 
manager is feeling the heat to make sure that this does not happen 
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again, as the project deadline is highly critical to the business, and if 
milestones are slipping, it is likely that the end date will be missed. 
To help identify the possible cause or causes of this problem, you 
might want to use an Ishikawa diagram, which is shown in generic 
form in Figure 14.4. The model is also called a fishbone or cause- 
and- effect diagram. The problem you are trying to solve is noted in 
the box to the right, and possible causes are listed on the “bones” 
of the diagram, grouped according to general categories. This list is 
usually generated through brainstorming.

Once the list has been created, you classify each variable with 
a C, N, or X, as follows:

C (Constant). These are variables that we intend to hold con-
stant so that we can achieve the desired response, or possibly 
reduce extraneous variation in the response. For each of these 
variables, we need a standard operating procedure to tell us 
how the variable is being controlled.
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N (Noise). These are uncontrolled variables. They cause “noise” 
in the system. Although they do affect system response, they 
are too difficult or too expensive to hold constant.

X (Experimental). If an experiment is to be run, these are the 
factors to be investigated. Not all cause- and- effect diagrams 
will contain X factors. However, a variable that is a C today 
could become an X tomorrow if we decide to investigate the 
effect experimentally (and vice versa).

In using the Ishikawa diagram, or any other approach, you 
must take care not to fall into the trap of having people give you 
causes at too high a level. For example, you ask the members of your 
group to tell you what problems they think are affecting project 
team performance, and you get a list like the following:

1. Lack of leadership

2. Poor communication

F I G U R E  14.4

The Generic Ishikawa Diagram
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3. Unclear mission and objectives

4. Inadequate workspace

5. Lack of training

The difficulty with this list is that people have concluded that 
lack of leadership is a cause, based on some lower- level cause. At 
this point, you don’t know what the real problem is to which your 
team is attributing these causes. To understand the real problem, 
you now need to ask, “What effect is lack of leadership (or any of the 
other problems on the list) having on our team?” The person says, “I 
think members of the team are demoralized just now.”

She is attributing low morale to lack of leadership. But is that 
true? We would have to look more closely to determine if some 
aspect of the leader’s behavior is causing morale problems. In all 
likelihood, there may be other factors in the situation that are caus-
ing the morale effect.

Once you have identified the root cause of a problem, the solu-
tion is often fairly obvious, although not always easy to implement. 
As examples, if your car is running rough and you find that a spark 
plug is broken, then all you need to do is replace the plug and the 
problem is solved. If sales are down because you are in a recession, 
however, you can’t necessarily solve the problem, even though you 
know its cause. I also might know that an employee is performing 
poorly because he has a really rotten attitude, but that knowledge 
won’t necessarily help me solve the problem.

For our example of missed deadlines, here is the procedure 
you would follow:

1. The project manager calls a meeting to solve the problem 
of missed deadlines, and the Ishikawa diagram shown in 
Figure 14.5 is generated. As the diagram shows, there are 
not many causes under Policies and Machines, but there are 
several under each of the other two categories. The question 
is, what do you do with these guesses at possible causes?
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2. The next step in the process is to allow people time to pon-
der the causes before evaluating them. Some questions to 
consider at this time are:

 ◆ Is this cause a variable or an attribute? A variable is 
something that has continuous measures, such as 
pounds, feet, and so on. An attribute is something that 
is present or not present, such as a scratch, dent, or 
hole.

 ◆ Has the cause been operationally defined?
 ◆ Does this cause interact with other causes?

3. Once people have had time to think about the issue, the 
next step is to circle likely causes on the diagram. This 
will always be based on judgment initially. Once this is 
done, you can rank them in order of most likely to least 
likely. Paired comparisons is a good method to use to rank 
causes (see Chapter 7).

F I G U R E  14.5

Ishikawa Diagram for Missed Milestones
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4. Finally, you need to verify the cause. You can do this in 
a variety of ways. Begin by gathering data to see if the 
most likely cause actually has a significant impact on the 
problem. If not, then look at the next most likely cause, 
and so on. You can also design experiments to manipulate 
variables to see if they have an effect, when they are ame-
nable to such treatment. A full survey of such methods is 
outside the scope of this book.
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There can be no doubt that projects involve a lot of meetings—
meetings to check status, to keep people informed about what is 
being done, and in some cases to review design work. John Cleese, 
the British actor- comedian, once said that the essence of manage-
ment is in how we run meetings. If they have a focus to begin with, 
that focus is soon lost as people go off on tangents. In fact, he said, 
if you can’t run a meeting, how can you run a project, department, 
or organization? That should give all of us something to think 
about. In the current world of “do more with less,” you can’t afford 
this. You have to get as much productivity as possible from your 
resources, and this is a simple place to start, because it is so easy to 
improve meetings.

Managing and 
Facilitating Meetings

15C H A P T E R
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MEETING MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Following are guidelines for managing meetings. Once these are 
established, I will provide suggestions for facilitating the meeting 
in order to keep it on track, handling disruptive members of the 
group, and how to get the most out of reticent members.

Meeting Outcome or Purpose

The greatest sin of meeting management is to have a meeting when 
it is unnecessary. You should ask whether your purpose can be 
achieved by a casual stand- up meeting in some convenient location, 
or by phone or some other medium (such as a net- meeting). It seems 
that some organizations are meeting- crazy.

The second greatest sin of meeting management is to have a 
meeting without stating the desired outcome(s). What is the pur-
pose of the meeting? Are you reviewing the status of the project? Is 
it a design review? Is it a lessons- learned review? (See Chapter 13 
for more on these.) Is the purpose to solve a problem or to make a 
decision? In fact, there are only four reasons for having a meeting. 
They are

 ■ To give information
 ■ To get information
 ■ To solve a problem (planning meetings fall into this 

category)
 ■ To make a decision

The meeting should begin by stating the purpose, to ensure 
that everyone is in alignment with that purpose. When you have 
done this, if anyone gets off track, you can remind that person of the 
purpose of your meeting and ask him or her to add the tangential 
topic to a list of topics that should be covered at a subsequent meet-
ing. This may actually be one of the best time- saving devices of all.
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The Meeting Agenda

I believe everyone knows that you should have an agenda for a meet-
ing, yet few people seem to provide one. They prefer to just “wing it” 
instead. Furthermore, the agenda should be published beforehand, 
so that people can come to the meeting prepared to deal with those 
topics that concern them. When people do not know the agenda, the 
meeting is sometimes interrupted by someone having to go back 
to his desk to get a document that is needed for the meeting. This 
wastes everyone’s time. Organizations should establish a rule that if 
the meeting manager has no agenda, no one need attend.

In addition to having an agenda, the meeting should be time- 
limited, usually to one or two hours. There are certainly excep-
tions to this, but I am 
suggesting this guide-
line for most standard 
project meetings. In the 
seminars that I teach, 
people tell me that they 
spend so much time in 
meetings that it is almost impossible for them to get any real work 
done. So keep your meetings short, effective, and efficient.

If you find that you can’t accomplish everything scheduled for 
the meeting in the time allotted, then schedule another meeting so 
that people can leave this meeting on time and do the other things 
on their personal agendas. It is simply inconsiderate of people to 
keep them sitting in a meeting that runs over.

Be realistic about what you can accomplish. In a one- hour meet-
ing, you can probably cover only three or four agenda items. That 
would allow 15 to 20 minutes for each one. This number may be 
higher if you are reviewing projects and the status of each one can 
be stated in less than 10 minutes. This means, however, that you can-
not try to solve any problems that are reported in the status update. 
Rather, solving problems should be moved to special- attention 

Effective: doing the right things.
Efficient: doing things right, with 
minimum effort.
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meetings at a later time. The reason for this should be obvious, but 
it is often overlooked. Solving a problem in a project may require a 
lot of time, and if you are trying to resolve it in your status review 
meeting, then you are certainly wasting the time of all the meeting 
members who are not involved with or affected by that problem.

Meetings that last longer than an hour should have a 5- to 
10-minute break about every 50 minutes. There are three significant 
reasons for this. One is that the mind can absorb only as much as the 
backside can stand. Second, some individuals need a bio- break—
they also don’t contribute effectively when their bladder insists on 
being emptied. And I don’t like telling people that they can take 
care of their own needs. When people are forced to leave an active 
meeting to go to the restroom, they miss the ongoing process, and 
also disrupt the meeting to some degree. Finally, when people sit 
for a long time, they get into a certain mindset and have difficulty 
shifting mental “gears.” A change of body physiology changes their 
mindset and makes them more productive when they reengage.
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MARATHON MEETINGS

One of the big time- wasters is the nonstop meeting that lasts sev-
eral hours. As a general rule, these meetings waste a lot of money 
because it is seldom true that all participants are needed for every 
single agenda item, yet they are not free to do other things. It is 
far more productive to break these meetings into smaller segments, 
invite those individuals who need to be there for a specific agenda 
topic, and when that has been covered, let them leave and have oth-
ers come in. It may be that some individuals are needed for several 
segments. Even then, having a five- minute break to make a transi-
tion allows them to move around and change their mindsets, as was 
discussed previously.

It is especially important to break up problem- solving meet-
ings. If people are having difficulty solving a problem, a marathon 
session seldom works. Furthermore, if the process is very long, it 
is actually helpful to move to another meeting location. The rea-
son is that if people who 
are “stuck” keep return-
ing to the same meeting 
room, every time they 
enter that room, the en-
vironment itself tends to 
anchor them to the stuck 
mental state. It is also helpful, for the reasons stated, to encourage 
people in problem- solving sessions to get up and move around dur-
ing the meeting. Pacing, standing, and gesturing all help mental 
functioning.

As a final guideline, you should set aside five minutes to re-
view your meetings before you officially end them. Conduct a sim-
ple lessons- learned review, in which you ask two questions:

 ■ What did we do well?

 ■ What do we want to do better next time?

Marathon meetings are huge time- 
wasters. Break them into smaller 
chunks with breaks in between.
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These are the same questions that you ask when you conduct a 
lessons- learned review for a project. It’s very important that you ask 
what needs to be done better next time, rather than, “What did we do 
badly?” There are two reasons for this. First, you may not have done 
anything badly, but you can always improve any process. Second, ask-
ing what was done badly just makes people defensive and resistant to 
any suggestions for improvement. This is in part because many orga-
nizations operate in the blame- and- punishment mode. When some-
thing is not done well, the responsible individual is identified and 
punished. For that reason, people learn not to admit doing anything 
badly in organizations so that it becomes impossible to improve them.

One final point is important. If you do these reviews and then 
don’t act on suggestions for improvement, people will get the idea 

that it’s a waste of time to 
do the reviews and will 
stop participating. If ap-
propriate, make an ac-
tion assignment to two 
or three members of the 
team to develop a proce-

dure that will improve future meetings and have them present their 
recommendations in a subsequent meeting. I would suggest that this 
be a meeting about meetings, not a regular project review meeting.

IMPORTANT ROLES IN MEETINGS

There are three roles that should be adopted by members in every 
meeting. These are leader- facilitator, scribe, and timekeeper. Even 
if the meeting involves only three people, the roles are important.

Leader- Facilitator

The individual who calls a meeting usually serves as the leader- 
facilitator, but this is not a fixed rule. Some groups rotate this role 

If no action is taken on the results 
of lessons- learned reviews, people 
will quit participating in them.
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so that everyone learns 
how to do it, and also so 
that the “official” leader 
can be a participant and 
avoid overly controlling 
meeting outcomes.

An important guide-
line for meetings is to 
have every participant 
act as a “secondary fa-
cilitator.” This means 
that every member takes 
partial responsibility for 
making the meeting a 
success. It is not just up 
to the official leader.

The specific respon-
sibilities of the leader are 
as follows:

 ■ Set the agenda and time limit.

 ■ Keep the meeting on track.

 ■ Safeguard ideas.

 ■ Draw out reticent members.

 ■ Tone down overparticipators.

 ■ Control side conversations.

 ■ Deal with seemingly irrelevant comments.

 ■ Be similar to a conductor.

We have already discussed setting the agenda and keeping the 
meeting on track, so let’s investigate the other responsibilities.

A facilitator is someone 
who helps a group of people 
understand their common 
objectives and assists them to 
plan to achieve them without 
taking a particular position in the 
discussion. The facilitator will try 
to assist the group in achieving a 
consensus on any disagreements 
that preexist or emerge in the 
meeting so that it has a strong 
basis for future action.

—Wikipedia
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Safeguard Ideas
Not everyone is good at expressing ideas. In those instances in 
which someone suggests a poorly formed idea, it is easy for another 
group member to shoot it down. The leader should safeguard the 
ideas of every participant by asking the group to build up the stated 
idea a bit before rejecting it. You can also say, “I’d like to hear more 
about that” to the person who expressed it, and give that person 
time to say more. Also, no idea should be rejected until all ideas 
have been expressed, so that they can be compared and the best one 
chosen.

Draw Out Reticent Members
Perhaps it is obvious that if we invite someone to a meeting, we do 
so because we want that person to participate, but this is sometimes 
overlooked. There are individuals who do not feel comfortable con-
tributing. It may be because they feel that they are outranked or that 
they have no good ideas. Whatever the reason, the facilitator needs 
to help these people make a contribution when possible.

One of the primary reasons for lack of participation is that ex-
troverts tend to talk through their ideas, while introverts need time 
to process their thoughts inside themselves [see Keirsey (1998) for 
more on the difference between introverts and extroverts]. Extro-
verts often have to talk through an idea in order to fully understand 
it, and introverts tend to be distracted by external chatter, so while 

the extrovert is talking, 
the introvert can’t pro-
cess the information. So 
by the time the introvert 
has decided what she 
thinks about an issue, 
the extrovert(s) have in-
fluenced the group to 
go in a certain direction, 

Introverts need time to think. You 
have to tone down the extroverts, 
or the introverts will have no time 
to decide their thoughts on an issue 
before you move on.
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which may not be the one that the introvert preferred, but now the 
group considers the issue resolved and is ready to move on.

In those cases where some members are underparticipators, 
the facilitator should draw them out by saying something like, “I’m 
clear on what some of you are saying. I’d like to hear from John [or 
Lisa, or Bill, or whoever]. John, what do you think about this issue?”

Another approach is to use the so- called round- robin method. 
You simply go around the room and have each individual say what 
he or she thinks about the issue. Members can pass if they have 
nothing to offer, but if an individual passes every time, you should 
meet with that person after the meeting and discuss your desire to 
have him or her contribute.

I have personally conducted meetings in which lab technicians 
would not contribute because they were “outranked” by engineers, 
and they felt that their contributions might not be welcome. In those 
situations, I have specifically said, “I want to hear from the tech-
nicians. What do you think about this?” Or, “What ideas do you 
have?” It turned out that the engineers learned that the techs had 
good ideas, and they then started to solicit those ideas outside the 
meetings. Thus, we gained contributions from resources who ordi-
narily would have been overlooked.

Tone Down Overparticipators
While you want to draw out underparticipators, you want to tone 
down the overly active individuals. However, you must do this with-
out dampening their enthusiasm. The idea, of course is to achieve 
relative balance in participation. As I indicated earlier, you simply 
say to the very vocal individuals something like, “I think I’m pretty 
clear about your position. Let’s see what some of our other members 
have to say.” Then you invite the other individuals to speak.

In the event that you have a person who does not get the mes-
sage that he is taking too much floor time, you may have to have 
a one- on- one discussion about this outside the meeting. There are 
individuals who seem unable to take a subtle suggestion, and you 
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need to explain to them that, while you don’t want to lose their 
contributions, you want to encourage group interaction, and their 
overly enthusiastic behavior is blocking that desired outcome.

There is a very important research finding that mandates that 
you control participation, especially when it comes to problem- 
solving sessions. An industrial psychologist named Norman Maier 
did research on group problem solving and found that when groups 
are considering several options for solving a problem, the first 
option that gets 15 more “votes” than the others will be adopted by 
the group about 85 percent of the time. Thus, if the group is discuss-
ing options and every comment made in support of an option is 
called a vote, the first option to get 15 more votes than the others is 
likely to be accepted, regardless of its actual merits. What this means 
is that the vocal individuals in a group can push for their preferred 
option until the group just caves in and accepts it, even though it is 
not the best one (as later judged by objective evaluation).

For that reason, meeting leaders must insist that vocal mem-
bers hold their tongues while others are given a chance to speak. If 
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necessary, the round- robin approach can be imposed on the group. 
And let me say that you should explain this dynamic to the group. 
Otherwise you may come across as the meeting czar, ruling with 
an iron hand for no obvious reason. I believe that when everyone 
understands these dynamics, they can be better participants.

Is It Relevant?
Sometimes people make comments that seem irrelevant to the topic 
that is under consideration at the moment. If you have stated the 
purpose of the meeting at the beginning, then irrelevant comments 
can derail your meeting and get it off track. However, is the person’s 
comment actually irrelevant, or is the problem that you don’t see the 
connection? Rather than dismiss the comment, you should say, “I’m 
having trouble seeing how what you’re saying is in line with what 
we’re trying to achieve at the moment. Can you help me make that 
connection?” This gives the person a chance to restate her thought 
so that you can see the connection. If it the comment is truly irrel-
evant but reflects an issue that needs to be discussed later, you can 
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ask that the issue be added to a list of items that must be discussed 
in another meeting. This list is often called the Parking Lot, and I 
prefer that it be a flipchart page that is placed on the wall in clear 
view of all members of the group.

Dealing with Side Conversations
I personally have no tolerance for side conversations in meetings. 
They are disrespectful of other members, both those who are speak-
ing and those who are trying to attend to what is being said. I make 
it clear that this is my feeling, and I tell people that if they must have 
a side conversation during a class or a meeting, they are to take 
it outside. I was told by the CEO of a very large company that he 
had terminated a vice president for repeated breaches of this rule. I 
applaud his action.

Dealing with Emotions
When I was a young engineer, I was told by my boss that I should 
leave my emotions outside when I came to work. What he meant, of 
course, was that it was okay if I was happy or excited or expressing 
some other positive emotion (note that emotion has the same root as 
motivate), but that it was not acceptable for me to be angry or upset. 
This is ridiculous. Human beings have value precisely because 
they are emotional beings, rather than unfeeling robots. Machines 
may be easier to work with, but they lack the attributes that make 
humans irreplaceable.

When people become upset in meetings, it is useless to try 
to proceed with an issue until their feelings have been addressed. 

What these feelings are 
signaling is that people 
have concerns that are 
not being addressed 
by the group, and until 
those concerns have been 
expressed and actually 

Always deal with feelings, then 
facts, then turn to solutions. Trying 
to develop solutions when people 
are upset is a waste of time.
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heard by the rest of the group, it is a waste of time to continue. If you 
do, the individuals who have not been listened to will—at best—not 
support the solution, and at worst, they will try to sabotage it later 
on. The rule is:

Feelings—facts—solutions

Here is how you should deal with feelings:

 ■ Ask everyone to take time out to think about what the issue 
means to them.

 ■ Have each person summarize his feelings.

 ■ Honor those feelings.

 ■ Make sure that everyone actively listens to the feelings 
being expressed.

I believe the first three items are clear. However, if you aren’t 
clear on what is meant by actively listens to expressed feelings, it 
means that someone should restate what the speaker said, para-
phrasing rather than parroting it. For example, suppose an indi-
vidual says that a specific course of action shows a disregard for 
employee safety and causes him great concern. You simply restate 
this as, “So you are worried that this course of action could com-
promise safety and should be considered in that light?” This re-
phrasing not only covers the substance of the person’s statement 
but captures his feelings as well. He should agree that you have 
understood him, as opposed to just passing him off. Having done 
this, you can then proceed with the issue: addressing his concerns 
about safety.

The Scribe

The second role that is important is that of scribe. Have someone 
take notes as the meeting progresses so that meeting minutes can 
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be developed later on, and so that people can backtrack through the 
meeting to remember points that were made earlier. This should 
be done on a flipchart so that everyone can see the notes. Having 
someone take notes on a letter- size page is not helpful, as no one 
else can see it.

The scribe does not have to be a good speller or have good 
handwriting. All that matters is that the threads of the discussion 
be captured. This role should also be rotated so that no one member 
has to do it all the time.

Timekeeper

Having a timed agenda is not helpful if the group does not keep 
track of how much time has been spent on an item and tries its best 
to stay on schedule. This does not mean that you must be a slave to 
a schedule, but having one does help a group learn to manage its 
time better over the long run. All agenda times are estimates of how 
long it will take to process each item. These estimates are exactly 
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analogous to project task estimates. The best estimates are based on 
experience. However, until you have performed a task a few times, 
you have no history. Furthermore, if you don’t keep track of how 
long the task takes to complete, you will not be able to estimate 
the next time you perform it. So the timekeeper must let the group 
know when the assigned time has been exceeded, and the group 
must decide whether to reschedule the item, push other items off 
the list (and onto the Parking Lot) for a future meeting, or extend 
the meeting (giving everyone time to shuffle their personal sched-
ules as necessary).

SOME GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT MEETINGS

I previously stated that there are three kinds of project meetings. 
Table 15.1 provides concise guidelines for each type.

Table 15.2 contains concise suggestions for the frequency and 
composition of these meetings.

T A B L E  15.1

Type of meeting  Purpose  Focus

Status  Review schedule,  Are we on target?
 cost, performance, 
 scope, and stakeholder  Are stakeholder
 expectations  expectations being met?

Design  Technical progress  Is technical progress 
  acceptable?

  Is the product 
  manufacturable?

Process  Learn from success What have we done well?
(lessons-learned)  and failure to correct 
 future performance  What do we want to do 
  better in the future?
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MORE POINTERS FOR STATUS MEETINGS

Following are some additional pointers for conducting status meet-
ings:

 ■ The purpose of these meetings is to share information with 
everyone about the status of a project.

 ■ Stoplight reporting is a simple way to show status:

 ■ Green means that everything is fine.

 ■ Yellow means that a problem is developing.

 ■ Red means that the problem is fully developed.

 ■ Numerical status data is available should it be needed; 
however, the stoplight makes a simple review possible.

IN SUMMARY

One of the best ways to improve the bottom- line performance of 
projects is to work on your meeting management. When time is 

T A B L E  15.2

Kind of meeting  Frequency  Composition

Status  Weekly on small  Core team members; senior
 projects; monthly on  managers as appropriate; 
 long- term jobs   functional managers who 

provide project resources

Design  Major milestones   Core team members; 
marketing representative, 
design manager, 
manufacturing 
representative

Process  Major milestones or All team members; key
(lessons-learned)  every three months,  stakeholders
 whichever comes first 
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wasted in meetings, the cost is the loaded labor rates of all partici-
pants multiplied by the amount of time wasted. Loaded labor rate 
means direct salary plus the cost of overhead. This, and not direct 
labor, is the true cost. In today’s economy, these rates range from 
$50 per hour to as much as $200 per hour for senior or professional 
employees. You can see that this can mean a very large amount of 
money wasted in a meeting with 10 members.

If you want to know whether you’re making progress, find out 
if people dread coming to your meetings, or—even if they don’t 
look forward to them—they at least don’t strongly object. The best 
of all possible worlds is for most members to say that the meetings 
are of value to them personally. It is possible!
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There is a tendency to think that when all project work has been 
completed, the job is finished. You will note that in my model, I 
don’t consider a project complete until a final lessons- learned re-
view has been conducted and documented. This should become 
a habit, part of an organization’s culture. The army calls lessons- 
learned reviews “after- action” reviews. Their policy is, after any-
thing significant takes place, to pause and learn whatever lessons 
they can from that event. In the case of military personnel, learn-
ing lessons has life- or- death significance. In a way, the same can 
be said of organizations. You live or die by constant improvement. 
As has been said, there are two kinds of organizations—those 
that are getting better and those that are dying. If you’re standing 
still, you’re dying, because your competition is certain to pass you 
eventually.

Closing Out the Project

16C H A P T E R
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Conducting lessons- learned reviews was covered in Chapter 
13, so I will not repeat the discussion here. I simply want to rein-
force what was said in that chapter about the importance of these 
reviews. In addition, I want to stress that the final lessons- learned 
review should be documented, and the report sent to everyone who 
can benefit from what the team learned. Otherwise, you may find 
that your team learned valuable lessons about mistakes that are 
being made by other teams in your organization.

ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSURE

PMI defines administrative closure of a project as the “process of 
documenting the results of your work to ensure that you have met 
all of the requirements and specifications” (Lewis & Dudley, 2005, 
p. 223; PMBOK® GUIDE, 2008). While we are primarily discussing 
final project closeout, administrative closure should be performed 
at completion of each phase of a project. As was pointed out in 
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Chapter 13, lessons- learned reviews (and documentation) should 
not be restricted to the end of the project. They should be done at 
the end of each phase or stage gate in the project. The final closeout 
documentation should be a summary of all preceding reports.

Following are some of the issues that should be addressed 
before the project is considered complete:

 ■ The collection and archiving of all project documents. This 
includes final cost and schedule data.

 ■ Updating records and product specifications to reflect 
what was actually achieved, so that this can be compared 
to the original plan.

 ■ Revising employee records to reflect newly developed 
skills and anticipate future training needs.

 ■ Preparation of a final project report that summarizes the 
history of the project. The product produced by the project 
should also be considered. The project may have been kept 
on track, but produced a bad product. Conversely, a good 
product may have been produced by a troubled project. I 
have heard it said that a project can be late, overspent, and 
end with reduced scope, but if the product is successful, 
you will be forgiven. The opposite is not true.

 ■ As already noted, a final lessons- learned review should be 
conducted with all stakeholders.

THE FINAL LESSONS- LEARNED REVIEW

Unfortunately, in many projects, by the time of the final lessons- 
learned review, team members have already been reassigned to 
other projects and are unavailable to participate in this review. 
However, this review should be considered important enough that 
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provisions should be made to bring team members together one last 
time to participate in it, in spite of their new assignments. The data 
from lessons- learned reviews should be viewed as one of the most 
important resources that an organization can acquire. It is similar to 
what Edison said when someone asked if he was discouraged after 
1,800 unsuccessful attempts to make a lightbulb filament. “No,” he 
said. “I know 1,800 things I don’t have to try.”

Equally important is knowing what has worked. Lessons 
learned are not restricted to negative events only. When something 
worked really well, we want to know about that, too.

PERSONNEL ISSUES IN PROJECT CLOSING

As projects near completion, team members sometimes become 
very apprehensive about their future with the organization. Will 
there be work for them once this project is finished? This appre-
hension can depress performance, and project managers should do 
whatever they can to protect the jobs of team members and let them 
know that their jobs are secure. Of course, in matrix organizations, 
there is a limit to what a project manager can do, but whatever the 
case, failing to attend to these concerns can result in incomplete clo-
sure—which will certainly lead to problems in the future.

There can also be strong feelings associated with disbanding 
project teams. In a project that has lasted for a prolonged period, 
the project team becomes like a family to some individuals, and 
losing that family can arouse considerable sadness. Some psycholo-
gists specialize in helping members of such teams go through the 
“grieving” process of losing their “families.” This is another of those 
“touchy- feely” dimensions of human nature that managers often 
do not understand with the consequence being that performance 
deficits accrue. It is important to remember that human beings have 
an attribute called emotion, which differentiates them from comput-
ers and machines and actually gives them an advantage over those 
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devices. The root of the words emotion and motive is the same. Peo-
ple are motivated. Machines are not.

And since people are the primary resource in any project, 
emotion should be considered data to be managed, just like any 
other information. Failure to do so may result in people not wanting 
future project assignments.
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In some ways, managing multiple projects is equivalent to man-
aging a program. When we discussed work breakdown structures 
(WBS) in Chapter 8, we saw that we begin at the program level and 
that there will be a number of projects under that level. One exam-
ple is the development of an airplane, shown in Figure 17.1.

As is shown in the WBS, the engine, wing, and avionics are all 
projects, and each will have its own project manager. The program 
manager does not personally attend to all of the project details 
for each of these projects. It is too much. And this is where people 
struggle with managing multiple projects.

Just a week ago, a fellow in a seminar said that he had 20 proj-
ects he was trying to manage. With all due respect, I doubt that he 
is managing them. He is reacting to crises as they arise. Or he is 
attending to whatever project is most prominent at the moment. He 

Managing Multiple Projects
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may have 20 projects on a list—and be responsible for them—but he 
is not really managing them.

The human mind can handle only five to nine bits of informa-
tion at one time. I believe this is the effective range of the number 
of projects that an individual can actually manage as well. If they 

are large projects, then 
the number is probably 
three to five—and in the 
extreme case, only one. 
If they are small, then 
it may be seven to nine. 
If you consider also the 

basic fact of a 40- to 60-hour week, how much time can one person 
devote to each project? And how much time is required?

The typical project will require at least two hours of meeting 
time every week. That means the person who is trying to manage 
20 projects has his entire 40-hour week taken up with project meet-
ings, which means that all the other things he must do will have to 
be handled on an overtime basis.

My informal surveys reveal that the typical project manager 
is trying to deal with four to six projects simultaneously. This alone 

F I G U R E  17.1

Partial WBS for Developing an Airplane

The human mind can handle only 
five to nine bits of information at 
one time.
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wouldn’t be too bad if she were actually just managing them, but in 
many cases the individual is a working project manager, which means 
she must do some of the 
project work as well as 
manage the project. And 
we know that this always 
leads to problems. There 
is always a conflict be-
tween managing and 
doing the work, and the work always takes priority— meaning that 
managing suffers.

This problem results from a lack of understanding on the part 
of senior managers of the role of project managers and what can 
reasonably be expected of them. It is also based on the belief that 
multitasking is the best way to get productive work out of people, 
yet we have seen in Chapter 9 that just the opposite is true: multi-
tasking actually results in reduced productivity because of the high 
level of setup time that it causes.

There is a big difference between 
managing four projects and trying 
to do the work itself!
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PROJECT, TASK, PRIORITY?

The other issue in managing multiple projects is whether the per-
son is actually managing projects or just managing a number of 
disparate tasks. What I find in many cases is that so- called projects 
are really tasks. Collectively, they amount to 20 tasks, the equivalent 
of a single project.

However, even when they are actually projects rather than 
tasks, what causes all of the headaches is that the project manager’s 
supervisor won’t assign priorities. When asked what must be done 
first, the supervisor says, “They’ve all got to be done.” This is true. 
They all must be done. But unless you have unlimited resources, 
they can’t all be done at the same time. Because no one will establish 
priorities for them, they are worked on haphazardly, with the result 
that they take forever to complete. The solution is to prioritize them, 
get the high- priority tasks done first and then continue working 
down the list until they are all done. The net result is reduced setup 
time, meaning lower cost, greater efficiency, and better utilization 
of resources.

When your supervisor won’t prioritize for you, the best thing 
to do is make your own list and send it to your supervisor. Tell 

him how many hours 
you estimate each proj-
ect or task will take, and 
then point out that even 
if you work 60 hours a 
week, you can’t do all 
of them at once. For that 
reason, you’ve decided 
to do them in the order 
indicated on your list, 

and this means that those at the bottom of the list will be finished 
by whenever. If your supervisor disagrees with your ranking, then 
you have forced the issue. If he insists that you must do all of them 
immediately, he is being totally unreasonable, and you should look 

If your supervisor won’t give you 
a list of priorities, make your own. 
If he won’t accept this and insists 
that everything has to be done 
immediately, it may be time to look 
for another job.
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for another job. Seriously. If a manager refuses to recognize the real-
ity of human productive capability, then you are headed for a major 
problem down the road.

PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Trying to do too many things is the mark of ineffective people. 
Those who are effective have learned to do one thing at a time, do 
it well, and then move 
on to the next task on 
their list. And they have 
learned to differentiate 
among the urgent, the 
important, the urgent 
and important, and the final category, those that are neither urgent 
nor important. This is discussed in all the literature on time man-
agement, so I won’t elaborate on it here.

Effective people have also learned the value of planning. If 
you are managing several projects—truly managing them—then 

Trying to do too many things is the 
mark of ineffective people.
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you should have plans for each project. Trying to manage projects 
without plans leads to chaos. Furthermore, as we saw in Chapter 12, 
if you have no plan, the project controls you rather than you control-
ling the project.

To return to the question of how many projects a single person 
can manage, the answer is that it all depends. Many issues affect the 
answer. Here are some of them:

1. How complex is each project? Highly complex projects 
require more attention (time) than less complex ones.

2. How many people are working on the job? The Boeing 777 
airplane development program had 97,000 people scat-
tered around the world working on it. Do you think the 
program manager could possibly have managed another 
program at the same time? I doubt it.

3. Are you managing or doing? If you have to do technical 
work as well as try to manage the job, you will be lucky if 
you can manage a single project.

4. How chaotic is your environment? In a shared- resource 
environment in which there are too many projects being 
done for the available resources, you can’t really man-
age any projects because resources are constantly being 
moved around. At best you can react to the changes, but 
you are not really managing.

5. Is the project local or global? Global projects will probably 
require a lot more time spent communicating with team 
members than local ones.

6. Do you have a strong role as a project manager or a very 
weak one?

7. What is your own individual capability to keep up with 
many things at once? Some of us are sequential thinkers 
and are very distracted by having to deal with more than 
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one thing at a time. Others have no problem with this. So 
it is a matter of individual disposition, on top of every-
thing else we have considered.

8. How much administrative assistance do you have? If you 
have a dedicated scheduler, for example, you don’t have 
to sit at a computer all day developing and updating your 
schedule(s). On the other hand, when you must prepare 
and type all of your own reports, do your own schedul-
ing, and do all the other administrative tasks, you are lim-
ited in how many jobs you can manage.

9. How supportive are functional managers in a matrix orga-
nization? If they see projects as an imposition, rather than 
seeing their job as being to support projects, then you will 
spend a lot of time negotiating for resources, which means 
that you can’t handle many projects.

There are many other issues, such as whether your project team 
is dysfunctional or cooperative, whether the work is done internally 
or contracted out, whether the project is well defined or not, and so 
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on. All of these combine to determine how many projects an indi-
vidual can manage.

You should keep records, good ones, on how much time you 
spend on various aspects of each project you manage. You can’t tell 
how many projects you can manage until you have some feeling 
for where your time goes. In the final analysis, it all boils down to 
the same issues that are involved in managing a single project. You 
match the required time with the available time, and that is what 
you can do. If you want to do more, you must increase your avail-
able time or find a way to be more effective and efficient. There are 
no “magic pills” that you can take to solve the problem.
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The very fact that you are reading this book—and especially this 
chapter—indicates that you want to succeed in your career, and no 
doubt in your life overall. It is very clear that some few individuals 
are highly successful, while the majority of people are not. Why is 
this? What differentiates those who are successful from those who 
are not?

This has been the subject of extensive research, and the answers 
have been known for at least 20 years, yet not nearly enough people 
take advantage of this knowledge. Strangely, an understanding of 
how human beings function, which is the domain of psychology, 
is not widely held, although it is not difficult to comprehend and 
requires no formal training to acquire. Books, tapes, CDs, and non-
credit courses that provide this knowledge abound.

We know that to get maximum benefit from a computer or a 
tool, we need to thoroughly understand how to use it, and it helps a 

Improving Your Effectiveness
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lot to understand how it works. Yet, many managers seem uninter-
ested in learning how this most important and prevalent resource—
this human resource—works, even though we say that people are 

“our most valuable re-
source.” Clearly, unless 
we know how to get the 
best out of people, we 
will not do so.

Over the years, I 
have taught thousands 

of people how to deal with others more effectively. In particular, the 
question asked by most managers is how to motivate their follow-
ers. Again, this knowledge has existed for about 50 years, but many 
managers have a total misconception of what works and what does 
not. In fact, surveys repeatedly find that managers believe that what 
motivates them personally is different from what motivates their 
followers. Certainly we all differ in what motivates us individually, 
but we are all more alike than we are different, so it seems reason-

How can you get the best 
performance from people if you 
don’t know what makes them tick?
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able that managers and employees would not be that different in 
terms of what “turns them on,” and indeed, the research confirms 
that this is true.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ACHIEVEMENT

The desire to achieve is essentially a desire to succeed. As a project 
manager, you want to complete your projects on time, on budget, 
with proper scope and performance outcomes. To do this, you have 
to get your team members to perform at acceptable levels. If you can 
do this, you will most likely consider yourself a success at manag-
ing projects. But how do you define success in general? Brian Tracy 
(2010) says that five conditions must exist if you are to be successful. 
These are

 ■ You must have peace of mind. This condition requires free-
dom from fear, anger, and guilt.

 ■ You must also have good health and high energy.
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 ■ You should have loving relationships with people.

 ■ Financial freedom is also necessary; you can’t have peace 
of mind if you are always worried about how you will pay 
next month’s rent.

 ■ Finally, you need a sense of fulfillment, or what is called 
self- actualization.

THE LAWS THAT GOVERN OUR LIVES

As I have said, you need to know the laws that govern your per-
formance in order to achieve. The first of these is the law of con-
trol, a sense of being in control of your life. Many people feel that 
they have no such control, that life is just a series of random events, 
some good and some bad. This is called having an external locus 
of control. An internal locus of control is having a sense that you 
control your destiny and the events in your life. I like to call this 
self- determination.
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The Law of Belief

One of the most important laws is the law of belief. This law states 
that our deeply held beliefs become our life’s reality. Another way 
to state this is: what we believe, we make real. For those who have 
an external locus of control, this law seems difficult to accept. They 
feel that factors outside 
their control govern their 
lives, not realizing that 
what happens to them 
is actually the result of 
what they believe. Furthermore, it is sometimes true that people 
claim to believe something opposite to what they actually believe 
deep down inside. We don’t always know what we truly believe. 
However, we can be sure that our behavior is a guide to what we 
truly believe, because the two will always be consistent.

As an example of how beliefs govern our lives, there was a 
time when uneducated people believed that the world was flat, and 
that if you sailed far enough away from land, you would eventu-
ally come to the edge of the earth and fall into an abyss (the well- 
educated people knew that the world was round). Because this 
belief was so strong, few ventured very far from land, and so they 
never learned that the belief was false.

Most important, once we hold a belief, we filter information in 
such a way that we maintain that belief. As an example, if employ-
ees believe that management has no concern for their welfare, any 
gesture to the contrary on the part of management will be seen 
as simply a ploy or an attempt to manipulate them. There are two 
psychological processes that help people filter information. One is 
called deletion, and the other is called distortion. If evidence is pre-
sented that might disconfirm a person’s belief about something, that 
information may not become conscious; the person simply deletes 
it from his or her awareness. If the person does notice the informa-
tion, then its meaning will be changed to make it consistent with the 

What we believe, we make real.
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belief. An example of this is an employee believing that manage-
ment is trying to manipulate her.

An example of deletion is that prejudiced individuals don’t 
notice that members of the group against which they are biased 
actually aren’t anything like what they believe these individuals to 
be. Members of the “out” group are often believed to be stupid or 
ignorant—to have lower IQs than the members of the “in” group. 
Actual IQ test scores may prove that this is untrue, but the preju-
diced person believes it anyway.

The Law of Expectation

The beliefs that we hold create in us expectations for how things will 
be in the world. These expectations become self- fulfilling proph-
ecies. Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) conducted a study that dem-
onstrated how this worked. They administered aptitude tests to 
grade- school children. They then paired the children by race, sex, 
and score; selected them at random; and assigned them to two 
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groups. Their teachers were told that one group was average, ordi-
nary children. The other group, however, was labeled late bloom-
ers. Their teachers were told that these students could be expected 
to blossom during the school year, to really achieve high academic 
performance.

At the end of the school year, when performance was mea-
sured, the group of late bloomers was doing significantly better 
than the “average” kids (using statistical significance as the mea-
sure—that is, the difference could not be due to chance alone). The 
result indicated that the teachers brought about the expected result, 
since there should have been no difference.

In a later experiment, the same expectation was created for 
teachers, but classroom activity was observed through a one- way 
mirror. The students and teacher could not see the observers; rather, 
they saw their own reflections.

The observers learned that teachers spent more time with the 
late- blooming children than they did with the “average” children. 
They encouraged and helped them more. In doing so, they brought 
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about the very thing that they expected—one group performed bet-
ter than the other. There have been many experiments since then 
that have demonstrated the validity of the self- fulfilling prophecy.

The point is that if you believe that your life is governed by 
outside influences over which you have no control, that is what you 
will experience. You will always be tossed around by forces that 
seem to be luck or chance. On the other hand, if you have an inter-
nal locus of control, you will experience being in control of your life.

Now, some of you may not believe this. But it doesn’t matter 
whether you believe it or not; the law works just the same. You may 
not believe in the law of gravity, but if you jump off a cliff, the law 
will work anyway, regardless of your beliefs—and you know what 
the outcome will be.

To me, it is empowering to know that I am actually in control, 
rather than believing that other forces in the world are controlling 
me. If you want to demonstrate that the law is true, then you must 
act as if it is true, and you will begin to see results. It may take some 
time for you to undo old beliefs and replace them with new, more 
positive ones, but if you are persistent, you can do this.

SELF- CONCEPT

Perhaps the most important belief that a person has is his or her 
self- concept. This is what you believe about yourself. We have a host 
of beliefs that form our self- concept. We are smart or dumb, creative 
or not, strong or weak, assertive or unassertive, good at a sport or 
a klutz.

The importance of this is shown by research into the effect 
of attributions on the performance of children in school. The re-
searchers found that when a child has difficulty with a subject, 
American parents are likely to say that the subject is too difficult for 
their child. Korean parents, however, were more likely to say that 
the child needed to work harder on the material. That is, the child 
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simply wasn’t trying hard enough. Clearly, you can control trying, 
but you can’t do much about incompetence. So, American children 
simply give up because 
there is no use in trying 
if the subject is too hard 
for them. Korean chil-
dren, by contrast, buckle 
down and work harder.

I remember an en-
gineering student from 
my college days who told 
me his IQ was only 109. 
Most engineering students have IQs of 125 or higher. This student 
could easily have concluded that he could never get an engineer-
ing degree because he had a lower IQ than his peers. However, he 
didn’t do that. Instead, he worked really hard, and graduated with a 
3.85 average. In his entire undergraduate experience, he made Bs in 

When a child has difficulty in 
school, American parents are likely 
to say that the subject is too hard 
for the child. Korean parents are 
likely to say that the child needs to 
work harder.
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only two subjects—both physical education, in which he was truly 
limited by his physical ability. He went on to get a Ph.D. in electri-
cal engineering. His example convinced me that if a person has an 

average IQ, he can mas-
ter virtually any subject 
that interests him!

Because our expec-
tations tend to become 
self- fulfilling, this ap-
plies to our children and 

our team members. If we have high expectations for their perfor-
mance, we tend to get it. Conversely, low expectations produce low 
performance. I personally believe that the most respectful thing 
you can do for another person is hold very high expectations for 
that person.

Self- concept consists of three components. One is your concept 
of your ideal self. This is what you would like to be. The second is 
your self- image, or what you believe you are actually like. The third 
element is self- esteem, or how you feel about yourself. If you don’t 
like yourself, you aren’t likely to like others.

In transactional analysis, there are considered to be four exis-
tential positions. These are shown in Figure 18.1. Theoretically, the 
two positions “I’m not okay; you’re okay” and “I’m okay; you’re not 
okay” are possible, but I don’t believe these are actual life positions. 
Rather, I believe that they are momentary. It seems to me that the 
only two permanent positions are “I’m okay, you’re okay” and “I’m 
not okay, you’re not okay.”

As you can imagine, the negative position, “I’m not okay, you’re 
not okay,” creates pretty low expectations for oneself and others. 
Individuals who hold this belief tend not to perform well, and they 
often drag down others with whom they interact. They are harsh in 
their criticism of others as well as of themselves.

Contrasted with this position is the “I’m okay, you’re okay” 
outlook. Individuals who hold this belief see themselves and oth-

A person of average intelligence 
can master virtually any subject 
that interests him.
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ers as essentially okay. They recognize that we all have defects or 
flaws, but they don’t dwell on them. Rather, they focus on the posi-
tive aspects of people and overlook the negative. Because of the self- 
fulfilling nature of such beliefs, the “I’m okay, you’re okay” person 
tends to bring out the best both in others and in his or her own self.

Charles Sykes, in his book Dumbing Down Our Kids (1995), has 
criticized the emphasis on self- esteem in our schools, saying that 
no studies have shown that high self- esteem leads to high perfor-
mance, but many studies show that high performance leads to high 
self- esteem. I think he is wrong in claiming that no studies show the 
relationship between self- esteem and performance. However, he is 
right in saying that it doesn’t take a child very long to realize that he 
isn’t special because he can ride a bike. Most children can ride bikes. 
Nor is he special because he can color in a coloring book. Most chil-
dren can do that as well.

F I G U R E  18.1

The Life Positions from Transactional Analysis
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I do believe that high regard must begin with parents and 
teachers, because children develop their self- concept from the mes-
sages that these people send them. When adults convey to their 
children that they love them and have high expectations for their 
performance in school, then the children are inclined to respond 
positively. Let’s put it in the opposite vein: a child who has a very 
low self- concept is unlikely to ever perform at a high enough level 
at anything to enable us to test her true capabilities. Thus, we must 
begin by helping children perform well, which will in turn build 
their self- esteem to ever higher levels.

I must also say that you never want to set an individual or a 
group a task at which failure is almost guaranteed the first time 
out. You should plan small wins for yourself and others. Begin at 
a level at which you can perform, even though not superbly, and 
move up from there. I learned this in the 1960s when I taught guitar. 
Most methods teach beginners the C, F, and G7 chords. The F chord 
is one of the hardest to make on the guitar, and most beginning 
students don’t buy really good instruments (until they see if they 
can play), so they have two strikes against them with this approach. 
I started them with the D, A7, and G chords, which most beginners 
find relatively easy. This gave them a success experience the first 
week, giving them confidence that they could move up from there, 
and most did.

PROGRAMMING YOUR MIND FOR SUCCESS

The most important thing you can do to ensure your success in life 
is to program your mind for success. You have actually been pro-
gramming your mind for success or failure all your life, but you 
have been doing it unconsciously and haphazardly. The result has 
been that there were some things you wanted to do that you found 
you were unable to do successfully. If you examine your beliefs 
carefully, you will find that you had some underlying belief that 
you could not succeed at that particular endeavor.
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Psychologists have found that we become what we think about. 
This is inevitable, and if you don’t like what you are experiencing in 
your life, you must take charge of your thoughts and change them 
to bring about the life you desire. There is no other way. You can’t 
just change your behavior, because behavior is always consistent 
with deeply held beliefs. So if you believe that you are no good at 
something—a sport, for example—you will find that you cannot 
behave inconsistently with that belief.

BEHAVE AS- IF

Here is a major secret to success: behave as if the thing you want 
to achieve is already a fact. If you want to be a successful project 
manager, behave as if this is already true. Take charge of your meet-
ings. Interact with your team members as though you are the team 
leader (which you are). Do this in a positive way, not in an arrogant, 
bullying manner.
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Observe the behavior of other individuals who are effective, 
and emulate them. When we were children, we all learned adult 
behaviors by imitating the important figures in our lives. In some 

cases, these role models 
were not people that we 
should have followed, 
but we were too young 
to judge properly. Now, 
as adults, we can return 
to this approach. Select 

individuals whom you either know or know about as models for 
your own behavior. Ask yourself, “How would this person behave 
in this situation?”

MENTAL REHEARSAL

Before you approach a situation, take the time to imagine yourself 
in that situation, behaving the way you want to behave in actual-
ity. Mental rehearsal has been proven to be a very effective way to 

Here is a major secret to success: 
behave as if the thing you want to 
achieve is already a fact.
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ensure your success at any endeavor. It is used widely by athletes, 
musicians, and other performers to enhance their success.

Larry Wilson sold a million dollars of insurance when he was 
only 23 years old. He was inducted into the millionaire’s club as a 
result and was asked to 
tell other members how 
he had done this. The 
audience was to be about 
300 individuals. Larry 
found himself worrying 
about his presentation. 
He had never given a 
presentation to such a large group. He feared that they wouldn’t 
like him or wouldn’t like what he had to say. Fortunately, he caught 
himself and realized that he was programming his mind for failure.

He then imagined giving his talk and having the audience give 
him resounding applause, with some people coming up and telling 
him how impressed they were and how much they had enjoyed his 
presentation. He practiced this several times a day, up until the time 
of the event itself. He said that the outcome was almost like déjà 
vu, like seeing something repeated that he had seen before—which 
he had, of course, in his imagination (Wilson, 1988). He eventually 
founded Wilson Learning Systems and taught salespeople through-
out the world that visualizing success in their sales efforts would 
improve their sales performance.

Take time to visualize yourself actually performing well, and 
you will greatly improve your chances of succeeding. If you catch 
yourself doubting the outcome, immediately reverse this and imag-
ine success.

AFFIRMATIONS AND GOALS

Because the subconscious creates what the conscious mind tells it 
to, without argument or judgment as to whether what you tell it is 

Research shows mental rehearsal 
to be almost as effective as 
physical practice in sports and 
music.
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good or bad, true or false, you must be careful to obey certain rules. 
The most important of these is that affirmations and goals should 
always be stated in the present tense. If you affirm, “I will earn 
$50,000 a year,” you are affirming something that must occur in 
the future, and the subconscious keeps it in the future. Rather, you 
should affirm, “I earn $50,000 a year.”

The question naturally arises, how can you affirm something 
that isn’t true at the moment? If you have difficulty with this, 
the affirmation, “I have the ability to earn $50,000 a year” may 
be much more acceptable. Or add to it: “I have the ability to earn 
$50,000 a year, and I exercise that ability every day in everything 
that I do.” Now, if you visualize yourself earning $50,000 a year, 
you will find that your mind will create just this outcome for you 
over time.

If you are still unconvinced, let me ask you: which risk would 
you rather take—the one that says it’s true or the one that says it 
isn’t? It’s like believing or not believing in an afterlife. It’s too late to 
change your behavior once you find that hell is a reality.

RELAX

It is important that you work continually at changing your thoughts 
and behaviors to bring them into line with your aspirations, but 
don’t strain at it. The best results are obtained when you relax and 
accept that the things you want will come into your life without 
your forcing it. There is a mental law at work here, and like the laws 
of physics, you don’t have to force it to work. These laws work auto-
matically; if you drop an object, the law of gravity will cause it to 
fall to earth. You don’t have to make it happen. The same is true of 
the laws of mind. Once you “plant the seeds,” you simply add water 
and fertilizer and await the harvest. It would be foolish to keep dig-
ging up the seeds to see if they have sprouted; doing so will only 
destroy them.
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AUTOGENIC CONDITIONING

The most important thing you can do to achieve success is to con-
tinually act like the person you want to be. This means that you 
must have a clear mental picture of that person—call it your ideal 
self- image. If you combine this with autogenic conditioning, you 
will get remarkable results.

To practice autogenic conditioning, which is best done first 
thing in the morning, sit down and relax. Progressive relaxation, in 
which you count down 
slowly from 50 to 1, tak-
ing deep breaths as you 
count, will set the stage 
for conditioning your-
self. Once you achieve a 
state of deep relaxation, 
form a mental image of 
yourself with all the qualities that you want to possess and hold 
that image for as long as you can.

Set for yourself the task of practicing this for the next 21 days. 
That is all it takes to build a completely new self- image. Throughout 
the day, practice affirmations and concentrate on behaving consis-
tently with your ideal image. You will find that this will produce 
amazing results.

A WORD OF CAUTION

Be careful about which groups you belong to. David McClelland, who 
spent his professional life studying achievement, found that individ-
uals who had been programming themselves for success would 
soon undo that programming if they participated in groups in 
which people had a very negative outlook. If you share your goals 
with people who have a negative outlook, they will quickly put 
you down and tell you how unrealistic you are.

The most important thing you 
can do to achieve success is to 
continually act like the person you 
want to be.
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I remember once telling a cousin of mine that I was making 
$500 a day teaching seminars. She became indignant and told me 

that I was aiming too 
high. I didn’t bother to 
tell her that I was actu-
ally aiming for $1,000 a 
day. After all, the $500 
a day fee was already a 
reality and had been for 
several years.

From this experi-
ence, I learned never 
to tell anyone what I 

earned. Those who have not often have difficulty accepting those 
who have. As Jesus said, “The poor we always have with us.” These 
individuals believe that there is something morally wrong with 
making money and being successful. Strangely, they seem to have 
missed the fact that Jesus also said, “Herein is your Father glori-
fied—that you bear fruit richly.”

Don’t let unsuccessful people talk 
you out of success. If you share 
your goals with people who have a 
negative outlook, they will quickly 
put you down and tell you how 
unrealistic you are.
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And I believe this very sincerely. There is no merit in failure or 
poverty. Money is not the root of all evil—it is an over- love of money 
that is. Putting money foremost in your mind is not right. Success 
can exist only if you place people first and practice the rules laid 
down by all of the world’s great religions, the Golden Rule being 
first among them. In addition, if you earn a lot of money and hoard 
it, never contributing to worthy causes, you will eventually lose it. 
Everything that you have read in this chapter must be practiced 
with a spirit of doing good in the world. If you use any of these 
principles to cause harm to others, you will find that they backfire 
on you and leave you worse off than you were before you began 
using them.

Having said that, as long as you focus on doing good in the 
world, these laws and practices will support you in achieving more 
than you ever believed possible before you learned them! Finally, 
you may want to read the book by Hyrum Smith, founder of the 
Franklin Institute, titled The 10 Natural Laws of Time and Life Man-
agement (1994). It helps a lot to get clear on what is really impor-
tant to you so that you don’t fall into the delusion that money is 
 everything.
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Project managers often have difficulty working with senior man-
agers. This can be especially true of project managers who have 
been technical specialists throughout most of their careers, and 
are then “promoted” to project manager positions. The transition 
from technical specialist 
to manager can be dif-
ficult, to say the least. 
You still feel most com-
fortable doing technical 
work, and in many cases 
you have been given no 
training in how to man-
age, so you don’t feel 
fully at home in that job. 

Working with 
Senior Managers

19C H A P T E R

I spent years trying to get really 
good at a job I hated, thinking if 
I got better at it, I would like it. 
Unfortunately it doesn’t work 
that way.

—Doug DeCarlo
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Not only that, but the language of the two positions (technical ver-
sus managerial) is very different.

Managers speak the language of business or organization, 
such as finance, politics, strategy, coordinating issues, and so on, 
while technical specialists speak the language of their particular 

discipline, whether it be 
engineering, chemistry, 
information technology, 
or life sciences. This 
means that a technical 
specialist who becomes 
a manager must learn to 

speak and think like a manager. Most important, she must learn to 
see herself as a manager and not a technical specialist.

I made the point in Chapter 3 that technical specialists some-
times take positions as managers because they receive higher pay as 
managers than the company will pay them as technical specialists. 
This is unfortunate—I have argued that we should have dual career 
paths—but it is nevertheless a fact of organizational life that you 
often must move into a manager role in order to make more money. 
However, there are a lot of people in these roles who do not really 
want to manage, and they are unhappy with their jobs.

In the past year, I have surveyed several groups who were tak-
ing my seminar “Project Management: Tools, Principles, Practices.” 
I asked for a show of hands to the question, “How many of you are 
passionate about your role as project managers?” I next ask, “How 
many of you are passionate about the work that is being done in 
your group or the technical work that you do yourself?” What I 
have found confirms exactly what I just said: by a large majority—
approximately 5 to 1—they are more passionate about the work 
than they are about managing.

This in itself helps to explain why much of what people are 
taught in such seminars never makes it back to the workplace. They 
simply don’t have any strong drive to do what they have learned. 

Managers speak the language of 
business. Project managers need 
to do the same.
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My colleague Doug DeCarlo, who wrote eXtreme Project Manage-
ment (DeCarlo, 2004), has expressed it in the following way. Doug 
says that he spent a number of years trying to get really good at 
a job he hated, thinking that if he got better at it, he would like it. 
Unfortunately, it doesn’t work that way.

Now, assuming that you want to make the best of your job as 
project manager, the first thing you need to do is exchange your 
technical “hat” for a manager’s “hat.” Learn about organizational 
realities. Learn what keeps senior managers in your organization 
awake at night. Learn to speak their language, to empathize with 
them, and you will find yourself communicating with them much 
more effectively than if you continue talking like a “techie.”

HELPING YOUR MANAGER MEET HIS NEEDS

The most important person in your organizational life is certainly 
the manager to whom you report. He has you in the position you 
occupy for a single reason—he needs you to perform in such a way 
that the goals his own manager has given him are being met. Man-
agers should be evaluated on how well they meet the goals and 
objectives handed to them by the managers to whom they report. 
They, in turn, delegate some of these goals and objectives to you—
in the case of project managers, you are expected to achieve the 
performance, cost, time, and scope (PCTS) targets for your projects. 
It is this very fact that causes many of the problems that project 
managers have with senior managers.

You will recall from Chapter 1 that only three of the four proj-
ect targets can be dictated. The fourth constraint or target will be a 
function of the nature of the job. However, one of the major causes 
of project failure is that senior managers insist on dictating all four 
targets. This is why I contend that you must know the functional 
relationship given by the formula

C = f(P, T, S)
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Any time a senior manager tries to dictate all four targets, 
you must calmly write out the equation and point out that all four 
values cannot be assigned, as this violates a law of mathematics. 
Should he not understand this, or if he plays “macho” manager 
with you and insists that you must meet them, then you are work-
ing with an unreasonable manager, and you are being set up. In 
such a situation, you have career decisions to make. Another of the 
12 primary causes of project failure is that some senior managers 
refuse to accept reality. They want it all, as the expression goes.

Incidentally, I know that there are books that claim to teach 
how to deal with even the irrational, unrealistic manager, but I 
must tell you that I have met some managers with whom nothing 
worked. They were practitioners of management by intimidation and 
were unresponsive to any kind of rational approach that you might 
use. Some individuals see life as a zero- sum game, meaning that 
they think there are only so many rewards to go around, and they 
think that if they don’t get their desired outcomes, they will lose 
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overall, so they play hardball games that usually just eventuate in 
lose- lose outcomes for all involved.

I certainly advocate trying to influence your boss, trying to 
deal with reality and use logic, but if you find that you are deal-
ing with someone who won’t respond to a rational approach, then 
you have no choice but to protect yourself. Try to transfer out of 
that manager’s department or, if necessary, find yourself another 
job. Life is too short to endure constant stress. Bruce Lipton (Lip-
ton, 2008) has explained the mechanisms by which stress causes 
disease, and ultimately death. You owe it to yourself not to let job 
stress kill you.

Assuming that you have a manager who is receptive to reason, 
you have to present your case in a way that she can understand. 
She will make decisions based on what you tell her is possible, so it 
is your responsibility to develop project plans that are sufficiently 
well formed that you can predict with confidence what can be 
done—that is, what targets can be met.
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To make that clearer, let’s assume that the P, T, S targets have 
been dictated because of organizational needs. You then work with 
your team to determine what it will cost to meet those targets. You 
need to have a grasp of what kind of tolerance that cost target has. 
Realistically, the best possible tolerance on a project estimate is about 
5 percent, but that is for well- defined construction jobs, where his-
tory is available. At the outer extreme will be R&D projects, where 
the tolerances can be +100 percent, –0. Defense contract projects 
often overrun by more than 100 percent simply because they may 
last 10 years, and technology changes so much during that period 
that better estimates are impossible. The point is that your manager 
cannot make good decisions without having estimates of “known” 
accuracy.

EDUCATING MANAGERS ABOUT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

When you begin practicing formal project management in your 
job, there will be senior managers who won’t understand what 
you are doing because they were never taught a formal approach. 
However, many of them were, in fact, project managers, and they 

practiced a seat- of- the- 
pants approach that got 
the job done—usually to 
everyone’s satisfaction—
so they are sometimes 
leery of the more struc-
tured approach you are 
taking. Furthermore, they 
often won’t ask you to ex-

plain what your reports and schedule nomenclature mean, because 
they don’t like to admit that they don’t know something.

An example of this was related to me by a project manager 
who gave his boss a schedule printed from Microsoft Project. As 
you have seen in earlier chapters, float is shown on a bar chart by a 

Don’t assume that managers 
understand project management 
or your reports. Explain what your 
symbols and schedule diagrams 
mean.
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thin trailing line. His boss asked what the line meant, and the PM 
explained that it indicated the earliest and latest finish times for the 
task. If the task were completed later than the latest time shown by 
the float line, then the end date for the project would slip.

He left the schedule with his boss and returned to his desk. 
About an hour later, his boss handed him a revised schedule. “I’ve 
taken all that float out of the critical path,” said his boss. “You 
should be able to finish earlier.”

Of course, what his boss thought was that float represented a 
point in the project where the person had finished a task and had 
nothing to do. He failed to understand that the float existed because 
two parallel paths were of unequal duration, so the shorter path had 
float relative to the longer path. The truth is, there is no float in the 
workplace—only on paper. People are almost never sitting around 
with nothing to do. Clearly, however, his boss needed to have a 
more thorough explanation of float than the one he was given.

Along this same line, be sure to define acronyms and terms 
like float or slack, or early and late start or finish. Explain what criti-
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cal path means and how it is used to help you manage the project. 
Finally, you need to have a clear understanding with all managers 
of what is your role and your responsibility in managing projects. 
Otherwise, they may have expectations about your job that aren’t 
being met, and this will ultimately get you into serious trouble.

APPLYING THE HBDI® PROFILE TO WORKING WITH 
SENIOR MANAGERS

A few years ago, a fellow attended my “Whole- Brain Project Man-
agement” seminar. Several months later, he called and said, “That 
seminar helped me get a job.” He was very excited, and I asked him 
to explain how that had happened. He began by saying that when 
he left the seminar, he told a friend who had attended with him that 
there had been too darned many exercises. “Could have been done 
in two days,” he told his friend, who agreed. Now he had changed 
his mind. “If it hadn’t been for you drilling the methods into us 
with the exercises, I wouldn’t have known how to really use the 
model to get a job.”

What he had done was try to figure out the thinking prefer-
ences of each manager who interviewed him, and because he was 
applying for a vice president position, all of them had been senior 
managers. To guess at the managers’ preferences, he listened to their 
language and watched how they responded when he answered 
their questions.

He was interviewed by the controller, the HR director, the 
manufacturing manager, and a couple of other senior managers. 
He was pretty certain that the controller was an A- and B- quadrant 
double- dominant thinker, as this is the profile that gravitates to 
such jobs. Sure enough, the fellow was very analytical (A quad-
rant) and showed a strong concern for control, organization, and 
procedures (B quadrant). So my student used the language of those 
two quadrants as much as possible, and got on very well with the 
controller.
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The same was true of the other two managers. In each case, he 
made a guess at what the individual’s thinking preferences were 
and communicated in those quadrants. He said that they were so 
impressed with him that they called the next day and offered him 
the job! They had told him that they would get back to him in a 
week or so, but they had made their decision much faster than that.

Now managers fall into all four quadrants, so you can’t just 
assume that they will be strongly oriented to the A and B quadrants. 
In fact, I just talked to a senior manager at a major corporation who 
attended my “Whole- Brain Project Management” seminar with 
one of his colleagues, and he was interested in having the program 
conducted for two groups of employees in his own division. Dur-
ing our conversation, he 
told me that the class 
had shown him and his 
colleague why they were 
having so much trouble 
working together. Each 
of them headed a group in their division, and they had to work 
closely together, but they had experienced a lot of friction, which 
they were attributing to “personality differences.”

When they received their profiles in the class, they suddenly 
understood that it was not personality differences that was the cause 
of their difficulties, but a difference in thinking preferences. One of 
them was strongly oriented to quadrants A, C, and D. He had almost 
no preference for quadrant B. The other manager, on the other hand, 
was strongly oriented to quadrants A and B in his preferences. It 
was driving him crazy that his colleague paid no attention to issues 
that the B quadrant deals with—such as procedures, controls, and 
organization. The other manager, of course, saw his colleague as 
being a control freak, focused only on the trees, while he himself 
was busy studying the entire forest (the D- quadrant focus).

Since that seminar, which was given about six months ago, 
their relationship has improved greatly because they now know 

Thinking differences sometimes 
seem to be personality differences.
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exactly how each of them is approaching an issue, and they have 
learned to value the attention to detail of the B quadrant and the 
high- level view of the D quadrant. This has made them partners in 
their work, rather than adversaries.

The point of this example is that if you were interviewing for 
a job at that facility, or if you were actually working there and you 
had to interact with each of these managers, you would find their 
styles to be almost opposite. One of them is a big- picture thinker, 
with some analytical and human relations thinking (A and C quad-
rants). The other is more analytical and detail- focused (A and B 
quadrants). You would have to interact with them in accordance 
with their preferences, or your effectiveness and your performance 
appraisal) would suffer.

MAKING PRESENTATIONS TO EXECUTIVES

If you must make project presentations to executives, you should 
apply the whole- brain® model, as indicated earlier. The question is, 
how do you do this with a group presentation? The answer is simply 
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to make a whole- brain® presentation, which means that you cover 
all four quadrants. I personally like to begin in the D quadrant and 
address why I am talk-
ing to them. I explain the 
purpose of the presenta-
tion and then move to 
presenting facts and fig-
ures and my analysis of 
them (A quadrant). I can 
now go to either the B or the C quadrant. If I feel the need to dem-
onstrate that things are in control, I will move to the B quadrant and 
show them how the data supports my contention that the project 
is under control, or if there are issues to be dealt with, I’ll discuss 
the steps that are being taken to exercise that control (still in the B 
quadrant).

When I move to the C quadrant, I’ll talk about feelings of secu-
rity, discuss who is involved in various facets of the job, and highlight 
any relationships that need attention and explain how I am dealing 
with them. I may also invite the audience members to express any 
concerns that they have, and I then address those concerns as well 
as I can. If you have read the chapter on managing meetings, you 
will remember that you should deal with feelings, then facts, then 
solutions. So the C quadrant gives me a place to do this.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR MANAGER’S POINT OF VIEW

It seems obvious, though it is often overlooked, that your boss will 
judge your performance based on how well you meet her evalua-
tion criteria, and so you should work to optimize those criteria. Yet I 
have known individuals who did what they thought was important, 
completely disregarding what their boss had clearly expressed as 
being important. Then they were surprised to learn that the boss 
was unhappy with their performance.

If you are given an assignment, one way to find out how your 
boss will judge your performance is to ask, “What are you look-

When you are addressing a large 
audience, you should try to make a 
whole- brain® presentation.
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ing for as a desired outcome of this assignment?” And the second 
question is, “How will you know that outcome has been achieved?” 
These questions can actually help your boss clarify his own posi-
tion, in the event that he hasn’t taken time to think through the 
issues already. In any event, once the answers have been given, you 

know exactly how to get 
a positive evaluation of 
your performance.

Another question I 
have asked is, “How do 
you view that situation?” 
One of the benefits of 

this question was that it not only revealed how my boss looked at 
things, but it taught me how to approach situations myself. He was 
a seasoned manager, and I was still young and inexperienced, so I 
learned how to think about business issues.

FIND A MENTOR

Another way to succeed with senior managers is to ask one of them 
to be your mentor. Then actively try to learn everything you can 
from that individual. Find out how she thinks. Observe how she 
approaches things. Pay attention to her style of managing. You 
may not agree with it at all times, but try to understand where she 
is coming from. Find out about her background, where she came 
from, and what life experiences she has had that have affected the 
way she approaches her job. Try to see situations from her point of 
view, even if you don’t share that view. If you understand how she 
views things, you can make decisions from the same vantage point 
and be fairly confident that she will agree with your choices.

Ask her to coach you if she thinks you need to improve in cer-
tain areas. I would also encourage you to take the HBDI® assess-
ment and share your thinking preferences with your boss. If she is 
a strong B- quadrant thinker and you are weak in that area, it is true 

Seek first to understand, then to 
be understood.

—Stephen Covey
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that you can do that kind of thinking, but it is better to excel at what 
you are actually strong in and let someone else do the thinking in 
your less- preferred quadrants than to try to get really good at those 
modes. I have always felt that job situations are highly unrealistic 
in this regard. Sports coaches look for the strengths of players and 
then place those players in positions that require those strengths 
and coach them to optimize those strengths. Baseball managers 
don’t waste time teaching every team member to pitch. But in the 
workplace, we do exactly that. We tell the outfielder, “You’re good 
at fielding the ball, but your pitching leaves a lot to be desired, so 
we’re going to work with you to make it better.”

FINAL SUGGESTION

Finally, read the popular books on managing. Find out what the 
senior management group is reading and do the same. Then you’ll 
be on the same playing field that they’re on.
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I have previously pointed out that project management is a “peo-
ple” job. It is not about technology, although that may be the con-
tent of the work being done. It is people working with technology, 
and knowing how to get the best performance from your team is 
important—so important that I have registered the trademark Proj-
ects are People®.

You also have to deal effectively with stakeholders, senior 
managers, and functional managers, many of whom will be pro-
viding the resources for your projects in the event that you are in a 
matrix organization. Dealing with senior managers is so important 
that I devoted Chapter 19 to that subject, so in this chapter, I will 
talk about the other groups.

Dealing More Effectively 
with People

20C H A P T E R
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WORKING WITH YOUR PROJECT TEAM

Elsewhere I have said that we generally know more about getting 
high performance out of capital equipment than we do about getting 
it from the people who run the equipment (including computers). 
As Dr. Phil McGraw has said (McGraw, 1999), most of us have had 
ineffective role models in this regard. Even our parents may not have 
had very good “people skills,” so we have had no one to learn from.

In addition, individuals who have a strong technology focus 
are often introverts who have spent most of their lives working 
with things, and they often lack people skills. As an observation, 
the amount of time young people today are spending playing video 
games, text messaging, and listening to mp3 players may eventu-
ally result in a generation that has even worse people skills than 
those of past generations. I have watched teens sitting across from 
each other in a room text messaging each other, rather than having 
a conversation. This seems incredible to me, but then I’m an old 
dude, and this may be the culture of the future.
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The Self- Fulfilling Prophecy

As a leader, your job is to get people to do what needs to be done, 
but this also implies that you want to get them to perform at a high 
level. Peter Drucker (1973) wrote that a manager must get people to 
go beyond minimum acceptable performance in the job, because 
that level is survival, and an organization must do more than sur-
vive—it must improve itself.

So let’s consider the self- fulfilling prophecy and what it means 
for achieving this outcome. The self- fulfilling prophecy says that 
you get from people what you expect of them. So if you expect high 
performance, you get it, and the converse. Certainly people won’t 
ever perform at a level greater than their capability, but unless you 
expect that level of performance from them, you won’t even achieve 
the level they are capable of.

What Do You Believe?
Since we tend to get from people what we expect of them and what 
we expect is a function of what we believe about people, it is impor-
tant that we examine our beliefs. All of us have beliefs about what 
the world is like, which includes the people in it. These are called 
paradigms, or models of 
reality. The importance 
of paradigms lies in the 
fact that we behave in 
ways that are consistent with them, but there is a catch: we don’t 
always consciously know what we really believe.

Chris Argyris (1990) has called this the difference between our 
theory- espoused and our theory- in- use. What we say we believe is 
our theory- espoused. What we really believe (although we are not 
aware of it) is our theory- in- use, and it is this belief that governs our 
behavior.

As an example of this, I once was working with a small group 
and had them do a consensus exercise. There was only one woman 

What we believe, we make real.
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in the group. The group was seated around a circular table, and the 
fellow who emerged as leader was polling members to see what 
each person thought about an issue. To my surprise, he skipped 
over the woman. I stopped the exercise and said, “Do you know 
what you just did?” No, they didn’t. I said, “You passed over Marie.” 
They were all surprised. “Yes, you did,” said Marie.

I am sure that if I had asked them if they were prejudiced 
against women, they would all have denied it. But their behav-
ior spoke louder than their words would have done. And I have 
seen similar prejudice many times in teams: the person facilitating 
would ignore people that he didn’t like, or against whom he felt 
some prejudice. I suspect that these facilitators are unaware of their 
prejudice in many cases, but it is there.

So exactly what do you believe about people when it comes to 
the workplace? Here are some questions to help you think about 
this:

1. Do you think most people want to do a good job?

2. Do you believe most people are motivated by pay or by 
the work itself?

3. Do you trust most people to keep on working even if you 
aren’t around?

4. Do you think that most people are pretty “straight” with 
you, or that most of them have hidden agendas that they 
are trying to advance?

5. Do you believe that you must protect yourself from politi-
cal maneuvering by other would- be managers?

6. Do you think people will take advantage of you if they get 
a chance?

7. Do you think you can depend on most workers to do what 
they say they will do?
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Now look at your answers. Is your view of people largely posi-
tive or negative? If it is largely negative, then I predict that you will 
find exactly what you believe to be true. There is a story that illus-
trates this.

A man moved from one town to another. Shortly after he ar-
rived in the new town, he asked someone, “What kind of people 
live here?” Before answering, the person said, “Well, what kind of 
people lived in the town you came from?”

“Oh, they were pretty bad,” said the man. “That’s why I left. 
They were mean, nasty, and unfriendly.”

“Well, I hate to tell you,” said the man, “but that’s what you’re 
going to find here.”

Filters
The reason for saying this is that paradigms not only reflect what 
we believe about the world and govern our behavior, but also act 
as filters to incoming information. We tend to see the world in 
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ways that confirm our existing beliefs. So if we believe most people 
are mean, nasty, and unfriendly, then we will see most of them 

that way, regardless of 
whether they “objec-
tively” are that way.

The way such fil-
tering works is through 
deletion and distortion 
of incoming information. 

We tend to delete information that would disconfirm a belief. We 
don’t even notice such evidence. And if we are made aware of it, we 
interpret it in such a way that we can maintain our belief. This is 
called distortion, as was discussed in Chapter 18.

An example of both processes at work came from a marriage 
counseling session, in which a man complained that his wife never 

demonstrated that she 
cared for him. (I suspect 
that he had a high need 
to receive expressions of 
affection.) The counselor 
observed over several 
sessions that this was 
not true, that the man’s 
wife did express affec-
tion for him. So he asked 
the man if he had no-

ticed these gestures, and he had not. Now, however, once he was 
made aware that something was going on about which he had been 
unaware, he admitted the possibility, but said, “Oh, she’s just doing 
that for your benefit.” First he was deleting the information from 
his perception, but when he was made aware of it, he changed its 
meaning so he could continue to believe that his wife did not act in 
a caring manner toward him.

We do not see the world as it is, 
but as we are.

—The Talmud

All true motivation is internal to 
a person, and all attempts to use 
external incentives simply cause 
the person to lose interest in the 
work itself.

—Daniel Pink
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To Summarize

To summarize what has been said about the self- fulfilling proph-
ecy, if you have generally positive beliefs about people, you will 
tend to get good performance from them, and the converse. This is 
not a law, because influence is reciprocal, and there are some indi-
viduals in teams who won’t respond to your efforts to get them to 
perform, no matter what you believe or what you do. So don’t beat 
yourself up if you aren’t able to get some individual to perform. It 
may not be possible.

MOTIVATION

There are many theories of motivation, and all of them have merit. 
However, most managers have difficulty applying those theories. 
The most widely taught theory is Abraham Maslow’s Needs Hier-
archy, and it is a perfect example of what I’m saying. Maslow said 
that we are motivated to satisfy our internal needs, and this is true. 
He further said that all of our needs can be placed in five catego-
ries, which he believed were arranged in a hierarchy, so that the 
lowest- level needs must be mostly fulfilled before an individual 
would move up to the next level. The categories, from lowest to 
highest, were physiological, security, social, esteem/recognition, and self- 
actualization. All of the terms are self- explanatory except the final 
one, self- actualization, which Maslow coined to mean the need to 
fully express oneself, or, as the U.S. Army says, “To be all that you 
can be.”

The difficulty lies in applying the model. Most organizations 
have concentrated on the lower two levels, trying to ensure that 
employees have their physiological and security needs met, but they 
have failed to provide them with the opportunity to do work that 
is itself truly motivating and that would lead to self- actualization. 
Daniel Pink (2009) has made it very clear that the research shows 
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that all true motivation is internal to the person, and that attempts 
to use external incentives such as pay and positive strokes eventu-
ally succeed in making the individual less motivated to do the task 
for which the incentives were supposed to provide motivation. [See 
also Kohn (1999) for more on this.]

Thinking Preferences

In Chapter 5, I pointed out that we are motivated to engage in work 
that is consistent with our thinking preferences. That is, people who 
have a strong preference for analytical thinking (A quadrant) will 
be drawn to jobs and professions that involve a great deal of such 
thinking, such as finance and accounting, science and technology, 
and other such fields.

So if we know a person’s thinking preferences, we have a 
pretty good handle on the kind of work that this person should be 
doing. Quite simply, if the work in your project does not fit with a 
person’s thinking preferences, then that individual won’t be highly 
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motivated by the job. He may still perform adequately, but it won’t 
be at his peak capability.

Ideally, people should be matched with jobs, but because this 
is seldom completely possible, we must accept some deficits in moti-
vation, and attempts to overcome those deficits with external incen-
tives just don’t work. They are a waste of time (Kohn, 1999).

The basic principle is that to achieve high levels of motivation, 
a person must be given work that in and of itself meets her internal 
drives or needs. If you 
don’t have such work for 
a person, then you must 
accept a deficit in moti-
vation. If that deficit is 
unacceptable, then you 
need to transfer or ter-
minate the individual. 
(Since project managers 
often don’t own their team members, all you can do is remove unac-
ceptable members from your team.)

NEGOTIATING AND INFLUENCING

It would take an entire book to do justice to each of these topics, 
but they cannot be overlooked. Because project managers gener-
ally have a lot of responsibility and almost no authority, the only 
way they can get their job done is through the exercise of influence 
methods and negotiating for other outcomes. One of the seminars 
in my certificate series is titled, “How to Communicate, Influence, 
and Negotiate.” The topics are presented in that order because you 
must be a good communicator in order to influence, and you can 
then use your influence methods to negotiate better.

I would urge you to consider working to improve these three 
skill sets if you intend to continue in managing of any kind, but 
especially if you are going to continue managing projects. You can 

The basic principle is that to 
achieve high levels of motivation, 
a person must be given work that 
in and of itself meets her internal 
drives or needs.
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read some good books 
on these subjects, but as 
I will point out later in 
this chapter, you need 
to build your skills, and 
that can be done only 

through skill practice. It helps to have a coach who can help you 
with your difficulties.

There is no single book on communication that I would rec-
ommend, but for influence, see Cialdini (1993) and Patterson et al. 
(2008), and for negotiating, see Fisher and Ury (1991). These are 
excellent books. There is also a book titled Difficult Conversations 
(Stone et al., 2000) that will be extremely useful when you must 
deal with performance deficits of team members or if you are 
engaged in contentious situations in your projects. I highly recom-
mend it.

DEALING WITH POLITICS

This is another subject that requires an entire book to do it justice, 
so I am going to only touch on the subject. For an excellent source of 
guidance, see Pinto (1996).

To a lot of project managers, the term politics is a dirty word. I 
have heard many of them say, “I hate having to deal with politics.” 
Generally they are referring to what I call negative politics—those 
behaviors of people in organizations such as backstabbing, trying 
to one- up everyone else, acting to curry favor with bosses by deni-
grating other members of a team, and so on. Certainly there is good 
reason to eschew that kind of political behavior, and I don’t advo-

cate that anyone engage 
in it.

It is a fact of orga-
nizational life, however, 
that every behavior is a 
political act. Other peo-

Every act in an organization is a 
political act, so learn to deal with 
positive politics.

When you have no authority, you 
must use influence to get things 
done.
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ple are observing you, and as they observe you, they are judging 
your actions. Ultimately, they will draw conclusions about you that 
may not be very positive. As strange as it may seem, I had a manager 
complain once that one of my technicians wore his dress jacket all 
day long. “Who does he think he is?” asked the manager. To him, a 
technician was a lower- status individual than an engineer, and this 
technician was “getting above his raising,” to use an expression that 
used to be popular. (Think about what this manager’s attitude and 
belief would mean for people who had to report directly to him!)

Effects of Politics on Your Job

Prior to the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon by terrorists, the Pentagon 
building had been renovated. Shortly after the renovation work was 
started, the colonel in charge of the project realized that some of the 
team members who were responsible for important parts of the job 
had never been trained in project management. The net result was 
that they were experiencing high cost overruns and delays in meet-
ing milestones. He contacted me and had me provide training for 
those individuals.

During the three days that I worked with his group, I had a 
chance to talk with the colonel, and he told me that he could not 
manage the project himself because he was spending 80 percent of 
his time trying to keep four stakeholder groups happy. There were 
congressional committees, together with various branches of the 
military, that were constantly on his back about something. Why 
was he doing this? Why was General X given a temporary office 
that was inadequate? And on and on it went.

So he had to have a civilian project manager perform the actual 
daily administrative work to keep the project moving. And he is not 
alone in this. I have several times heard presentations by managers 
of large infrastructure projects for government agencies in which 
they said that most of their job was dealing with politics, and they 
lamented the negative impact of such politics on the project itself. 
They were often dealing with stakeholders who did not understand 
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the nature of the project or—in many cases—didn’t care about the 
realities. All they wanted to do was provide satisfactory answers to 
questions from their own political constituents. And since many of 
the interests of their different constituents were at odds, there was 
no way to satisfy everyone.

I suppose the message here is, if you don’t like the political 
aspects of managing projects, then you should either find project 
work that is largely free of politics or simply find another career. I 
don’t say this lightly or to be smug—life is too short to spend your 
time doing something that you absolutely detest. And, as my friend 
Doug DeCarlo has said (and I mentioned earlier), you don’t want 
to spend a lot of time trying to get good at something you dislike 
in the belief that if you can get good at it, you may like it. Sorry, it 
never works that way.

SKILL BUILDING

As I have said in earlier chapters, dealing with people is a perform-
ing art. It is about behavior, not knowledge. And you develop behav-
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ioral skills only by performing them. You learn them the same way 
in which you learn to ride a bicycle, play a sport, play a musical 
instrument, or pilot a plane. You practice, practice, practice. You fall 
down. You get up and fall down again. Someone coaches you. Even-
tually you either get better at whatever you’re trying to perform or 
you give up and abandon that particular activity.

John Grinder, cofounder of Neuro- Linguistic Programming®,
once told a group of us who were in one of his seminars to take an 
acting class if we wanted to be good managers. I’m convinced he is 
right.

Good luck, and may you win an Academy Award for your 
project management performances.
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The first edition of this book was published in 1991, so 2011 is the 
twentieth anniversary of its “life” in print. For those of you old 
enough to have experienced firsthand the changes in the world and 
in technology that have taken place during these two decades, you 
will know that project management is also being affected, and we 
must respond.

VIRTUAL PROJECT TEAMS

As an example, the majority of projects in 1991 were conducted by 
teams that had most of their members located at least in the same 
city, if not the same building. I don’t know what percentage of teams 
are now scattered around the world, but based on informal surveys 
of people in my seminars, it could be as high as 25 percent or more.

Trends in Project 
Management

21C H A P T E R
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This creates a whole new set of problems for project managers. 
How do you communicate effectively with people when you can’t 
see them? Or how do you motivate them—actually, how do you 
even know at what level they are performing? Are they working the 
correct hours every day? Or are they wasting time?

On top of the distance factor, you now have cross- cultural 
issues. When team members come from other cultures, it is easy 
for those differences to compound the problems of communication, 
motivation, performance evaluation, and influence. These are hard 
enough to deal with face to face, but using telephone, the Internet, or 
even videoconferencing increases the difficulty significantly. I will 
address this issue in more detail later.

Communicate, Communicate, Communicate

Everyone to whom I’ve talked about virtual teams agrees that a 
major factor that affects their success is the need for frequent, effec-
tive communication. Some companies have found that they must 
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do a virtual colocation of team members who are on the critical path, 
requiring them to communicate with each other at least once daily. 
This communication requirement places a burden on people when 
there are large time differences between members. Singapore is 12 
hours ahead of the eastern United States, so if I must talk with an 
associate there, one of us will be using his personal time to do so. 
My representative in Singapore is a night owl, so he often calls me 
at 1 a.m. his time, when it is 1 p.m. here.

I don’t have space to go into all the nuances of communica-
tion, but a couple of basic suggestions are in order. I have been in 
over 30 countries and hosted exchange students from five coun-
tries, so I have learned firsthand about some common mistakes we 
make. When I was in China, my interpreter in Chengdu had actu-
ally read a previous ver-
sion of this book, and she 
said, “Dr. Lewis, are you 
aware that the Chinese 
translation of your book 
is not very good?” I told 

Be aware of your idioms. People 
from other cultures often do not 
understand them.
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her I was not, as no one had said anything to me, and as I don’t read 
Chinese, I certainly had no direct way of knowing.

This woman had a master’s from a British university, spoke 
very fluent English, and was also a PMP designate. She then told me 
that the term stakeholder had been translated literally, so the Chinese 
readers must have visions of Americans walking around carrying 
sharp- pointed stakes, ready to drive them into the hearts of any 
vampires we might encounter. I laugh every time I think about it.

Not only do people from different cultures misunderstand the 
meanings of words, but we Americans use a very large number of 
idioms that are incomprehensible to anyone outside our own cul-
ture. I once told an engineer in Brazil that a measurement was in 
the ballpark, meaning that it was about right. He looked at me with 
a puzzled expression and asked, “What does this mean?” I had to 
explain that it is an expression from baseball, and even then he had 
difficulty, because he was unfamiliar with the game.

Another related example has to do with the calendar. I was 
planning a trip to Sweden to visit a friend who is British. I was talk-
ing with him by phone on Sunday. I ended our conversation by say-
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ing, “I’ll see you next week.” There was a pregnant pause on the 
other end. “What?” he said. “I thought you were coming the week 
after.”

“No,” I assured him. “Next week.”
Now there was panic in his voice. He asked if I weren’t coming 

on a specific date. I said I was. “Then that’s the week after,” he said. 
Now it was my turn to be momentarily confused. But it was only 
a moment before I realized that Europe begins the week on Mon-
day and we begin it on Sunday. To me, I was going to arrive next 
week, but it would be next week tomorrow for my friend, so to him 
I would be there the following week.

In fact, this very simple difference means that I never use a 
calendar given to me by a European friend as an actual calendar. I 
may hang it and enjoy the photos, but if I use it for a calendar, I am 
certain to schedule myself on the wrong dates for an appointment.

Cultural Differences

First, it is important to say that there are generally no good, bad, 
right, or wrong aspects of cultural differences. (The exception might 
be human rights.) For the most part, cultural differences are neutral 
in terms of values.

In 2002, I went to China to establish a Lewis Institute presence 
there. I was working with a local representative who had a doctor-
ate and was well respected. We arranged an agreement to provide 
training through a major university that had a continuing educa-
tion program. All of our dealings with all stakeholders were very 
cordial, and I came home with a very good feeling about the deal.

Shortly after I returned home, I received a letter from the 
woman who was in charge of the program in China, saying that 
she was pleased to be working with me and was looking forward 
to launching our first seminar. I wrote replying that I was also very 
happy to be working with her, and told her that my representative 
would work very closely with her to make our programs a success.
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She never spoke to either of us again.
I learned later that in all likelihood, she was offended that I 

was “passing her off” to my associate, rather than working directly 
with her myself. In Asian cultures, you are expected to deal with 
your counterpart in an organization, and because I was head of my 
company and she was head of her department, she wanted to deal 
directly with me. (I am told that Asians are becoming more flexible 

in this regard, as they 
recognize that we don’t 
have such a strong view 
of hierarchy, but I would 
not risk it again.)

I could cite many 
examples of how cul-
tural differences have 
killed business deals, 

projects, and friendships, but suffice it to say that you need to do 
some homework if you are going to work with people from other 
cultures (even within your own country—the culture of the north-
eastern United States differs in significant ways from that of the 
southeast). One of the best guidebooks is Kiss, Bow or Shake Hands
(Morrison and Conaway, 2006).

TECHNOLOGY: FOR BETTER OR WORSE

Computers have changed everything—the way we communicate, 
process information, make travel plans, do research, and manage 
our finances. Most important, they are changing the way we man-
age projects.

When I was an engineer, personal computers had not yet been 
invented. (I am of the B.C. era: Before Computers!) When we devel-
oped our first project schedule, we had to enter the data into a time-
share terminal that sent the information to a mainframe. The data 
was in punched- card format. Several hours later, we would receive 

If you’re managing a global project, 
do your homework—find out what 
may offend people from other 
countries before you try to deal 
with them.
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a notice that we had a “syntax error” somewhere in the data, which 
meant that we had made a typographical error and the computer 
did not know how to interpret it. We would then have to hunt for 
the typo, correct it, retransmit the data, and wait another few hours 
for the solution to return. It was very laborious, and the scheduling 
program simply told us where the critical path was and where we 
had float. It did not take resource loading into account, so invariably 
we created a schedule that could not be met, which I later decided 
was worse than no schedule, because an incorrect schedule leads to 
false expectations about milestones.

When personal computers became widely available, it was 
possible to create schedules that were more realistic, because the 
programs would do resource leveling. However, in shared- resource 
environments, you still had problems because every project was 
using resources that had to be shared with other projects, and you 
still had resource overloads and deficits. This was almost as bad as 
the mainframe solution (and still is).

At one time, there were well over 100 scheduling software pro-
grams on the market. I don’t know how many are in common use 
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now, but surely it is in the teens, rather than the hundreds. Clearly 
Microsoft Project is one of the leaders, with Primavera and a few 
others in secondary positions.

To some degree, this ready availability of software has rein-
forced the belief in the minds of some senior managers that proj-
ect management is just scheduling, a point that I made in the early 
chapters of this book. Those same managers then wonder why 
projects fail—after all, they gave you a powerful tool with which to 
schedule to the nanosecond, so why did you miss the date?

Social Media in Projects

We are blessed or cursed, depending on your viewpoint, to have 
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Flickr, and a dozen other social media 
sites that I don’t yet know about. You can tweet to all those who are 
following you that you are sitting in another of those nauseous proj-
ect review meetings that your boss calls every week, and you are 
at least number 9 for takeoff (to use an airline metaphor), meaning 
that it will be another three hours before they get to you. Another 
Monday wasted, like so many that have gone before. Amazing what 
you can express in 148 characters.

Others can even receive your tweets on their cell phones—
while they are simultaneously texting someone in rush hour traffic 
or standing at a urinal in the restroom (sorry if this offends anyone, 
but I am making a point). Are we blessed or cursed to have such 
instantaneous communications available to us? I have mixed feel-
ings about it. I remember a happier time when my boss couldn’t 
interrupt me when I was in the restroom!

Social media do have their uses. Facebook allows you to set 
up a project site where everyone can post documents, photos, com-
ments, questions, and so on. LinkedIn allows members of a group to 
start and participate in discussions, share PowerPoint® slides, and 
hunt for jobs when they are unhappy with the one they now have.
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Then there is SharePoint®, which is very useful for project col-
laboration among team members, whether they are all in one loca-
tion or geographically dispersed. I decided to set up a SharePoint 
site for use by people who are clients, and so I paid a SharePoint pro-
vider, started setting up my site, realized that I didn’t understand a 
lot of the terminology, and stopped momentarily. I went to Barnes 
& Noble and purchased a Dummies book on how to use SharePoint, 
along with another book that seemed to offer a very robust treat-
ment of the program. To my dismay, I found that the Dummies book 
was written for IT dummies, but not for those of us who know 
very little about IT. Being one of those individuals, I didn’t know 
most of the acronyms, nor did I understand a lot of what the author 
assumed I would know if I was trying to use SharePoint. I’m sure 
he never dreamed that anyone without an IT background would be 
stupid enough to try to set up a site. So my SharePoint project is on 
hold until I find someone who can help me—which is going to have 
to wait until this book revision is finished. I do have my priorities 
straight, at least.
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Actually, although I am bashing the technology, we now have 
capabilities that we never dreamed possible 20 years ago—or even 
10, for that matter. And we should take advantage of them. The Social 
Media Bible (Safko & Brake, 2009) offers a very thorough treatment 
of the sites available and the applications possible with them. You 
probably have no choice but to use them, or else those who do will 
have a competitive advantage over you.

You should also take a photo of yourself and place it in a safe 
place, so that a decade from now you can take a look at the new you 
and compare. Already I am seeing people carrying two cell phones 
(one is for work, the other is personal), an iPod (or some other popu-
lar media player), a laptop or netbook computer, and an air card for 
the laptop (if it is an older model), all the while talking on Skype®

while simultaneously taking cell phone calls, a Bluetooth® device in 
one ear, and carrying a briefcase in one hand. The project manager 
of the future will probably have to add a small cart to haul all of the 
technology he is using.

Have a good laugh. After all, it’s all part of life.
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Once a suitable network has been drawn, with durations assigned 
to all activities, it is necessary to perform computations to deter-
mine the longest path through the project. If start and finish dates 
for the project have already been dictated, these calculations will 
tell whether the required dates can be met. On the other hand, if a 
start date is given, the computations will provide the earliest com-
pletion date for the project.

The simplest computation that can be made for a network will 
determine the total working time on the longest path through the 
project and will reveal whether any latitude exists on paths parallel 
to the longest path. The longest path is called the critical path, since 
a slip on this path will cause a corresponding slip in the completion 
of the project. This computation specifies how many weeks (or days 
or hours, depending on the time units being used) it will take to 
complete the project if no holidays or vacation periods exist. Natu-
rally, holidays and/or vacations will intervene during certain parts 
of the year so that the actual calendar time for the project is likely to 
exceed the working time.

It is also important to note that the conventional way to com-
pute project working times is to ignore resources initially. In other 
words, activities are treated as though they have fixed durations,
based on the assumption that certain levels of resources will be 
available when the work begins.

Furthermore, these durations are estimated from historical 
data and are based on the assumption that a person who possesses 

A P P E N D I X :
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the skill level to do the required work is available. As was pointed 
out in previous chapters, if these conditions are not met, the actual 
working times will deviate from estimated times, sometimes con-
siderably.

NETWORK RULES

In order to compute project working times, two universal rules 
apply to defining how networks function. (The software you use 
may impose additional rules, which will be presented in the user 
manual.) These universal rules are

Rule l:  Before a task can begin, all tasks preceding it must 
be completed.

Rule 2:  Arrows denote logical precedence. Neither the 
length of the arrow nor its angular direction have 
any significance. (It is not a vector but a scalar.)

BASIC SCHEDULING COMPUTATIONS

Although no one is likely to do manual network computations in 
this day of abundant scheduling software, it is important to under-
stand how the computer makes these computations. Otherwise, it 
is easy to fall into the garbage- in, garbage- out problem. Furthermore, 
the computer output is not easily understandable unless the com-
putation method is understood. What does float really mean, for 
example?

The following material will explain how the basic computa-
tions are performed, with no concern for resource limitations. That 
is, these computations all are based on the assumption that the 
required resources will indeed be available when the time comes 
to do the work. This is equivalent to saying that the organization 
has an unlimited pool of people, which of course is never the case. 
For this reason, a schedule that assumes unlimited resources is con-
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sidered to be the ideal or best- case situation, and provides a start-
ing point for resource- constrained project scheduling. Chapter 9 
deals with the allocation of resources to yield a realistic working 
 schedule.

We will use the example given in Chapter 8 of preparing a 
meal to illustrate scheduling computations. That network is shown 
in Figure A.1, using activity- on- node (AON) notation. A solution 
using activity- on- arrow (AOA) notation will be presented later. The 
numbers in the duration (DU) cells are working durations in min-
utes. Each activity contains cells in which we can enter the earliest 
start and earliest finish as well as the latest start and latest finish for 
the activity. Other notation schemes are used in other books and 
with various software packages, but this one seems to me to be very 
simple to understand.

In order to locate the critical path and compute the earliest and 
latest start and finish times for noncritical project activities, two sets 
of computations are necessary. These are called forward- pass and 
backward- pass calculations.

Forward- Pass Computations

A forward pass is made through the network to calculate the earliest 
achievement times for each activity in the network. If we remember 
that each activity has a start and a finish, then we can talk about 
early start and early finish times, as mentioned previously. This 
really amounts to having start and finish events for each activity, 
but they are not usually shown in activity- on- node diagrams. As 
was stated previously, the durations for the activities in Figure A.1 
are working minutes. The project is shown as starting at time T = 0. 
For schedules spanning several days or weeks, once activity start 
and finish times are determined, they can be converted to calendar 
dates, but that step will be omitted in this appendix. For our simple 
project, we will compute the total project time in minutes and then 
convert that to hours.
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Figure A.2 shows the first steps in the forward- pass computa-
tion. “Make Menu” starts at time = zero. It takes 30 minutes. That 
means it has an early finish 30 minutes after it starts, or at T = 30. As 
soon as “Make Menu” is finished, two activities can start—“Shop 
for Ingredients” and “Wash Tableware.” This means that the early 
finish for “Make Menu” becomes the early start for these two suc-
ceeding tasks.

It takes 60 minutes to do the shopping, so the early finish for 
that task is 90 minutes. You simply add its duration to its early start 
time to get its early finish. The same is done for “Wash Tableware.” 
Again, the early finish for each task becomes the early start for 
succeeding ones. We continue this process until we get to “Serve 
 Dinner.”

At this point, “Prepare Appetizers” has an early finish of 150 
minutes, “Cook Meal” has an early finish of 180 minutes, and “Set 
Table” has 90 minutes for its early finish. Which one becomes the 
early start for “Serve Dinner”? Remember, Rule 1 presented ear-
lier says that you can’t start a task until all tasks preceding it have 
been completed. Since “Cook Meal” ends the latest (has the largest 
early finish time), its early finish becomes the early start for the 
serving task.

Given the activity durations shown and the sequences detailed 
by the network, the project has a completion 180 minutes after it 
begins. Because we are usually trying to meet an imposed comple-
tion time for most projects, this working time can now be compared 
to the target to see if that target can be met, given an anticipated 
start date or time. If it cannot, then either the project must start ear-
lier, the end date must slip out, or the network must be changed to 
compress (shorten) the critical path.

For our example, suppose we had planned to come home from 
work at 5 p.m. and have dinner prepared to serve at 7 p.m. Since we 
have found that it will take three hours to prepare the meal, this 
won’t work. We will have to either shorten the time of some tasks, 
start the process at 4 p.m., or revise the network in some way. Natu-
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rally, we could shave 30 minutes off the project by preparing the 
menu the day before. For many projects, however, such a solution 
would not be an option, so we will say for now that this option is 
not available and see what our other approaches are.

In that case, the question is, “How will the network have to 
change in order to finish in two hours?” The answer to this question 
is never obvious in a complicated network (although it is fairly obvi-
ous in this one). As a general rule, in order to see what else in the 
network might have to change, more information is needed. Specifi-
cally, we need to know the latest times by which each activity can be 
achieved and still meet the 180-minute completion.

You might ask, “Why not use the 120-minute completion, since 
that is what is required?” The answer is that a best- case computa-
tion is made first, so that we can see which paths have latitude and 
which one(s) is critical. The best case is considered to be that 180 
minutes is acceptable. A shorter time is a worse case because you 
will have to squeeze time out of something. A longer time is also a 
worse case, as you are stretching the project out unnecessarily.

For that reason, we assign a 180-minute late finish to serve 
dinner, which means that it has the same early finish and late fin-
ish times and zero duration, making it actually an event. This is an 
example of the only kind of event that is actually shown in activity- 
on- node networks, and it is called a milestone.

Now that the late finish time has been set for “Serve Dinner,” 
we do a backward- pass computation to determine the latest event 
times on all activities that will permit achievement of the 180-min-
ute completion.

Backward- Pass Computations

Beginning with “Serve Dinner,” and assigning a late finish time of 
180 to it, we subtract its duration of zero from that time to get its 
late start (see Figure A.3). Naturally, that gives a late start of 180. 
This late start time must be the late finish for all the predecessors to 
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“Serve Dinner,” so that time is entered into the cells for each activ-
ity. In the case of “Prepare Appetizers,” we subtract its duration of 
60 minutes from its late finish of 180, to get 120 minutes. This num-
ber becomes its late start time. For “Cook Meal,” we do the same 
and get a late start of 150. In turn, we use 150 as the late finish for 
“Prepare Ingredients,” subtract its duration, and get 90 minutes for 
its late start.

Notice the junction at the beginning of “Prepare Appetizers” 
and “Prepare Ingredients.” The late start for “Prepare Appetizers” 
is 120 minutes, and that for “Prepare Ingredients” is 90 minutes. 
Which one of these should we use for the late finish of the predeces-
sor, “Shop for Ingredients”? If we allowed shopping to finish as late 
as 120 minutes, “Prepare Ingredients” could not start until that time, 
and if you work forward from there to the end of the project, you 
will see that this will push the end time out to 210 minutes instead 
of 180. We can now offer the following rules for assigning early and 
late times to activities that have multiple predecessors or successors.

Rule:  When two or more activities follow a predecessor, 
the latest finish for the predecessor will be the earli-
est late start for the successors.

Rule:  When two or more activities precede another, the 
earliest start for the successor will be the latest of 
the late finish times for the predecessors.

Continuing in this way, you arrive at the late activity times 
shown in Figure A.3.

Activity Maximum Float

Now examine “Prepare Appetizers.” Note that its early start is 90 
and its late start is 120. The difference of 30 minutes is called the 
activity float. This float represents latitude for the activity. So long 
as this activity starts no later than 120 minutes and takes no longer 
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than its duration of 60 minutes, the project can be finished within 
180 minutes.

Note the activities that run through the center of the diagram. 
They all have the same early and late start and the same early and 
late finish times. These activities have no float and are called criti-

cal. The path contain-
ing those activities is, 
in turn, called the criti-
cal path. What we have 
done is apply the critical 
path method to locate that 

path. By making the final activity late finish the same as its early 
finish, we have forced one path to have no float. As you can see, it 
is the longest path.

The term float derives from the fact that “Prepare Appetizers” 
can start as early as 90 minutes and as late as 120 minutes, so we say 
that it can float around for the difference of 30 minutes. Note that 
float is always calculated by taking the latest start minus the earliest 
start, or the latest finish minus the earliest finish. In equation form:

Max. float = LF – EF

or

Max. float = LS – ES

where LS means late start, LF means late finish, ES means early 
start, and EF means early finish.

The Value of Float

It is tempting to think that float is undesirable. The first suggestion 
that people sometimes make is to finish a task that has float as early 
as possible and move resources onto the critical path to shorten it, 
so that you wind up with no float anywhere. To see why this is 

An activity is a critical activity any 
time it has no float.
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not a good idea, we must remember that the durations for all tasks 
are estimates, that they have 50–50 likelihoods if averages have been 
used, and that we often have made those estimates using poor his-
tory, so they are suspect to begin with. Given those facts, it is highly 
advisable to have float on all but the critical path to compensate for 
unforeseen problems, estimating errors, and so on.

What about the crit-
ical path itself? That se-
ries of activities must be 
managed in such a way 
that all tasks are com-
pleted on time, or the 
project will be delayed 
(unless lost time on one activity can be recovered on a later one). It is 
very risky to allow a critical path task to slip, under the assumption 
that you will recover the time later. Murphy’s Law invariably prevails 
when you do this. In fact, the best working rule I know is, do what-
ever is necessary to stay on schedule.

CALCULATIONS FOR AN AOA NETWORK

The calculations for AOA networks are done in exactly the same 
way as those for AON networks. The only real problem is with nota-
tion. Figure A.4 is the same diagram for preparing a meal in AOA 
format. In the first edition of this book, I learned that people were 
confused by the notation, as I had split each node in half and placed 
an early time on the left side and a late time on the right. However, 
as was pointed out earlier, each node contains at least two events, 
and if several activities enter or leave, there will be several events 
contained. I have looked at a number of systems of notation, and no 
single one is unambiguous. For that reason, I have placed the early 
and late times on each end of all arrows. On the left end will always 
be the early start and late start, and on the right end will always be 

The best practice in managing 
projects is to do whatever is 
necessary to stay on schedule.
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the early finish and late finish. Each node is simply numbered for 
easy reference. See Figure A.4.

CONSTRAINED END DATE SCHEDULING

As was mentioned earlier, the usual situation for most projects is 
that an end time (or date) has been imposed, either by contract with 
the customer or by management, based on business considerations. 
This end date may be earlier than the earliest completion date deter-
mined by the forward- pass computation, in which case the project 
must be started earlier or the schedule must be shortened somehow.

In many cases, as was mentioned previously, the start date for 
a project is also dictated by the availability of resources or some 
other factor, so that the start date cannot be moved up. When this is 
true, the critical path must be shortened. When this is done, other 
paths may become problems as well.

For the network just analyzed, suppose the end time was 
established as 120 minutes (you want to serve dinner at 7 p.m. and 
start preparations at 5 p.m.). What would be the overall impact on 
the project? To answer that question, we will impose a late finish of 
120 minutes on the project and do a new backward- pass calculation. 
Note that there is no need to do a new forward- pass computation 
yet, since the forward pass determines only the early times, and 
these will not change until an activity duration is changed or the 
network is redrawn.

Figure A.5 shows the network with the latest project comple-
tion constrained to 120 minutes. When the backward- pass computa-
tions have been completed, we find a strange thing. The float on the 
former critical path is now negative! When the float is negative, the 
activity or path is called supercritical. Note also that “Prepare Appe-
tizers” now has negative 30 minutes of float, whereas before it had 
positive 30 minutes. Thus we have two supercritical paths. (“Wash 
Tableware” and “Set Table” still have 30 minutes of float, because 
originally this path had 90 minutes of float.)
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It is also interesting to examine the late times on “Make Menu” 
and “Shop.” These times are now negative. In the case of “Make 
Menu,” this is telling us that the activity needs to start 60 minutes 
before it is planned to start, which we already knew.

If we cannot start the project early, we will have to shorten the 
critical path by at least 60 minutes to meet our deadline. Let’s sup-
pose we can do this by taking 30 minutes off the time of “Prepare 
Ingredients” and another 15 minutes each out of “Make Menu” and 
“Shop for Ingredients.” We might get time out of “Prepare Ingre-
dients” by buying frozen vegetables rather than fresh, so that they 
don’t have to be chopped. If these adjustments are made, we have 
the result shown in Figure A.6.

We now have a situation that is not desirable as a general rule. 
We have two critical paths. “Prepare Appetizers” is critical, as are 
“Prepare Ingredients” and “Cook Food.” For this particular proj-
ect, we might not be concerned about having two critical paths, but 
most of the time this would be very undesirable. The reason is that 
when you have no float, anything that goes wrong with the task and 
increases its duration will cause your overall project finish time to 
slip by the amount of the increased duration (unless you can reduce 
the times taken by subsequent tasks). The presence of two critical 
paths increases the risk.

For this reason, you should try to get rid of all but one criti-
cal path. This can be done only by changing the duration of one or 
more activities, allowing the end date to be extended or redrawing 
the network into a new configuration.

The issue is how to decide which critical path to eliminate. 
There is no single answer to this problem. Float is only one kind of 
risk involved in a project. There are also risks from technical prob-
lems, poor estimates, weather and other uncontrollable factors, and 
so on. Table A.1 lists some of the factors that should be considered 
in making a decision. The comments that follow each factor explain 
the rationale for deciding what to do.
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REDUCING ACTIVITY DURATIONS

When it is necessary to reduce the duration of a critical path, we 
usually try to reduce activity durations rather than redrawing the 
network. That is because we usually feel that the logic is more or 
less sound, so changing sequences might not be an option. When it 
is, techniques like lead- lag networks, for example, can be used first.

Whether activity durations can be reduced depends on three 
factors. Can the work be done faster by increasing efficiency (perhaps 
by using a more productive person)? Can the scope of the work be 
reduced? Can extra effort be applied to the job to get it done faster 
(by increasing resources)? It is not always possible to reduce activity 
time by adding more resources, since a point of diminishing returns
is reached, often because people simply get in each other’s way.

There are, of course, two ways to increase human resources 
applied to a project. One is by adding bodies. The other is by work-
ing the same number of people more hours per day, which we call 

T A B L E  A.1

Factors to Consider in Eliminating a Dual Critical Path

Number of activities Path with most activities might be most risky.

Skill level of people Path with least- skilled people could be most risky.

Technical risk Path with greatest technical risk should have float.

Weather/uncontrollable Give float to activities with uncontrollable factors.
factors

Cost Give float to activities that cost most to do.

Historical data  Activities with least historical data—give float; 
activities that were historically a problem—ditto.

Available backup plan Give float to activities with no obvious backup.

Business cycle  If business tends to get hectic at certain times, give 
float to activities affected.

Difficulty Give float to activities that are most difficult.
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working overtime. In both cases, you tend to get diminishing returns 
very quickly. I know of one company that measured the impact on 
productivity of working overtime. It measured productivity for a 
normal 40-hour week and then again at the end of three weeks in 
which people worked 50 hours per week. Productivity after work-
ing overtime was back down to the normal 40- hours- per- week level, 
and errors had increased.

When productivity declines without errors increasing, it is 
often because people are pacing themselves. They think like a mar-
athon runner who knows that if she runs too fast at the beginning 
and uses up her energy, she will be unable to finish the race. On the 
other hand, when error rates increase, it is usually because people 
are truly fatigued.

We also find that people doing knowledge work suffer the 
same kind of problems. One study found that when people put in 12 
hours of overtime on knowledge work, you probably get an increase 
in output from them equivalent to what you would expect in 2 nor-
mal working hours!

CONVERTING ARROW DIAGRAMS TO BAR CHARTS

While an arrow diagram is essential to do a proper analysis of the 
relationships between the activities in a project, determine activity 
float, and identify the critical path, the best tool for the people who 
are actually doing the project work is the bar chart. People find it 
much easier to see when they are supposed to start and finish their 
jobs if they are given a bar chart. The schedule shown as an arrow 
diagram in Figure A.4 has been portrayed as a bar chart in Figure 
A.7, making use of what we’ve learned about the schedule from the 
network analysis.

In this figure, critical path activities are shown as solid bars, 
while those with float are shown as hollow bars with dots trailing 
to indicate the amount of float allowed each activity. Note that each 
activity is shown starting at its earliest possible time, so that float is 
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reserved to be used only if absolutely necessary. This is the conven-
tional method of displaying bar charts.

Note that both “Wash Tableware” and “Set Table” have 90 
minutes of float. Naturally, it is the same float, and initially, before 
the project begins, there are 90 minutes of float available for either 
activity. However, if all of the float is used up on “Wash Tableware,” 
there will be none left for “Set Table,” and it would therefore be 
critical.

This illustrates a real pitfall of bar charts. Assume that dif-
ferent individuals are doing two sequential activities that share a 
common amount of float. Since the chart does not show the inter-
relationships of activities, it is hard for the people performing the 
work to tell that the float is shared. They look at the chart and think 

that they each have the 
designated float. Then, if 
each tries to make use of 
the float, the project is in 
trouble.

In fact, Parkinson’s 
Law can be applied to 
project float. Parkinson’s 
Law says that work al-

ways expands to fit the time allowed. When applied to float, this 
means that when you allow float, people will use it! For this reason, 
some software can be set up so that float is not displayed. The im-
plication of such a schedule is simply that the work should be done 
as shown.

I personally do not like this approach. I prefer to explain to 
team members that float is shared, and I encourage them to keep 
float in reserve, to be used only if necessary. Indeed, it is always a 
good idea to keep float in reserve. to be used if an estimate turns 
out to be wrong or if an unforeseen problem causes the work to 
be delayed. As someone told me recently, every project should be 
planned as if there will be at least some percentage of the total time 

Parkinson’s Law
Work always expands to take the 
time allowed.
Lewis’s Law for Float
If you give it to them, they’ll take it!
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when the entire city will have a power blackout and nothing will 
get done.

McGregor formulated a management model some years ago 
stating that some managers see workers as undependable, wanting 
only a paycheck from the job, and so on. He called this a Theory- X
outlook, and he postulated that a manager with such an outlook 
would tend to get the expected results.

The opposite outlook, which is more positive, he called a 
Theory-Y view. This would naturally be the more desired view, as a 
manager would tend to get the more positive result. It is easy to see 
Parkinson’s Law and Lewis’s Law for Float as Theory- X outlooks. 
However, I don’t see them that way. In today’s downsized, right- 
sized, understaffed organization, people simply have to do their 
work in priority order, and this leads to putting things off until they 
absolutely have to be done. Thus, if people have float, they tend to 
take it, but unfortunately they may take it at the beginning of an 
assignment; if they encounter a problem with the work later on, no 
float is left to help get the work done on time.

LIMITATIONS OF THE CRITICAL PATH METHOD

It is important to remember that conventional critical path analy-
sis, which has been used for this network, assumes that unlimited 
resources exist in the organization, so that all activities can be done 
as planned. As the bar chart shows, however, there are a number of 
points at which activities are running in parallel. If those activities 
require the same resources, then there may not be enough to get the 
job done as shown, and the schedule cannot be met. This subject is 
addressed in Chapter 9.

Multiple Calendars

One final subject must be considered in doing basic network com-
putations. It is possible that not all project activities will follow the 
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same working schedule. Does everyone work Monday through Fri-
day? Do some people work only weekends?

Some projects may include activities that require actual work-
ing days to complete; others do not. Pouring concrete must be done 
during the workweek. However, that concrete may cure over a 
weekend. For this reason, it is important that multiple calendars be 
considered in scheduling.

For example, a situation in which one group works a conven-
tional Monday–Friday schedule and another group works only 
weekends is shown in Figure A.8.

Now, suppose the two groups are scheduled to do two sequen-
tial tasks, with Group 1 working exactly one week (M–F), followed 
by the people in Group 2, who are supposed to finish their work 
over the weekend. However, Group 1 gets behind on their work by 
one day. How much is the schedule affected? As Figure A.9 shows, 
the work will slip an entire week because Group 1 gets behind only 
one day!

This kind of problem highlights the occasional need for multi-
ple calendars in scheduling. They are called calendars because holi-

F I G U R E  A.8

Multiple- Calendar Network
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day and overtime dates differ for the two groups. If the software 
being used does not permit the use of multiple calendars, it may 
still be possible to “fake it” and force the schedule to reflect correct 
working dates, but this may be difficult to do. For this reason, soft-
ware should be selected with this potential requirement in mind.

F I G U R E  A.9

A One- Week Slip
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G L O S S A R Y

Activity The work or effort needed to achieve a result. It con-
sumes time and usually consumes resources.

Activity Description A statement specifying what must be done 
to achieve a desired result.

Activity- on- Arrow A network diagram showing sequence of ac-
tivities, in which each activity is represented by an arrow, with a 
circle representing a node or event at each end.

Activity- on- Node A network diagram showing sequence of ac-
tivities, in which each activity is represented by a box or circle, (that 
is, a node) and these are interconnected with arrows to show prece-
dence of work.

Authority The legitimate power given to a person in an organi-
zation to use resources to reach an objective and to exercise disci-
pline.

Backward- Pass Calculation Calculations made working back-
wards through a network from the latest event to the beginning 
event to calculate event late times. A forward pass calculation 
de termines early times.

Calendars The arrangement of normal working days, together 
with nonworking days, such as holidays and vacations, as well as 
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special work days (overtime periods) used to determine dates on 
which project work will be completed.

Change Order A document which authorizes a change in some 
aspect of a project.

Control The practice of monitoring progress against a plan so that 
corrective steps can be taken when a deviation from plan occurs.

CPM An acronym for critical path method. A network diagram-
ming method which shows the longest series of activities in a pro j-
ect, thereby determining the earliest completion for the project.

Crashing An attempt to reduce activity or total project duration, 
usually by adding resources.

Critical Path The longest sequential path of activities which are 
absolutely essential for completion of the project.

Dependency The next task or group of tasks cannot begin until 
preceding work has been completed, thus the word dependent or 
dependency.

Deviation Any variation from planned performance. The devia-
tion can be in terms of schedule, cost, performance, or scope of 
work. Deviation analysis is the heart of exercising project control.

Dummy Activity A zero- duration element in a network show ing 
a logic linkage. A dummy does not consume time or re sources but 
simply indicates precedence.

Duration The time it takes to complete an activity.

Earliest Finish The earliest time that an activity can be com-
pleted.

Earliest Start The earliest time that an activity can be started.

Estimate A forecast or guess about how long an activity will take, 
how many resources might be required, or how much it will cost.

Event A point in time. An event is binary. It is either achieved or 
not, whereas an activity can be partially complete. An event can be 
the start or finish of an activity.
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Feedback Information derived from observation of project activ-
ities which is used to analyze the status of the job and take correc-
tive action if necessary.

Float A measure of how much an activity can be delayed before it 
begins to impact the project finish date.

Forward Pass Method The method used to calculate the earliest 
start time for each activity in a network diagram.

Free Float The amount of time that an activity can be delayed 
without affecting succeeding activities.

Gantt Chart A bar chart which indicates the time required to 
complete each activity in a project. It is named for Henry L. Gantt, 
who first developed a complete notational system for displaying 
progress with bar charts.

Hammock Activity A single activity which actually represents a 
group of activities. It “hangs” between two events and is used to 
report progress on the composite which it represents.

Histogram A vertical bar chart showing (usually) resource allo-
cation levels over time in a project.

i- j Notation A system of numbering nodes in an activity-on- 
arrow network. The i- node is always the beginning of an activity, 
while the j- node is always the finish.

Inexcusable Delays Project delays that are attributable to negli-
gence on the part of the contractor, which lead in many cases to 
penalty payments.

Latest Finish The latest time that an activity can be finished with-
out extending the end date for a project.

Latest Start The latest time that an activity can start without 
ex tending the end date for a project.

Learning Curve The time it takes humans to learn an activity 
well enough to achieve optimum performance can be displayed by 
curves, which must be factored into estimates of activity dura tions 
in order to achieve planned completion dates.
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Leveling An attempt to smooth the use of resources, whether 
people, materials, or equipment, to avoid large peaks and valleys 
in their usage.

Life Cycle The phases which a project goes through from con cept 
through completion. The nature of the project changes during each 
phase.

Matrix Organization A method of drawing people from func-
tional departments within an organization for assignment to a proj-
ect team, but without removing them from their physical loca tion. 
The project manager in such a structure is said to have dotted-line 
authority over team members.

Milestone An event of special importance, usually representing 
the completion of a major phase of project work. Reviews are of ten 
scheduled at milestones.

Most Likely Time The most realistic time estimate for complet ing 
an activity under normal conditions.

Negative Floator Slack A condition in a network in which the ear-
liest time for an event is actually later than its latest time. This hap-
pens when the project has a constrained end date which is ear lier 
than can be achieved, or when an activity uses up its float and is 
still delayed.

Node A point in a network connected to other points by one or 
more arrows. In activity- on- arrow notation, the node contains at 
least one event. In activity- on- node notation, the node represents 
an activity, and the arrows show the sequence in which they must 
be performed.

PERT An acronym which stands for program evaluation and 
re view technique. PERT makes use of network diagrams as does 
CPM, but in addition applies statistics to activities to try to esti mate 
the probabilities of completion of project work.

Pessimistic Time Roughly speaking, this is the worst- case time to 
complete an activity. The term has a more precise meaning which is 
defined in the PERT literature.
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Phase A major component or segment of a project.

Precedence Diagram An activity- on- node diagram.

Queue Waiting time.

Resource Allocation The assignment of people, equipment, facili-
ties, or materials to a project. Unless adequate resources are pro-
vided, project work cannot be completed on schedule, and resource 
allocation is a significant component of project scheduling.

Resource Pool A group of people who can generally do the same 
work so that they can be chosen randomly for assignment to a 
 project.

Risk The possibility that something can go wrong and interfere 
with the completion of project work.

Scope The magnitude of work which must be done to complete a 
project.

Statement of Work A description of work to be performed.

Subproject A small project within a larger one.

Time Now The current calendar date from which a network anal-
ysis, report, or update is being made.

Time Standard The time allowed for the completion of a task.

Variance Any deviation of project work from what was planned.  
Variance can affect costs, time, performance, or project scope.

Work Breakdown Structure A method of subdividing work into 
smaller and smaller increments to permit accurate estimates of 
durations, resource requirements, and costs.
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R E S O U R C E S  F O R 
P R O J E C T  M A N A G E R S

In previous editions of this book, I listed a number of organizations 
that I thought project managers would find helpful. At this point in 
time, the Internet is so readily available to project managers that I 
feel it is unnecessary to include that list again.

I do try to make resources available to my readers on my Web 
site, and I have stopped the practice of making people sign up for 
them. Instead, free downloads are truly free and do not require that 
you obligate yourself in any way, including giving your identity. 
Please take advantage of them. The Web site is www.lewisinstitute.
com. This is also the best place to find out how to contact me.

www.lewisinstitute.com
www.lewisinstitute.com
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383
Project mismanagement, 91
Project notebook, 307
Project planning, 187–327

communications (see Managing project 
communications)

detailed planning (see Implementation 
planning)

risk (see Managing risk)
scheduling (see Project scheduling)
strategy (see Developing project strategy)

Project presentations, 486–487
Project process, 58–59
Project records, 307
Project reports, 307
Project reviews, 383–401, 439–440

design review, 383, 385, 401
displaying progress, 387–390
importance, 406
leadership, 395–396
lessons- learned review, 394–498, 444
meetings, 429–430
order of precedence, 396–397
overview (table), 385
process review, 390–398
process review form, 399–401
process review report, 398–401
project closing, 445–446
status review, 383
why done, 384–385

Project scheduling, 269–295
AOA/AON notation, 271–272
arrow diagrams, 271–273, 532–535
bar chart, 273, 532–535
basics, 270–276
causes of reduced availability, 287–288
CPM, 271, 273, 274, 535–537
debugging, 283
detail that you can control, 280–281
float/slack, 271, 523–525, 534
Gantt chart, 270
knowledge work, 282
maximum duration, 281–282
minor/major increments, 280–283
multiple calendars, 535–537
must- start- on/must- end- on dates, 273
negative progress, 283, 284
network computations (see Schedule 

computations)
parallel tasks, 275
PERT, 217, 273, 274
predecessor or successor information, 273
preliminary work, 274–275
queuing theory, 289–291
resource allocation, 283–295
resource- critical allocation, 278–279
resource leveling, 278–279
reverse- inferential progress reporting, 283
setup time, 287–288, 292
software capabilities, 276–283
time- critical resource allocation, 278
unlimited- resource schedule, 275, 278
what- if schedule, 279

Project strategy, 193, 194 (See also Developing 
project strategy)
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Projects are People, 39
Provocative, 71, 72
Psychology of achievement, 459–460
Punished by Rewards (Kohn), 103
PV, 266, 342

Quadrants (HBDI), 114–119
Quadruple- dominant HBDI profile, 114
Qualitative exit criterion, 244
Quality, 23–28
Quality management, 60–61
Queuing theory, 289–291

Ramses the Great, 3–5
Raw materials, 413, 415
Ready- fire- aim mistake, 222–224
Recording time (time report), 378–379
Recordkeeping, 378–379, 456
Reducing activity durations, 531–532
Reference librarian, 415
References and reading list, 547–556
Registered education provider (REP), 62
Relationship problems, 398
Relaxation, 472, 473
REP, 62
Reserve capacity, 291
Resistance, 208–211 (See also Managing 

resistance)
Resource allocation, 283–295
Resource- critical allocation, 278–279
Resource leveling, 278–279
Resources for project managers, 545
Responsibility/authority, 499
Responsibility chart, 264
Reverse- inferential progress reporting, 283
Reviews (see Project reviews)
Revolutionizing Product Development (Wheel-

wright/Clark), 412
Reward systems, 98, 103
Rework, 21, 23, 408, 409
Rework spiral, 21
Rickards, Tudor, 182
Right- brain thinkers, 66, 107
Risk, 203–206, 312, 314
Risk analysis, 205–206
Risk avoidance, 323–324
Risk identification, 314–317
Risk management, 61 (See also Managing risk)
Risk management process, 314
Risk mitigation, 324–325
Risk prevention, 324
Risk priority number (RPN), 318–321
Risk probability, 319

Risk quantification, 317–322
Roles/responsibilities, 263, 264
Root cause of a problem, 422
Rosenthal, R., 462
RPN, 318–321
Run charts, 374–377

San Diego Building Association, 88–89, 
223–224

Schedule computations, 515–537
activity maximum float, 523–524
AOA network, 525–527
backward- pass computations, 521–523
basic scheduling computations, 516–525
constrained end date scheduling, 527–530
converting arrow diagram to bar charts, 

532–535
CPM, limitations, 535–537
dual critical paths, 529, 531
event/milestone, 521
forward- pass computations, 517–521
Lewis’s law for float, 534
multiple calendars, 535–537
Parkinson’s law, 534
reducing activity durations, 531–532
Theory X/Theory Y, 535
universal rules, 516
value of float, 524–525

Schedule performance index (SPI), 369
Schedule showing progress, 338
Schedule variance (SV), 345
Scheduling (see Project scheduling)
Scheduling software programs, 511–512
Schroeder, Richard, 25, 27
Scientific method, 165–166
Scope, 13
Scope changes, 3–5, 59
Scope creep, 379
Scope management, 59–60
Scribe, 395, 437–438
Scripts People Live By (Steiner), 70
Seat- of- the- pants project management, 

22, 87
Second- order effects, 176
Secondary facilitator, 431
Seiko, 152
Selecting a strategy, 198
Self- actualization, 497
Self- concept, 464–468
Self- determination, 460
Self- esteem, 466, 467
Self- fulfilling prophecy, 462–464, 493–497
Self- image, 466
Senge, Peter, 95, 96
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Senior manager, 477–489
educate them about project management, 

482–484
HBDI, 484–486
help manager meet his needs, 479–482
manager’s point of view, 487–488
mentor, 488–489
PCTS targets, 479–480
presentations, 486–487
read books on managing, 487–488

Separate discovery from development, 195
Serious Creativity (de Bono), 177
Setup time, 99, 287–288, 292, 414
Severity of the effect, 320
Severity reduction, 324–325
Sex and risk, 327
SharePoint, 513
Signatures  (sign- off meeting), 263–265
Signing off, 263–265
Silence means consent, 147
Silos, 31
Silver level, 86
Single- dominant HBDI profile, 111
Six Sigma, 25, 47–49, 85–86
SJ temperament, 121
Skewed distribution, 256
Slack, 271
Small projects, 50–51
Smith, Hyrum, 475
Social media, 512–514
Social Media Bible, The (Safko/Brake), 514
Software programs, 511–512
Sole- sourcing, 325
SPC, 148
Specifications, 14
Speeding up the product development process, 

412
Spending efficiency, 369
Spending variance, 266
Spherical triangle, 29
SPI, 369
Sports coaches, 489
Sports model for coaching athletes, 93
Sports teams, 88, 406
Stakeholder expectations, 183–184
Standard cost, 341
Standish Group study, 142, 143
Statistical process control (SPC), 148
Status meeting, 439, 440
Status reporting, 308
Status review, 383
Steiner, Claude, 70
Step- by- step procedure

missed deadlines, 422–424
project strategy, 215–216

Stoplight report, 387, 390, 440
Strategy, 190 (See also Developing project 

strategy)
Stratification, 170
Streamline flow of materials, 415–416
Stress, 481
Student effect, 259
Subconscious, 471
Success, 70, 459–460, 469, 475
Successful projects, 34, 37, 38
Successive abstractions technique, 179–180
Supercritical, 527
SV, 345
SWOT analysis, 202–205
SWOT analysis form, 204
Sykes, Charles, 467
Symptoms, 168
Systems, 95–98
Systems theory, 76

Tactics, 190
Task- oriented manager, 91
Team spirit, 101–102
Teams, 127–135

conflict management, 133–135
HBDI, 127–130
sports, 88, 406
virtual, 505–510

Technical requirements, 14
Technical specialist, 477, 478
Technical strategy, 194
Temporary workers, 325
10 Natural Laws of Time and Life Management, The

(Smith), 475
Terminology (glossary), 539–543
Testing hypotheses, 174–175
Texas Instruments, 152
Theory- X outlook, 535
Theory- Y view, 535
Thinkertoys (Michalko), 197
Thinking preferences, 498–499
Thinking styles, 120
Threat, 203, 314
Three sigma quality level, 25, 86
Time commitment, 99, 105
Time- cost  trade- off, 17–21
Time- cost  trade- off curve, 19, 407
Time- critical resource allocation, 278
Time management, 60
Time report, 378–379
Time value of money, 294
Timekeeper, 438–439
Too little detail, 224–228
Too many projects, 99–100
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Too much detail, 228–229
Tools, 11, 94–95
Tools, people, systems figure, 93
Touchy- feely situations, 446
Tracking progress (see Project control)
Tracy, Brian, 459
Training, 143–144
Transactional analysis, 466, 467
Transitions, 414
Tree structure (successful/failed project), 38
Tregoe, Benjamin, 170, 195
Trend analysis, 308–309
Triangle analogy, 16
Triple- dominant HBDI profile, 112, 113
Turf battles, 101
2221 profile, 111

Understanding the Asian Manager (Bedi), 42
Unilateral planning, 221–222
Unintended consequences, 206–207
United Airlines, 32
Unlimited- resource schedule, 275, 278
Unpaid overtime, 379
Unprotected sex, 327
Ury, William, 500

Valley of the Kings, 3–5
Variable, 423
Variance, 101, 266, 341, 345
Variance analysis, 308
Verify the cause, 424
Vicious spiral, 409
Virtual colocation, 507
Virtual project teams, 505–510
Vision, 80, 157, 159, 160
Visualizing success, 471

Walpole, Ronald E., 176, 370
WAN, 416
War on drugs, 210
WBS [see Work breakdown structure (WBS)]
Weisbord, Marvin, 393, 406
What- if schedule, 279
Whole- brain balanced scorecard, 135–136
Whole Brain Business Book, The (Hermann), 

137
“Whole Brain Project Management,” 126
Whole- brain project management, 107–137

adjacent- quadrant  double- dominant profiles, 
120

Whole- brain project management (Cont.):
author/friend vignette, 132–133
balanced scorecard, 135–136
CEO, 123–124
conflict management, 133–135
creativity, 137
further information (book), 137
HBDI (see HBDI)
project manager profile, 121, 124, 125
teams, 127–135
thinking styles, 120
work motivation, 121–122

Wide area network (WAN), 416
Wilson, Flip, 392
Wilson, Larry, 471
Wishful thinking, 181–182
Work breakdown structure (WBS), 230–251

camping trip, 236–243
example (airplane design), 236
example (camping trip), 238–240, 242–243
example (home project), 248, 249
example (yard project), 233
first step, 237–241
levels, 235
MindManager, 250, 251
most valuable tool, 232, 265
questions to answer, 244–245
terminology, 234–236
tips/guidelines, 245–247
usefulness, 233–234

Work efficiency, 369
Work package, 236
Working project manager, 81–82
Working- time estimates, 262
Working Together (Lewis), 105
World- Class Project Manager, The (Wysocki), 83
World’s best car, 98
www.hbdi.com, 137
www.lewisinstitute.com, 85, 177, 545
www.mindjet.com, 250
www.pmi.org, 57
www.standishgroup.com, 142
www.videoarts.com, 393
Wysocki, Bob, 83, 408

X, 421

Yard project, 233, 315–317

Zero defects, 87

www.hbdi.com
www.lewisinstitute.com
www.mindjet.com
www.pmi.org
www.standishgroup.com
www.videoarts.com


James P. Lewis, Ph.D., is an experienced project manager who now 
teaches seminars on the subject throughout the United States, En-
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the result of the 15 years he spent in industry, working as an elec-
trical engineer engaged in the design and development of commu-
nication equipment. He held various positions, including Project 
Manager, Product Engineering Manager, and Chief Engineer, for 
Aerotron, Inc., and ITT Telecommunications, both of Raleigh, North 
Carolina. He also was a Quality Manager for ITT Telecom, manag-
ing a department of 63 quality engineers, line inspectors, and test 
technicians.

While he was an engineering manager, he began working on 
a doctorate in organizational psychology, because of his conviction 
that a manager can succeed only by developing good interpersonal 
skills.

Since 1980, Dr. Lewis has trained more than 35,000 supervi-
sors and managers in Argentina, Canada, England, Germany, India, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Singapore, Sweden, Thailand, and the 
United States. He has written articles for Training and Development 
Journal, Apparel Industry Magazine, and Transportation and Distribu-
tion Magazine, and is the author of Mastering Project Management, 
Second Edition; The Project Manager’s Desk Reference, Third Edition; 
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Working Together: The 12 Principles Employed by Boeing Commercial 
Aircraft to Manage Projects, Teams, and the Organization; Project Leader-
ship; and The Project Manager’s Survival Guide; coauthor with Louis 
Wong of Accelerated Project Management, published by McGraw- Hill; 
and author of Fundamentals of Project Management: How to Build and 
Manage a Winning Project Team, Second Edition, and Team- Based Proj-
ect Management, published by the American Management Associa-
tion. He is coauthor, with Bob Wysocki, of The World- Class Project 
Manager, published by Perseus in 2001. Several of his books have 
been published in Chinese, and Project Leadership has been trans-
lated into Spanish and Russian.

He has a B.S. in Electrical Engineering and a Ph.D. in Psychol-
ogy, both from NC State University in Raleigh. He is a member of 
the Project Management Institute. He is also a certified Herrmann 
Brain Dominance Instrument practitioner.

He is president of The Lewis Institute, Inc., a training and 
consulting company specializing in project management, which he 
founded in 1981.
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